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Transform your animation ideas
into moving reality with our
expert 16-page special
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MOONSHINE RACERS
Chug your way across Middle
America with style, speed
and plenty of Southern Comfort
in Millennium's redneck race

Get the goodies to the
crypt, grab the treasure
and shoot to kill in the

Bitmaps' latest puzzler
PLUS: AH you need to get animated - an exclusive

Do it yourself
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complete
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animation package, sprites from Prince of Persia!
GFA animation utilities and more!
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ALL PROGRAMS STE COMPATIBLE!

ver 15 pages of t
0 new games under the microscope • Smooth Operator
omposer reveals all • Handy new Desktop scrutinised
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the king pin of the Ht BIG
COPOflnTIBn. Vou'll haue to outtuit

• his enormous army of body

| guards... gangs of charismaI bypass patients in trench

V^|

"eu leuels of muscle-

Your mission is to seek out and destroy

v...f£ coats, the bullet hain uiith the

build of arhinoceros and the breath of adung beetle, packs of

vicious canine yappies, the psychotic clouin uiith an euil sense
ofhumour - you'll die. but not laughing! Then there's the gas

guzzling Cadillac jock - acool specimen, elbow hanging on the

door rail, aserious looking piece in his hand and ready to blow

you auiay as he rolls down main street leaning you coughing
lead. It's not all bad!... You'ue got achopper to back gou up, a
mean, shiny street machine, some heavy metal hardware and

some pretty neat moves. And what about the king pin...
did Isay he was Hr. Big? Ho, he's HB BIG!

ining, reflex-testing,
deuiays scrolling fury!

y wf Destroy the telfiai dru
m Nuke, face astream of deadly

,§ Hiike gangs, and then •if you
I suruiue - face the terrcl

®that is Bobocop 2! ^^
MOBE THHH HGHME TtOBOCOP 2[

IS THE FflIHE
ROBOCOP TM & « 1990 ORION PICTURES CORP. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

CO PICTURES INC.

jj^J^J^VCflflSf HO II -Special Crimina

Ho time for baltoonin'

Inuesfigation - continuing inhere
|fls Doug Quaid you Irauelto Hars .
Ifscovet your true identity - your
lission is now a journey of nr
top action, strange mutan..,

futuristic pedicles and astartling
irray of weaponry all captured in

superbly executed graphics and a
lame play that compliments the
uccess ofthe year's top movie.

PTHL REAM... anightmare joumey
ito the 21st C -'

raroundj... no tfrne

HflSE HQ left off. Your mission is to

to

< track down, chase and apprehend

shoot the breeze!...in fact

It dangerous criminals. It's FIISTEB

igou'ue hardly set your feet

• eKplpsiite pouter sends you
.leting through various terrains - hold the

Idoiun in the mighty U.S.S.1

line or plough the fields! It's TOUGHED - the criminals
"•ield some heauy hardware - but so do you! You can
wt you must dodge their flak... heauy
i, trucks unloading their cargo onto

Iyour bonnet... it's the meanest pursuit
game to hit the micro screen. The extra

and it's all action. You sight up
your latest and most formidable balloon poppin'
piece...but now that bounce bomb has just

multiplied!!! Tour the world in the most addicfiue
arcade game of the year from Hitchell Corp. ft quick

J features will teaue you gasping for extended

eye and super fast reflexes will glue you just a

play- weather changes, bodyguard squads, grenade
lobbing bikersjun-choppers... just play it!... we dare

half-chance of a win... the other half will come if

g 1989 TAITO CORP

the bounce goes your way!
? MITCHELL CORP.
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"Your guarantee ofvalue"
This magazine comes from Future Publishing,
a company founded just six years ago but now
selling more computer magazines than any other
publisher in Britain. We offer:
Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips,
suggestions and explanatory features, written
by the best in the business.

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy
of editorial independence, and our reviews give
clear buying recommendations.

Clearer design. You need solid information fast.
So our designers highlight key elements by using
charts, diagrams, summary boxes, annotated
photographs, etc.
Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate
under two golden rules:
• Understand your readers' needs.
• Satisfy them.
More reader interaction. We draw strongly on
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest

letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying
one of our magazines is like joining a nationwide
user group.

Better value for money. More pages, better
quality: magazines you can trust.

Animation
overload!
In this animation-crazy issue we reveal how you
can bring the wonderful world ofDisney to your
ST. Read how the professionals design their
animations, then follow
their help to construct
/
your own. With
Animaster, our unique
Cover Disk program,
you can bring your own
pictures to life. What are
you waitingfor? Get
moving in the
direction of
page 22

113
Games creator

Peter Molyneux
guides you through
Home of Britain's finest computer magazines.
Amstrad Action • 8000 Plus • PC Plus

Amiga Format • ST Format
New Computer Express • Your Sinclair
Commodore Format • Sega Power
Amiga Power • Amiga Shopper
MacPublishing

the complexities of
programming
animation in

assembly
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yet another GEM

Desktop replacement?

22

Your ST and this issue of ST FORMAT are all you
need to produce your own sophisticated animation.
The professional graphic artists reveal all

Using Animaster

Game previews
Cover disk info

Programming basics ..36

Midwinter 2 special

.56

The inside story of a special mission in the forthcoming game

How to "Get the Most"

With your animation sequence designed,
make it work for you in a game or demo

Competition

.43

>Yourcomplete guide to this month's fully-playable
demos and fantastic animation utility

.32

Now you know how it's done, get animating
yourself with our unique Cover Disk program

17

News of the up-and-coming games you may be playingsoon

.85

The ultimate ST companion - reviews, hardware, tips
and cheats all in one bite-size 172 page book

.38

Win a weekend in Ireland to see how Sullivan

Gamebusters

Bluth Studios put together an animated cartoon

Your hints, cheats and tips - plus all the best games

88

cracked, including Cadaver, Captive and Battle Master

Bitmap top ten

77

Star game creators the Bitmap Brothers reveal
which games they think have the best animation

^Il_ jfe

4%gfy Edit Domark's
wdC Prince of Persia
sprites to create your own
lively animated sequences

DIY MIDI tester

jbk Picture gallery

.98

I '£}• Your graphic masterpieces - plus: Readysoft
\^M reveal how they make those funky backdrops

104

Got some suspect MIDI leads? Test out how your MIDI
ports are performing with our illuminating DIYproject

Making a classic

Kiss and tell

This month we look at the marketing element

106

He worked on "Smooth Operator" - now professional
composer Neil Palmer reveals the tricks of the trade

The ST jukebox

Public Domain

125

Our regular roundup of the latest bargain priced software

110

Whether you're hooked on pop music or caught up in
classical, there's a music disk waiting for you

68000 programming

121

Part three of our series on writing a classic ST game.

« K Down to BASICS

131

?j]y:% Get to grips with GFA Basic in Part Three of our

113

, After creating Powermonger and Populous,
game designer Peter Molyneux reveals how to
make your own animations in assembly

Mjgpf special programming tutorial series

jp\ Desktop

135

fjly* More technical tips than you can handle Sjjjf including heaps of animation help

Subscriptions

REVIEWS

142

Don't miss out on ST FORMAT- we'll come to your door

DC Desktop

.47

We scrutinise DCs new Desktop and take a casual
stroll around their latest updated utilities disk

Cheap education
Feedback

Re-touche

144

How to get hold of education software for as littleas £2.50

.49

Enhance your digitised pictures or scans with this
professional quality re-touching package

149

Your letters of comment and words of wisdom

Special offers!

150

ST software at rock-bottom prices. You can't miss it

Flexidump

.96

How you can obtain colour screen dumps with this
versatile printer dumping package

/P»\ Art Tutor

Twilight zone

116

*vffj Follow in Picasso's footsteps with this drawing tutor
^•F - a pity most artists make money a/terthey're dead

SCREENPLAY
The galaxy's best ST leisure guide begins page 53
Curse of Azure

REGULARS
News

.7

The lowdown on the latest in the ST universe

World News

12

Hot off the presses - er, make that the intercontinental
modem links - the latest ST news from overseas

154

The end bit, after which there is no more - this month

62

Revelation

61

Codename Iceman. .66

SuperMonaco GP...64

HardDrivin'2

70

Team Suzuki

59

Mighty Bombjack

68

Viz

70

Narc

73

Wrath of the Demon 54

Screenplay extra

Cover Disk p 43
UNBEATABLE
Fully playable demos of two top game
and a unique animation prograi
HINE

GODS

un mis monin s aciion-pacKea

Disk we bring you a stomach-

churning demo of Hillbilly
Moonshine Racers; Gods, the
Bitmaps' latest manic platform
game; and our exciting

animation designer, Animaster.
sprites and back
grounds from Domark's Prince
of Persia for you to play with,

a GFA animation program and
more GFA Basic tutorial files

•.-jut*'' "'hb '

Vietnam was a costly disaster for the
United States....

Could you -using the same resources - rewrite
history and win the war America lost.... ?
As President, you must balance your military
objectives against public opinion back home. The
decision to be a hawk or a dove is yours....
Your aim: to achieve what the Americans failed to

Iron

^rian^ie

do - prevent South Vietnam falling to the
Viet Cong guerillas....
'Nam is the result of four years extensive
research by Matthew Stibbe, the author of the
highly acclaimed Imperium....

Tay/Nj

" 'Nam is incredibly accurate... (and) definitely rates as
I one of the best vlaryames in years" cu Amiga screens 90%

' Sea
Tj\

Programmed and designed by: Matthew Stibbe

tn l*J • ©1991 Domark Software Ltd. ', 1991 Artwork &Packaging Domark Software Ltd.
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STE price cut

STORY

imminent?

ST FORMAT, Britain's best-selling
magazine for ST owners, continues
to go from strength to strength. The
latest official circulation figures, just
released by the independent Audit

home micro industry have
told ST FORMAT they expect
a substantial price cut on the STE.

Bureau of Circulations, show that a

This would mean the

palindromic 55,455 of you have got
the good sense to buy the only ST
magazine that counts.
Not only is FORMAT still the

likely phasing out of

market leader, but its circulation is
almost 50% - yes, 50% - better than
any other ST magazine's. (What other

ST magazines?) While the rest of
Britain has been sinking into reces
sion, FORMAT'S circulation figure
has risen a

remarkable 10% on our

last circulation audit, which means
we've gained well over 5,000 new
readers during the period July to
December 1990. What's more, our
bumper December issue actually
sold over 66,700 copies, suggesting
that the trend is still rising.
So whether you're one of the
thousands of newcomers (welcome!)
or a veteran, stick with us - you ain't
seen nothin' yet!

eliable

sources

the older STFM and

a switch in emphasis
in advertising and
bundled packs.
Peter Staddon,

within

the

March 12th, at which we will be pre
senting our 1991 plans. These plans

to comment until Atari confirmed the

include the introduction of both new

retailers made some predictions:

products and new packs, none of

• The STE price cut may not be as

which

"TheSTE may

sellfor

joystick butno software"

will

available

be

before

late April."

£320-with TV lead and

Atari's Marketing Manager, was tightlipped about the price cut, but made
the following statement:
"In the first quarter of this year
there is no intention to change the

by Andrew Hutchinson

This statement

suggests

that

Atari

also

will

launch the Mega
STE on that date, shifting emphasis
completely onto the advanced STE
range. Leading retailers didn't want

price cuts, but two of the largest

much as the rumoured £100;
• The price cut will be made possi
ble by selling the machine on its
own, with no software but with a TV
lead and joystick, for about £320;
• There may be a £400 STE MIDI
pack containing some sequencing
software, and possibly a £400
games pack containing ten games,
two joysticks and a cheats book.

range or pricing structure of the ST
range. This will continue to be as

indicated in the January 1991 retail
price list.

"As far as specifics regarding
range policy, new product introduc
tions and pricing policy are con

cerned, Atari UK will be holding a
press

conference

in London

on

Sample alternative
There are five sound samplers avail
able for the ST, and now a new con
tender enters the fray, this time

from Pandaal Marketing. DAATAsound plugs into the cartridge port
of your ST and works in colour and
mono resolutions.

The unit can sample and play
back at 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20 and
25kHz

and

includes

a

echo, flip, cut, copy, splice, plaste,
filter, amplify, soften and compress
the sound. When playing back you
can bend the pitch, loop the sound
or play it in reverse. With an STE
(yep, STE owners come out ahead
with this package's special STE
facilities) you can also change the
volume, the bass and the treble.

built-in

Ab Pandaal told ST FORMAT

sequencer which can hold up to 18
samples. The program is MIDI com
patible and playback is through a

that their sampler has great
advantages over other comparable
samplers. "There's a realtime echo
mode," he said, "and it's got a very
accurate and intuitive sequencing
operation. The fact that it works in
all resolutions is obviously a big
advantage, and it also works with

TV or monitor.

The sample editing software
itself enables you to magnify, fade,

all STs." He added that DAATA-

sound is an entry-level sampler,
planned to be one of a family of
forthcoming samplers.
DAATAsound retails at £39.99

The sample editing features
of DAATAsound compare well
with other samplers available

and is available now, from Pandaal
Marketing, 44 Singer Way, Woburn
Road Industrial Estate, Kempston,
Bedford, MK42 7AF, n 0234
855666.

• Is the processing power of the STE soon to cost you a lot less?

A Duck Tail
In what could well be the licencing
coup of the year, Entertainments
International have acquired the rights
to market Disney software. El are
prime movers on the software scene,
though their name might not be
familiar to most ST owners. Team

guess the shapes produced by the
smoke coming from a train.
• Mickey's Runaway Zoo teaches
numeracy.

Animals have

escaped

from the zoo and by pressing the
appropriate number you can reveal
the animals' hiding places.

Yankee, Dragon's Lair, Space Ace,
Gazza 2 and Crazy Cars were some
of El's previous titles.

The software

being launched

soon is educational, utilising the wellknown Disney characters in a fun
format aimed at kids between the

ages of two and five.
•
Donald's Alphabet

Chase

is

designed with the idea of teaching
children the alphabet and keyboard
skills at the same time.

• Identifying colours and recognising
shapes is the theme behind Goofy's
Railway Express. The idea is to

• "Hello, everybody. My
name's Mickey Mouse and I've
got a big surprise waiting for
you inside this caravan. Come
along, little duckies!"

NET £25 OF SOFTWARE - FREE! SEE PAGE 142
issue 21-APRIL-91
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Colour retouching

DIGITISE
YOURSELF
One of the most popular digitising
packages for the ST is Rombo's
VIDI-ST. This Scottish company
have recently launched a full colour
version which goes by the name of
VidlChrome-ST.

The package works by taking

red, green and blue maps of an
image and then combining the three
to produce a full colour image. The

arrives on the ST
T h e r e is a colour version of

Retouche, the monochrome
digital retouching package

from Germany, in the pipeline,
according to Copycare Services, the
British distributors of the program.

two of its powerful features. The
colour version of the program should
work in the same manner as its

monochrome relation, namely by
operating on tones, shades and
colours, rather than on pixel data.

The monochrome version is review

For more information contact Copy
care Business Services « 081 679

for ST owners. VidiChrome-ST costs

ed on page 49 of this very issue,
and Copycare tell us that the Profes
sional version is also almost ready.

E179. Rombo Ltd, 6 Fairbaim Road,
Kirkton North, Livingston, Scotland,
EH54 6TS, « 0506 414631. Watch for

The Colour Retouche boasts the
kinds of features which would make
owners of lesser micros wince. Full

the full review in ST FORMAT soon.

four-colour separation and linotronic
output via Postscript files are just

hardware can

work with

a

video

camera or recorder, thus making
colour digitising a realistic option

7307 - and watch for the complete
review in ST FORMAT soon.
• The forthcoming Colour
Retouche promises to enable you
to edit, twist, reformat, slant,
merge, water down and generally
alter scanned or digitised images

SUPERSONIC

A musical Four

CONCORDE+
Fuii Circle Technologies continue
their support for the emulation mar

Minute Warning?

ket with a new PC AT emulator pack.
Concorde* has the Vortex ATonce
v3.5 emulator at its heart and can be

MIDI software houses seem to

purchased with a choice of extra

•

ATonce

and

an

external

latest is a company called

ATonce

and

both

the

3.5"

as well as their own software.

RAM

upgrade and the external floppy
drive for £329

•

ATonce and MS-DOS 3.5 for £259

•

ATonce

and

a

Vortex

Full Circle Technologies are at 133a
Kent,

• Freebase isn't when you move
into a squat or simply decide to

stop paying rent, it's a brand
new sample library program

The MIDI song market seems to be
going from strength to strength. As
FORMAT reports this month (see

Run the program with these samplers
and you can quickly and easily locate
the appropriate sample - and if
you've got an STE you can even
"audition" it via the STE's DMA audio

page 110), companies can supply
complete MIDI files of popular
songs, enabling ST owners with
sequencing software to see how
songs are created.

Sound alternative
STFM owners who are jealous of
their stereo STE owning chums can
now join the hi-fi blasting crowd.
Back in issue 19, FORMAT brought

a

database

for

sorted and either displayed on
screen or printed. A "hunt/jump"
system enables the user to quickly
locate the right sample using specific

MIDI OF THE

ROAD MUSIC

is

"expert" system. These can then be

Roland's S-10 and S-220 machines.

hard drive for £535

Freebase

samples. It can categorise sound
samples through the use of an

FileMaster is an ST-based sam

musician's machine of choice. File-

40MByte hard drive for £599
• ATonce and a 40MByte slimline

sockets. When you've found the right
sample you simply send it via MIDI to
your sampler. FileMaster costs £20.

pler loader program, reinforcing the
ST's reputation as the professional
Master supports the Akai X-7000 and
S-700 2.8 inch samplers and

Datajet

Parrock Street, Gravesend,
DA12 1EZ, = 0622 677173.

Four

Minute Warning, distributing previ
ously unavailable American programs

floppy drive for £275
•

be

springing up all over the place. The

hardware or on its own as part of an
Introductory offer:
• ATonce and a half MByte memory
upgrade for £285

which enables you to store up to
50 patterns in memory, with each
of those patterns consisting of up
to 99 events. A converter program
on the disk enables you to utilise
the stereo sound in your GFA
Basic, H/soft Basic or assembly
language coding.
Playback works with an ST,

search criteria. The software works

in conjunction with Akai S-900, S950, S-1000, S-1000PB, S-1000KB,

"Sampler loaders,
sample databases
and editingprograms
from America are now
available here"
S-1100 samplers or Roland S-330 or
S-550 samplers. No price has been

fixed yet.

song or a selection of songs in the
same style. Zone tell us that they
have over 1,000 titles In their
catalogue. They can be contacted at

of it. The unit can be used with

nel stereo sound. Included in the

these cartridges, head-to-head, in

Mississippi Software have been
producing specialised MIDI programs
in the States for many years. Their
range is now available through Four
Minute. Editing programs for the
Roland U-110, U-220, Alpha Juno
Range, Ensoniq ESQ-1/ESQ-m and
Yamaha
DX-7
sequencers and
synthesizers should be available by
the time you read this.
Four Minute Warning can be
found at 298 Horbury Road,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF2 8QX,

5 Abbeville Road, London, SW4,

package is a drumbeat program

next month's issue.

a 0924 386527.

you news of the TCB stereo sound
cartridge, designed to attach to the
ST via the Centronics printer port,

The latest company to offer this

and now there's another add-on

service are Zone Distribution, who

cartridge available, this time from

are distributing song files created in

Microdeal.

America in a choice of formats.
All musical tastes are catered

for, classical to rock. ST MIDI fans
can

choose

either

an

individual

The Playback cartridge is a
stereo sound cartridge with two
phono leads coming from the side
Microdeal's Quartetmusic sequenc
ing software to provide four chan

STF and
£29.95.

STFM and retails at
It's
available
from

Microdeal, P0 Box 68, St Austell,
Cornwall, PL25 4YB, o 0726
68020. The TCB cartridge is from
MPH Software, « 0603 503382.
Don't miss the full review of both

>

t> 081 766 6564.
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BIGGEST CLUBS

u,

GREATEST DEALS

^»!!gW5» ; ^fg^g

5)

Pgbcclcs
SPECIAL RESERVE CLUB BENEFITS INCLUDE:

JBLkaL

•

W!&&m
10.99

7.99Jk

5.99

\ATARI ST Shockware
•JEUrfl

9.99

8.49

6.49

;'up'i:n LEAGUE 15.
'EANSUP^R

Reserve members.

•
•

Prices include UK and EEC Postage and Packing.

..8.49 fESS

3D POOL
ADVANCED TACTICAL

8.49
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1

22.49

SHADOWGATE

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2

24.49

SHOOT'EM-UPCONSTR'KIT...8.49

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3

3.99

HHQ(Energy magazine) News, Reviews and Graphics.

Screen shots, pack shots, charts, latest Giga-Savers.
Game reviews in every issue. Night City Cybertoon and
the kill-or-die adventures of the Cyberpunk NRG street
gang - It's Cyber-fantastic! NRG - bi-monthly to all Special
Release Schedules, sent bi-monthiy
Sales hotline, open 7 days, to 8pm weekdays.

•

Fast despatch by first class post

•

Continuations sent when we receive each order.

24.99

AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY . ...JJ49
J&49

SILENTSERVICE (SUB SIM) ...8.99

F16PJU.CON .. ..1

•

Catalogue, Membership Card & Folder for NRG

LEMMINGS

15.99

F16FA!X£)K VI.SSlCNDISK 1 12-99

LIFE AND DEATH

15.99

SIMCITY
SIMULCRA

11.99
16.49

•

Refunds or change of order on request if delayed.

ARMOUR-GEDDON

21.99

F16 FALCON VISSION DISK 2 13.49
F19 STEALmFEGHTER
19-99
F29 RETALIATOH
16.49

16.49
19.49
13.49

599

•

No Obligation to buy.

22-49

FERRARI

LINEOFFIRE
LOOM
LORDS OF CHAOS
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO

16.99

FINAL ;?A"TlE :PSSV

CHALLENGE

15.99

SPACE QUEST 2 (SIERRA)

.22.49

5.99

SPACE QUEST 3 (SIERRA)

...19.99

FIGHTER2

\7A6l

ARCHIPELAGOS

.*w*^t>49

[ AWESOME

j

3.A.T (UBI SOFT)

j/

I (WITHSOUND CAREH
B.S.S JANE SEYMOUR
BAAL
BACKGAMMON ROYALE
BADLANDS
BALANCE OF POWER

6.49
.. 16.99
16.49
6.99

BALLISTIX

•FHORUS

._...

10.99

16.49

FINAL COMfl&ND ,\

13.99

FISHf.MSCraLLS) S*^.

6.99

FLAMES C^F^FFDOM

\.19.49

BATTLE COMMAND

.. . 5 99/FLIGHI S MUTATOR 2
16.4ft FLOOD
™
.. %..

BATTLE OF BRITAIN

16,

FOOT3A.I. MANAGER 2 +

(D/S DRIVE)

19*9

EXPANSOfflf

15.SB

FUNSCHO0L 2 (2-6)

12.99

FUN SCHOOL ? -fi-8)

12.99

BATTLEMASTER ..

.. 15JS

LURKING HORROR
M.U.D.S
M1 TANK PLATOON
MEAN STREETS
.

15.49

19.49
... .16 49

MENACE

BATTLE SQUADRON

8.49

SORCERER (INFOCOM)

9.99

SPACEACE

27.99

SPACE QUEST 1 (SIERRA;

(MEAN UGLY DIRTY SPORT)

ffllDWINTERBl

649 JtlGHT OF TH&iNTRUDER

BALLYHOO (INFOCOM)

..

SKYCHASE

6.99

IDNIGHT RESISTANCE

16 49

IDWINTER
IG 29 FULCRUM

1999
21.99

IONTY PYTHONS

FLYINGCIRCUS
MURDER

13.99
13.99

. 22.49

SPEEDBALL
SPEEDBALL2

8.99
15.99

SPELLBOUND

8.49

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM) ...5.99

BATTLESCAPES

FUN SCHOOL 2 ,;•• •

'2 •Vj

FUN SCHOOLS (2 5 YRS)

15.99

IUR0ER IN SPACE

15 99

STORM ACROSS EUROPE

15.99

''STICAL
LA.R.C
RWiC.

10.49
1649
18.99

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

19.99

STOS COMPILER
STUNT CAR RACER
SUPER GRIDRUNNER
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2

13.99
16.49
6.99

'DATABASE)

69.99

SUPREMACY
SWIV
,PB. HARD DRIVINIAGON SPIRIT.

19.49
16.49

BATTLESTORM

J"

16 49 FUN SCHOOLS (5 7YRS)

BEYOND ZOHK '111 :;•;:::"

BILLY THB^K :;

• ' .;y

GAUNTLET2 1

7.99

.. . 16.99 GETTYSBUR#(ARC)

' BLAfiiWAULDRON

6.99

j CADAVER

19.49

GFA BASIC V3.0.COMPILER ...22.49

16.49 GFA BASIC V3ji

CAPTIVE
CARRIER COMMAND
CARTHAGE

NAVYTScfi.A.LS

16.49

NEBUi|jS2

16.49

NLVLHVMIND

6.49

15.49 INTERPRETER \
36.99 NGEL V^SELLSGFlANp.
8.49 GOPLAYEjpROFKSIONAL .19.49 NIGHTBR
16.49 GOLD OF%\£AZTECS
13.99 (INTER-ACTIVE MTJVtt)

| CHAMPION OF THE RAJ
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN

15.99

19.49 FUN SCHOOIil(7+YRS)

. .1649 GOLD RUSfJi! (SIERRA)

6 99
6 49

.. ..1999

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHAOS STRIKES BACK
EDITOR

10.99

IAN'SGOLF\

16^99

10.99

CHASE H.Q2(SCI)

16.49

CHIPS CHALLENGE

16.99

CHRONOQUEST2
CLOUD KINGDOMS

8.49
6.99

CODENAME ICEMAN (1 MEG)

24.99

5.49
EVES

HARDDfflflN'2

\.15.

HILL STREETBLUES

NIGHTSHIFT
NITRO

16.
9.

NORTH AND SOLTH
OBITUS
OPERATION STEALTH

10.99
21.99
16 99

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT

13.49

PACMANIA

. ..\16.49

2.99

PAINTWORKS

5 99

COLONEL'S BEQUEST (1 MEG) 24.99

(BUDGE""
HOLIYWOI3PCO. I F.CTION

COLORADO

16.49

(ROBOCOP. tldOSTBUSTERS 2.

COLOSSUS X CHESS
CONFLICT EUROPE

12.99
6.49

INDIANA JONIs.BAI MAN

PAWN (M'SCROLLS)

THE MOVIE)%

PHANTASIE ? fSSH

CONQUESTS OF CAMELOT

. ..

[1 MEG) (SIERRA)

24.99

HOME ACCOUNT^ (DIGITA)

CORPORATION

14.99

HORROR ZOMBir "
HOUND OF SHADOW

CORPORATION MISSION DISK 10.49

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) ...6.99
CRACK DOWN

7.49

CRIME DOESN'T PAY
CRIMEWAVE
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

16.99
16.49
19.49

CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND

(1 MEG) (SSI)

19.99

CUTTHROATS (INFOCOM)

PANG ..

...17,49

DAMOCLES

8.49

.. 13.99

PANZA KICK BOXING
PARADROID90

16.49
16.49

6.99
7 99

PIRATES
PLANETFALL (BUDGET)

HOLLYWOOD
..16.49

16.99
8.99

PLAYERMANAGER

1299

HERO TURTLES

15.99

TEENAGE QUEEN

8.99
16.99

THEME PARK MYSTERY

16.99

%

16.49

TORVAK THE WARRIOR

TOTAL RECALL

11.49

TRACKER
\
TRINITY (INFOCOMJ^
TRIVIAL PURSUIT ,.\

TURBO CUP (WITH CAF^J

POPULOUS

TURRICAN

JAMES POND

..16.49

PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)

6.49

IPRINCE OF'PFPSIA

16 99

PROPHECY 'VJKING CHILD

.14.49

PROTEX1 WPRO&ESSOR

.47.99

DEJAVU
DEJA VU 2

JUDGE DREDD
K-SPREAD 4.0

QUEST FOR GLOHY\

PUZZNIC

(SPREADSHFF".

DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO

59.99

DRAGON'S LAIR

28.99

KICK OFF

DRAGON'S LAIR 2

27.99

KICK OFF 2

.

13.99

(HERO'SOULSl|(1 MEG). .. 24.99

QUEST FORGLCRY ? [• ^h.Gj 24.99
./1^\ 7.99
OUESTRON2

KHALAAN

R-TYPE

/.. L . <99

15.99

12.99

TOWER OF BASEL

TOYOTA CELICAVt RALLY ...16.49

POOL Of RADIANCE (1 MEG) 1949
16.49

16.49

TOURNAMEN\GOLF

..16.99

%....

5.49

THUNDERSTRIKE

TOKI

IMMORTAL(1 MEG)...;a

INFESTATION
5ft •J4.49 POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS 8.99
IT CAME FROM THE DESERT ..19.43
POWERDRIFT
5.99
IVAN STEWARTS SUPER
iPOWERDROME
8.99
OFF-ROAD RACER
..16.49
POWERMONGER
18.99
J. NICKLAUSGOLF
..16.99
POWI RMONGER DATA DISK 10.99
(SUBLOGIC)
JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

5.49
9.99
13.99
5.49
12.99

TV SPORTS (U.S) FOOTBALL ...9.99
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL ...16.49
ULTIMA5
18.49
ULTIMATE RIDE
15.99
UMS 2 - UNIVERSAL MILITARY

SIMULATOR 2 ....
UMS CIVIL WAR DISK
UMS VIETNAM DISK
UN SQUADRON
UNINVITED
UNTOUCHABLES

VAXINE

19.
6.99

...

...

6.99
16.49
,399
13.49

16.49

VOODOO NIGH i MARE

16.49

VOYAGER.

5.49

WELLTRIS

15.99

RAINBOW ISLAND ' ./... . 1349^ WHEELS OF FIRE
REACH FOH IML SKIES\. .19.49 .(HARD DRIVIN. POWERDRIFT.
RED STORM RlSINGX-.Y. 16.99 CHASE H.Q. TURBO OUTRUN) 19.99
RICKDANGEROUS 2 y.
1649 WIPE t?0-T
5.99
RIDERS O:- ROHAN.. f.\... 16.49 WITNESS'flNFOCOM)
9.99

DRAGONS BREATH

DRAKKHEN
DUNGEON MASTER

16.99

IMPERIUM

.22 49
.24 99

JET + JAPAN DISK

34.99

19.49

"SUZUKI ...Slteto.

..16.99
..16.49

?%&.

POLICE QUEST i (SIERRA)
POLICE OULST 2 ISIERRA)

DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1 ...8.49

DELUXE PAINT

IOTS) " \ « .

..,.|.99

HUNTER

5.99
...19.49

"EAMYANKEE
^!T^tag.19.49
•"EEN\gE MUTANT

...

DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 2 ...8.49
DEATH TRAP
15.49
3.99
7.99

STATIONFALL (INFOCOM)

THEKEEB

(ART PACKAGE)

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

£6.00

SPINDIZZY2
16.99
SPY WHO LOVED ME
16.49
ST ADVENTURE CREATOR ...13.99
STAR RAY
5.99
STARFLIGHT
16.99
STARGLIDER 2
5.99

(BOHODINO 5 ARMADA) ,,

BETRAYAL. . -.j^T.

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00

11.99
10.99

DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR ...8.99
DYNASTYWARS
E MOTION
EASTVS. WEST

RINGS Ol ZILFIN(SSI)/ ........9.49

WOLFPACK\

19.49

ROADWAR EUROPA(SBI) ..\,.7.49

WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

19.99

WORLD CHAMP-SOCCER
WRATH OF THE DEMON

12.99
18.99

ROBOCOP2
\
j/l5.99
ROCKET RANGER . %../. 599

ECO PHANTOMS
ELIMINATOR

ROGUETROOPER .... A./.. 16.99 XENOMORPH

ff.

16.49

SEASTALKER(INFOCQrJl)

S.T.U.N RUNNER

5.99

SECRET OF MONKEY.ISLAND

SHADOW OF THE BEAST

16.99

9.99

SHADOW WARRIORS'!

13.49

..iOWN MAY NOTYETBE RELEASED.

!S

8.49

XENON 2. MEGABLASX
7.99
XIPHOS
.%_...15.99
Z-OUT
^'..12.99
ZORK 1 (INFOCOM)
ZORK 2 (INFOCOM)

VAT reg. no. 424 8532 51

.er-Mediates Ltd. Reg. Office: 2 South Block, TheMaltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.

Existing members please enter
your Membership No.

Joysticks, Mice etc.

Atari Lynx

Quickjoy Superboard
16.95
Quickjoy Jet Fighter
12.95
Quickjoy Supercharger
9.95
Competition Pro Extra autofire
12.49
Naksha Mouse & Mat For Amiga or ST ...32.99
Mouse Mat (Quality soft mat)
4.99

Official UK Version. Free Special Reserve membership.

LynX colour handheld system +mains powerpack
& Calitornia Games

+ FREESpecial Reserve
membership

£119.99

Disks 7? bits

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World or
Official Secrets £29.99 UK, £34.99 EEC, £39.99 World
Corporation I

and Myth I

I

1

with Sim City I

3.5" DS/DD
DISK + LABEL
£19.99
PLASIC STORAGE BOX, HOLDS TEN 3.5" DISKS

..1.30

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

..2.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (100 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE .. 10.99
DISK BOX 3.5" (80 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE ... ..8.49
DISK BOX 3.5" (40 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE ... -.7.49
CUMANA ATARI ST 3.5"720K EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE .. 86.99
..5.49

3D BARRAGE
720 DEGREES
APB
BASKETBRAWL .
BLOCK OUT
BLUE LIGHTNING
CHEQUERED FLAG
CHIPS CHAI.LFNGE

27.49
27.49
27.49
27.49
27.49
21.99
27.49
21.99

ELECTRO COP

21.99

GATES OF ZENDECON

21.99

GAUNTLET3
GRIDRUNNER
KLAX

27.49
27.49
27.49

..

LYNX CASINO
MS PACMAN

NFL SUPER-BOW.
PACLAND
PAPERBOY

2? 49
. .27.49

27.49
27.49
27 49

PINBALL SHUFFLE

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE
Item

27

RAMPAGE
ROAD BLASTERS

2!
...

ROBO SQUASH

27

RYGAR
S.T.U.N RUNNER

27
27

SCRAPYARD DOG
SHANGHAI

27,
27

SLIMEWORLD
23
TOURNAMENT CYOERBALL ...27,
TURBOSUB
VINDICATORS
WARBIRDS
WORLD CUP SOCCER
XENEPHOBI

. ., 27.
27
27
27.
27

XYBOTS

27.

ZALOR MERCENARY

27.

I

and Myth I J_

Lynx Software

50
SONY

DUST COVER FOR ATARI 520ST (CLEAR PVC) ...

Special Reserve or Official Secrets
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage.
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
For non-software items such as joysticks or blank disks
please add 10% EEC or 25% World for carriage.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

Credit card issue/expiry date
'CHEQUE/'POSTALORDER/-ACCESS/*VISA

STFORM9

NEWS

EVEN MORE
MEECES

Showing out

hand with a bit more comfort than

Summer must be on the way. There
are three computer shows already
lined up for May and July, with more
in the pipeline. The All Formats Com
puter Fair convenes for the eighth
time at The New Hall of the Royal
Horticultural Society in Westminster,
London, on 23 March. Tickets are
£3, and the nearest tubes are
Victoria, Pimlico and St James Park.

Atari's neolithic effort.

More info on » 0225 868100.

Toiling ST owners, cast off your
old, sluggish Atari mouse and start
enjoying GEM again. Yep, another
mouse for the ST hits the market,

this time from Pandaal Marketing.
Their DAATAmouse is a very
attractive (if that's the right word)
mouse which has been economi
cally designed to sit under your

DAATAmouse operates at a
resolution of 280 dpi and includes
not one but two microswitch but

tons guaranteed to click their little
hearts out for one million cycles
(but who's counting?). Unlike Atari,
the makers of this

mouse have

realised that we need somewhat
more than five inches of mouse

lead in order to move that adorable

piece of plastic around the table
top. With a nice long lead, this

takes place on the weekend of 12,
13 and 14 July. If the last event is
anything to go by, there should be a
range of new software and hardware
making its debut at the show. More
info on » 081 549 3444.

The Computer Shopper Show,
that box-shifter's paradise, is back
again. This time the event takes
place at Alexandra Palace on the

the fourth time at the Novotel Hotel,

weekend of 10, 11 and 12 May.
Certainly the place to pick up those
heavily discounted bargains. More

• Join the cronging throwds at
the All Formats Computer Fair
and you can brush shoulders

Hammersmith, in London. The event

info on n 061 480 9811.

with owners of lesser micros

The 16-bit Show reconvenes for

Motor mouth
connection

costs £39.99 from Pandaal Market

ing Ltd, 44 Singer Way, Woburn
Road Industrial Estate, Kempston,
Bedford. MK42 7AF, w 0234 855666.

of damned attractive mice available

for the palm-sore ST owner. Their
Multi-DPI mouse can work at any
resolution

between

100 and 800

dpi. In fact this kind of mouse is
just the kind of thing that the DTP
community has been crying out for.
Detailed work is far easier if you
can change the resolution.
The other mouse is the Five in

One, which apparently can be used
on a variety of machines (but what
other machines are there?).
•

For details of other mice worth

considering, as well as a vast
range of hardware and software for

your ST, see this issue's special
Buyer's Guide supplement

music

recently on the kiddies' TV show Motormouth, but Renegade are insisting that

If you purchased the superb BAT
from UBI Soft, then you're bound
to be interested in a follow-up
program for the sound card
which came with the game.
The program, called Music

the full thing will be heaps better.
The Bitmap Brothers program

Master,

makes

voices

available

Magic Pockets is the name of Rene
gade's next release after Gods. A cutdown version of the game appeared

• Contriver have also got a couple

BAT

with

card.

The

harder the game becomes.

sounds to a reverb, a tuning
delay or some vibrato. Music
Master should be available by the
end of September. UBI Soft can

have

Vector graphics have arrived on the

resolution.

MIDI

age, so a keyboard or synthesizer
can be controlled by the program.
Sound waves can be created

from within the program by using
the mouse. These can then

modified
tiometers.

Betty Boo. Renegade tell us there will

Vectors in

8-bit

at 15kHz and

control is included in the pack

Music for Magic Pockets was writ
ten by none other than the gorgeous
be a full ST version of the game avail

an

run

the 10

the

med a special version of the game for
the show which viewers could play
over the phone. This cutesy platform
game sets you off on a trail to collect
objects such as special shoes or
magic clothes which can be put to use
during the action. The more you load
up your bottomless pockets, the

able in the summer. Can't wait!

sounds

use of

• Betty Boo did the do - er, the
music for the new Magic Pockets

be

using graphic poten
Filters

can

treat

the

be contacted on « 0252 860299.

Orchestral ST

ST in Didot, a new line-art package.

They are superior to bitmaps because
vector images can be scaled to any
size while retaining all their quality.

The ST's (thoroughly deserved) domi
nation of the MIDI computer market

Didot combines CAD and line-art,

world has traditionally shied away
from the technology on the grounds
that it's not "real" music, but the

and should

be invaluable for

DTP

users and designers. The package
includes support for a large array of
output devices, including the industry
standard Postscript.
Lines and bezier curves of any
thickness can be drawn. Fills contain

ing any tint or predefined pattern can
be soaked into images. Objects can
be stretched, rotated, twisted or dis
torted with vector mapping. Bit
mapped images can be traced to
produce a scaleable vector form, and
• The DAATAmouse at the top

prepares to do battle with the
two Contriver contenders. I

love those meeces to pieces!

10 ST FORMAT

the program boasts dizzying speed.
Copycare Business Services (» 081
679 7307) will be distributing Didot in
this country in May for E345.

is almost total. The classical music

complete with a 90 piece orchestra
at the RCM on 16 March.
The RCM are at the forefront of

Alastair Burton, a student at the

classically-orientated music com
posing, production and replay. Their
equipment includes an S1000 sam
pler and Yamaha DX-7 synthesizer,
all controlled by the ST. The scores

Royal College of Music (RCM) in

the members of the orchestra will

London, has just completed a com
position for orchestra which makes
extensive use of an ST.

be reading from at the premiere of
Synthesis were actually printed out
by the ST from within Cubase. Even-

The work, titled "Synthesis,"
uses Steinberg's MIDI sequencing

which costs £475 • 0993 898484.

software Cubase to great effect. In
fact, the music was written in
Cubase running on a Mega ST4.
What's more, the ST is to be used in
the first performance of the piece,

• Cubase is used by popular
composer Neil Palmer too - for
details of his setup and his
exclusive tips on how to write a
pop chart hit, see page 106

times (as they say) are a-changin'.

lode Soundworks distribute Cubase,

issue 21-APRIL-9I
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WORLD NEWS

News from abroad
Through the marvels ofmodern technology, FORMAT brings you the latest

from the States - overseas news so hot our modem lines are still smouldering
MIDI STATESIDE

i\

File

Page Text

View Extras

franc special functions

Enterprises, = 0101 619 630 1217.

DOUBLE CLICK
DARLINGS

entered into a joint marketing and
dealer support program with C-Lab,
involving 50 key Atari dealers in the
States.

These

dealers

are

to

The American company Double Click
Software got started by writing PD

and Shareware programs. They've

be

recently found success with their DC

trained in selling C-Lab's music
software in conjunction with the

Desktop and DC Utilities programs
(both of which are reviewed in this

1040STE, Mega STE and TT030.

This text is

The benefits of this deal are two

fold for Atari. Music professionals,
identified by Atari as one of their tar
get markets already, will be still
more likely to buy Atari because the
backup will be there, thus improving
the ST's shaky image over the pond.
The second effect is likely to be

14 point fo
I Calamus and Ultrascript - the DTP partnership of the century?

:i:i

:••:

"it:,! {:;;

tiu-

:••;

•.

:-•-•

increased ST sales combined with

improved third-party support.
Gregg Pratt, Atari USA's General
Manager, said: "In today's competitive
market, we have to do more than sim
ply provide MIDI-compatible systems
with the best price/performance. In
order to expand our market share, we
•must provide maximum support to
the dealers who specialise in provid
ing MIDI systems to both novice and

This outlook is refreshing, since
it suggests that Atari might finally

•olirt irtr

•

<-r-J.; .;: .

have spotted one of the strong
points of the ST. Atari USA have
dramatically changed their public
image over the last six months, and
this deal improves it still further.

j: : §||
:

•

:'

• C-Lab's Notator gets Atari's
backing in the States. Does this
mean slightly more inspiring
tunes than "Happy Birthday" are
going to emerge from the US?

ULTRASCRIPT ST?
Atari plan to release the powerful
output protocol software UltraScript
for the ST, in a joint venture with a
company
called
QMS/lmagen,

NOT A GRASS, MY SON, BUT
Decent database programs have
been a bit thin on the ground for

cards or even rejection slips. The

the ST. Soft-Aware Ltd in the States

viewed in slideshow form or by
dipping into the pack.

cards,

with

their

Soft-Aware

data,

reckon

can

that

be

their

The package is a data/image
manager. A series of database

program combines all the best
elements of word processors, form
managers,
report writers
and
spreadsheets in one package. It's

cards can be created which have

available from Soft-Aware Ltd in the

images connected to them. This is
useful for things like form letters,
application
forms,
membership

States, « 0101 714 982 8409. Watch

name of Informer 2.

12
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for the full review of Informer 2 in
next month's ST FORMAT.

according to a recent report in ST
Report on-line newsletter.
The program is to be released
as a Terminate Stay Resident (TSR)
program. It will enable DTP users to
access the peripheral communcation
software UltraScript from within Cala
mus, Pagestream, Retouche and
other DTP programs. Atari's intention
is to make UltraScript as standard on
the ST as GDOS, which should result
in many more ST programs becom

and have started out on an amazing
thank-you exercise.
Every single week for a year, the

DC chaps are releasing a program

ing available to exploit it. Postscript

the

Public

Domain

market.

They've already been at it for four
months and they show no signs of
letting up. They've even invited users

to write to them with suggestions for
programs to make their "utility of the
week." These programs find their
way onto the CompuServe network in

the first place, but no doubt they'll
quickly emigrate to this side of the
pond. Double Click Software o 0101
712 977 6520.

MEGA STE

support is also in the pipeline, mean
ing that ST owners can access pro

DEVELOPMENTS

fessional quality output devices with

The scorching Mega STE is now ship
ping in both America and Germany.

ease for the first time.

However, launch of the machine in

MENU MAGIC
Original software is appearing all the
time in the States - increasingly, pro
ductivity software aimed at the
strong technically-orientated ST mar
ket. The latest program in this vein is
Menu Plus, a Desktop enhancing pro
gram from Rimik Enterprises.
Menu Plus is a program launcher
which can be run from GEM. You

DEFINITELY AN INFORMER

have recognised this failing and
come up with their own GEM-based
program which goes under the

issue - see page 47). However, the
boys haven't forgotten their roots

onto

professional musicians."
'It

30K of memory, making it a viable
tool for all ST owners. Contact Rimik

C-Lab, those purveyors of
quality MIDI software, have
pulled off what could be a
very lucrative coup. Atari USA have
just announced that they have

configure the program by detailing
which programs you'd like launched.
These can be run from either floppy
or hard drive, with the advantage
that you don't have to root around

this country is only now imminent, so
why the delay?
Basically the German and Ameri
can markets are far more technically
orientated. German owners use their

STs primarily for serious jobs such
as DTP, word processing and music
- areas where the Mega STE's power
comes into its own - far more than

their game-playing British cousins.
The American market is similar, even
if there are fewer ST owners there.

inside folders and drives to find the

right bit of software.
Sub-menus
containing
(say)
games can be set up, and then you
simply click on the appropriate menu
choice and the program runs. Another
major feature of the software is that
you can view pictures and listen to
sound samples from within the
launcher. Menu Plus works in only

• The Mega STE, arriving at last
in a British computer shop near
you, very soon, probably...
issue 21-APRIL-9I

_] Adult tickets at £4.50 (save £1.50)

j|] Family tickets - admits up to 2adults

i—|

J Under 16's ticket at £3.00 (save £1.00)

oprU

''%ffli:l8iM'

and 2 children - £13 (save £5)

I expect to attend the Show on:

!_] Saturday
_| Sunday
COMPUTER J Friday
SHOPPER I would like to pay by:
_] Cheque payable to Blenheim Database Exhibitions
SHOW
j^Visa Q Access LJ I I Il_l L_l II I I I IL_
A PARADISE Expiry Date
Signature
FOR COST

CONSCIOUS
BUYERS

I am Interested In:

_| Acorn
Z\ Other

| Amstrad

_| Atari

| Commodore

_| IBM

Name
Address

VISITORS TO THE LAST COMPUTER SHOPPER SHOW

SAVED ATOTAL IN EXCESS OF £3,000,000
IN "SPECIAL OFFERS" MAKE SURE YOU
DON'T MISS OUT ON THE BARGAINS NEXT TIME!

Postcode

Please return your completed order and full payment to:
The Computer Shopper ShowTicketOffice, Blenheim Database Exhibitions Limited,
P.O. Box2, Ellesmere Port, South Wirrall, L653EA.

1 PRODUCTS'.'.'.

L^noices to Keep you
^ fcffiU Choices
you 'h
Packs ate
Back!
Ata new

k

Spellbound at Truly jV iL-KL i\

Great Puce

.K-WOR0 2

£54.95
Now you con buy thot complete Business Package and...YOU'LL
SAVE MONEY TOO! Withthe NEW ATARI 1040STE EXTRA PACK

youget a 1040STE and allthe following...

r. ST GRAPH Business Graphics

ST WORD Word Processing Package
ST BASE Database

ST CALC Spreadsheet
FIRST BASIC
S.T.A.C
HYPERPAINT

i-J-rV

PRINCE

Imluiive ofVAT, Postruje oldFREE ST BASIC

oramiM /m&%?
Atari'leads/
NEW

NEW

4EW

NEW

NEW

PHILIPS CM8833/ll/fea»'
14" COLOUR STEREO MONITOR WITH GREEN SCREEN SWITCH

Successor to the popular CM8833 the newMark IIversion is

sleeker looking than theold model and with Merlin you'll get
the exclusive 'Artist' pack. This designer version iscolour
keyed andincludes a kitto apply to YOUR keyboard to match.

ftSntil"*

£249

PHILIPS CM8833/II (STANDARD)

£249

As above butwithout that designer touch.
ATARI BRANDED MONITORS...

PHONE

Prices fluctuate all the time for Atari SMI 24

FOR

12" Mono & SCI224 12" Colour Monitors so... PRICES!

WE SAY CHOICE.
and we mean it.

Add one or more ofour'SORCERORS PACKS' to extend your choice
and SAVE EVEN M0RE...0nly from MERLIN!

Mouse Mat

lO

| ^

Library Case

04-

UdK'^ifr

©©OOO©

(T)tT)©o©0

STARLC 10 Mono
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25cpsMONO
STAR LC200 Colour
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 180/45cps COLOUR

D S0ROR0RSPACK3

B SORCERORS PACK 4

STAR LC24/200 Mono

) 22 SOFTWARE TITLES

THEULTIMATE IN
ATARI EXTRAS
MouseMat, STDust

10 GREAT GAMES

(Worth£219.50)

Pipemania, Skweek,
Ten Blank Disks in

only from MERLIN
you'll receive these...

(Only available when you buy anAtari, seenotes onindividual packs*)

)
©OO I OrO@oOO
• SORCIRORSPACKI I © SORCERORS PACK 2
STDustCover

FREE with EVERY ST

—'

Jt

Rock 'N' Roll, Asterix,

Rick Dangerous,

STAR LC24/200 Colour
Both offers are limited and

are made only subject to
availability (Check with us
....:.... v—dering)

Joystick, Ten Blank
Disks inLibrary Case,

Live andLetDie,

TenGreatGames (as

Pack 2), PLUS...your

Holiday

l choice of one of our

Pursuit a New

Beginning, Drivin1

•

"Sorcerors Seven"

" fi.L...

£255

24 PinDot Matrix, 200/67cps MONO

Cover, Megablaster

Chess Player 2150,
Onslaught, Trivial

£205

_Holds (Ask for rt„ji|s,

Games!

£289

24 PinDotMatrix, 200/67cps COLOUR
Merlin Express area STAR REGISTERED DEALER
and a CITIZEN AUTHORISED DEALER

CITIZEN 120D+
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25cpsMONO
CITIZEN 124D
24 Plin DotMatrix, 120/40cps MONO

£139

£219

CITIZEN SWIFT 9
BULK BUY DISCOUNT!

If you buy your Atari ST WITH

9 Pin Dot Matrix, 160/40cps MONO/COLOUR

ASK ABOUTYOUR EXTRA

MONO VERSION
COLOUR VERSION

DISCOUNT!

CITIZEN SWIFT 24

other hardware (egPrinter)

£199
£229

24 Pin Dot Matrix, 160/53cpsMONO/COLOUR

Mfoaiiirag ^gcDEeuEOES sews
SEVEN OF THE LATEST SOFTWARE RELEASES BROUGHTTO
YOU BY MERLIN EXPRESS ATA PRICETO BEWITCH

SODPSLS LDtMLlS ®Gfl SDDEPBlMBaSll
SUPER8ASE
PERSONAL

SUPERBASE
PERSONAL 2 V3.02

Please note the titles listed are advertised now based on the release dates

The original Superbase Amorecomprehensive

issuedbysoftware distributors. Each titleshould be availableon or before
the sale date of thismagazine. Wedo not, however, accept responsibilily
' for delaysin releasedatesby software houses ar distributors.
Westrongly recommend youcheck availability beforeplacing
urorder. Faulty software will ONLY
replacedwiththe same title, HO REFUNDS CAN

Personal. A brilliant and

version with added

easy to use database
Tor yourAtari

features,excellent
up to date database!

£19.99

£39.99

DICK TRACY
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES £19.99
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER

L«IW
ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS II, INDIANA
JONES &THE LAST CRUSADE, BATMAN

BETRAYAL
INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER CHALLENGE
GREMLINS II
ROBOCOP II

THE MOVIE all in ONEGREAT NEW PACK!

£23.99

liscount when purchased with

buying more thanonetille Phone forDetails andremember NEW titles arebeing added allthetim

MONO VERSION

£289

COLOURVERSION

£319

2 YEAR WARRANTY WITH ALL CITIZEN PRINTERS!
CUMANA CSA 354i
CUMANA CSA 354
CUMANA CSA 1000

1Meg. 3.5"Single Internal £65
1Meg. 3.5" Single External £79
IMeg. 5.25"Single External £135

ATARI SF 354
ATARI MEGAFILE1

lMeg.5.25"Single External £11S
PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES AND

HARD DRIVES

ADD SOME POWER TO YOUR ST

I

DISK STORAGE BOXES

80 Capacity

£8.95

MOUSE MATS

£4.95

DUST COVERS...

ST'S, Star Printers, Philips Monitors
SPEEDKING-Autofire

£5.95
£10.95

ALL MERLINS PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (I
Whilst every effort ismade to ensure thai the information shown in our advertisement iscorrect, you should ALWAYS confirm any Offers, Prices. Availability etc. prior to placing

UPcv,
6024411442

*0

your order. We endeavour tosupply everything asshown and we will ONLY change anything should itbe forced upon usby manufacturers orour suppliers. Because our
advertising isbooked sofar inadvance; Merlin therefore reserve the right loalter equipment specifications, withdraw any product/otter orupdate prices (and that can
beeither upOR down], without prior notice, PLEASE CHECK DETAILS PRIOR TO ORDERING.

Merlin guarantee NEVER tosupply anything that has been subject to change without you, the customer, being informed of, and agreeing to, that change.
OfiDERJNS: Just phone our 24 hour older line using your Access/Visa card, OR,
WAftflAIRY: Goods that prove faulty within 30 days wilt be exchanged tor NEW, After 3D days,
send acheque/postal order with your requirement details. (Cheques
need clearance unless issued by Sank/Building Society loryou)

BBJVHIY: Goods wilt bedespatched by post FREE OF CHARGE toUK Mainland
addresses unless you request courier service (up lo25Kg) aslollows:

andwithin 12months Irom purchase (6Months lorsoftware), faults will be
rectified by therelevant manufacturers' repair agent and returned toyou by courier.
'Sorcerors Seven' s/wwilt ONLY beexchanged tortheSAME TITLE; norefunds can

MtLRLIN
EXPRESS

LIMITED

DEPTSTF/T9, UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,
begranted (...due topiracy ofs/ware by aminority who spoil things lor everyone)
NEXT WORKING DAY.add £6 toorder. TWO WORKING DAYS..add £5 CDltECfiM Merlin Express are predominantly amail order company but we welcome cuslomers STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX
THREE WORKING DAYS...add U.SATURDAY OElHIEAY...idB f12
tooui trade/collection counter who wish topick up goods from us. Why not pay usa TELEPHONE: 0602 441442
FAX: 0602 440141
{Merlin w-i:aiways despatch eoodtdsyeloideiunisss slhemse discussed)
visit, we will always bepleased tohelp you wilh your enquiries.

'NTIL CHRISTMAS: OPEN SAT & SUN (Phone for times)...THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN!
E&OE

ALL ourcurrently advertised offers supercede any previously advertised offer(s) and goods areNOT supplied ona trial basis.

TOP 40 charts

1

BbAbTb

NE

UBI

Electronic

u m

•

STF 17: 92%

•

•

£29.99

•

STF 19: 93%

£24.99

STF18: 88%'

•

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

A

Microprose

•

£29.99

•

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE

A

SPECIAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

NE

MARC

Gremlin

Graphics •

Ocean

•

Ocean

£24.99 •

£24.99

•

•

STF 18: 78%

•

S7F21:64%

£24.99

Mirrorsoft

•

£24.99

•

Elite

•

£24.99

STF20: 73%

•

STF 19: 93%

BATTLE COMMAND
Ocean

•

£24.99

12

A

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

13

Y

14

A

Ocean

•

£24.99

•

STF 20: 76%

Gold

£24.99

•

STF 14: 92%

•

£24.99

OOLDCNAXK
Virgin
•
£24.99

Y

•

•

16
17

NE

JUMHlBMBD

A

LOST PATROL

A

CRfCKST CAPTAIN

A

TEAM YANKEE
Empire
•
£29.99
•
M1 Tank Platoon Microprose

19

Virgin

•

•

Ocean

D&H

£24.99

£24.99
•

•

•

•

£24.99

£24.99

STF17:85%

STF 18: 82%

ROBOCOPa
Ocean

ST CHART CHAT
Yowsa! The long, long, long awaited B.A.T. swoops straight in at the top
spot. One wonders whether the sound cartridge might have something to
do with its radar reliant performance.
Powermonger and Speedball 2 continue to squat at the number two

and three spots for a second month, and F19 pulls out of its terminal dive
and zooms back up to the four spot. With Lotus in there as well, the top
five's looking healthier than it has done in a long time.
Can't quite work out what Emlyn Hughes is doing at number 11 - could
it be another Steve Davis barcode mix-

up? Another surprise is the posse of
elderly re-entries in the low twenties who's buying Cyberball at full price?

again, although US Gold's Kixx label
LA
• ££
is enjoying a considerable amount of
Sbh:*vBflBflflflHBMHHBHS399flBnBi
success. The top-selling game at the
moment is World Class Leaderboard, I Mirrorsoft's highly playable
the budget Kixx title that's pipping Speedball 2 doesn't move from
B.A.T. to the post.
its number three spot

CHARTBUSTERS

S7F19:84%

choices for the top three. All right, so B.A.T. was a bit of a surprise and
those Turtles took a dive against all odds, but do at least try and predict
games that have actually been released!
If you think you can correctly predict the top three games for next
month, we'll lob you the game of your choice from the top ten. Send your
predictions, on a card of the post type, to Chartbusters, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. Don't forget to name the game you'd
like if you win. Small prediction type hint: Viz should be out by then, and
also Killing Cloud and MiG-29. Good luck!

STF 19: 41%

•

•

21

«•

22

NE

ESWAT US Gold

23

Y

Toyota Celica Rally Gremlin Graphics

24

A

Total Recall Ocean

25

A

Gazza 2 Empire

26

NE

Operation Thunderbolt Ocean

27

RE

Operation Wolf Ocean

28

RE

Ghostbusters 2 Activision

29

RE

Ghosts And Goblins Elite

30

RE

Cyberball Domark

STF 18: 88%

STF 17: 73%

STF 16: 84%

• Ocean's action-packed tank
sim, Battle Command, storms

• After a long, long absence,
Domark's Cyberball pops up in

into the charts at number 10

the charts again at number 30

Main Charts: STF refers to
issue and score of review in ST

FORMAT. These full price and
budget ST charts are compiled
and supplied by Gallup. © 1991
European
Leisure Software
Publishers Association Ltd

31

Y

Ih

In*-,.

Yo, come on, chaps and chapettes. You've got to be a bit smarter with your

•

PLATINUM
US

Uppers, downers, movers, shakers,
fakers and mickey takers...

STF 19: 38%

KICK OFF
Anco

ST charts

The big three software houses are
Mirrorsoft, Ocean and Codemasters

•

UfLYN HUOJUt Ml". SOGGBI
Audiogenic
•
C24.99
•

18

STF 19:38%

TOURNAMENT QOLF

A

NE

15

STF 18:86%

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES

y

10 NE
u

STF12:96%

A

V

9

£34.99

Arts

Mirrorsoft

4

8

•

POWERMONGER

2

Ilia

Soft

ST BUDGET TOP TEN
1. NE World Class Leaderboard
Kixx

2. NE Steve Davis World Snooker
CDS

3. NE Outrun

Sly Spy Ocean

Klassix

NE

Fun School 2 (6-8 Years) Daiaoase/Mandarin

CHART KEY

E^^H

RE

Operation Stealth US Gold/Delphine

nE

Re-Entry

34

NE

Midnight Resistance Ocean

NE

New Entry

6. T

Fantasy World Dizzy

Non Mover

7. T

Afterburner

8. T

Treasure Island Dizzy

4. A

Super Hang On
Hit Squad

5. NE Barbarian 2

35

RE

Fun School 3 (Over 7) Database/Mandarin

36

RE

Fun School 3 (Under 5) Database/Mandarin

Y

Turrican Rainbow Arts

38

NE

Trivial Pursuit Genius Domark

39

NE

Sega Master Mix US Gold

9.

Multi Player Soccer Manager D&H Games

10.NE Vigilante

37

A

Kixx

Code Masters

Up

Hit Squad

Code Masters

NE Last Ninja 2

Hit Squad
Kixx

v
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»' " Among other things, you'llneed to
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If the brigands don't grab you, the
graphics will!!

The Secret of

Sedate some piranha poodles.

• Burglarize the^go.yernor'sf
mansion. '"

«•'

•

"^
r£

Point 'n' click interface.

%-%ourtd'effects^ backedby a

w

1' • Figure dut&jrether'lhe /at

captivating calypso and reggae

u

voodoo priestess Mlpoksess
v! yourrubberchicken, smellyfish
,'/) or four pack of breaih mints'.'.

1/

$

t'Tnusii, track.

, \. /

%Ci5'6 colour graphics (VGA). JH
&f

srs:

-sfilm™ Games'

uckling new graphic

"****'

ire lets you trade insults with some of
jest seamen to ever sail the seven seas.

've just arrived on Melee Island, seeking fame and
tune. Explaining to everyone who'll listen that you
nt to be a pirate. Your new pals invite you into their
club. Just as soon as

you've completed

IX

,

-

a

three tiny

" ^*W *» "

triaIs-

/). it r\ it

m

%l

^

GAMES
A DIVISION OF LUCAS ARTS ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

i-k.

f

the Secret of Monkey Island™. <§>;j990 llucas Arts

ailable on: Atari ST, Amiga and

. Entertainment Company. Ail rights reserved. ''

X

X

«w
»l7

Qr^iEo?
•*<V.iiiiiMp••^Aff'l

,Hi»fford,
5 3366.

GAMES news

Previews
Ladies and gents, join us as Andy "Notfor thatprice,
Matey" Hutchinson takes you on a not-very-magicalat-all-really mystery tour ofthefuture ofST games

futuristic 3D sports game. Finally,
MUDS is a grim game revolving
around

out-and-out

combat.

The

idea is to manage a team of frisbee
throwing convicts and annihilate
your way to a big finale.

pressions have two new games
approaching release. Merchant

Strategy

software house Im

can check out the view from a MiG."

Colony is set in the nineteenth

The more stuff you do in the other
aircraft, says Tim, the greater your
score at the end of the mission, so
it's well worth experimenting with the

century and is all about setting up

two? "Well, we've kept the speed of
Falcon," Tim says, "but improved on
it. Flight of the Intruder is better than
Falcon. You can create your own
missions and detail exactly when the
planes take off. If you set the start

work cut out for them. Falcon

16-bit conversion of Ballblazer, the

•

what's the difference between the

Spectrum Holobyte have their

Z-Out - the peculiarly named
sequel to X-Out. (What happened
to Y-Out?) Masterblazer is the

sion. You can also actually swap to
one of the enemy aircraft, so you

con. Apart from the plane swapping,

Better
than life?

• Rainbow Arts have been busy
knocking up some new ST games.
In the pipeline is a shoot-'em-up,

you can swap to another A6 and
carry out the actual bombing mis

other planes.
Intruder looks quite similar to Fal

• The main cockpit view in the A6 intruder in Spectrum Holobyte's
new flight sim Flight of the Intruder. Looks like Vietcong on the way

IN PRODUCTION

time for four in the morning, then it'll
be dark when you begin and you can
fly through the daybreak." He adds
that there are such nice touches as a

bad weather option. If you include
this option there's a cloud level with
grey weather beneath and clear

colonies and keeping them sup
plied. Africa Korps is a WWII wargame set in 1940 and is the followup to the successful Blitzkrieg.
m Blue

Max is another one of

those First World War biplane
games. This one's being dis
tributed by Mindscape and has
been pending for a while. Watch
this space...

• Ocean seek to stem the growing
tide of US Gold titles with a licence

and an original. Navy Seals is the

game of the film about those hunky
SAS type chappies in America who
get to endanger their lives every
weekend. Billy the Kid looks like
it could be some fun - can you
guess what the game involves?

skies above.

With so many flight simulators
about, though, what makes Intruder
so different? "It's the realistic angle,"

•

Pro-tennis Tour 2 is UBI Soft's

the Intruder project, reckons Intruder
is unique among flight simulators.

Tim claims. "It's based on the real

follow-up to the highly-rated sports
simulator. With such a glut of ten
nis games about, are we going to

"It's the first game where you
can fly a whole mission," he says.

world, which is very hard to simulate
effectively. A lot of flight simulators

see anything original in this latest
offering, or more of the same?

proved to be a very popular
flight simulator and any follow-up has
got to be something special. That
sequel is nearly ready for release,
and it goes by the name of Flight of

"You control all the aircraft, not just

ignore

one. This means you can swap be

instance isn't very realistic at all - I

•

tween planes in the air." Tim believes

the Intruder.

this adds greatly to the player's inter

mean, you could just slap whatever
you wanted on the plane and just go

est in the mission as a whole. So

and nuke someone."

how does this plane-swapping work?
"It's very easy to do. All the
planes fly in pairs - you simply pick a

Flight of the Intruder is based on
the book of the same name, set
during the Linebacker campaign in

barbarian type game with plat
forms and jumps, in which you've
got to rescue a damsel in distress
by duffing up all and sundry. The
release date pencilled in is the end

plane and swap to it. You can have

Vietnam in 1972. Release is set for

your A6s doing a Wild Weasel,
attacking radar and then swap to a
Phantom and do a bit of MiG-capping. Then when you've done that

mid-May. With a film of the book
coming too, we could be hearing

Mirrorsoft are the British distribu

tors of the game, and they're hoping
it will appeal to the legions of ST
flight simulator addicts who invested
in games such as the F-xx range.
The program is actually being
written in this country (Falcon was
programmed in the States). Tim Bar

ton, project leader on the Flight of

the

real

world.

F-29 for

more about Intruder. Don't miss the
full review in ST FORMAT next month!

Battlebound

is a

four

level

of the month.

•

Whizzing

around the

human

body with a bunch of corpuscles is
the theme to The Enemy Within,

the new shoot-'em-up from Elec
tronic Zoo. Forewarning: careful
when you're near the groin...
• Adventure fans, recently de
prived of gritty games to get their
teeth into, can stop despairing.
Virgin Mastertronic are releasing
five more classic Infocom adven
tures on their £9.99 label. Zork 2

mmmm

• Don't shoot that ship - it's
friendly. Er, maybe. Well, it looks
kinda friendly. At the moment.
Nice shade of grey, anyway...
issue 21-APRIL-91

• "Okay, Number Two. Take off
at 0600 hours and rendezvous

with Daisy and the other girls at
Soapy Joe's Gin Palace at 0900"

• The external view of your A6.
Note the vapour trails that
appear as you force your pilot to

and 3, Enchanter, Sorceror and
Deadline should all be available

by the end of the month...

take a little too much G-force
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GAMES news

Prehistoric gameplay
T h e programmers at Palace
have been beavering away
recently on a Flintstonesinspired game called Chuck Rock.
The game follows the exploits of the
Neanderthal hero Chuck, in his
search for his kidnapped girlfriend.
All the groovy prehistoric charac
ters you'd expect to find in a game
of this type are there in force. Brontosauruses, pterodactyls and killer
plants all conspire to prevent Chuck

from finding his true grunt again.
Early screenshots are impressive - a
cartoon look has been chosen which
owes much to Hanna-Barbera anima

tions. A slick cartoon sequence at
the beginning of the game looks so
impressive you'd swear you were
watching the Disney channel. The
idea isn't just to watch, of course Chuck Rock is a jumping, swinging
platform game with Chuck belly-bust
ing his way through the opposition.

• He's smooth,
suave, sexy,

sophisticated,
smelly and
saggy: Chuck
Rock, the
Neanderthal
hero with a

terrific line in fig
leaves

Demon in universe ripping shocker
and you can either engage them in
some pleasant conversation or take

other than Alan Grant, the talented

Dredd and Strontium Dog. Palace are
touting Demoniak as a "pure fiction"
game. Apparently this is a brand new
system which "simulates a game-

2000 AD writer responsible for Judge

world." There are over 50 characters,

this could be one to watch.

Palace have invested in some serious

writing talent for their latest game,
Demoniak. It's been penned by none

control of them. Pre-release graphics
look splendiferous to the extreme -

• "Now come on, Cybercon, be
reasonable. You can have your
transformers back when you
stop wiping out mankind. Oh, all

right then, we'll throw in an
eagle-eyes Action Man..."

Never
trust a

computer

• "Quick, Nigel, get over here, fast - someone's
doing in Bertie, the travelling donkey salesman.
Pass me that 12-gauge egg whisk, me old mucka!"

• Here, our ed models an open-top head and the
latest ST interfacing tool, the Editorial-ideagenerator and general virtual trip machine

in a bad
mood

Enter the crystal maze Run the
Fantasy role playing enthusiasts should enjoy Crystals of Arborea, a 3D adven
ture game similarto the old 8-bit hit Lords of Midnight (but bigger), coming in Gauntlet
April from Palace. The game's got one of those interminable storylines about

A chap named Ricardo Pinto,
who was partly responsible for
Carrier Command, has designed
Cybercon 3 for US Gold. Screenshots look vaguely Interphaselike, with 3D light-shaded filledvector graphics making a wel

wizards, princes and Lords of Darkness which take up 80% of the manual.
The idea of the game is to find four crystals and return them to their
sacred shrines. You control a geezer who goes by the name of Jarel. At your
disposal you have some white magic and a lovely pair of leatherette pan
taloons. Pre-release screenshots look as if the graphic artist has spent months
making the game look sexy, but we'll wait till we see it to give our verdict on
the gameplay. Everything's mouse driven, and all scenes have a nice piccy.

come return to the ST.

Gauntlet 2 was a storming success,
so it's hardly surprising that US Gold
decided to follow it up. Gauntlet 3 is
nearly here, and early demos look
promising. The overhead plan view of
the original games has been replaced
by an isometric three-quarter angle
on the gameplay area, but the old
characters we

The plot of Cybercon 3 isn't
exactly cheerful. Cybercon, a

all

love

have

been

included and US Gold reckon there

computer

are just as many wicked puzzles to

world's

overcome. The ultimate aim of the

weaponry, has gone a bit HAL-

game is to return peace to the land
of Capra, which has been taken over
by some nasty underworld creatures.

massive
which
9000

defence
controls

and

the

decided

that

the

human race needs destroying.
To this end it's gone and wiped
out
most of us
hopeless
humans. The idea of the game is
to infiltrate Cybercon's defence
systems and destroy it.

If the

programmers

have

managed to create a fast 3D
engine then we could be in for
a treat. Power-ups and tricky
puzzles have been scattered
throughout the game, meaning
that it should have a slightly
longer shelf-life than the average
explore-'em-up.
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Let's just hope everyone's favourite,
the "it" monster, has been left in. stf

• "What am I offered for this luverly gem? Come on, darlings, it's
only had one previous owner, a demi-god who used it as a paper
weight. Yes, you, madam, the one at the back with the shawl..."

• Barbarian squares up to ghost
and prepares to knock seven
shades of ectoplasm out of him
issue 21-APR1L-91
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Are you bored of games that pose
no real challenge? Mindless
adversaries that can't fight back?
Dumb nasties who just ask to be

slaughtered?
GODS is a complete departure!

Featuring a revolutionary system of
artificial intelligence, your opponents react
to your actions and interact with

Award-winning Bitmap graphics
and music by Nation T2 make
this their most exciting game

the environment.

Perhaps guile will achieve more than brute
strengthl Your cunning, as well as skill

Have you got what it lakes

with the fearsome array of weapons at
your disposal, are needed equally to

to be a GOD?

Amiga, ST, PC

overcome the enemy...
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The Atari STis the perfect introduction to the
worldof computing. Thepowerof theSTallowsyou
to run "serious"applicationsas well as playing
games, and the STsystem is flexible enoughto
allow you to expandas you develop yourinterests
and expertise in differentapplications.

A
HyperChart

One of the real advantages thatthe Atari ST has
to offeris the sheer range and depth of software
support. From wordprocessors, spreadsheets and
databases through to professional DTP and CAD
systems the STuser is spoilt forchoice. InMIDI
applications the Atari ST has been the choice of
professionalrecording studios and the software
support forSTMIDI is awesome.

mmm

¥

Ifyou thought that computers were all about
playinggames you've been missing out on the real
potential thatyou and your computer have. To find
out more about either the Atari ST orperipherals
forany applications simplyfillin the couponand
send it to Atari at the address below.

^} Hyperchart - Atari: Acomplete business graphics
package allowing output to overhead, Laser printer
Please send me more details about the Atari

ST and other products.

or 35mm slide.

^J Superbase —Precision software: Excellent
database package offering full facilities and
support, with complete programming abilities.

NAME

Q 1st Word Plus - GST Software: The standard Word

ADDRESS

processing package for the ST, offers great ease of
use and excellent WP facilities.

^J LDW Power - Atari: The best Spreadsheet
POSTCODE

Atari Corp UK Ltd, Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough SL2 5BZ
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I.Replay. Yin.

available for the ST. Lotus 1-2-3-compatible, fast
and easy to use, but very powerful.

^J Pagestream - Softlogic: Desktop publishing
package that is ideal for beginners and experts
alike, full Gem utilisation.

^9 Cyber Studio -: The Cyber series offers a
complete art, design and animation package, with
full CAD facilities.

^0 Cubase- Steinberg: Afull sequencing package
with an excellent array of features. A complete

More than just
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music studio in your ST.

^J Replay VIII —Microdeal: The latest edition of the
standard ST sound sampler, easy sampling of
sound to use in your programs and sequences.

^J Quartet- Microdeal: Afour voice polyphonic
music synthesiser, compose your music on staves,
play back on 1 of 100 sampled instruments.

^) Personal Finance Manager-Microdeal: Control
your finances the easy way, many many functions,
excellent graphing facilities.

ANIMATION do it yourself!
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• If you're looking to put the power of your ST to use, animation is your answer. At the top, the central
character in Prince of Persia drinks from a bottle. In Dragon's Lair 2 (next row) the star character,
Dirk the Daring, performs the same movement. The Prince of Persia sprite is just 39 pixels high, while
Dirk is a mammoth 180 pixels. Accordingly, it takes many more frames of animation to display all the
small limb movements necessary to represent Dirk drinking from the bottle. Any mistakes in a

sequence of this size look very obvious, so keep your drawings small to start with

Spark your
creative

juices
Cartoons like the Turtles

andfilms like The Little
Mermaid have sparked a
renewed interest in animation.

At the same time, contemporary games like
Dragon's Lair 2 and Prince ofPersia have
proved that astonishing animation can be
achieved on any ordinary ST Now you can try
out these animation miraclesfor yourself!
22
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Animation is one of the most visually
impressive art forms ever. Surprisingly,
many people believe that to create
decent animation on a computer you have to
be something of a computer whizzkid. Not so!
You can make your ST perform sensational
graphic masterpieces and you don't need to
know a noodle about programming.
Although you can lay your hands on special
3D software which rotates objects smoothly, the
best and fastest form of animation still involves

repeating a series of slightly different pictures,
referred to as frames. Showing these frames in
succession demands little of the ST's processor
time, so games like Dragon's Lair 2 (reviewed in

"You can produce sensational
animation on your ST,
without knowing a noodle
aboutprogramming"
FORMAT last

issue)

and

Prince

of

Persia

(reviewed STF 19) manage to combine sophisti
cated animation with some sort of gameplay.
It's basically the rate at which these frames
are shown and the degree of change from one
to the next which determines the quality of your
animated strip.
If you want to show a running character, a
sequence made up of ten frames is inevitably
going to be smoother than one that tries to cap
ture the same movement in only five. However,
if you're using only small characters (or sprites)
then live frames is more than enough to work
with - in Prince of Persia, only four frames were
used to protray the character running. With
larger sprites all the motions are emphasised: if
your sprite is a human half the size of the
screen (100 pixels) and you try to show him
issue 21-APRIL-91
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HOW THEY PRODUCE A READY-MADE CARTOON SUCCESS
The animation in Readysoft's
games has a very traditional car
toon feel to it - hardly surprising
since their first release, Dragon's
Lair, was converted from an arcade

game produced by Don Bluth, who
used to work at Disney Studios.

up and the intermediate frames
(tweens) are drawn.
"When

all the frames

in the

sequence are drawn and look good
on paper (checked by flipping the
actual individual pieces of paper),
they are digitised, using 16 grey

1^3

add detail (like faces and muscula
ture) and are flipped using the ani
mation features of DPaint. Finally,
the colour is added and the palette
adjusted to conform with the re
strictions of the given scene."
To add backgrounds, the pro
cess is to draw the backgrounds in
pencils first and then digitise them.

- V^j

drop-out

• Readysoft's Disney-style

white. (A peg board on the digitis

All the colour and detail are then

all the information. The traditional

romps boast the best ST

ing table ensures that all frames are

added using DPaint.

chips worked out far too expen
sive, so a laser disk (similar to a
CD) was used instead, making

animation there is. Animating

perfectly aligned.) When digitised,

characters on this scale takes

the lines are too thick to be used

so much processor time, how
ever, that you get wonderful
visuals but poor playability

and there are also many remnant
greys throughout the image, but

There

was

so

much

ani—

going on at once that Bluth
come up with some way of storing

Dragon's Lair the first laser disk

arcade game.
Readysoft's Project Manager,
David Foster, explains how they go
about assembling their animation
sequences: "After we decide on a
scene concept, a pencil back
ground is drawn, which is placed
on a light-table under each frame
as it is being drawn, enabling our

scales because there is too much

using

only

black

and

the curves and flows of the line

WmW

ami

lb

come in perfectly. Using a drawing
animator to obtain the correct per
spective. We decide on the actions

we want the character to perform
and then set about creating rough
key frames in each sequence. Once
we feel we have the correct motion,
the rough sketches are cleaned

drinking from a glass in just five frames, your
animation is going to be jerky, because lifting a
glass and drinking from it demands some large
swings in the character's arm movement. How
ever, if the sprite is just a tenth of the screen
(20 pixels), these movements cover a much
smaller area and can be represented easily in
five frames. When you're planning an animation
sequence of your own, therefore, the first key

tablet, by contrast, introduces
irregularities due to inaccuracy in

tracing the images. The digitised
lines are gone over again to make
them a single pixel wide and to
remove all greys. The line images

explains the complexities of

are then given one final touchup to

sophisticated animation

Readysoft's David Foster

WALKING YOUR WAY OUT OF TROUBLE
The easiest animation to create is a walking motion. Although it takes a while
to work out the correct movements for the head and feet, once you've got them
sorted you can repeat the frames for as long as you want. The problems come
when you want to slow to a standstill or even change direction. A whole new
set of sprites must be designed for each of these different movements.

element to watch is the size of the characters

you want to animate.

Any animation sequence makes demands
on your drawing talent, but even if your human
beings look like The Monster from the Swamp
you can still get by. Just bouncing a ball around
the screen is a superb way to play with anima
tion and all you need to be able to draw is a
coloured circle! Tire of that and you can play
with shading. Don't be over ambitious because
it's easy to be put off when your drawings don't
live up to expectations.
In last month's feature on the making of
Stormball, the follow-up to Resolution 201,
game designer Paul Carruthers told ST FORMAT
that he thought reptile-headed aliens were a
graphical cop-out - but for most of us, people
are a graphical nightmare. Animating them is
particularly difficult because there are so many
parts of a human which move at once. When
you walk, it isn't just your legs which move but
your arms, torso and even your head. On the
other hand, to make a bee fly across the screen
all you need to do is show its wings flapping up
and down, so that's an easier place to start.
Designing realistic human movements can
be an involved job if you want to get it right. The
French-based programming team Broderbund

In these four repeating sprites notice how the character leans in the direction

he's running. The movement of the feet is always tricky, particularly at the point
where one leg disappears behind the other (in this case, frame two). Bring a hint
of the second leg into view and be careful to add shadow to give the impression
that it's coming from behind. In walking (but not in running), one foot is on the
ground at all times. The arm swings forward to steady the character's balance
and swings back again in the third frame where the character leans forward

were responsible for creating the highly '^^
Don Vlake theartists' wordfor it,
try itoutforyourself. Our

unique Cover Disk

yt.

demo. Animaster.

enables youtoproduce
your own sophisticated
animations. Turn to pase 32.
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In this sequence by professional animator Mark Pickavance, the walking motion
becomes a skip, extended over eight frames rather than four. If you exaggerate
the movement of the limbs you can give your character more life. Although he
might look less realistic, the animation sequence is actually far more believable
ST FORMAT 23
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v superior quality...

...RESTS ON OUR NAME!
When it comes to mice and scanners, Naksha clearly lead
the way. Naksha build mice and scanners with high precision
designs and the very'best components.
The Naksha Upgrade Mouse is silky smooth, operating at a high
280dpi resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat and Pocket. No Cables
— No Fuss. Simply plug in and go.
Naksha Scanners with a switchable resolution between 200 and

400dpi halftones and dual roller tracking, remain straight and true. Naksha
Scanners come supplied with interface, "express IT" software and either
Degas Elite* or Deluxe Paint II*.
The Naksha Mouse and Scanner are available for both the Commodore

Amiga and the Atari ST range of computers.
For further information call (0925) 56398 OR any of our distributors listed below for your nearest
dealer OR visit any Dixons, Harrods, Selfridges, Bentalls or Makro store.
'Degas Elite supplied for Atari. Deluxe Paint II supplied for Amiga.

Naksha (U.K.) Limited, 29 The Wharf, Warrington WA1 2HT. Tel: 0925 56398 Fax: 0925 574375
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WHAT ABOUT AN EFFECTIVE DEATH?
It's one thing giving life to your sprites through animation, but what happens when you want them
to drop dead? Most games carefully avoid the dying process - when characters cop a bullet they
tend just to disappear off the screen. This is hardly a surprise when you consider how many
frames of animation are required to show somebody falling to the ground.
In these sprites from one of Readysoft's new projects (so new it hasn't even got a name yet)
you can see the complex stages involved in displaying the fall. Readysoft first work their design
out on paper and in great detail - you can even see how they've planned the splattering blood and
made sure the character drops his sword. When the pictures are converted to sprites, colour,

shade and other small details are added. Although an entire nine frames are used, when played at
the correct speed the sequence occupies less than a second of game time.

• To test out their animations, program
ming team Broderbund developed their
own animation program called APaint

effective human animation in Prince of Persia.

Project Manager Dominique Biehler explained to
ST FORMAT that to get the animation right they
digitised someone running and then worked
from stills selected at equal intervals from the
entire sequence. Graphic artist Marco de Floras

then drew the sprites in Electric's Cyber Paint
and imported them into Broderbund's own ani
mation program, APaint This program displays
the sprites in sequence to show how effective
the motion appears. It's important to make sure
that each of the sprites has progressed by
roughly the same amount.
Other graphic artists work out the move
ments of their hero on paper first. Mark Pickavance, who designed the sprites for Grandslam's
The Running Man, drew simple sketches of a
racing figure before reproducing these in an art
package and clothing them. This has the advan
tage that you can start out with a specific num
ber of frames and devise your sequence to fit.

For a five-step sequence, you can draw the start
frame in the first box, work out the middle of the
sequence and draw that into the middle box,

then fill in the-last piece of the sequence in the
final box before adding the middle frames.
It's important to bear in mind that the fewer

frames you use, the longer each one has to
remain on screen. In some sequences, it's desir
able to show one sprite on screen for longer
than others. For example, when leaping, you
change pose very little until you land, so one
sprite is enough for all the time you're in the air.
Once you've got the basic figures drawn you
can start to tinker with them to perfect your ani
mation. Of course an animated sequence doesn't
really take off until you start to add colourful
backgrounds and other clever effects such as

background animation. To get started, just follow
the tips here and on the next few pages!

ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN, ONE GIANT LEAP FOR ANIMATION
Before you design any sprites, make sketches first. Copy
these, and add some clothes and details like hands and facial

features using an art package - DPaint (Electronic Arts « 0753
49442) or Neochrome (from the FORMAT graphics collection see page 150) will do. Although it might take a while to work
out the first sketches, once you have them at hand it's easy to
design a vast range of characters using them as reference.
Frame K in the sequence remains on-screen longer than
the rest - after you take off using frames A to J, it's scrolled
left before the landing sequence comes into play. This is
because when you leap up, you retain one pose while your
body is in the air and change only as you come back down to

r-

A

B

C
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D

land. Most of the frames show the character either taking off
from a stationary position or landing.
As the sprite begins to take off at H, notice the arc he fol

lows before swinging down to land at M. By emphasising this
arc you can give your animation more of a cartoon feel.

Because you can jump across chasms from a moving
position as well as a stationary one, you need more than one

sequence for a leaping movement. The frames here show your
character making a dramatic leap skyward and then landing
ready to start running. These frames are successfully merged
into the four sprites used for the running movement so that
you can't distinguish the break between the two sequences.
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step back
Behind every great cartoon
-is a background!

some hills through a window or a small forest
set in the distance, it's enough to give your ani
mations more depth. When adding perspective
to your pictures, however, watch out how this
affects your character. It's okay to put a path
way leading back into the picture and trailing off
across the hills but it's a nightmare trying to
make your character run down the path. Instead
of repeating your running sprites, you need to
devise a completely new set of sprites showing
your character diminishing with each step until
he disappears altogether.

over the top of this. If you then want to intro
duce a stone column, this too should be treated
as a separate sprite and overlaid across the
remainder of the picture.

Another way to add sophistication to your
image is to introduce smaller animations. In the

case of Prince of Persia, an atmosphere-setting
candle is located on the back wall. Here two

frames of animation are cycled over and over
again and these are enough to give the impres
sion of the candle flickering. There's a host of
other scene-setters you could add to your pic
ture - a spinning fan, a steaming cup of coffee,
a swinging pendulum on a clock or just smoke
pouring off a fire. The possibilities are endless,
and the improvements can be staggering.

One of the most fundamental stages to

an animation sequence is a scene which actually
doesn't move at all. With a lively and colourful
background you can bring your whole sequence
to life. But backgrounds are much more than an
excuse for getting colour into your frames.
When you design a background you must
remember how your characters are going to
move over the top. Put a platform across the
entire scene and you can easily make them run
onto it and stand in the middle, performing

every acrobatic movement you can think of. Add
some exciting colour and a couple of raised
platforms they can leap onto and your sequence
suddenly looks vastly more impressive.
Many backgrounds have a tendency to look
very flat and dull. To give them more excitement
introduce perspective into your picture. Even if

you only manage to incorporate the view of

Another important point to watch out for
is running your sprites behind objects. A sprite
might look wonderful if he dashes headlong
down a gloomy corridor, disappearing behind
intermittent stone columns, but you have to be
aware of your limitations. Imagine if you were
trying to create such an animation using the tra
ditional method. You would paint the back
ground onto one sheet, the sprite onto a
separate sheet of acetate and the stone
columns on a third sheet. You would then put
the first sheet down, lay the second on top of it
and the third on top of that to represent the
sprite standing behind the stone column. When
you try to achieve the same kind of effect using
your ST you need to follow roughly the same
steps. The background minus stone columns
should be drawn and the character sprite laid

• The backgrounds in Readysoft's games
are based around brightly coloured land
scapes and buildings, a la Disney

THE PIC IS QUICKER THAN THE EYE

Alex Soboslay tells the moving story ofanimation
Animation, video monitor display
and cinema all depend on the
same basic phenomenon. It's
called persistence of vision - and

The Big Friendly Giant, star

of a 90 minute fully animated
film from Cosgrove Hall

you've experienced it yourself in
real life if you've ever been
dazzled by a bright light at night,
or if you've ever seen an after
image of something you've just
looked away from. The light

unconvincing movement. These
ys there are only 12 separate
ings for each second of film
each of these is "held" or

shot twice. This keeps the work
load (almost) manageable - but
Cosgrove Hall still need to pro
duce about 1,500 frames for one

receptors in the human retina take
a tiny fraction of a second to
recover after firing, so they can't
send an updated message to the

minute of animation.

optic nerve more than about 20

Video

times a second. The result is that

and

one-tenth

of

a

second,

depending on how intense the
image originally was - or even

longer,

in the

monitors

and

TV

screens work on the same prin
ciple, with an electron gun redraw
ing the image on a phosphor-

an image on the retina lingers for
something between one-twentieth

coated screen about 25 times a

Danger Mouse (and Penfold) demonstrate C
jf moving figures overlaid on a static painted background

second. However, the memory of
even the most powerful micro

case of those
In animated films each frame

along the way. Cosgrove Hall

would soon become as exhausted

that if you present the eye with a
new, slightly different image

is a shot of a separate picture or
"eel" - so called because the orig
inal is painted on celluloid. In the

studios still use this setup to
produce Danger Mouse, Count

before the

has com

early days of animation, the ani

as our traditional animator by hav
ing to draw a completely separate
picture each time, so computer
animation usually relies on many

the brain

mator would have to draw every

blends or overlaps the separate

single frame in full, background

images and perceives the illusion

and all,

of continuous

rapidly evolved. The first step was
to animate only the moving
figures against a fixed back
ground which showed through the
unpalnted parts of the celluloid. In

dazzling headlights at night.
Persistence of vision means

first

one

pletely disappeared,

movement

from

one to the next. This is exactly

what happens in the cinema,
where the familiar strip of sepa
rate frames is projected at about
24 frames a second - though in

fact you can get the illusion of

but various

shortcuts

Some animators resorted to a

gadget called a rotoscope, a kind
of enlarger which enables you to
trace films of real people frame by
frame - though oddly enough
rotoscoped animation doesn't
look right and is easy to spot. For
the

television

cartoons

of

the

of the traditional shortcuts. For

instance, if only relatively small

parts of the screen change from
picture to picture - say a couple
of figures moving against a static
background - then the back
ground and the "sprites" for each
step of the movement can be
stored separately in memory.
Using such techniques, your ST is
capable of producing animation

"in-

1960s various systems of part-ani
mation were developed, where the
basic figure itself wasn't redrawn
from frame to frame and only
parts of the body were animated -

betweeners" filled in the steps

though this often resulted in very

25 different frames every second.

the animation studios of the 1940s

the animator drew only the key

movement at much lower speeds,

phases of every movement and a

and up until the 1930s films ran at
only about 16 frames a second.

host
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Duckula and their other hit shows.

of

assistants

called

as fast as the best TV cartoons -
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Ripping apart a
To demonstrate the kinds ofanimation effects
which can go into making a single screen, we

rip apart a scenefrom Prince ofPersia
about much more than coming

tiles fall from the roof; special step-switches
move up and down when you stand on

up with a few nifty sequences

them. These extra effects add more life

of a cartoon character scratching his

to the whole sequence. The more a
character interacts with a background,

Producing a perfect animation is

head. It's when you put it all together
that it really comes to life. Combine sev
eral sequences in a set of frames and you
can come up with some very active scenes.

the less like a separate still picture the
background becomes.

To give the impression of speed or simply

background was drawn, much bigger than one
frame full, and the individual character frames
were overlaid on this. The characters can be

moved around the background and a computercontrolled overhead camera shoots the film.

Then there's the multi-plane camera which

Disney devised in the 1930s and used in Snow
White. This enabled them to perform close-up
shots without drawing new backgrounds over
and over again. They split their backgrounds
into several separate plates so the moon and
clouds were on one plate and the closer back

ground on another. As they zoomed in for closeup shots the middleground grew closer but the
moon stayed the same size because the back
plate was moved further away from the camera.

Take a glance at a scene from Prince of

to obtain more movement, you can scroll your

In the PD demo Delirious Three (available

Persia. As the Prince dashes across the screen

from MPH - see FORMAT'S PD library directory,

at full speed, it's not only his movement you

backgrounds left and right. This is a trick your
ST can perform with great ease. It echoes a

see. In the background there are candles flicker
ing; a portcullis opens when the hero reaches it;

similar device which professional animators use.
In Cosgrove Hall's Big Friendly Giant, a huge

^

i^ gt

page 129), the enhanced features of the STE
are put to good use in constructing a multi-plane
background. Instead of just one background

• Throughout this scene from Prince of Persia there are
really only two animation effects which take up processor
time - the movement of the hero and the flickering flame.
The other animations are activated only when you stand
in the correct position, so what's involved is first a
collision-detection routine, before an animation sequence.

For example, you need to stand on the switch to depress
it and this in turn raises the portcullis. In the same way,

tiles fall from the ceiling when you stand in the right place
• This sequence is deceptive.
Only one frame is used for the

portcullis. When it opens, this
single frame is scrolled verti

[

cally upwards, revealing the
open door in the background.
Step on another switch and the
portcullis falls to the floor

HUH
• There are just three frames used to

represent the candles flickering in the
background. Display them in turn and
alter the speed at which they're dis
played to make the flame burn more

I n "-1 1

or less fiercely. These frames can be
replayed in any order because the
differences between them are so tiny

• When the Prince

leaps over the
chasm, a new set of
frames is introduced.
These frames are
examined more

closely on page 25

• Just four frames are used to show the hero

running across these stones but they succeed
one another quickly enough to make the
movement look smooth, polished and realistic

28 ST FORMAT
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yarn
image, five were used. For example, the first
one would be the foreground, exposing close

trees. The next would contain the images found
behind the trees, perhaps more trees. When the
first one is overlaid on the second, the second

plane shows through any gaps in the trees.
Other planes are used in a similar fashion to

show clouds, mountain ranges and so on. Each
plane makes up just a portion of the back
ground, so when they're overlaid you can see an

A

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

Bitmap animation is one thing, but for total
realism you need to use all three dimensions

instead of two. There is, sadly, only one pack
age which can do this on the ST, but thankfully
it is simple enough to use and can produce
spectacular results with a little time and effort.
Antic's CAD 3D (E24.95, Electric Distribution
•b 0480 496666) enables you to create 3D

ally, you can produce some stunning results,
but you really know you've worked for them!
3D animation is becoming more wide
spread - it's on TV almost every day (look at
the Channel 4 logo) - but it's incredibly diffi
cult to do quickly. Because there are so many
calculations involved, it's can't be done in real

time, at least not on your ST. But who knows?

images in memory, display them in colour and
then save the display as a Degas picture.
3D is rather different from normal bitmap
animation. Objects are stored in memory as

Less processor-intensive methods of storing
and animating 3D shapes are being developed,
like Constructive Solid Geometry, which uses
simple equations to store complex shapes and

sets of points in space, using three coordinate
axes: X (left to right); Y (up and down); and Z
(near and far). A square block needs a set of
eight points or coordinates (one for each cor

can do things CAD 3D never even dreamed of.

Maybe one day you'll be using it on your ST!

ner), plus information about which points are

entire background picture.
Although this doesn't look like much when
stationary, it's when you scroll the frames left

connected by lines and edges.

and right at differing speeds that things really
take off. Imagine yourself in a speeding car on
the motorway. Objects close to you in the fore

the object in space. Hidden lines are removed,
again using simple maths to find out the
closest edges, and then the object is shaded.

Once this information is stored, simple
mathematics can be used to move or translate

ground like roadside trees whizz past at a ridicu

lous rate, while the clouds and sun move only
gradually. The horizon in between the foreground
and the sky moves at a speed somewhere in
between the two. It's dazzlingly realistic! stf

•

Knock the tiles

and you activate
a separate ani
mation sequence.
The tile rocks

from side to side

and then a single
frame is scrolled
down to the

ground. A new
frame is then
overlaid on the
stone brick

below, showing
the tile in its
broken state

• Using Cyber Sculpt's wire-frame test
mode you can spin an object around, to

look for flaws and check its appearance
Although CAD 3D is capable of all this,

animation Is a slow process. Even using its
sister packages, Cyber Sculpt (a more capable
object creator/editor), and Cyber Mate (a
programming language which manipulates
objects and tells CAD 3D to save the final
images), a short 50 frame animation can take a

whole night to complete. Initially you have to
design the shapes themselves, using the edi
tor. This is a matter of placing points on a grid,
moving them around, connecting them and
honing them until your shape is finished. All
objects must be done one after another, then
combined together to produce scenes. These
scenes then need to be illuminated, using
pseudo-lamps which you move around to pro
duce the best lighting effect. Checking this can

take hours, because you only know you've got
it right after making CAD 3D render (draw in
full-colour) a whole scene. If it's wrong, then
you must re-light and re-shoot the scene.
When lighting is correct, animation paths
must be worked out and written down. Camera

• Like the portcullis sequence, there is
actually only one frame for the switch

step. The background incorporates the
switch in its lowered position, and a
sprite of the raised switch is overlaid on
top. When the character stands on the

switch, the overlaid sprite is deleted,
making it look as if the step is lowered,
and the portcullis begins to open

paths, lighting changes and object choreogra
phy must all be determined and then incorpo
rated into the motion control language. A test
is generally not feasible, since it takes so long
to render each frame. Usually, the only way to
tell that you've screwed it up is when you
check all the pictures in the morning. Eventu
al*
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the results as pictures. The string of pic
tures can later be combined into a short

animation sequence which can be played
back at 25 frames a second. This sort of

professionals construct an animation,
Pick up your Cover Disk and turn to
page 32 to see how to do it yourself!

objects, you can use a motion control
language to animate each frame and save

snap •ttmiicoordiiGlooTr

Now that you've seen how the

start putting their ideas into practice.

• When you're finally happy with your 3D

• Cyber Sculpt's object editor enables
you to create 3D shapes which can then
be exported to an animation package

3D animation is a more complex beast,
but can give a much greater feeling of
perspective and realism than standard
two-dimensional bitmap animation
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ATARI
1 ATARI MULTI DRIVE

S

DRIVES

T

3 SERIES900HARDDRIVE

2 PC720

5 EXTERNAL5.25"DISKDRIVE

4 SLIMLINE

£99.95
• 27cmx10cmx3cm

• Combined3.5"&5.25"Units

• Built-in powersupply

• Newlowprice

• Built-inPSU

£59.99

• 32MB partitionson STe

• Availablein40MBand110MB

40 DISKSWITH STORAGE

• 200MB now available

• Whisper quiet

BOX

• Thru'portasstandard

• ICDutilitiesasstandard

• ICD utilities as standard

• PowerdirectfromSTusing

• Useboth drives and your
internal drivelogether

PC720E

• 5.25"driveis40-80track

• Powered through the joystick

switchable

specialcableor optional PSU

• PowereddirectfromSTusing

£179.00

£29.95

special cable or optional PSU

£49.99

£9 95

20MB

ATARI INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DRIVE

£39.99

£329.00

40ME

NOWINSTOCK

OFFICIAL ATARI INTERNAL 1MB DRIVE

15 DISKSWITH STORAGE
BOX

£49.95

£325.00

40MB

£425.00

110MB

£599.00

15DISKSWITH STORAGE
BOX

see other ad

100ME

£9.95

No case cutting required.

SLIMLINE SERIES HARD DRIVE

^""^y
• 27cm x 10cm x3cm

V

• Available in 20MB, 40MB & 110MB

• Whisperquiet
• ICD utilities as standard

• Powerdirect from STusing special cable or optional PSU
20MB

£325.00

40MB

£425.00

110MB

BLITZTURBO

ACCESSORIES

• Back up your disks at lightning speed

Optical Mouse with

• Copiesfromthe internaIto the externaIdrive

pad

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's diskcontroller chip
• Back up an STdisk in around 40 seconds

POWER MOUSE

£599.00

£35.00

Power Mouse, our own

£19.95

mouse with Genuine

Buyany power drive and get BlitzTurbo for
£15.00

£17.00

1988 Copyright act-it isillegal tocopy copyrighted material without thepermission ofthecopyright

Powertechnical helpline Monday-Friday 3pm-5pm

Naksha Mechanism)

0234273248
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IMPUTING
ICD INTERFACES

ST RAM EXPANSION

• Build your own Hard Disk unit

• No soldering required

• Full fitting instructions

• Expandto2MBor4MB

• ICD Hard Disk utilities

• Plugs directly inside the ST

• Compatible with all popular

• Full fitting instructions

'91
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POWER COMPUTING'S FULL COLOUR
PRODUCT DIRECTORY NOW AVAILABLE

£1.49 WITH FREE POWER UTILITY DISK

Fill in your order form and send itto

Power Computing Ltd

makes of SCSI drives

Power

• Uses latest high capacity
Ad-SCSIwiththru'Port

£89.00

RAMchips

£69.00

2MB £169.00

House

44a Stanley Street
Bedford

Micro-SCSI internal

MK41

7RW.

Ring your credit card orderthrough on

Mega Drive

0234273000

Add-SCSI Plus with thru'

Port&clock

£99.00

4MB £249.00

or Faxyour order on 0234 270133

MEMORY EXPANSION
VISA

PRINTERS

Star LC10 Mono

£169.00

Star LC200 Colour

Star XB24-15 Wide Pro

24 pin Mono/Colour

£649.00

Star XB24 Colour Kit

£39.00

£239.00

Star LC24-200 24 pin Mono £269.00
Epson LX400 Mono

New! Citizen Pro Dot 24

£169.00

£329.00.,

Includes colour kit

LC10 Colour fabric

StarLC24-200 24pinColour

£319.00

printing kit

£499.00

printing utility

SYSTEMOWNED

LC200 Colour fabric

StarXB24-10Pro24pin
Mono/Colour

TELEPHONED

£17.90

£POA
CREDITCARDNo

Includes 200 sheets ofpaper, 200 labels, printer cable, and Flexidump screen dump utility.

HAND

EXPIRY DATE

SCANNERS

• Golden Image

SUPERCHARGER

Handscanner

£199.00

• PCEmulator

• Data Scanner

• Plugs into DMA port

£179.00

• DOS4.01 supplied
• Migraph Scannerwith
touch up

• Hard diskcompatible

£399.00

• 1MBon-board memory
PC-Ditto

£49.95

AT-Once

£189.95

PC-Speed

• Can act as ST RAM disk

IENCLOSEACHEQUE/POFOR
£

£89.95

£249.00

Power Computing Ltd, 44a Stanley Street, Bedford, MK41 7RW. Tel 0234 273000

All prices include VAT and are subject to change

ANIMATION do it yourself!
O n your Cover Disk, you'll find a program
called Animaster, especially created for
STFORMAT by Homegrown Arts. It'san
operational demo of a larger program which
makes producing your own animation as easy as

watching a Disney cartoon. With it, you can
examine the way sprites work, learn how to con
trol them, and produce your own animated
sequences. It doesn't matter if you can't draw.
By kind permission of Broderbund and Domark,
we've included several example files containing
the incredible Prince of Persia sprites. You can

just load, click and watch the Arabian Prince
leaping, running and jumping, If you wish, you
can dig deeper and change him. You could have
him dashing through his dungeons or darting
over your Desktop! It's up to you!

BUT HOW?
Easy! Just load up the An/master program (see
the Cover Disk Info pages, starting page 43, if
you're not sure about this) and keep these
pages handy. Read through the next few para
graphs while the program is loading and learn
exactly what to do to get the Prince running.
Have a play around and then carry on reading to
find out how to change sequences and play on

top of backgrounds. For the full lowdown, check
out the panels for detailed information on the
various features. When you want to take things
even further and start creating your own sprites
and sequences using GFA BASIC 2 (which was
yours free on Cover Disk 19), just move on to
page 37. All you need is there.
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• Welcome to Animaster'. Here, you can see the Animate function - which offers a quick
way of testing sprite sequences and experimenting with their speed and movement

Animaster
tutorial

are the CURRENT SPRITE WINDOW and the
ZOOM WINDOW. At the lower edge of the screen
are several buttons which access Animaster's
functions. For the quickest results, click on

Thegift of life is the greatest gift
ofall, so give it toyour ST! Using
thisguide and this issue's Cover Disk,you
have the powerto create the illusion of lifelike

SEQUENCE and a large window opens up on top
of the workscreen. On the right hand side is a

movement. Neil Jackson explains how...

ON THE STARTING
BLOCKS
When the program has loaded, you see Animaster's main workscreen. The two windows

button or icon marked LOAD. Click on this and

load PERSIA.SEQ using the ST fileselector which
appears. You are then asked if you wish to load

the display switches back to the workscreen

a sprite file too - press YES.

window. You should now see the Prince running

workscreen view where the Prince is running fit

When you're back at the SEQUENCE window
again, move the pointer to the PLAY button on

on the spot inthe CURRENT SPRITE WINDOW.

to bust. But now you can move him around with
the mouse. Fun, innit! The right mouse button
stops things getting too much.

the left hand side of the display. Be careful!

Make sure you get the left-hand PLAY icon,
because there are two. You should use the one

below the DELETE SEQ icon. The button

remains highlighted and you must move the
pointer to select one of the sequences listed in
the top left-hand window. Click on RUN LEFT and

LEAP THE HURDLES
When you've seen enough of the running Prince,
press the right mouse button to return to the
SEQUENCE window. Experiment by clicking on
PLAY again, and selecting another of the
sequences. When you've seen them all click on
EXIT to return to the main workscreen.

then press PLAY. You are returned to the main

SPRINTING AHEAD
You've now seen the two primary animation func
tions of An/master, but you're still only scraping
the surface. You can play around with the
START* and END# frame numbers to change

You can now experiment with a slightly dif

the length of the sequence or set it running

ferent animation method which you'd normally

use for quick "scratch-testing" when you design
your own sprites. 520ST owners must first

backwards by clicking on REVERSE.
For a more lifelike test, try setting up the
ANIMATE function as for RUN LEFT, using the

delete all the sprites from frame 14 upwards,

SEQUENCE lists as a guide. Then select LOAD

using the DEL button on the workscreen. 1040
or Mega owners can leave them as they are.

PIC to load a background from the original
Prince of Persia game. Choose DEGAS P?l on

Click on ANIMATE and you see a window

the window (Animaster can load in both ordinary

open up over the ZOOM window. Highlight LOOP

• The COPY function in the full version of

the START* box to six, by clicking the right
mouse button on top of the figures to reduce

Animaster can produce "ghost traces" on
overlaid sprites by using its MERGE option

them. Use the left mouse button to alter the

Pll and compressed PCI Degas picture files),
and then select BACK_1.PC1 using the fileselector. The background picture loads and a
rectangular frame appears on top of it. This
would normally be used to grab a sprite and put

END# figures until the number reads 13, and

it into the buffer - indeed, you can load in ^^

and BACKGROUND and then set the number in
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ANIMATION do it yourself!

THE MAIN DISPLAY - AND HOW TO USE IT
Animaster's main workscreen is where you find all the major functions. Check out the panels to find out what they do
STATUS

DRAWING TOOLBOX

Click on copyright to

isabled in this demo)

show the available

sprite space, buffer size
and sprite frame size

e paintbrush works only if the ZOOM WINDOW has been

locked to the CURRENT SPRITE WINDOW. Do this by plac
ing the small box over the top of the sprite in the CURRENT
SPRITE WINDOW and pressing the left mouse button. The
box stays put, and you can move the pointer without
changing the ZOOM WINDOW. Now click on the paintbrush
and a DRAW TOOLBOX appears. There are several painting,
drawing and filling functions which enable you to create

SCROLL
SPRITE
(disabled in this demo)
This tool scrolls a

sprite in a chosen

your own sprites from scratch. You can unlock the ZOOM

direction, wrapping it

WINDOW by clicking the right button when the pointer is
back in the CURRENT SPRITE WINDOW. The drawing func

around when it reaches

~

a frame edge. The

I

3

I

J

I

i

i —J

tions are disabled, because this is a demo of Animaster -

,Ji

for the full version see MailOrder, page 150

central arrow moves

the sprite image to the

.•

centre of the frame

•

•. .-.•

•.•.

.• •..-.

• •.-.••
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CURRENT
SPRITE
WINDOW
This is the sprite in the

ZOOM WINDOW

COLOUR

This window shows
the area under the

PALETTE

buffer. It's also the

several times. It works

place where some test
animations take place.

only when the pointer

White lines denote
boundaries of the

.• •.-.-.

pointer magnified

is over the CURRENT
SPRITE WINDOW or if
it's been locked in

sprite block which are

place (see the

saved with each sprite

DRAWING TOOLBOX)

COLOUR
MIXER

These are the 16
colours in use. The dot
indicates the current

drawing colour. This
can be changed by
clicking on a new

This creates
new colours for
the PALETTE.
The dotted
colour is the one
in use. Alter the

colour, or on the right
button over a colour In
Ihe ZOOM WINDOW

INS/DEL
(INS is disabled in this demo

This displays

Used to delete sprites or
insert blank sprites in a

drop. LOOP repeats the ani

sequence. You can work

the workscreen or over a back
mation, REVERSE makes it run
backwards, and BACKGROUND

on one or all sprites, using
the window which appears

runs it over the workscreen or a

Here, DEL enables 520

loaded piccie. Use left and right

red, green and

owners to create space to

blue levels

animate over a

mouse buttons to increase or
decrease the START and END

using the sliders

background

frames. PLAY makes things move

LOAD PIC
Use this to load in a picture for
cutting up and using as sprites or
for use as a background. Select
the correct picture type from the
list and then load your picture
using the fileselector.
To cut a sprite, move the
frame box around with the mouse

until your desired sprite is
enclosed. You can change the size
of the frame using the keyboard
arrow keys. Click the left button

when you want to grab a sprite.
You can then tell Animaster to cut
as many sprites as possible from

that picture, using the AUTO

button, or just cut another single
sprite by pressing YES. NO
returns you to the workscreen

with the newest sprite visible
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CURRENT FRAME
INDICATOR

GET
FRAME

EXIT

This shows the number of

If you've already

the sprite shown in the

loaded a picture
and you want to

What? Leave
Animaster? You

CURRENT SPRITE WINDOW.
You can click on the arrows
to move to the next or

previous sprite in the buffer
and update the window.

must be kidding!

cut out some

LOAD/SAVE

more sprites
from it, use GET

sprite files from disk. Sprite files

These buttons load and save

FRAME. It works

should end in the suffix .ASB or

CLR

Use the left button to move

in the same way

along frame by frame, or
the right button to move in

as LOAD PIC, but

.MSK.Sprite files contain just
the bitmap images of the sprites,
stored one after the other. They
do not contain any sequence

sprite frame (or
group of frames)

steps of five frames

without loading

information

Use this to clear a

but leave the buffer
space intact. This
differs from

DELETE, which

closes up the gaps

FLIP (disabled in this demo)

when a sprite is

You would use this to turn a sprite upside-down

deleted

or flip it from left to right in its frame

COPY (disabled in this demo)

SEQUENCE (partially operational in this demo)

This copies one sprite to another position in the
sprite buffer. It can completely obliterate the old

This button brings up a large window withtwo main displays: the SEQUENCE list and
editor and the RECORDING MATRIX. The list shows groups of sprites which have

image that was there, or MERGE on top of it,

been bundled together to form

leaving a double-image (which can be invaluable

sequences. These can be altered

for judging the degree of change from one sprite
to the next, thus checking the motion is smooth).

by clicking on EDIT and then click

ing on the sequence name in the
list. The boxes below ask you for a
sequence name and its start and
end frames. ADD SEQ creates a

new sequence in the same way
while DELETE SEQ removes a

chosen sequence from the list.

CLR removes all the sequences
from the list (use with care!). To
test a sequence, press PLAY and
I cm *aa?r;!aiyj;:| i-a-mou \

click on your chosen sequence.

ANIMATION do it yourself!

TEN TIPS FOR DYNAMIC ANIMATION
1. The secret of making your animation look

really dynamic is - exaggeration! If a character
falls over, make it a real arms-flailing, legs-

spinning, tail-over-top type of fall. Always
follow through every movement and make it a
grand, sweeping gesture. Extremes are best;
inhibited little moves are not good animation.
all majl w^gjjl *™™*jsjl J^l^iJ
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• With Animaster you can make the Prince
of Persia sprite leap across your workscreen and trample all over your icons!
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2. But, you ask, how do I follow through a
movement? The key is what animators call the
line of action. The illustration bottom right
shows the line of action running through one

of the Prince of Persia sprites. Think of it as
the centre line along which the character
moves, or where the "speed lines" go, show

fit their personalities - cute characters have
big heads and small, child-like limbs, tough
guys big barrel chests, long gorilla-like arms
and short (preferably bowed) legs.
6.

Movements too should be in character -

this is one of the most important ways of con
veying personality. Cute characters tend to
toddle along, tough guys stalk with their

shoulders swinging. Imagine you are the char
acter yourself - how would you walk?
7. The secret of getting expressions right is use a mirror. Professional animators always

have one by their desks for making faces into.

ing the direction of the movement. In good ani
mation, the line of action must be as sweeping
and smooth as possible - because that means

8.
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• To check the realism of your animation,

you can overlay it on top of a background
(also supplied) to see how well it works

your own sprites drawn in an art package like
Neochrome (part of the STFORMAT Graphics
Collection - see page 150). For now, just click
the right mouse button to return to the workscreen without cutting out a newsprite.
Click on the ANIMATE function again and

select LOOP, BACKGROUND and check that the
START# and END# markers are still correctly
set. This time when you press PLAY you are

be very

the action itself is clean and smooth.

3. Another way to make movement
look dynamic is to

closely at Mickey Mouse
or any other well-

fessionals

L.-J-

can

complex things to cope
with, so do what the pro

known

use what's called

do.

Look

character

-

but

he's only got three
fingers! What's more,
he's wearing those
silly white gloves which actually make his

squash the ball at the moment it

hands clearer and more

hits the floor, then stretch it as it

prominent. For most pur
poses you really need
only three hand posi
tions - open, clenched
and something in between.

the

"stretch-and-

sqiiash" principle.
Bounce a simple
ball and the move

ment

looks

very

boring,

flies away, and the whole thing
gains extra life and vitality.
Keep your eye out for this trick
in professional animation Tom and Jerry do it all
the time.

9. Let's say you want to show
a character walking into a room.

• This drawing of
a totally original,
uncopyrighted

Ask yourself whether you want the

cartoon character

audience to feel as if they're walking
in with him or watching him come in.
The natural direction of reading (in the western

and the animation takes place on top of the

demonstrates how you can construct

world, anyway) is left to right, so if you have

dungeon background. You can still move the
Prince around using the mouse, and normally

figures from geometrical shapes (tip 4)

someone walk in from the left, the eye follows
him in - and thus comes in with him, while if

given a choice of PIC or SCREEN. Select PIC

you'd use this to gauge how far the sprite
should move between frames to get the motion

right. Experiment with the other backgrounds
until you want to move on.

TAKE THE LEAD

- this helps you think of them as three
dimensional and keep proportions right

you have him enter from the right the effect is
as if you were already inside and watching him

4. Think of the characters you draw as being

made up of solid objects - like spheres for
their bodies and cylinders for their arms and
legs. That's actually how real animators draw
them. They're never done freehand, the way

That's it for the tutorial part. Now it's up to you.
You know how to load sequences, how to
animate them in two different ways, and how

Rolf Harris does them on TV - that's actually
one of the reasons he can never get them to

to use backgrounds. We've touched briefly on
sprite-grabbing and it's child's play to grab
some new ones from your own pics. All that

apply the principles of "stretch-and-squash" to
your characters. Again, Tom and Jerry demon

look quite right. And - guess what? - con
structing them like this means it's easy to

enter. Look at this issue's cover in the mirror
and see if this alters the impression you get.

10. To get the change from one frame to the
next just right, professional animators fre
quently take three or four drawings in hand
and flick between them, or place one drawing

over another and quickly flick the top one off
and back on again. In our Animaster demo,

you can effortlessly do the same by flicking
between sprites with the small arrow keys at

strate this all the time.

the bottom left of the workscreen. In the full

find out a few more details on the various func

5. To give individuality to your characters,

tions, before moving on to the GFA Basic 2
demo (page 36) to see how you can use the

version you can MERGE with the COPY func
tion. Either way, do this regularly to check that
you're getting the effect you want.

too. Drawing realistic human beings is actually

remains is to read the boxes on these pages to

sprites and sequences in your own programs.

don't be afraid to exaggerate their appearance
one of the hardest things to tackle, so why not

disabled features up and running, enabling you

keep them cartoony? To make a character
"cute," give it big eyes - generally, the bigger
the cuter. (Try it!) "Tough" characters should
have big square jaws, small eyes and low fore

to draw and INSERT new sprites, COPY sprites

heads. Remember that their bodies too should

And don'tforget, this is only a demo version
of Animaster. The finished program has all the

to new positions, and much more. If we've whet

ted your appetite, you can order a copy of the
full program from our Mail Order pages - see

page 150. With this, your copy of GFA Basic 2
and a bit of imagination, you can give HannaBarbera a run for their money! stf

Graphics and animation © 1991 Broderbund
Software Inc. All rights reserved
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• This jumping frog - from an animation
sent in by a reader (see page 98) - illus
trates stretch-and-squash (tip 3) at work

• The line of action (tip 2) is the axis

along which the movement takes place the figure at its most dynamic follows it
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BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE
.and the keenest prices

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help
NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST

SALE • SALE • SALE |PRINTERS

NEW GAMES
Armour-Geddon
Atomic Robokid

16.99

Afterburner

17.99
24.99

Batman: Caped Crusader..

16 99

B.A.T. ( + Sound Card)

19.99
16.99

Captive
Car-Vup

15.99
16.99

Chase HQ 2

16.99

Chuck Yeager's Flight sim
Corporation

17.99
16.99

Cricket Captain 2
BSS Jane Seymour

16.99
16.99

Days of Thunder
Dick Tracy
Dragon Breed
Dragonflight
Dragons Lair II - Timewarp
Eagles Rider

15.99
16.99
16.99
18.99
24.99
16.99

Elvira
ESWAT
Final Whistle

19.99
16.99
9.99

Flight of Intruder
F19 Stealth Figher

19.99
19.99

Golden Axe

16.99

Helter Skelter
Horror Zombies
Immortal
James Pond
Kick Off 2

13.99
15.99
16.99
15.99
13.99

Legend of Faerghail

19.99

Line of Fire

16.99

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

16.99

Monty Python

13.99

Murder
M1 Tank Platoon

15.99
19.99

FREE - One Public Domain Disk with

every Game from this column!
Pick from list opposite

Powermonger
Proflight

Colossus Chess X

Centrefold Squares
Deluxe Strip Poker

..9.99

24.99

Battle of Britain
Cadaver

Operation Stealth
Pang
Paradroid 90
Plotting
Populous

..7.99
..7.99
..9.99
..9.99

18.99
16.99
17.99
16.99
17.99

18.99
:.... 29.99

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares
Dungeon Master + Chaos

15.99
24.99
11 99

Kid Gloves PLUS

Cloud Kingdoms

14.99
-9.99
-7.99
..7.99

Mr. Heli

Rick Dangerous
Shoot-em-Up Construction Kit-

-9.99
-9.99
..7.99
..9.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
-9.99

Silkworm
Steve Davis Snooker

Super Hand On
Tetris
Verminator
X-Out

including lead!
STAR LC200 (colour)
including lead!

219.00

EDUCATIONAL

PUBLIC DOMAIN
NEW LOW PRICES!!!

1 disk = £1.99,
10 disks + file box = £15.99

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

ONLY!

Postman Pat

....8.99

Learn to Read with Prof-

.19.99

Prof Makes Sentences...
Puzzle Book 1

BG.01

Monopoly; Classic board game!

BG.20

Plus: Chess, American Football

BG.64

Dungeon Master; Maps of all
levels + 40 pages of hints, tips.
Strip Breakout; Knock out the
bricks to reveal the picture!!
Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of
Rige!; Original maze type arcade.
Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon!
Needs original program to run...
Soko; 50 level puzzle game.
Bubble Trouble; Pacman style
plus: Jumpster; Q-Bert version.
Millipede; Arcade classic.
ST-Umped; Cricket simulator

BG.65

Does NOT require STOS to run!
Joust; Arcade classic.

12.99

MG.08

Star Trek - Next Generation.

39.99

MT.09

Battle the Ferengi...(Not STE)
Elvira; stunning demo of the long
awaited Horror game!

-19.99
.15.99

Let's Spell At Home
Let's Spell At Shops

BG.27

..15.99
..15.99

BG.55

Fun School 2 (under 6)..
Fun School 2 (6 to 8)....
Fun School 2 (over 8)....

..12.99
BG.57

.12.99
..12.99

Fun School 3 (under 5)..
Fun School 3 (5 to 7)
Fun School 3 (over 7)....

ART AND MUSIC

..15.99

BG.59

-15.99
-15.99

BG.62

ONLY! I

CAD 3D (1)

16.99

Canvas

DELUXE PAINT

Classic INFOCOM Adventures!

Degas Elite
CyberStudio

-39.99

DA.01

66+ Adventure game solutions!

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy

MASTERsound2

-29.99

DA.02

62+ More Adventure solutions!

Music Construction SetQuartet

..39.99

Replay Professional

-87.99

..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
-7.99
..7.99

Planetfall
Leather Goddesses of Phobos

Ballyhoo
Spellbreaker
Moonmist

-7.99
-7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99

Wishbringer
Hollywood Hi-Jinks
Zorkl

Zorkll

DISKS ALU 00% GUARANTEED
Bulk disks with labels!
10 disks
50 disks
100 disks

SONY boxed with labels!
Box of 10

Box of 10 (x5)
Box of 10 (x 10)

-47.99
-89.99

COMPILATIONS

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop 2

15.99
16.99

Roarkes Drift
Shadow of the Beast

15.99
16.99

Sim City
Speedball 2
Spellbound
Spindizzy Worlds

17.99
15.99
14.99
16.99

Strider 2

16.99

Super Off Road Racer
Supremacy

16.99
19.99

Team Yankee

19.99

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds.

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

16.99

POWER PACK

Total Recall
Turrican
Ultimate Ride
U.M.S2
Vaxine

16.99
15.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Xenon II,TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally!

Vector Championship Run
Voodoo Nightmare

16.99
16.99

MASTER MIX

16.99

Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux.
SPORTING GOLD

19.99

Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

19.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman (movie),
Indiana Jones

PLATINUM

ALL TIME FAVOURITES

17.99

18.99

Welltris

16.99

Lancaster, Eliminator, Skyfox, Strike Force

Wolfpack

19.99

Harrier, Skychase

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

19.99
14.99

TNT

KINGS QUEST TRIPLE

24.99

Madonna; Including those control
versial Playboy pictures!
NASA Space Mission siideshow

BS.20

—59.99

BU.01

X-Cert. Spectrum 512 Show.
Neochrome; Super Art Package.

TCB Tracker

—37.99

BU.07

ST Writer Elite; Professional

BS.21

Devpac ST (2)

—44.99

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

—55.99

BU.57

....16.99

BU.58

quality Word Processor.
ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
File Selector, Desk Manager
Disk copier, Virus Killer...

....16.99

Home Accounts

....19.99

BBC Emulator; Ideal for kids

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

— 15.99

using BBC computers at school!

— 15.99

BU.63

Mono Emulator + Tos 1.4 fix!

Neodesk 3

—27.99

Pretext (5)

BU.64

..109.99

Word Writer

Fractal Landscape generator
and explorer, Mandlebrot show...

....34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor.

— 19.99

BU.59

ZX81 Emulator; including 38
program files! Uses the original
keyword entry system! Great Fun!
ZX81 programs; Over 100 files

JOYSTICKS
Joystick & Mouse extension .
Joystick lead - 2 metres!

—4.99

Joystick Mouse Switch Box ..

.13.99

Quickshot APACHE
Quickshotlll PYTHON

Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR
Competition Pro Extra
Arcade joystick
Arcade TURBO joystick
Zip Stick Professional

BU.61

to run with the ZX81 emulator!

...4.99

Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet
plus tutorial! Lotus compatible!
F-Copy III; Superior copier!!
Composer; enter notes from
computer or Midi keyboards!
16 Voice synthesiser with multi
voice recording!
Clip-Art - VIZ magazine.
Clip-Art - Garfield pics.
STE demo; See what your STE
is capable of and be amazed...

MU.05

—6.99
..11.99
..12.99

MU.13
SO.02

-19.99

-15.99

SO.03

-16.99
-17.99
.15.99

BC.16
BC.17
BD.33

6 99

Locking Disk Box (80+)

8.99

^BD.34

*<

What the Butler Saw; Demo.

Educational fun for 3 to 6 year

BE.02

olds: Kids Music, Kids Piano, Grid...
FURRY MOUSE COVER

Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,

6.99

(with eyes, ears and nose!)

Kid Sketch...
BE.05

Media Box (Holds 150+)

19.99

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)
NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)

19.99

Hard Drivin', Toobin', APB, Dragon Spirit,
Xybots
Kings Quest I, II, and III

UTILITIES

16.99

19.99

♦BS.18

|

ACCESSORIES

Test Drive, Hard Ball, Mean 18+, Famous
Course disk (vol.1 and 2)
FLIGHT COMMAND

..17.99

ST Replay (VIII)

GSTC Compiler
—6.49
-29.99
..49.99

16.99
16.99

- Sent A.S.A.P

159.00

BG.58

Hollywood Poker Pro
Last Ninja 2

Puznic
Ranx

All items due by publication date!
If release delayed

ONLY! | (

STAR LC10

BE.13

3.99
29.99

+ FREE mouse mat

MD.15

+ FREE mouse bracket

MD.41

ST Dust Cover
Disk Drive Cleaner
Mono/Colour Monitor Switch .

....5.99
....3.90

..21.99

•3MDA2

On screen Colouring book!
Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi

choice adventure game for kiddies.
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles,
sample of Turtles theme plus pics.
Snowman - Digitised demo.(MB)
Robocop; Stunning digitised
sequences from the film! (2 disks)
When Harry met Sally; amusing
digitised fake orgasm sequence...

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software... Catalogue available!

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available

EJfil-s

Britiarw

s*5

SHAREWARE

Order ANY FIVE disks,
five blanks and a library

andPUBUC DOMAIN

case-£16.50

titf&r*

(for Atari ST)

Moving

Vou are reminded that
SOFTViLLE
ii m.member of

(he Aaociation
of Shareware
Profenicriala

Shareware ti supplied on a

up to 5 disks -£3.00 each 6 to 9 disks-£2.75 each

Try beforeyoubuy' basil and

10 or mare - £2.50 each (chooaeanother FREE if buying 10)
Overseas add 10% to total for postage

you shoo Id register if you
continue to uae it

Send £1 for 100 page catalogue (refundable) or free with order
These are brief descriptions, the disks may

ACCS2 - SUPERBOOT v6.aHinone setup

contain much more.

ACC85 - 2 D/S disks of desk ace - £6
ACC86 - ZX8I emulator

DATABASE PROGRAMS
ACC26 - DBMAN. easy to use
ACC53 - FIRSTBase. memory resident

ACCS7 - GEMINI replacement desktop
ACC96 - FCOPY3 - Good copy program
ACC99 - WULTh disk backup tuns on 520)

ACC72 - DATA Handler GEM based

ACCtOO - LHARC. UNLZH ARC602 etc

ACC74 - FREEBASE. menu driven

ACCfOI - BUSSNESS/Personal address book

ACC75 - WG.DATA. complete system
ACC88 - Database Construction not vt09

ACC89 - ZAPCard. card index style

ART and DRAWING
ART! - /VEOOHOME original and best

ACC92 - SON3F/LE record collections

ART4 - MASTER PAINTER excellent

WORD PROCESSORS

ART24 - PUBLIC PAINTER - Ugh res
ART25 - ANt-ST. animation package

WPI2 - STWriter Bte v3.8. the best

ART27 - E-PANTER lor children

You 've designed your sprites. Now
put them to use in your own
programs. Neil Jackson
explains how to animate
in GFA Basic 2

WP66 - MAGMWRITER. Sxhight letters
ACC21 - WORD4O0. accessory wp.

ART2B - COLOUR BOOK lor dhtdren

T o make any animation
sequence work for you in

WP23 - EOMAK tie text editor

COMMUNICATIONS

SPREADSHEETS

COMS3 - UNITERM, standard package
COMSI6 - VANTERMlals gaining popularity

need to be able to include routines

your

ACC23 - VCSPFIEAD. non GEM but useable

COMSI7 - ZFIash lor use with Flash/Shadow

ACC3I - STSHEET.fully .WKScompatible D/S
ACC76 - OPUS200. the test - Imeg

COMS2I - FLY1NGSTART lor preslel

GAMES
FONTS
WP28 - Pub'Parl ionls:- Hudson Columbia.

DcvoH. Thames. Spokane. Saturn etc.
WP29 - PubPart lonts:- Avgard. Caligriy.
Courier.Elegance. West side etc.

GAMEtl - KDgraph. Note. Grid - selection of
ffre now famous brumteve games lor kids.
GAME56 - 3disk set - USTORY FLE (£8)
GAME6I - KDpotato and ofoers
GAME62 - NUMBERMAZE.

own

programs,

which can show your animation. On
this month's action-packed Cover
Disk is the complete package to
display sprites and animate them
across a background.
GFA2DEM0.BAS is the file you
need. This GFA Basic 2 program

WP63 - CALAMUS loots- Over 40 on this

GAME91 -WORLD (hi-res)

animates

GAME95 - WOLF S 7KDS kids adventure

sprites included on the Cover Disk

GAMEI05 - NOAHS ARC spelling game
GAME94 - SUPER Breakout high res only.

aH are mono, each disk contains a converter

program.II you require them in .MG formal
you need our disk ACC84 tor a converter.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCI - SKY MAP fhi-res)

and

the

makes

Prince
them

of

move

Persia

MISC4 - VIRUS KLLER DISK - £150

(For details of what's on the Cover

WP24 - Trademarks Iran 1920s

MISC2I - PLANETARIUM, great program
MISC26 - CONSTELATIONSID/S)
MISC18 - INVENTORY-PRO. slock control

Disk see page 32. And for more
about "masks," turn to our guide to
programming in assembly lan
guage on page 113.)
With this GFA Basic 2 program
and a little ingenuity (not included),

WP3I - Whimsical animals

MISC22 - Double SENTRY, accounts package
MISC23 - POOLS PREDICTOR

WP32 - Oilice Humour

WP37 - 22 screens of FOODS

WP41 - 15 screens of Christmas designs
WP59 - Garlield. 20 screens

MUSIC & MIDI
MUS5 - Waddngton sequencer 32 tack

UTILITIES
ACC24 - MONO EMULATOR /not lor art prgsj
ACC57 - TURTLEhard disk backup (tmegl

MUS32 - COMPOSER, mono & Imeg needed
MUS36 - 16 voice sequencer, colour
MUS50 - ALCHME Jr 200* tracks

ACC63 - UNTURTLE tor use with above

The next three backdrops
loaded into their buffer arrays.

are

Block 5

Using the Frame_load subroutine
(described later), the sprite bitmap
files are loaded into arrays. There
is an array each for the Prince
sprites, the Prince masks, the flame
sprites and the flame masks.

across

backgrounds, also provided on the
Cover Disk in Degas Elite format.

WPS - Animals. MHitaria. Flags etc
WP26 - 17 Screens of Mac Opart

palette is located and copied to the
screen colours.

you

disk, some complete others upper case only
CLIP ART

a

you can take your own sprites cre
ated in Animaster and run them

The main loop starts here, and is
returned to if no key is pressed.
The first backdrop is copied to the
displayed and undisplayed screen

using

the

Setup

subroutine

(described later). The flame sprites
are used on this screen, so a flag is
set to indicate this. Coordinates for

the flame sprites are set up and the
start and end frames of the Prince

are similarly noted. Then the Anim
subroutine (described later) is

over your own backdrops. Now
start playing with the program itself
- add joystick routines, other char

called to animate the screen.

possiblyneed lor yourST!

acters and some collision detection

Using the same theory, backdrop

DC DESKTOP

DC UTILITIES

- in short, turn these raw materials

the GEM desktop just got better!

ACC64
ACC70
ACC79
ACC80

-

Star colour set-up etc
STICKER3. disk labcter - high-res
QUCKDISK collection
picture converters

We have hundreds of product and graphic
demonstrations We have HUNDREDS of disks
fun of Pictures. STOS. Basic Ham Radio.

Languages etc. in tact everything you could

hcludes:-

into your own complete game! The

AMcws you la-

DC XTRACT PLUS -Has add or

only limit is your enthusiasm.

Place programs Aciders on the desktop
Display unique IHe/lokier/dr'tve icons, Colour

EXTRACT ARC. LZH ZIP or ZOO archives.

icons

Replace desktop with patfem/picture
Recoverable Trash!

Spool/Queue printing

Dropdown menu commands via keystrokes
Comes complete with Command Uneinterlace.
Bootup seledoc Terminal. Icon editor: Special
Show commands and much much more!

No ST owner should be without

this fabulous program from

^^^Doubl^Clj6k^oftw^r^^^m

DC SQUISH now compresses betterthan

Block 1

ARC and reduces toad times. Absolutely 100%
compatible wit\ everything!

This

DC SEA now creates selt-exrtacling ARC.
LZH ZP or ZOO IHes. You can also restore the
lUes from the program.

A great collection of utilities!

Only £19.99 each
(* £P00 Post and Packing)

Slate 'Utilities' or 'Desktop'

Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville.
Hants P07 7XN

Tel: 0705 266509

Fax: 0705 251884

is

where the

program

ini

ST FORMAT

is

shown.

This time

flag is cleared. Anim is called again.

Same again, but different! Flames
are back on, so the flag is set and

tialises (gives starting values to) its

the

main variables. F% is the current

frame indicators are set, but they
change during the Anim subroutine

sprite frame number, Sf% is the
start frame of a sequence, Ef% is
the end frame.

Distance% is the

amount that the sprites are moved
between frames. X% and Y% are the

coordinates

initialised.

The

Block 9

Last screen, but uses same sys
tem. Flames are still on, because

initial positions for the first sprite.

flag is untouched and new coordi
nates are set up. The start and end

Block Z

frames
are
initialised
again
(because they changed a moment
ago), and the Anim subroutine is
called for the last time this loop.

Two screens (Tv1% and Tv2%) are
created in memory, one to be dis
played and one to be worked on
invisibly. Buffer arrays are created

Upon

return,

the

keyboard

is

Block 3

checked and if nothing is pressed
we go round again. If a key was
held down (now or during any of
the four screens) the program goes

The first backdrop is loaded into

on to the instruction after the end

one of the buffers and its colour

of

to hold the backdrops and the
mouse is hidden.

Callers Welcome

36

number two

there are no animated flames so the

Super last 100% assembly

SOFTViLLE COMPUTER
SUPPLIES
•ajaaaaa:

Block 7

the

loop.

In

this

case

it's

21-APRIL-91

ANIMATION do it yourself!

it with GFA
Terminate,
the
program-ending
subroutine (described later).

THE COMPLETE PROGRAM EXPLAINED

Block 10

The Anim procedure (subroutine)
does most of the actual display
work. It loops, during which time it
switches

to

the

hidden

screen,

BLOCK 1
els

Speed%=30
F%=0

Sf%=6
Ef%=13

prints the flame masks followed by

Distance%=0

the flame sprites and then prints the
Prince's mask and sprite. Checks

Y%=73

FlamejiaskSOW**
Flames (SW ,7

X%=250

1

*

are made to see if the end frame has

been exceeded, and the next hori
zontal position of the Prince is cal
culated. The hidden screen is then

displayed (and vice-versa).
/«)
WW/
*mitmtmn/*n

Block 11

A special case handles screen
three, which has the Prince jump
ing. If the Prince is between two
trigger positions, then his start and

end frames are different. A jump
flag is set to "on" and the distance
he

moves

between

frames

is

increased. If the end frame of the

BLOCK 3
Bload "a:\animastr\back_l.pil",Buf1%
For N%=2 To 32 Step 2
Setcolor M%,Dpeek(Buf 1%+Wi,)
Inc M%
Next N%

If Scr%=3 And X%<194 And X%>70

Setcolor 15,7,7,7

Sf%=14

BLOCK 4

jump sequence is reached, the
jump is deemed to be complete, the
jump flag is cleared and the Prince
reverts to the normal sprite
sequence. A final test checks to
see if the sprite position is off

screen. If it is, the Anim loop is
quit, the horizontal position is reset
and the program returns to the
main loop.

BLOCK 11

Setcolor 0,0,0,0

«>M>»iMHiiMniaui iiiiya^a*

Ef%=31

If Jumptest !=False
Jumptest!=True
F%=14

Distance%=20

BLOCKS

@Frame_load("a:\animastr\PERSIA.ASB",*Frame$())
@Frame_load( "a: \side_2 \moreanim\PERSIA. msk", *Frame_m
ask$())
@Frame_load{"a:\animastr\flames.ASB",*Flame$())
@Frame_load("a:\animastr\flames.msk",*Flame_mask$()}

Endif
Else
If F%=31

Jumptest!=False
F%=7

Distance9&=8
Sf%=6

BLOCK 6

Ef8s=13
Endif

Endif

Block 12

Exit

I f X%<-70

The Flip subroutine waits for the

Loop

beam on the TV picture to get to the

X%=280
Return

top then redirects the ST to a differ
ent screen. Flip is given parameters
by the calling routine which deter
mines which pictures are flipped.

BLOCK 12

•UvOMrSU

HDU 1Wo«(B,H».Li1*,-1)
BLOCK 7

Block 13

The Framejoad subroutine opens
a file (a sprite or mask file) and
scans it to find out the number of

frames in the file, the length of the
file, and the sprite width and
height. It then creates an array into
which it stores the bitmap images,
one after the other. Upon exit, this

Bmove Buf2^+34,xbios(3),32000
@Setup
Flames!=False

Scr%=2
@Anim

BLOCK 8

BLOCK 13
Procedure Frame_load(File$,F%)
Open "I",#l,File$
Frames_created%=Cvi(Input?(2,#1))
Length%=Cvi(Input$(2,#1))
Icon_w%=Inp(#l)
Icon_h%=Inp(#l)
Dim F$(Frames_created%)
For N%=0 To 15

DummySs=Cvi (Input$ (2, #1) )
Next

array is transferred to the name

N%

For N%=0 To Frames_created%

sent by the calling routine.

F$(N%)=space$(Length^)
Bget #1,Varptr(F$(N%)) .Length's
Next N%

Block 14

Close #1

This subroutine. Setup, prints the
demo message at the bottom of the

Swap *F%,F$()
Erase F$()
Return

screen and initialises the hidden and

BLOCK 9

BLOCK 14

displayed screens. It uses the flip
routine to swap the screens around,
while it copies the current back
ground picture to the hidden screen.
Block 15
The

Terminate

Bmove Buf4%+34,xbios(3),32000
@Setup
Flamel„x%=197

Flamel_y%=64
Flame2_x%=102
Flame2_y%=64
Flames!=True

subroutine

cleans

up the display on exit from the
main loop. It reverts the back
ground and foreground colours to

black and white, so that you can
read the display when you return to

Sf%=6
Ef%=13
Scr%=4

Procedure Terminate

@ Anim

@Flip(Tvl%,Tvr%)

Exit If Inkey$<>""
Loop
(^Terminate

GFA BASIC 2's editor screen, stf
issue 21-APRIL-91

Setcolor 0,7,7,7

Setcolor 15,0,0,0
Edit
Return
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COMPETITION studio trip

Want to see professional animators at
work? ST FORMAT and Empire
,offer one lucky reader the chance
to win afabulous tripfor two to the
Sullivan Bluth Studios in Dublin

IT'S THAT
QUESTION
Below are three screenshots from

superbly

animated games. They've spent an afternoon in
the sugeon's chair to make it difficult for you to
recognise them. Guess the identity of each game
and write them down on the back of a postcard

Game 1

Visit the

professional
Game 2

animators
Dublin-based

Sullivan

Bluth

Studios

created such Disney-rivalling animated
cartoons as All Dogs Go To Heaven,
Land Before Time and An American Tail. Now in

true Willy Wonka fashion, they're opening their
doors to one luckyreader and a friend.
You'll get the complete VIP treatment
for the trip - a plane ride

out to Dublin, a limousine to take you to the
Studios and a guided tour to see exactly how

an animated film gets made. After an overnight
stay in the city of Dublin, you'll be flown in
pristine condition back home.
The Sullivan Bluth Studios came about as the
direct result of a collaboration between Morris
Sullivan and Don Bluth. Bluth is the animation

genius behind the company -

Game 3

he originally

worked for Disney on Robin Hood, Pete's Dragon
•CoPo* t~y>

and The Fox and the Hound but left in
1982 to start work on his own ani

mated film, The Secret of NIMH, which

took 28 months to complete.
Bluth has always been interested in
bringing animation onto the computer
and in 1977 began making sketches
for Dragon's Lair - the first laser disk
arcade game, which was
unveiled at the Chicago Enter
tainment Show in 1984. His

second arcade release, Space

Ace, soon followed. The mag
nificent visuals in these games
were created by digitising
hand-drawn sketches. These
• The stages involved in
creating a frame for All
Dogs go to Heaven. You
could win a trip to see
how it's done!

were then coloured within an art package and
extra details added. To create perfect animation

using such large characters, hundreds of frames
had to be drawn and then put onto an ST.
Don Bluth and his team of animators are cur

rently working on an animated film called Rock-aDoodle. If you win, you could get the chance to
see the cartoon in its development stages. Just
work out the answer to the question, jot it on a
postcard and send it to Animated Dreams, ST
FORMAT, 29 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW

by Friday 19 April. By the end of the month you
could be winging your way to sunny Ireland! stf

RULES
1. Employees of Entertainment International, Readysoft,
Sullivan Bluth Studios and Future Publishing and their
families are not eligible to enter this competition. .
2. This competition is open only to people who are
resident in the British Isles or who will be resident in

the British Isles at the closing date of the competition.
3. Entries must be received by Friday 19th April and not
a moment later.

4. Multiple entries are going to be shredded.
5. All the competition entries become the property of
Future Publishing.
6. No cash alternatives can be offered.

7. The Judge's decision is final.
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The first Stereo Sample adaptor for the ATARI ST, STF & STFM
WHAT IS PLAYBACK?
PLAYBACK is a neat hardware cartridge which plugs into the ROM port of any 16 BIT ATARI computer
and provides 2 channel (Stereo) sample output from its twin RCA style phono connectors. These signals
can then be fed into any standard LINE or AUX input of a HI-FI amplifier for truly stunning stereo output
when running programs compatible with this cartridge. The cartridge avoids using the much slower
printer port and subsequent lower sound quality, the cartridge port places no practical limit on the top
band width of sound quality,

PLAYBACK enables the owner of a standard ST, STF or STFM computer to take advantage of the new
breed of Stereo software which is starting to appear for the ATARI 16 BIT computers. It remains a
commitment of MICRODEAL to maintain compatibility across their range of musical products wherever
possible.

To this end, PLAYBACK offers a superb, low cost enhancement to QUARTET version 1.5, the

worlds first and best professional multi voice sample sequencer for the ST. PLAYBACK provides QUARTET
version 1.5 owners with the ultimate in high quality STEREO music for the first time. Obviously owners

of MONO samplers such as MASTER SOUND II, REPLAY 8 and REPLAY PROFESSIONAL can take advantage
of the two channel outputs to create even more stunning effects in their own programs or with
DRUMBEAT STEREO included with this package.

As well as the PLAYBACK cartridge, this package contains the following:
DRUMBEAT STEREO
PLAYBACK provides a sophisticated 2 channel DRUM sequencer which allows up to 15 samples to be
loaded into the KIT. DRUMBEAT provides up to 50 patterns in memory at once. The patterns may be
assembled into a list of up to 99 ordered entries to compose a SONG and up to 10 songs may be
held in memory at once. The TEMPO can be varied from 40 to 239 beats per minute either internally
or externally via an external MIDI system master control. Timing can be set at 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 with
or without triplets.

QUARTET STEREO DEMO DRIVER
One of QUARTETS top mono music demo's has been adapted to give full STEREO output with two left
channels and two right channels. The graphics display is easily adaptable using a paint program to
customise your own graphics and the Scrolling message can be changed by simply editing the file using
an editor or word processor. The STEREO Quartet music played with the demo is one of our latest mixes

and if you have your own Quartet music you can replace our music very easily with your own.

INCORPORATE STEREO OUTPUT IN YOUR OWN PROGRAMS
We've thought of everything for the home programmer and have included sample STEREO routines for
Hi-Soft Basic, GFA Basic and machine code, and before long we are sure many commercial products
will support this high Quality STEREO cartridge which brings a regular ST owner STEREO output similar to
the STE.

FULL QUARTET VERSION 1.5 SUPPORT
If you are thinking of upgrading to Quartet version 1.5 or already have a copy then STEREO PLAYBACK

is fully supported with 2 channel output through each speaker and playback as clear as your regular
hi-fi outputl

1COPYRIGHT MICRODEAL
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

DRUMBEAT STEREO
ATARI ST

QUARTET DEMO DRIVER

PLAYBACK ORDER FORM

Please send me PLAYBACK the best stereo output cartridge for the Atari ST
Playback is £29.95 post & packaging £1 (all prices inc V.A.T.)
BY POST:with Cheque Postal Order or Credit Card

BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARDS

Name
Address

(0726) 68020
&

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date

Number

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery
Send to: Microdeal PO Box 68 St Austell Cornwall England PL25 4YB

ATARI ST DEALS - Choose your own pack
DISCOVERY
PLUS PACK

• Outrun * Space Harrier
• First Basic • Neochrome

•
•
•
•

Atari ST Computer
Anarchy • Blood Money
Dragons Breath • H.K.M.
Impossible Mission II

•

Indiana Jones •

• Atari ST Computer
• All software listed in "Turbo" pack
PLUS - exclusive to Dowling
•

Trivial Pursuit •

20 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels

RRP £19.95

40 Capacity lockable disk box

RRP £9.99

•

3.5" disk drive cleaner Kit

RRP

•

PLUS -exclusive to Dowling
• Konix Megablaster Joystick
• High Quality Mousepad

PLUS • exclusive to Dowling
• Konix Megablaster Joystick
• High Quality Mousepad

• Chess Player 2150
PLUS - exclusive to Dowling
• Konix Megablaster Joystick
• High Quality Mousepad

• Dust Cover

•

• Dust Cover

Discover the Atari ST

Dust Cover

£9.95

Total RRP £129.80

Starter Kit Price £69.95

• STOS Games Creator

STOS Games Creator

•

•

Skweek

• Pipemania • Rock 'n' Roll
• Rick Dangerous • Onslaught

• ST Tour Tutorial

PC 720 3.5" high qualitydisk drive
RRP £89.95
(Features built in p.s.u., Sony/Epson mechanism)

• Drivin' Force • Asterix

Outrun

• Super Cycle * First Basic
• Hyperpaint II * Music Maker II

•

•

TURBO PLUS PACK ULTIMATE GAMES PACK

• Atari ST Computer
• Bombjack • Carrier Command

•

DISK DRIVE STARTER KIT

LANGUAGE LEARNING

Live & Let Die

PACK - exclusive to Dowling
With 1992 just around the corner, isn't it time you learned a
foreign language that our European counterparts use. Here at
Dowling we have put together a pack which ensures you learn
at least one language in 3 months.
PACK COMPRISES: -

NEW SUPER
LOW PRICES

520STFM

520 STE

520 STE

512KRAM

1 Mb RAM

520 STE
2 Mb RAM

520 ST
4Mb RAM

„„„,,„„, 3 MONTH CASSETTE
RRP £19.95 LANGUAGE C0URSE in

£249.95 £329.95 £359.95 £399.95 £469.95

"The Italian Tutor

RRP £19.95

£269.95 £339.95 £369.95 £409.95 £479.95

The total RRP of this pack is usually £109.75.

either French, German,

Spanish or Italian.
The course consists of 4 audio tapes and comprehensive
learning book. RRP £29.95 each

TURBO
PLUS PACK

The famous HUGO

=J# „ . L,
Tlje Spanish Tutor

DISCOVERY
PLUS PACK

, The French Mistress..RRP £19.95. ,*

, The German Master ..RRP £19.95

Our special pack price is£49.95
ULTIMATE
GAMES PACK

N.B. Remember to state which HUGO course you require when

£299.95 £359.95 £389.95 £429.95 £499.95

ordering. Additional Hugocourses available at just £24.95

AT LAST - THE COMPLETE 5 STAR

MONITORS

REPAIR SERVICE.

SM124

•

High Res mono monitor X 7 7 .95

•
•
•
•

We will send our courier to pick up your faulty computer, all we ask is thatyou
pack it adequately *

We will
We will
Wewill
We will

repair and soaktest your Atari ST to the highest standard
guarantee the parts replaced for a full 3 months
extend the guarantee to a period of 12 months for a nominal £25
return your computer speedily via courier.

Philips 8833 Mk. II

Another Dowling exclusive giving you a
complete system enabling you to connect your
ST to any standard video recorder and star
frame grabbing!
Pack includes:-

THE TRULY COMPLETE SERVICE FOR ONLY £59.95

| Stereo colour monitor ;LA 47.95

COMPLETE
VIDI-ST SCOOP

N.B. Dowling reserve the right to refuse machines inthe unlikely event thatinour opinion they are
beyond reasonable repair.

Vidi - ST (PAL version)

RRP £99.95

Vidi • RGB Splitter
Vidi - RGB Power Supply

RRP £69.95
RRP £9.95

Vidi - Chrome

RRP £19.95

E180 VHS Video Tape

RRP £6.95

Total RRP £206.75

' UK Mainlandonly.

Scoop Price £139.95

THE NEW 200 SERIES FROM

IL

"The best printers just got better!"
LC-200 FACT FILE

Multi-purpose 9-pin, 80
column dot matrix printer
with colour
Black and colour ribbons
included as standard

Electronic dip switches (see
LC24-200)

180 cps draft elite/45 cps
near letter quality
High speed draft facility
225 cps at 12 cpi
Swivel selectable push or
pull tractor
Bottom feed

RRP £297.85

OUR PRICE
£199.95

LC24-200 FACT FILE

iV Versatile 24-pin 80 column
dot matrix printer
•ir 200 cps in draft elite/67
cps in letter quality mode

>Y 10 resident LQ fonts
sV A high speed draft facility of
222cpsat lOcpi
A- Swivel selectable push or
pull tractor

LC24-200 COLOUR
FACT FILE

>V Multi-purpose colour version
of the 24-pin LC24-200
>V Seven colour printing black, purple, orange,

green, pink, blue and yellow
>V 30 K-byte buffer expandable
to 62 K-bytes
& 10 resident letter quality fonts:

iV Bottom feed

Sanserif, Times Roman,

-if Advanced paper parking

Courier, Prestige, Script and

with sheet feeder installed

vV The economy of first and
last line printing
ft 7 K-byte buffer expandable
to 39K-bytes
RRP £366.85

STAR LCIO MONO £149.95

OUR PRICE
£239.95

italic versions

> Eelcironic dip switches
operable from the push
button front control panel (as
the LC24-200 mono version)
OUR PRICE

RRP £424.35

£279.95

STAR LC24-10 £199.95

IHlIiili
NEW: 7000 SQ FT PREMISES, NEW: RETAIL PREMISES, NEW: SOFTWARE DIVISION

SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT
I We are proud to announce that due to strong customer demand we have now opened our mailorder software department. With the growing concerns over ordering software via mail order
you can now put your faith into one of the country's leading mail-order companies. We have
tried to make ordering your software as easy as possible and suggest you use the attached
coupon at the bottom of this page. Alternatively you can call into our St. Neots shop during
normal working hours for a fast and friendly service. Remember, we have been established for
over 5 years and it is you, the customer, who has made us as successful as we are today!
_

DOWLING

THIS MONTHS TOP 50 CHARTBUSTERS
Atomic Robokid
B.A.T.
Battle Command
Cadaver

£16.99
£24.99
£16.99
£16.99

James Pond
Kick Off 2

£16.99
£12.99

Robocop2
Saint Dragon

£16.99
£13.99

Leisuresuit Larry 3

£26.99

Lost Patrol

£16.99

Captive
Chase H.Q. 2
Chuck Yeagers A.F.T. V2
Corporation
Days of Thunder
Dragon's Lair 2 Timewarp

£16.99
£16.99
£17.99
£16.99
£16.99
£27.99

Lotus Turbo Challenge

£16.99

Satan
Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior
Simulcra

£12.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

Sly Spy
Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

E-Swat

£16.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£18.99

Final Whistle
Gazza2
Golden Axe

£8.99
£14.99
£16.99

Heroes Quest

£26.99

Prince of Persia
Puzznic

£16.99
£16.99

Ironman Off Rd Racer

£16.99

Rick Dangerous 2

£16.99

Ml Tank Platoon
Mean Streets

£18.99
£17.99

MidnightResistance
Mystical

£16.99
£16.99

N.A.R.C

£16.99

Ninja Remix
Pang
Player Manager
Powermonger

£16.99
£16.99
£11.99
£19.99

Strider 2

£16.99

Supremacy

£19.99

Team Yankee
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

£19.99
£19.99
£16.99

Toyota Celica
Wings of Fury

£16.99
£16.99

Simplycall our head office quoting your
Access/Visa number on

Mon-Fri 0767 681760
Sat 0480 403304
3D Construction Kit
Addidas Gold Shoe
Alcatraz

£27.99

AlphaWaves
Antago
Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)
Betrayal

£16.99
£12.99
£16.99
£19.99

Blade Warrior
Blue Max
Bomber Bob
Cabal

£16.99
£19.99
£16.99
£13.99

£13.99
£16.99

Carthage

£16.99

Chessmaster2100
Codename Iceman

£19.99
£24.99

Cruise for A Corpse

£16.99

Damocles Mission Disc
Darius +

£7.99
£16.99

Death Trap

£16.99

Deuteros - The Next Millenium...£16.99

Myth

£13.99

Obitus
Predator 2

£16.99
£17.99

Prophecy

£16.99

£19.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2
Ranx

£16.99
£16.99

£16.99

Street Hockey

£16.99

It Came From The Desert

£16.99

S.T.U.N. Runner

£12.99

Judge Dredd
Killing Cloud
Last Ninja3
Lemmings

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Supremacy

£19.99

S.W.I.V
Test Drive 2

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Line of Fire
Lords of Chaos
Metal Masters
Midwinter2

£16.99
£13.99
£16.99
£19.99

Mig 29 - Fulcrum

£23.99

Murder

£17.99

Murders in Space

£16.99

Dragon Breed
Epic
European Superleague

£16.99
£13.99
£14.99

Final Battle
Final Command

£16.99
£16.99

Flightof the Intruder
Hard Drivir 2

Team Suzuki

The Keep

£16.99

Turrican 2

£13.99

UMS II
Viz
Wonderland
Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

£18.99
£16.99
£19.99
£18.99
£13.99

By personally calling at
our St Neots Shop
6 Priory Mall,
St Neots, Cambs
Tel: 0480 403304

BY POST
Make cheques, building society drafts or
postal orders payable to:

Dowling Computers
DELIVERY (UK Mainland,

UTILITIES PACKAGES
Degas Elite

£17.99

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
3 Bears (5-10)

most areas)

Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under.

£16.99

*•*•*•••**•**

Deluxe Paint 2

£44.99

Answer Back Junior

£13.99

DevpacV.2
Digibase
Digicalc
Easy Draw2

£45.00
£37.99
£27.99
£44.99

Answer Back Senior

£13.99

Arithmetic Add On (A.B.J.)
Better Maths (12-16)

£7.99
£16.99

Final Accounts
First Word Plus V.3
Fleet Street Publisher
Harlekin
Hisoft Basic

£27.99
£57.50
£84.99
£34.99
£59.99

Better Spelling (8-14)
Donald's AlphabetChase

£16.99
£13.99

Hisoft C Interpreter
Hisoft Tempus 2

£34.99
£27.99

Home Accounts

£17.99

French Mistress
Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 8+
Fun School 3 Under 5
Fun School 3 5-7
Fun School 3 7+
German Master

£13.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Goofy's Railway Express

£13.99

•NEW* PLATINUM CARD SERVICE *NEW*

Italian Tutor

£13.99

K-Graph3

£32.99

K-Spread3
Knife ST

£59.99
£20.99

Lattice C V.5

£104.99

GOLD CLUB SERVICE

I• 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied
!

• 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur
• 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery
service should a fault occur
• Exclusive gold card with personal membership number
entitling you to special offers
• All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100

Mini Office Spreadsheet

£17.99

Jigspell

Personal Pascal
Prodata

£59.99
£59.99

Kidtalk

£13.99

* All thebenefits ofthesuccesful gold card service (above)
plus the following

Learn to type
Magic Maths (4-8)

£10.99
£16.99

"> Extended 2year guarantee from date ofpurchase. (Peace ofmind

Math Talk (5-13)
Maths Mania (8-12)

£13.99
£16.99

Mickey'sCrossword Maker
Mickey'sRunaway Zoo

£13.99
£13.99

Pretext V.4

£64.99

Pretext V.5

£119.99

Quartet

Replay Professional
ST Replay 4
S.T.O.S

£34.99

£105.99
£59.99
£20.99

STOS Compiler

£16.99

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£16.99
£52.99

Superconductor

£37.99

JAccess/Visa No:

£9.99

Postman Pat

£6.99

Prof. Plays a New Game
Spanish Tutor
SpellingAdd On (A.B.J.)

Expiry date:

£20.99
£13.99
£7.99

for2years)
-> Free useof loan machine should yours need to berepaired. (Now
you never need be without your expensive purchase)
->Free collection and delivery service forthefull two years should a
fault occur. (Just make one simple phone call and leave the rest to
us!)

•> Exclusive platinum priviledged customer card entitling you to
special offers.
-* Allof these benefits for theincredible price of just£39.95 peritem
purchased.

N.B, Inthe unlikely case ofshortages ofidentical model loan machines

asuitable alternative will be offered.

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING?
•

ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS

With a growing reputation for "puttingthe
customer firsf. We intend to satisfy many more
customers for years to come
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SITE
ENGINEERS

Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are
equipped to deal with the majority of queries
•

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch,
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care

So choose Dowling andput
ourreputation to the test!

protar ... your advantage

protar products include the fastest hard drives available for the Atari ST. The

fully compatible auto-bootable hard-disks are mounted in an elegant housing
which is perfectly at home with the ST design. They are
supplied completly ready for operation - no hidden
preliminaries.

pr«tar

The system software supplied provides access to such
features as 12 partitions per disk, selectable boot partition,
write protection and password, all of which are fully
compatible with the numerous operating systems and emulators which are
offered for the ST.

protars' 40 DC, 80 DC and 160 DC models are additionally equipped with a

r

• the R44 removable disk drives

• the T60 and T150 tape streamers
• ProScreen TT -

- a safe option
for the future.

a large scale monitor for the Atari TT

There is a minimum guarantee of one year on all
components used in our products. We guarantee fast,
efficient, hassel-free technology at a price our success has
allowed us to offer.

protar products are leaders on the German market

which are now available to you nationwide.
We are currently renaming our hard disk series for copyright reasons. Also,
we are putting the final touches to our new U.K. subsidary. Until further notice

64 kB cache memory integrated on the hard disk; this cache memory reduces

our products are available to you without delay, direct from Germany at

disk accessing times by up to 50%.
Some other examples of protars' hardware include:

absolutely no extra cost. Definitely worth checking out!
For further information please contact:

protar Ltd • Park House • Greenhill Cresent • Watford Business Park • Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU • Tel: 0923 54133 • Fax: 0923 50341

DISK info

Side 2

Side 1

GODS - Ye gods! A huge, one-off, extra-special bespoke
edition of the new game from the Bitmap Brothers - and
theydo have a bitof a repwhen itcomes to biggames!
GFA BASIC 2-TORIAL 3 - Twelve programs for

'ANIMASTER - The power lies dormant in your ST.
Awaken itwith Animaster and bring your creations to life!
HILLBILLY MOONSHINE RACERS - Push the

pedal to the metal with a truckload of moonshine and the
Fedson yerfenderin Millennium's new race-'n'-chase game.

Part Three of FORMAT'S special GFA Basic2 tutorial series.

Large, or what?

pate in the tutorial and get the
GFA Basic demo animation pro

On this month's action-packed Cover
Disk, there are more pictures, sprites,
sequences and techie-trickery than

ANIMASTER

gram to work too.

ever before! To achieve this, we use

file-crunching techniques and disk for
mats that are so advanced they double
as professors in their spare time. A
massive 1.000K (approximately) has
been folded, twisted, levered and jemmied onto this hyper-animated ST
FORMAT Cover Disk.

ON THE SIDELINES

STARTING OUT
SIDE: 1 AND 2

ANIM_DEM.PRG, ANIMJ.OVL,

-

BACKJ.PI1,BACK_2.PI1,

Disk has been specially prepared to
enable all ST owners to read at least
Side 1. Now is that nice of us or what?

ALL YOU NEED IS HERE!

ANIM_2.0VL, GFA2DEMO.BAS,
PERSIA.SEQ, PERSIA.ASB,

Moonshine Racers. Double-sided drive

owners are luckier than a very lucky
thing, for they can also access Gods,

•

This is the workscreen on

which you can create life!

partly-operational demo is the
subject of the animation tutorial
on page 32, where you'll find a
step-by-step guide and an indepth study of the features.
Because

Animaster

is

so

large, we've had to break from

FLAMES.ASB, FLAMES.MSK
(onside2)BACK_3.PI1,

the usual traditions of ST FOR

BACK_4.PI1,PERSIA.MSK

MAT Cover Disks. You'll find the

you how to create moving pic
tures
using
images
from
Domark's outstanding Prince of
Persia game. These images, plus
four backgrounds from the
game's dungeon level, are *w.

r. 't

majority of associated files in the

Thanks to the non-standard disk for

mat by ST FORMAT'S favourite mad
inventor, Rob Northen, everyone can
load and use Animaster and Hillbilly

ANIM_DEM.PRG to load the ani
mation demo. Then turn to page
32 for the tutorial, which shows

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

(LOWRESOLUTION)
FOLDER: (side 1) ANIMASTR
(side 2) MOREANIM
FILES: (on side 1)

Sadly, the earliest 520STs were fitted
with single-sided disk drives, meaning
they couldn't read double-sided disks
until now. The ST FORMAT Cover

Copy all the files to a blank disk
and then just double-click on

BY: HOMEGROWN ARTS

1. 1.

1
I

I

1

I

1,J 1,I 11

A

E-

ANIMASTR folder on Side 1 of the

This month, ST FORMAT proudly
presents An/master, an animation
package which can help you to
create animation on your ST. This

Disk, but you'll also find three
other files on Side 2. We've had

to do it this way so that singlesided drive owners can partici

Animaster extras and the Basic tutorial.

XJ—1

nr
•

•I

1

1

1

1

i

Also included are all the

backgrounds you need

Doing the double
To read Side 2 with a double-sided

drive just double-click the left mouse
button on the folder named SIDE_2. It
should open up like a normal folder,
listing all the files contained within.

Is YOURS A BIT ONE-SIDED?
If you have a single-sided drive and
you try opening the SIDE2 folder, you
see an alert message telling you that
the data on the disk may be damaged.
This is just the ST's way of telling you
it can't read Side 2. Don't fret, just
click on CANCELand you'll be okay.

Take your virus medicine
Before you bung it in, back it up!
Accidents can happen and you could
lose the lot, so make a copy of the
Disk and write-protect the original
before you put it in your drive to
be absolutely safe. (That is, move the
tab so you can see through the little
hole.) Write-protect the copy too that's the safest way to stop it picking
up nasty, horrible, slimy viruses from
other disks.

If you don't do this, don't come
crying to us after the worst happens.
We'll only say we did warn you.

„K

their tail and be the first to deliver

FAULTY DISK?

In arty disk duplication as earth-

shatteringly, fabulously large as
ST FORMAT'S, it's possible that a
tiny proportion of disks might be

faulty. If you're unlucky, sorry.
You're guaranteed a free
replacement if you send your
disk to ST FORMAT April disk
returns, 29 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.
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the moonshine to Tucker's hide

RACERS
BY: MILLENNIUM

• Some characters you meet
could drive anyone to drink!

away. In this exclusive ST "w^

SIDE: 1

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

(LOW RESOLUTION)
FOLDER: MOONSHIN
FILES: MOONSHIN.TOS

Ike and Billy-Joe are two downhome boys in need of a little

•

GODS

v

BY: RENEGADE
SIDE: 2
MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

(LOWRESOLUTION)
V.

chase along the highways and by
ways, trying to shake Fat Sam off

HILLBILLY
. _

FOLDER: GODS

FILES: GODS.TOS (plus 20
other data files - phew!)

The Gods have laid down a chal

lenge to humanity: rid their once
fabulous city of evil and they'll
give you a seat upon Mount Olym
pus, amongst the Gods them
selves, verily. Armed only with

extra cash, so they decide they're
going to get it by ferrying moon
shine whisky to ol' Tucker, the
moonshine man. But the boys
reckoned without Fat Sam the

Sheriff, who's determined to stop
smuggling on his patch.
Hold onto your hat as you
join the boys in a cross-country

• Git goin' - and show them
Dukes of Haphazard yer dust

what you can find and put to use,

game to inform you what these

you must fight your way through
many levels of danger before
claiming your just rewards.
ST FORMAT presents a
unique demo version of the
Bitmaps' platform puzzler, es
pecially created for this issue. It
comprises a complete level, but
this level is unlike any you'll find in
the full-blown game. To give you a
taster, but without spoiling your
appetite, the Bitmaps have engi
neered a variation of the game,
using some of the enemies,
potions and puzzles from the
original, but with subtle twists.
The objective in this version
is to return three holy items to
the crypt. Hints pop up during the

are, so we won't spoil it by telling
you! The holy items are scattered
through the level, but it's down
to you to find them - and the
crypt itself.
During your quest you meet
many strange types of^w^

It

t i I

II!

I I I

ill

II

• Tools and weapons are
there to help - but where?
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FROM MJC SUPPLIES
DISKS

SPECIALS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD DISKS
10

6.95

20

13.00

SONY BRAND MF 2DD 3.5 " DISKS
10

9.95

20

18.95

GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

Timeworks Desktop Publisher ..59.95
Timeworks DTP Tutor

24.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Mini Office Graphs

36.95
59.95
15.95

Deluxe Paint
Canvas

44.95
10.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 5

PRODATA

NEW

Still a very fast, non-GEM wp package,
but now benefits from pull-down menus
and better mouse control (although all
current key press commands are still
available), holds up to 36 documents in
memory, newspaper style columns, new
Collins dictionary, new file selector. Still

Amor's database has excellent data

DISNEY SOFTWARE

layout facilities, including a wide range
of printer effects, 10 indexes per data
file, and uses many of Protext's editing
commands.

RRP £79.95

our price £55.95

the best wp for using your printers fonts

and effects, rather than waiting for
'graphic font' print outs.
1Mb required
RRP £149.95
our price £99.95
NEW!! PROTEXT version 4.3

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

19.95
21.95

For 512k machines, now benefits from

CyberStudio

39.95

features of version 5.

Cyber Paint

39.95

the pull-down menus and some other
still only £64.95

MJC PRO-PACKS!!

From the World's best animators comes

a new range of educational software
featuring your favourite characters
For 2-5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express
19.95
(Learn about colours and shapes)
Donald's Alphabet Chase
19.95

Protext v5 & Prodata

£149.95

(Learn about the alphabet)

Protext v4.3 & Prodata

£114.95

Mickey's Runaway Zoo
19.95
(Find and count the runaway animals)

DEMO DISKS

For Protext V5, V4 or Prodata

NEW

£5 each

(cost deductable on purchase of
appropriate program)

Sesame Street Colouring
Books
Encourage children to use the mouse
by colouring in the characters from the

TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM

WITH FIRST WORD PLUS

Naksha Upgrade Mouse

VIDI-ST

full versions of both programs for only
£99.95

280 dpi replacement mouse

The best value video digitiser available
for the ST. Grabs mono images in 16

includes mat & mouse house
MJC Price £27.95

PROGRAMMING

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL

Tempus 2-Programmers Editor

29.95

Hisoft Power Basic

34.95

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C Compiler

58.95
14.95
39.95
74.95

Lattice C v5

99.95

Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler
Prospero Pascal
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

39.95
74.95
33.95

Hisoft Wercs

21.95

Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

33.95

SPREADSHEET

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

Mini Office Spreadsheet

15.95

Personal Finance Mgr Plus
MJC Price £29.95

OUR PRICE £75.00

£15.95 EACH

Colour software upgrade for VIDI. Uses
STOS - THE GAME CREATOR

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

12.95
12.95

STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro

29.95
15.95

video camera and Red, Green and Blue

RRP £19.95

OUR PRICE £15.95

9.95

STOS Games Galore
STOS Maestro Plus

13.95
52.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

NEW!! ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

Splits a composite colour video signal
into separate Red, Green and Blue for

CUMANA CSA 354

use with Vidi-Chrome.

Second Disk Drive

MJC PRICE £59.95

Double sided disk drive,

Mailshot (label printing)
Prodata see "Specials"
Data Manager Professional
B.Base 2 by B.Ware
Super Card 2 by B. Ware

18.95
55.95
29.95
11.95
24.95

WORD PROCESSING

Protext

see "Specials"

First Word Plus
Word Writer ST
Wordflair

49.95
35.95
57.95

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

NEODESK3
£28.95
Harlekin
Hisoft Knife ST

34.95
19.95

Flexidump (9 pin Mono only)
Flexidump Plus

17.95
31.95

15.95

Fun School by Database Educational

Fun School 2 has 8 Programs per disk.
Fun School 2 for 2-6 years
12.95
Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2 for 8-12's

12.95
12.95

INCLUDING PSU AND CABLE
£69.95

Fun School 3 for 2-5's
Fun School 3 for 5-7's
Fun School 3 for 7-12's

filters (supplied), to digitise in 512
colours on STFM or 4096 on an STE.

quality external second 3.5"
DATABASES

15.95

Numbers Count

Fun School 3 has 6 Programs per disk.
NEW!! VIDI-CHROME

2 FOR £30.00

STOS Sprites 600
SPREADSHEETS / FINANCIAL

shades from any domestic VCR with a
composite video output can be saved
as NEO or Degas files for use with
other graphic or D.T.P. software
RRP £99.95

COMMUNICATIONS

TV show

Letters for you

Power Supply for Splitter
Splitter to ST adaptor

Kosmos Educational Software

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)

13.95
13.95
7.95
7.95

lactates are data for Quiz only. 10 other topics available

Language Tutors
French Mistress (12-adult)
German Master (12-adult)
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
Italian Tutor (12-adult)

£4.95
£4.95

14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

Learn to Read with Prof., bv Prisma

builds a complete reading course for 4
to 9 year olds. Assumes no initial
reading ability.
1. Prof Plays a New Game
19.95
includes audio tape, and 5 booklets

SPECIAL OFFERS ! !
CUMANA CSA354 DISK DRIVE

ROMBO'S VIDI-ST

PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM
PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM

(DOES NOT INCLUDE FIRST MAIL)

(DOES NOT INCLUDE FIRST MAIL)

OUR PRICE £119.95

OUR PRICE £125.00

PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

2. Prof Looks at Words

19.95

3. Prof Makes Sentences

19.95

Other Educational Titles

SOUND & SAMPLERS

Quartet - 4 voice music synth incs over 100 instruments
Mastersound 2 - Sampler cartridge + editing software
ST Replay 8 - Cartridge + editing software + effects
Replay Professional - As Replay 8 + Midi control software
STOS Maestro (software) - Music editing software for STOS
STOS Maestro Plus - As Stos Maestro + sound sampling cartridge
TCB Tracker - 4 track sequencer. STEREO sound on STE

15.95
15.95
15.95

35.95
29.95
59.95
99.95
15.95
52.95
39.95

B. Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (over 5's)
Play-Spell (7 and over)
Master Time (3-11)
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
Primary Maths Course (3-12)
Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
Let's Spell at Shops (4-9)
Mavis Beacon Typing (12+)

10.95
10.95
10.95
12.95
17.95
19.95
19.95
14.95
14.95
19.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK.

Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.
Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations
All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE.
CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 DAYS)

ffi'.;.:.: ffi

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (SF)

2, The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG61UJ

EUROCARD

Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 48.11.66 (6 lines)
Fax:(0462)670301

Prop M. J. Cooper

DISK info
,•

ANIMASTER continued

included on the Cover Disk too,

along with the sprite-masks and
sequence files you need. Make
sure you copy these along with

These programs are for

Part

Three of FORMAT'S BASIC tuto

rial series - see page 131. To
use these, you must have GFA
Basic 2, which was yours free
on Cover Disk 19. If you missed
that, turn lo page 142 for the
FORMAT back issue service.

BASIC programs
ALERTBOX.BAS, ANIMATE.BAS,

DEMOJ.BAS, DEMOJI.BAS,
DEMOJII.BAS, DEMOJNT.BAS,
EXIST.BAS, FOR_NEXT.BAS,
IF_ENDIF.BAS, POINTER.BAS,
POINTER2.BAS, ROUTINE1.BAS,
SPRITES.BAS.

An/master package, you might
want to know how you can write
your own programs to create
your own, original animations.

can be found on page 37. You'll
need to dig out your Cover Disk
from issue 19 which contains the

GFA Basic 2 interpreter you need

is

to run the the GFA2DEM0.BAS

the ANIM_DEM program, or you

GFA2DEM0.BAS, which is a GFA

won't have anything to do!
Once you've mastered the

Basic 2 program listing. Full
details of the program's secrets

program. (If you missed that
issue, see page 142 for informa
tion on ordering back issues.)

}•

FORMAT demo, Millennium have

your jalopy coughing, spluttering
and grinding to a halt, straight

put together a taster of the action

into the hands of our Fat Sheriff!

HILLBILLIES continued

found in the full version of Hillbilly
Moonshine Racers. Dodge your

Also

included

in the folder

The full version features in-

file named MOONSHIN.TOS and
wait for the characters to intro
duce themselves.

Then grab your joystick - and
remember these simple controls,

POLICE or you're sure to meet
Sam sooner than expected! Shunt

game music, of the distinctly
Deep South variety, plus a map
option and the chance to upgrade
your pick-up to turn it into a real
burn-up! This version lets you
play for only a while, and your
chances of reaching the end of
the first stage are pretty slim, but

the other vans and trucks off the

that's what demos are all about!

Yeeeee Haaarrr! Happy racin' -

road to get the lead spot, but be
careful. Too many knocks get

To load Hillbilly Moonshine
Racers, just double-click on the

and don't forget that boozin' and

)•-

load. To start with, it may look as
though nothing is happening after
the first disk access, but be sure
to give it plenty of time before
assuming it's broken! Secondly, if
you back up Gods, you must do

so

way around the tumbleweed, pot
holes and roadblocks and keep a

good look out for the tell-tale
signs of police presence.
Avoid the barricades marked

joystick left
joystick right
joystick down
joystick up
joystick fire

turn left
turn right
brake
accelerate
shift into
high or low
gear

cruisin' don't mix too good! Hie!

Data ANIMATE.DAT, MOUSE.DAT

BACK UP

YOUR DISK!
ST FORMAT'S Cover Disk is non-stan

dard and squeezes in a whacking great
700K+ of data per side, so the back-up
procedure is not simple. Follow these
steps, though, and you won't encounter

any problems. Do it any other way and
you could mangle your Cover Disk. And
then where would you be?

1. Format a couple of blankdisks (you
may not get all the data onto one) single-sided if you've got a single-sided
drive, double-sided if you have a
double-sided drive.

2.

some just evil. Almost all are
deadly, unless you can protect
yourself. To do this you need to
make good use of the weapons

by walking over them. You can

up

jump up

to ramp up your firepower, and
you can buy even more from the

down
left

crouch
walk left

right
up-left
up-right
Fire

walk right
jump left
jump right
shoot weapon

local shopkeeper, who makes an
appearance at the half-way point

of the game.
As well as weapons, there's a
certain number of tools too. To

open doors you need a key, and
to protect yourself you need yet
more potions. Functional and holy
items all need to be carried in

your small inventory, which can
hold up to three items at once.
STARTING OUT

To begin, just double-click on the

be asked to insert disk A in drive A -

file

you just did, so click on OK again.

program loads. Note: because
the Gods demo is so large, it
does take up to two minutes to

Cover Disk window and drag them into
the drive A window, one at a time.

ten-sectored

disk,

matted one. If you're not sure
how to do this, just run Gods
from the original Cover Disk, but
make sure it's write-protected.

named GODS.TOS and the

leave the ladder or require a dif
ferent angle.

MOVEMENT

find knives, fireballs and potions

icon and open up a window. You may

4. Highlight each folder in the drive B

a

The Gods controls (joystick in Port 1):

up all kinds of collectables, just

3. Insert a freshly formatted disk into
drive A. Double-click on the drive A

onto

rather than a standard GEM-for-

you find en route. You can gather

Write-protect the original Cover

Disk and insert it into the drive (if you
have two drives, you lucky devil, insert
the Cover Disk into drive B). Double
click on the drive B icon to open a win
dow showing the Cover Disk contents.
If you haven't got a second drive, a
message appears requesting you to put
disk B in drive A. Simply click on OK.

GODS continued

monster, some evil and violent,

JUMPING ONTO A LADDER

Jump as normal, but when pass
ing the ladder push up or down
to grab hold.
INVENTORY

reveal inventory push joystick
down, hold it

LADDERS

up

climb ladder

down
down-left

descend ladder
leave ladder left

there and

select item

down-right leave ladder right
up-left
jump off ladder left
up-right
jump off ladder
right

or collect

exit inventory

FIRING ON A LADDER

First

select

the

direction

press "Fire"
Fire to high
light item you
want to drop

in

release
joystick to
stand and drop
or collect item

which you wish to fire, by hold
ing down "Fire" and pushing the

SWITCHES, LEVERS, BUTTONS

stick

To use switch

in the chosen direction.

After this, pressing "Fire" alone
shoots in the selected direction.

You don't need to worry about
fire direction again unless you

stand below

switch, push
up to face wall
and press
"Fire."

5. Ifyou have one drive, you're asked
to insert disk A and disk B at regular
intervals. Don't mix the two up! Disk B
is the Cover Disk and disk A is the

Yeeeeee-haaah! Listen up, y'all. Danged ifit ain't the

6. When you get a "disk full" error

COVER DISK HOTLINE

message, recopy the last folder - and
subsequent folders - onto the second

0225 442244

freshly formatted disk.

freshly formatted disk.

7. Double-sided owners, double-click
on SIDE_2 once you've finished copy
ing all the folders from Side A of the
Cover Disk and carry out the same pro
cedure for those on Side B. Job done!

8. Don't forget, you must not try and
use the standard Atari disc copy
function (dragging floppy A onto
Floppy B)- it won't work.
issue 21-APRIL-91

WEDNESDAYS (2pm to 6pm)
Flummoxed by files? Dumbfounded by disks? Perplexed
by Cover Disk programs? If you have a problem with the
disk - and you're sure there is no corrupted data phone 0225 442244 between 2pm and 6pm on
Wednesdays with your query. Ask for ST FORMAT'S
Cover Disk Hotline and you'll be through to our Disk
Editor or one of his handy helpers.

Before you call have ready the info we need to help
you: the model of your machine; the version of GEM/
TOS you're using; and anything you've got attached to
(or plugged inside) the computer. Have the disk handy
and your ST up and running, and a pen and paper
handy to take any notes. But please remember: we
have time to help you on Wednesday afternoons only.

ST FORMAT 45

A world of information

TEHTEM

at your fingertips

SOFT EXCHANGE
Offers you best in Quality,
Service and Prices

If you can buy the same products anywhere in
this issue we will not only match it but beat it
by 10%. Offer closes April 30th 1991.
Probably the best unbranded disks available in the UK.
3"2" DSDD 100% certified error free
You can keepitinformed with the very latestworld news, share prices, weather, sports
results and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free

nformation isn't trapped behind glass. Now you can....
Save or Print. Pages may be saved to disc or printed out.

Programmable. The system can be programmed to get a series of pages and printor save
them for your own programs to access. It could printout the days TVtimes!
Multipledisplay. Works with any kind of monitor and can displayand update twopages

simultaneously! Page selection from the keyboard or just by clickingwith the mouse.

10 disks

£4.49

200 disks

20 disks

£7.99

300 disks

£92.99

30 disks

£11.49

400 disks

£119.99

40 disks

£14.49

500 disks

£144.99

50 disks

£18.49

1000 disks

£269.99

100 disks

£33.99

2000 disks

£529.99

£64.99

FastText. FastText reducesthe waiting timeforpages and the Review facility provides
•nstant access to the last 16 pages received.

LOCKABLE STORAGE

Digital Tuning. Tunes itselfin automatically! While the primepurpose is forTeletext, ifyou

Only a Microtextadaptor is as easy to use and can provide all these facilities and more!
Everything is supplied, all you need is any type of ST and a normal TV aerial.

Atjust E129.50 + VAT(=£148.93) foran advanced Teletext TVits excellentvalue for money.
International VHF/UHF version for use outside of the UK £169.50.

Make sure you're always up to date and get yours from Microtext.

The following software packages are compatible
with the Microtext adaptor:
ProShare ST
Stock market analysis by TC Developments
Market Breaker Stock market analysis by Jewsbury Software
K-Spread4T
Spreadsheet with Teletext option from Kuma

DISK LABELS

BOXES

have a CM8833 monitor you can use it as a colour TV.

40 capacity
80 capacity
100 capacity

£6.99
£7.99
£8.99

Mouse mats

£3.99

50

£1.50

100

£2.50

200

£3.99

To place an order please send your name, address and

the requirement with cheque/PO made payable to:

£49.95 inc
£69.95 inc
£149.94 i

SOFT EXCHANGE

101 Clifton Road, South Norwood,
London SE25 6QA

MICROTEXT

Tel: 081 653 9094

Dept SF, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants. P08 9PW

(24 HRS ORDER LINE)

«•„

All above offers close 30.04.91

^Hmm.

Telephone: 0705 595694

Fax: 0705 593988

jflk.!

Soccer Glory £19.95

^T Soccer Glory gives you the choice of being Player Manager or Club Manager only.
^k Whatever your choice this exciting and realistic game will reguire skill, good
judgement and luck.
We have researched teams, players and soccer tactics to add realism and the
pressures of a current 1st Division Manager.

Over 1, 200 named players, all with individual playing skills. Transfer market,
English/Euro cup competitions. Players' contracts, physio's and coach
reports, injuries, penalties, goal tally, named goal scorers, etc, etc.
Take The Challenge and Obtain Soccer Glory

The Racing Game £19.95
An Exciting Game Designed for the horse racing enthusiast

Manage, train and race 36 horses in Britain, Europe and USA
Race your horses over 5F to 2 miles in Group, Listed, Graduation, Stake, Cup and of
course the 5 English Classic races. Form, fitness, going, draw and distance all effect
results. Training schedules and jockey instructions. Full betting market, stewards
enguiry, photo finish, rename horses, financial and success reports, etc, etc.

Order both games for a Special Price of £35.00
Send chegue or postal order to:

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE
I 57 Warwick Road, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8SG
46 ST FORMAT

Proprietor: J. Moss

SOFTWARE utilities

A better Desktop
Desktop is dead, long live the Desktop. Andy Hutchinson checks out
a gem ofa GEM replacement and a collection ofsimply super utilities
PC Desktop

RAMdisk, meaning STs without a hard drive
•

fls~

MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £19.95
FROM: SOFTVILLE COMPUTER SUPPLIES

CONTACT: 0705 266509

G E M Desktop is fine if all you do with
your ST is play games, but if you
enjoy using other kinds of software
and even format the odd disk, then its quirks
soon become very apparent. Double Click Soft
ware have picked up on those problems and
released their own improved version of Desk
top, one which they claim is a major improve
ment on the standard Desktop.
DC Desktop comes on one disk, and it
needs installing before you can use the pro
gram. You first enter your name and address,
then move the actual program files to your boot

disk or hard drive. This is simply a case of copy
ing whole folders across, then placing a boot
program in the AUTO folder. Once this has been
done, you can reboot and your ST auto-runs the
new Desktop.

The display has been redesigned to look

ture and show archive. The show text command

is flexible, enabling you to move through text
and perform searches on it. The show picture
can show 17 different picture types and show
archive can list programs squashed in ARC for
mat. The spooler enables you to keep an eye on
the printer, stopping file dumps and changing
the order of files. A huge improvement! stf

ADVENTURE]

• Creating or modifying Desktop icons is
simple, though detail is necessarily limited

Features

circle, fill and rotate, with a blowup of the icon

for ease of editing. Thus icons can be quickly
designed and assigned to specific programs.
A notable addition to the usual display is a
device called the Cabinet. This is a virtual disk

drive which enables you to locate your most
frequently used programs. You simply drag the
programs onto the Cabinet icon - the programs
themselves aren't actually placed in the Cabinet,
merely information on where they can be found,
creating an instant index system.
The Trash can has been given one particu
larly useful new function: data is recoverable.
When you drag a file to the Trash, it is actually
moved into a folder labelled Trash. Later on,
programs can be recovered or properly deleted.
The Trash folder can also be configured as a

DC Utilities
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £19.95
FROM: SOFTVILLE COMPUTER SUPPLIES
CONTACT: 0705 266509

extremely quickly. These icons can be installed
actually on the Desktop itself, so you can run
programs straight after boot-up, without having
to rummage through any drives.
The icon installer is very comprehensive.
Besides placing icons directly onto the Desktop,
this sub-program can also be used to chain one
program to another, and to load and save Desk
tops and cabinets (more about these shortly).
Icons themselves can be edited using the
Icon Edit resource program. Existing icons can
be modified and new ones can be designed or
imported from other Desktop programs like
Neodesk. The design screen incorporates all
the standard drawing facilities, such as line,
issue 21-APRIL-91

DC DESKTOP/£19.95/Softville
Computer Supplies/0705 266509

74%

Loads of great Desktop updates & improvements

Desktop. The icons representing the drives and
the trash look three-dimensional, but operate in
exactly the same way as the old ones. What's

more, files and folders can be given unique
icons, enabling you to find the one you want

FORMAT RATINGS

iPencil Iflnpor'tl | Exit

much more attractive than the standard GEM

• The attractive DC Desktop is a clear
improvement over the old GEM version

needn't spend too much time swapping disks.
Other functions, such as "show text," are
accessed from separate program modules.
These are called when you invoke a show,
spool, icon install or terminal. The show com
mand has three functions: show text, show pic

Up to now, most decent utility software has
been Public Domain. Double Click Software

decided that they'd produce commercial, pro
fessional looking versions of what are usually
fickle programs. The result is DC Utilities, a
collection of nine programs.
The emphasis of the collection is on com
paction and extraction of files - invaluable for

saving memory. DC XtractPlus combines both
these elements in one program. ARC, LZH,
ZOO and ZIP files can be created, tested or
extracted from a main menu. DC Squish
enables you to create self-running compacted
files, while with DC SEA you can create selfextracting archives of numerous programs.

Speed
73%
Does slow down on screen updates ifyour ST
doesn't have a blitter chip
Ease of Use

65%

Icon installation& initial setting-up are protracted
Results

68%

Some extremely useful features. Makes the
Desktop fun again!
FORMAT VALUE

71%

Verycheap, comprehensive & easily updated

The Competition
Gribnif Software's Neodesk (£39.95 from Electric
Distribution «• 0480 496666) is far better but twice
the price. Geminiin the Public Domain looks as

good as DC Desktop but lacks the features

DC Freeze Frame is a memory-resident
picture saver. You run the program to install it
and then press <Alt> and HELP together to
save the picture on screen to disk. Ramit is a
RAMdisk which you can format to any size,
just like a floppy disk. Finally, Deskey is an
advanced macro utility which can run either
from Desktop or within a program.
STF Rating - 85%
DC SQUISH vl.4b - File Loadpactor

gS^H aSSBD
X& Double

•Jiimtk

W/ Software

P,D. Box 741Z06

Houston, Texas 77274
BBS; {713)344-0108

WM
Jr^ElT

• The DC Utilities all boast easy-to-use,
self-explanatory menu screens like this
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INTRASET LTD

Tel: 025 72 76800 (Main office & 24 hr order line)
Helpdesk 0490 3284 (weekdays 3-4pm)
Fax your order on 025 72 74753

WIN A

PC 1640
COMPETITION

All prices include P&P and VAT. Overseas orders please add £5.00
CASHMASTER
HOME AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS

POOLSMASTER

COURSEMASTER

The Football Pools Predictor

THE COMPUTER HORSERACING TIPSTER

• Master your own finances. CASHMASTER is the easiest
to use, most versatile accounts program yet written.

"A LICENCE TO PRINT MONEY" - Mr F C Hammond of Essex
"WE HAVE WON MANY THOUSANDS" - Mr P E Roberts of Dorset

•

• Just a couple of the many unsolicited testimonials about

CASHMASTER is suitable for both small business

accounts or home finance use.
We wrote CASHMASTER for our own use out of sheer frus

tration with the other so called easy to use packages. CASHMASTER allows you to input entries in one easy operation
and yet allows you to extract the absolute maximum of infor
mation in an impressive array of statements and reports: just
look at its range of features:
• Easy natural data entry - just like a handwritten ledger.
• Full VAT analysis or omit VATaltogether if you wish.
• Any amount of ledgers at one time.
• No set time periods, span any time period - no one year limit.
• Reports can be produced over any time span (1 day to 100 years)
• Up to 100 user definable Class and 20 Accounts Codes.
• Detailed statements by selected Classes or Accounts.
•

this truly amazing Football Pools Predictor Programme
which has consistently astounded us with its accuracy.
Check out its features:

• Predicts homes, aways and draws.

• No fiddly typing in of team names: unique indexing system
for quick entry of fixtures and results just type in the results
each week from your usual newspaper and the pro
gramme updates itself.
• Uses scientific formula which is the result of many years
study of the football pools to give a strike rate which is
consistently higher than the laws of average.
• Also has a SEQUENCE PREDICTOR option in addition to
form Predictions which analyses coupon number

Profit & Loss Statement.

sequences. This option has astunded us in the past and

• Tagging of entries for report selectivity.
•

continues to do so.

Entries can be inclusive or exclusive or zero VAT.

• Automatic repeat of entries (standing orders etc.) yearly,
half yearly, quarterly, monthly, fortnightly or weekly.
• Insert entries anywhere in ledger, CASHMASTER auto
matically sorts into date order.
• Search and find option on any entry anywhere within ledger.
• Reports can be output to screen, printer or disk file.
• Reference field for every entry (Invoice no. cheque no. etc.).

• Can be used for league and cup matches. Updates season
after season. No need to buy a new copy every season.
• Send for POOLSMASTER today and increase your
chances of that JACKPOT. Comes complete with manual
and informative Pools Guide.

DISKS AND TAPES £19.95

• Splitand merge ledgers at any time.
• Allfunctions available from main programme screen,
Class and Accounts codes visible at all times.

* * SPECIAL OFFER * •

• FREE pop up running total calculator called up with one
key press.

POOLSMASTER/PERM-MASTER/COURSEMASTER

FUL AND VERSATILE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE YET - YOU

& SPOT-THE-BALL ANY 2 PROGRAMMES £37.95.

WONT BE DISAPPOINTED.
And now available with...

ANY THREE PROGRAMMES E49.95. ALL FOUR

PROGRAMMES £59.95. BUY ANY THREE DISKS

CASHMASTER INVOICING & STOCK CONTROL

THE GRAPHOLOGIST

CASHMASTER for a FULLY FEATURED

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PROGRAMME

ACCOUNTS/INVOICING PACKAGE costing less than a

"UNCANNILY ACCURATE" - 8000 PLUS MAGAZINE

quarter the price of its rivals.
CASHMASTER E39.95
CASHMASTER INVOICING £39.95
BOTH PROGRAMMES TOGETHER £69.95

££££ PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO ££££
RECESSION? WHAT RECESSION?
• Make your Micro earn!
• Whatever make of micro you have you can use it to make
a good income even it you only have a couple of hours
spare each week!
• This is not PIE IN THE SKY, MAKE A MILLION BEFORE
BREAKFAST nonsense but a true report of exactly the
sort of steps that we ourselves took at INTRASET.
• We have put together a package of easy, sensible business
ideas which can easily be used by anyone with any Micro.
NO COMPUTER EXPERTISE REQUIRED.

• Earn £££'s trom home doing what you enjoy doing - using
your computer!
• Youprobably already have everything you need to start earning.

• Hundreds of potential customers in your area who will
GLADLY pay for your services. We tell you how to find them!
• Part time or start your own full time business. Ideal for
housewives/husbands, unemployed etc. Very little capital
outlay on projects.
• Full step by step sixty page book PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO comes complete for just...

£14.95 inclusive

3 1/2 DSDD
5 1/2 DSDD

£

£

£

10

50

100

19.00
6.90
3.90

92.50
32.00

180.00
60.00

19.00

37.00

GENUINE HIGH QUALITY DISKS

when not to bet.

• No more struggling with a calculator to work out your
winnings. COURSEMASTER works out your WINNINGS
on most popular types of bet ie. SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, HEINZ etc.
•

MAINTAINS A BANK ACCOUNT - Bet like a PROFES

SIONAL! Compare COURSEMASTER'S performance with
your favourite Newspaper tipster.
• Complete BETTING ADVICE from first principles. Even if
you have never seen the inside of a betting shop the easy
to understand betting guide takes you from the first princi
pies of betting, types of bet, staking plans to helpful advice
on building a betting bank
• PLUS the amazing COURSEMASTER SYSTEM BET.
This superb easy to use betting system regularly provides
our customers with MAJOR WINS for small stakes - try it
and amaze yourself. Based on sound mathematical princi
ples this betting system is based on Permutations and
seeks to maximise your returns on minimum stakes. TWO
MAJOR WINS A YEAR IS ALL YOU NEED TO BE IN
PROFIT.

• Will even PRINT OUT YOUR BETTING SLIP for you it
you have a printer!
•

COMPLETE WITH 20 PAGE BETTING GUIDE AND
MANUAL

DISCS AND TAPES £19.95

• Analyse YOUR handwriting, or your partners, friends etc.
What are they REALLY like! Your handwriting always reveals
your true nature, state of health etc.
• This programme is a must for anyone interested in hand
writing analysis, both expert and beginner alike.
• The programme will provide an analysis of a subject's
handwriting ranging from a simple signature analysis to a full
15 page complete character report. Ideal for prospective
employers, experienced graphologists or anyone interested in
this fascinating art.
• Allyou need is a sample of the subjects handwriting and
follow the simple on screen instructions. Upon completion
you are left with an in depth report detailing all aspects of
your subjects character from career ambition, state of health
through to sexual preferences and megalomania!
• You may even edit this report using your word processor
for representation to your subject/client.
THE GRAPHOLOGIST is a must for serious business use or

simply have loads of fun entertaining your friends whilst
learning the finer aspects of this fascinating subject.
•

COMPLETE WITH MANUAL OF GRAPHOLOGY

Price £49.95 inc. VAT and P&P

Ail programmes available for IBM/PC & compatibles, all
Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCW's, Atari, Amiga, CPC 6128
(unless otherwise stated). Perm-Master also available • for
Commodoere 128 disk. Coursemaster and Poolsmaster also

available for all Amstrad CPC's, all Spectrums and C64 & 128

PERM-MASTER
If you enjoy doing the Pools and regularly use perms as we
at INTRASET LTD. recommend then checking your coupon
can be a nightmare. Have you won or haven't you? PermMaster ends the agony by checking your perm for you.
Simply tell it which of your coupon numbers are draws and it
willdo the rest, telling you how many winning lines you have.
Perm-Master comes complete with several of the top perms
already built in, but if your favourite perm is not there then
simply create your own using the unique perm editor.
• Fast and simple to use
• Unique PERM EDITOR
• Create your own perm using the inbuilt perm calculator,
test your own theories etc.
• For most block and single line perms
Price £19.95

SPOT-THE-BALL
For all SPOT-THE-BALL fans this programme is a must, no
more tiresome counting of 'x's or messy rubber stamps. Use
your computer to do your SPOT-THE-BALL coupon.
Just tell your computer where you think the ball is using the
screen template supplied.
Will print out up to 540 micro-tine crosses in your chosen
shape, or simply tell it to choose at random.
Learns as it goes - tell it where the ball is every week and
build up a database of results to use in SPOT-THE-BALL's
sequence predictor option.
Works with any Epson compatible dot matrix printer or build
your own printer driver using the on screen option.
•

LET SPOT-THE-BALL fill in YOUR COUPON this week

SPOT-THE-BALL E17.95

COMPETITION RULES

SPECIAL DISK DEAL

3" CF2 (AMSOFT)

Gives clear forecast of best selection PLUS second and

FROM YOUR MICRO FREE

Stand alone invoicing/stock control or integrates fully with

DISK

BEAT THE BOOKIE FOR A CHANGE!!

third for Tricasts etc. and even recommends type of bet.
Will advise best bet, good longshot or Each Way and even

(OR TWO INCL. COMPENDIUM) AND RECEIVE PROFIT

Full customer data file - easy to find account records.
Full stock data file, price lists, re-order lists.
Full invoicing with user defined messages.
Full invoice editing, invoice to & deliver to fields.
Pre-paid, account or credit note, full VATfacility.

• Settlement, no return & line discounts.

•

•

SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS/TAPES

CASHMASTER IS THE MOST USER FRIENDLY, POWER

•
•
•
•
•

PROGRAMME
•

• RATES ANY RACE using racecard in any daily paper or
racing paper - BOTH FLATAND JUMPS. Racing paper
not required, ordinary daily paper is all you need.

Every purchase made qualifies you to enter our
competition draw. The total value of your purchases will
determine the prize won.
There will be one 1st prize only per draw.
Spend up to £20.00 - 1st prize = a Star LC printer.
Spend up to E40.00 -1 st prize = Amstrad PC1512 SDMM
Spend over £40.00 -1 st prize = Amstrad PC1640 SD colour.
5 runners up will each win full set of Intraset software as
above. Intraset's decision final on all matters.
Send SAE for list of winners.
Draw dates 28.02.91 and 28.09.91.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT TERMS

Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no extra
charge! (Cheque purchases over £80 only). Simply
divide your order by 4 and send us four cheques
each with your name and address and cheque guar
antee card

number on the back.

Date the first

cheque with today's date and post-date each of the
other cheques by one month i.e. 1.5.91, 1.6.91 etc.
We will then hold each cheque until it is due.

HOW TO ORDER: CHEQUES, P.O.'S TO: INTRASET LTD (DEPT. S.T.F.)
FREEPOST 10 WOODSIDE AVENUE, CLAYTON-LE-WOODS, CHORLEY, LANCS. PR6 7BR
OR PHONE/FAX AS ABOVE FOR LIGHTNING FAST SERVICE.
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT/CHARGE CARDS.

SEND SAE FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE

Retouche

' ' "imjsi#:

• • ••;

MACHINE: 1 MBYTE STs (MONO ONLY)
PRICE: £150

L

FROM: COPYCARE SERVICES LTD

I Scan in the picture of your choice
(what a good choice it is too) and
with Retouche you can modify it
as if your ST were a darkroom

CONTACT: 081 679 7307

T h e ST has proved itself to be an ideal
vehicle for DTP applications, but an
cillary programs are very thin on the
ground. It's all very well having a superb pro
gram such as Calamus at your disposal, but it's
no use if your imported images are of a poor
quality. Now there's Retouche, from Germany a place where high-quality publishing related
programs are consistently being developed.

Think of Retouche as a digital photography
darkroom and you're half way to understanding
what it does. Retouche enables you to import a

"With Retouche, you can
transform the grottiest of
pictures into a shimmering
high resolution work ofart
- all on your ST"
picture and re-touch or modify it, using some
extremely sophisticated tools. Thus, with the

right equipment you can transform the grottiest
of pictures into a shimmering high resolution

Need something
1' I
to touch up those
i
drab high-res
• Here, the top portion of this zoomed image
to smearing a watercolour painting with water
images? Look no
further than Retouche! Andrew Hutchinson
1

has been "watered down." The effect is similar

tries out this excellent German artprogram

The digital
darkroom

work of art - all on your ST.

By connecting a decent (preferably flatbed)
scanner to your ST you can port pictures
straight onto a disk and start manipulating them

immediately. Retouche can modify any highresolution picture you can display on your ST.
On initial load-up the main modification

screen appears. This shows the file, instrument,
paint mode, parameter, effects and extra menu
bar functions at the top of the screen. At the

bottom of the screen are the five pen settings
and the grey scale bar. The file functions enable

• This is an unmodified picture
of a watch, taken from a bogstandard Atari SM124 monitor
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you to import or export a digitised image with

You can choose from five sizes of pencil at the

Retouche. The most useful file format is TIFF:

bottom-left of the screen.

this is widely recognised by other computers,

• Charcoal operates just like a piece of real

so you can import TIFF files onto other formats.

charcoal, except for dirtying your fingers. Use
this tool and the greys become increasingly

The instruments panel consists of Pencil,
Charcoal, Brush, Stamp, Finger, Water, Box, Fill,
Block, Zoom and Masking tools. All of these are
fully configurable from the parameters menu:
• The Pencil operates as a normal painting
tool. Simply click on the desired shade and start
drawing by holding down the left mouse button.

• The "edge trace" function
enables you to produce a line
art version of the picture

darker. This isn't a blanket effect though; Re
touche recognises the different shades beneath
the pointer and darkens them accordingly.
• Brush operates in a similar manner to both

Charcoal and Pencil except that its grey scale
decreases as you move the pointer. This

• Blurring the picture produces
a wonderfully hazy, evocative
version of the original image

• For a newspaper-like feel to
the image or an artistic mezzo
tint effect, try roughening it
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ART retouche

produces an effect very much like a paint brush
- the faster you move the pointer, the less
defined is the line.

• Stamp is a general purpose work tool which
you can define. It can be configured to operate
in a certain manner depending on the
grey scales behind it. Once
you're happy with the
stamp's shape you can
then paint with it and
use it like the Pencil,
Charcoal or Brush

tools. Colour flow
can

also

be

modified.

• Finger is a
very
powerful
and useful tool. It

smudges colours
and shades them
• To do her justice

' MARL,

you once needed a

.

complete darkroom now all you need is an ST!

smoothly into one another. It intelligently recog
nises shade changes and smudges accordingly.
You can execute smooth transitions between

shades or rough cuts using the Finger.
• Water works in a similar manner to the Fin

ger. It simulates the effect of water on a water-

coloured painting - making it easy to blur and
create very smooth colour gradations.
• Box enables you to create a colour gradated
square on the screen. This can be configured to

work only on specific shades so you can quickly
change small portions of the image.
• Fill works along the same tonal grey scale
lines as the other tools. Using this, you can fill a
connected surface area with a new grey value.
• Block is useful for Retouche's special effects
functions. You can highlight key areas of the
screen and then treat them to a blur or an edge
trace, for example.
• Zoom works at five magnification levels. The
right mouse button zooms out of the image, the
left button zooms in.

• Masking enables you to create montaged
images. By placing a mask behind a main image
you can erase parts of the top image and have
the mask show through.
Assuming you have the hardware - a TT for
example - you can play with up to 256 real grey
scale values. This gives tremendous flexibility
and extremely attractive high-resolution images.
You can set Brightness and Contrast using a
curve line, and before changing these settings
you can test them on your image. This curve
can then be saved to disk for future use.

On all but the Magnifier and the Block tools,
pressing the right mouse button enables you to
erase portions of the image. Again, this is fully
configurable to carry out a wide variety of
effects - you can erase to show the mask
behind the picture for example.
Retouche is a revolutionary piece of soft
ware. It comes with a comprehensive manual
and is very easy to get to grips with. Although
it's expensive, it's worth it for the incredible
range of features it offers - there's just nothing
currently available to touch it. stf

• Softening the image is equivalent to
smearing Vaseline on the lens of a camera

FORMAT RATINGS
Retouche - The Digital Reprostudio

£172.50/Copycare Business Services
081 679 7307

Features

91%

Packed full of features - you wonder how they do it

Speed

89%

Some of the global effects take a while to work
Ease of Use

92%

Very intuitive to use
Results

94%

Enables you to create superb retouched images
quickly and easily
FORMAT VALUE
93%
Costs a few quid, but then this is a unique program

The Competition
There is no competition, but Retouche Professional,
coming soon, is going to bt _
...

40,000
Exclusive Members Packs
Enter into a Futuristics Computer Maniacs World!!!
IMembers Pack
•

Members Plastic Card

• Computer Facts& Information Book, includes Dictionary
• Starter disk which includes various software

• Security stickers for theft prevention ofyour computer 5 in pack
• All this just a starterpack, now for the best part which all our
members lovel

FREE Software
• Most of our demo's, utilities, etc.. are free to all members. Why pay?

i Its Simply FREE from the worlds NoI Computer Maniacs Club.
FREE for 1 Year
»Members will receive booklets, How to Make £££ booklet, leaflets,

competitions everymonth for I whole year - membership
FREE Colour Posters
i Futuristic Styled ColourPosters FREE throughout the year!
Which can be framed easily

Music - Maniacs!
)Want to get into music, we have booklets etc... to givefree to

Imembers plus list ofrecording companies for those who wish to send
their demos to earn some £££... Plus connect up to sound systems- DJs

Wizard Programmers
• We'll try to help you out with our manuals - FREE. Plus best
programmingeverymonth competition with expensive prizesl

INew offices of Syncrosoft® HSG Group
9-10 Morland Gardens, Southall, Middlesex, UBI 3DY.
Tel: 081 571 1852
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Your Members Plastic Card
• This card must never be lostl
• Prizes cannot be awarded without it

• At computer show, ifwe see you thereyou'll get prizes like joysticks etc...
• Cannotbe used byanyone elsebecausewe haveenteredyour name in
our Data base Computer
• £15,00 to replace iflostlll

Important Notice!!!
• Please note we already have 1OOO's of members and are giving
away 40,000 memberships at £5.00 only which will just cover half
of the postage & packaging for each member throughout the year.

Why? This is to celebrate our new 2large offices to offer you the
membersmore products inyour membership &become the Worlds No!•

CELEBRATION FREEBIE! 5000 VERY
EXCLUSIVE MUSIC T-SHIRTS TO THE FIRST 5000ONLY
NORMAL MEMBERS FEE £25.00 PER YEAR

which will be set back to normal on April 20th;
OFFER ENDS ON APRIL 20th
BAD NEWSI we know there's more than

Please

Allow Up
lb 14 Days
For

60,000 readers but we are only allowed
40,000 by our Group

Only One Pack Per Member Please!

Please Print full name and address and enclose payment for

£5 made payable to Syncrosoft by Cheque/P.O. send toSyncrosoft I
Freepost, Southall. Middlesex UBI 3BR. ino stamp required in uk)
Please state -Atari /Amiga Computer
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The Official NEW Atari
520STE Turbo Pack
has arrived!
Atari 520STE Computer Keyboard
512K built in Random Access Memory
Built-in 1 meg Double-Sided Disk Drive
Built-in TV Modulator

Superb 4096 Colour Graphics
8 Channel Digital Stereo Sound
Four Joystick ports
Light Gun/Pen Facility
MIDI inputs for music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
Atari Mouse and Joystick

... and all connecting cables to get you up and
running on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath

Anarchy

Blood Money

Outrun

Impossible Mission II

Super Cycle

Human Killing Machine

STOS Games Creator

Hyperpaint II - uses all 4096 colours!
Music Maker II - uses the new stereo sound!

First BASIC Programming Language

..gib
Drivin Force
Trivial Pursuit

Asterix

Pipemania
RickDangerous

Skweek

Chess Player 21

Liue& Let I

Onslaught

Totalpackageprice includes VATandNextDayDeliverybyCourier*
Dontdeby-Odernow!24HourCtedtCard Hotline Tefephaie(0908) 378008
only.
-BP

By Phone - Call our Credit Card
Order line on (0908) 378008 and
quote your card number and

expiry date along with the
details of the goods you
require. We accept ACCESS,
VISA, EUROCARD,
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new
Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.

IS

By Mail - Simply write down
your requirments and send in
your order to us by post along
with a personal cheque,
bankers draft, building society
cheque or postal order made
payable to " DIGICOM
COMPUTER SERVICES LTD ".
•Please note:- Personal

cheques require? days
clearance before despatch.
DayDeBvery ts Mor>fri.SafuttiayDslivety is£300e

hundreds of products available tor this versatile Home
Computer. We stock COLOUR PRINTERS, STEREO COLOUR
MONITORS, EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES, MEMORY
EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,Atari BOOKS,FRAME
GRABBERS, DIGITISERS, SCANNERS, WORD
PROCESSORS, DATABASES, SPREADSHEETS,
ACCESSORIES and of course hundreds & hundreds of

r spread the cost with our finance facilities

games and all at well below recommended retail prices!

Digicom offer you the very best in customer after sales
support with 12 month warranty on all Computer Hardware.
All units are full UK specification with 30 day replacement
guarantee on faulty items and FREE collection of the

DIGICOM
36-37Wharfeide WatlingStreet

defective units within this period. And should you ever

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ

need any technical advice our experienced and helpful
staff are available on the telephone or In our showroom.

Telephone (0908) 378008 -Fax (0908) 379700

Remember - there are no hidden extras all prices are fully
inclusive of VAT and next day courier delivery.

Showroom Hours=Mon to Sat

9.00am-530pm

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
Please send cheque/PO/'Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF4, Tiybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe

add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone
orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766
Gunboat *

3D Construction Kit *

26.99

4D Boxing *
4D Driving *

16.99 Gunship
16.99 Hard Drivin

Adidas Football
ATF2

13.99
16.99

Airborne Ranger
Arkanoid2
Assault on Alcatraz *
Austerlitz
B.A.T
Back to the Future 2
Back to the Future 3 *
Badlands

Batman Caped Crusader
Battlechess2 *
Battle Command
Battlemaster
Beastbusters *

Betrayal *
Biq Game Fishing *

9.99
5.99
16.99
9.99
26.99
16.99
16.99
13.99

16.99

Hard Drivin 2

9.99
16.99

Heroquest*

19.99 Quattro Sports

Hitchhikers Guide

16.99
7.99

Hydra *

16.99 Rick Dangerous
5.99 Rick Dangerous 2
16.99 Rise of the Dragon *
16.99 Robocop2
16.99 Rock Star Ate My Hamster
16.99 Rocky Horror Show *

IK+

Imperium
Int 3D Tennis

5.99 Int Soccer Challenge

19.99 It Came From Desert *
16.99
16.99 Jack Nicklaus Golf
9.99 Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf * 19.99
13.99
16.99 Judge Dredd
7.99
19.99 Kick Off

16.99 Kick Off 2

Blue Max*

Captive

16.99

Colonels Bequest

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *
16.99 K.O 2 - Return to Europe *
16.99 K.O 2 - Super League *
16.99 K.O 2 - Winning Tactics *
16.99 Kristal
9.99

Last Ninja 2
26.99 Last Ninja 3 *
29.99

Leather Goddess

8.99

7.99
7.99
9.99
5.99
9.99

5.99
16.99
7.99

Commando War *

16.99

26.99
16.99
9.99
16.99

Legend of Billy Boulder *
Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry 3
Lemmings *

16.99
26.99
26.99
16.99

16.99

Line of Fire

16.99

Cruise ForA Corpse *
Cybercon 3 *

16.99 Little Computer People
16.99 Lords of Chaos *

Damocles
Das Boot*

16.99
19.99

Days of Thunder

16.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Dick Tracy

16.99 Masterblazer *
5.99 Matrix Marauders
12.99 Mean Streets
14.99 Midnight Resistance

Double Dragon
Dragons Breath
Dungeon Master

Lost Patrol
Lucasfilm Double Pack
Ml Tank Platoon

Magnum 4

16.99

13.99

Midwinter
Midwinter 2 *
MIG29

19.99
19.99
26.99

E-Swat

16.99

Monty Python

13.99
16.99

F16 Combat Pilot
F29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disc
Falcon Mission Disc 2

16.99
16.99
12.99
10.99
10.99

Murder
NAM *
Narc

Fantasy World Dizzy
Ferrari Formula 1
Fireball *
First Samurai *

19.99 Mud Sports*
Navy Seals *
Nightbreed
5.99 Nightbreed RPG
7.99 Nightshift*
16.99 Ninja Remix

16.99

Nitro

Football Man World Cup
FordQ8 Rally*
Fun School 2 (6-8)

19.99 Off Road Racer
19.99 Operation Stealth
16.99 Operation Thunderbolt
12.99 Operation Wolf
9.99 Oriental Games
16.99 Pang
13.99 Paradroid90

Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School

13.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Fists of Fury 2 *
Flight of the Intruder *
Flood
Football Director 2

2
2
3
3
3

over 8)
under 6)
5-7)
over 7)
(under 5)

Future Wars
Gauntlet 3 *

16.99
16.99

Gazza2
Gods*
Golden Axe
Gremlins2

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Platinum
Platoon

Player Manager
Plotting
Police Quest 2
Pool of Radiance

Populous

Predator 2 *

7.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
4.99

16.99
16.99
9.99

16.99
19.99
16.99

ONLY £7.99 EACH!

Powerdrome

19.99

Silkworm
Skull and Crossbones *

16.99
1 3.99
9.99
5.99
16.99

SlySpy
Space Ace
Space Quest 3
Speedball 2
Spider-Man
Spy Who Loved Me
Steven Hendry*
Stratego *

16.99
26.99
26.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99

Strider 2
Stun Runner
Stunt Car Racer
Subbuteo

16.99
16.99
9.99
16.99

5.99
16.99

Supremacy

19.99

Switchblade 2 *
SWIV *

16.99
16.99

Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

16.99
19.99

The Immortal
Their Finest Hour
TNT
Toki *
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

Turrican 2 *
16.99 Ultimate Ride
16.99 UMS 2 *
5.99 Viz *
16.99 Walker *
16.99 Warlords *
16.99 Wheels of Fire
19.99 Whizkid *
5.99 Wizzball
12.99 Wolf Pack*
13.99 Wonderland *
26.99 World Champ Soccer

World Cup Compilation
Wrath of the Demon *

7.99

16.99

E.A. SPECIAL OFFERS

Ferrari Formula 1

16.99

16.99

ONLY £9.99

19.99

Toyota Celica
Manager
16.99 Tracksuit
Manager 2 *
16.99 Tracksuit
16.99 Treasure Island Dizzy
16.99 Treasure Trap
16.99 Triad Vol 3
16.99 Turbo Challenge

19.99

TRIAD VOL. 3
Rocket Ranger, Speedball
& Blood Money

19.99

Xenomorph2 *
Powermonger
19.99 Xiphos
Powermonger Data Disk 1 * ....9.99 Zany Golf
Powerdrome

9.99
15.99
5.99
16.99
9.99

Secrets of Luftwaffe *

16.99 Teenage Mutant Turtles

Duster*

F15 Strike Eagle 2 *

9.99

19.99 Swords of Twilight
7.99
16.99 Swords of Twilight Hint Book....5.99
13.99
16.99

SPECIAL OFFERS

Secret of Monkey Island *

4.99 Super Hang On
Super Monaco GP *

16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

Emlyn Hughes

Escape From Robot Monsters..13.99

Rotator *
RVF Honda

12.99 Sega Master Mix
16.99 Shadow Dancer *
26.99 Shadow Warriors
19.99 Silent Service

Conquest Camelot
Corporation
Corporation Data Disk *
Cricket Captain
Crime Wave *

Rainbow Islands
Rambo3
Reach for the Skies *
Resolution 101

Horror Zombies *
Hounds of Shadow

Kings Quest 4
19.99 Knights of the Sky *

Codename Iceman

Quattro Arcade

19.99

16.99

ChuckYeager *

7.99

Puzznic

Hollywood Collection

Blade Warrior *

Cavadar
Chase HQ 2

19.99

16.99

16.99 Killing Cloud *

Carthage *

Prince of Persia

14.99 Projectyle

Billy the Kid *

Carrier Command

16.99

Z-Out *

Hounds of Shadow

Swords of Twilight

DRAGONS BREATH
NOW ONLY

£12.99

DUNGEON MASTER +

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

ONLY £19.99

HARD DRIVIN'

NOW ONLY
£9.99

16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

16.99
7.99
16.99
4.99

6.99
9.99

16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
5.99
19.99
19.99

16.99
14.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 1 25 + - £6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo

-£9.99

Comp Pro Extra - £14.99
Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99

QuickjoyJetfighter -£10.99

BLANK DISCS
Unbranded
10x3.5" DSDD-£5.99
20x3.5" DSDD-£10.99
50x3.5" DSDD-£23.99
100x3.5" DSDD-£49.99

19.99

16.99
16.99
7.99
13.99

Branded - TDK

3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each

LEISURE

Screenplay
Tired of TV? Bored with books? Uninterested
in - um - utilities? May we interest Sir (or

Madam) in our selection ofmain courses? We
have a wide selection ofhumour, intrigue and
sexual innuendo available. Justfollow the
FORMAT waiter, Sir...
You've sniggered at the comic and fnar-fnarred
your way through the TV cartoon. Now see
how far you can get in
the game with just
some abnormally large
glands and a crude
joke to call upon

shut. On the FORMAT menu this issue are:

CODENAME ICEMAN

CODENAME: ICEMAN

66

CURSE OF THE AZURE BONDS

62

DOUBLE DRAGON

81

GAUNTLET 2

82

HARD DRIVIN' 2
KILLING CLOUD

70
64

Only clean-cut all-American heroes need apply

MIGHTY BOMBJACK

68

for Sierra's newie (nuclear submarine experi
ence and a perfectly white smile an advantage)

NARC

73

REVELATION

61

page 66

SILKWORM

81

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

80

SUPER GRIDRUNNER

80

TEAM SUZUKI
VIZ

59
70

BITMAP TOP TEN
You loved their Xenon 2 and Cadaver - but will

you agree with the Bitmap Brothers' choice of

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SNOOKER ..80
WRATH OF THE DEMON
54
XENON
81

the ten best-animated games of all time?
page 77

THE STF RATINGS
SYSTEM

• Good evening, Sir (or Madam), we're the
FORMAT team, and we'll be your waiters
tonight - along with Ed Ricketts, who's in
this box the rest of us are trying to hold

VIZ

page 70

SCRUTINISED THIS MONTH

WRATH OF THE
DEMON

SCREENPLAY EXTRA

80

GAMEBUSTERS

88

• It is ST FORMAT policy to review only
tinished games - that is, the games you
could actually buy in the shops - never

Now you've done it! You've
gone and upset the Demon!
Quick, jump on your horse

MIDWINTER 2 SPECIAL

incomplete or demo versions

before his Wrath gets too

Prepare for the arrival of this monster by

GRAPHICS: Ascoreoutoftenfor thequality of
visuals and animation, includinghow big and colourfulthe
sprites are, how smooth the scrolling is, and so on.

SOUNDTRACK: (out often) Sampled sounds
are realistic and rate highly but ST sound chip noises tend
to send your eardrums convulsing

big to handle (ooer). More
superlative animation from
Readysoft - and there's
even a game with
this one! page 54

reading all about FORMAT'S very own mission

for the game. Take no prisoners, give no
quarter and show the Admiral where to get off!
page 56

INTELLIGENCE: (out often) How clever do you
need to be to tackle the game? Puzzle and strategy games
should be tough; few shoot-'em-ups are mentally taxing

INSTANT APPEAL: (outof ten) You take the
game out of the box and drop it in the drive. How well does
it draw you in?Howeasy is it to get into?

NARC
Bust the perps (as they say), waste the wild
dogs (I believe the expression is) and screw

LONG TERM INTEREST: (outof ten)You've
had the game for a couple of weeks. Is it covered in dust, in
the bin or still in your disk drive?

OVERALL: (apercentage) Terrific graphics and
wonderful sound make a game look hot, but they don't
make it great. The overallscore comes after joint
discussion between the FORMAT reviewers and depends on
the quality of the gameplay and its long-term appeal

-\

_|

the paperwork (I think
it said).

But

remem-

ber: do it to them

IJP/P before they do it to
you (did I get that
h^
right?)
page 73

World Snooker • Super Gridrunner • World
Championship Snooker • A whole leap of over a dozen budget games! Turn to page 80
ALSO ON TEST THIS MONTH:
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LEISURE

READYSOFT £29.99

Wrath of
the Demon
Wanted: exceptionally brave person to rescue complete Kingdom from violent
demon. Applicants must not have an IQ over ten. Ed Ricketts applies for the job...
C a n you make a sentence

DRAGONS, POTIONS AND DEATH

using these three concepts:
Readysoft game, fabulous
graphics, non-existent gameplay? Up
till now Readysoft concentrated on
Sullivan

Bluth

toon-style

car

games

"On Level Three

that amount to little

more

you get to meet a

than vaguely

first level. This is a

sort of prologue to
the

rest

of

the

game, which is
They hope to change
basically a normal
all that with the
shame he's far too beat-'em-up.
release of Wrath of
On your faithful
comical to be
the Demon, an origi
nag you get to
nal
creation
from
jump over obsta
threatening"
cles and pick up
three
French-Cana
dian programmers.
potions that hap
Apparently a large and excep
pen to be lying around - these come
tionally nasty demon has woken up
in very handy later on. On each level,
from a long sleep and he's not too
you're confronted with a different
happy with the current situation. Talk
species of baddie. On Level Two, for
about getting up on the wrong side
instance, you get to meet some
of bed - the grumpy old thing
extremely annoying goblins, while on
interactive

• Here is the Level Three dragon, who seems almost too nice to
kill - the look of horror on his face when you bash him up just
melts your heart (if you're a sentimental person, that is)

decides to decimate the kingdom.
And you'll never guess - you've got
to stop him. With the incentive of the
Princess's hand in marriage - and
maybe even the rest of her - you
gallop off onto the

demos.

huge dragon - it's a

GOBLINS ROUND FOR TEA?

• Potions are always useful. The first renders you immortal for
three seconds and is excellent for combat at close quarters. The
other two reduce the monsters' energy and heal all your wounds

•

• Er, unless, that is, he gets you first. With all your energy gone
and Big Blue sniggering at your demise, you sink into a lifeless
he
ieap on the cold floor. Such a shame, you were doing so well...

54

ST FORMAT

The Second Level

enables you to meet
some lovely little
goblins. Charming
creatures they are, if
you ignore their small
foibles, such as a
tendency to throw
rocks at your head
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Hell hath no fury like a demon
scorned. For reasons best

i
known to himself, Mr D
XV
Mon decides to roast

VV

the kingdom. Get out
t

there and show him

hCy-J. what for - but first
"

make sure you've
got your clean

IvlCCt 1

I laHSr Wlls» 1S»Iill0%JUn"?l

Apparently there are 120 different monsters in Wrath of the Demon,
and every single one of them is out to get you. Not that you get a chance
to count them - you're too busy trying to rearrange their internal organs
for that. Maybe violence isn't the answer - perhaps they just need some
love and understanding. On the other hand, smashing them repeatedly in
the face seems to work too.

underwear on

works well, although
the detailed backdrops
tend to become repeti
tive after a while. A differ

ent

sampled

tune

and

various spot effects accom

pany each level - they serve their
purpose, but aren't overly exciting.

Level Three you meet a huge
dragon - it's a shame he's far too
comical to be threatening though.
Unlike in many other combat
games, there isn't
a huge number of
complicated
joy
stick

movements

for you to learn.
Fighting is fairly
instinctive, so mov
ing the joystick has
a very predictable

VERDICT

This is certainly an improvement on
the previous Readysoft games.

"There's a fantastic
opening sequence,
complete with gloomy
and atmospheric
samples"

Instead of the odd

push on the joy
stick, you actually
have to use it in

an intelligent way
- there's far more

player interaction
ing

potions

and

having to explore your way around a

ing to dodge three enemies at once.
Since you're not
likely to want to

level certainly adds an element of
interest, but there's still
something missing.
To begin with,
completing a
stage is not
easy: it's such
a large pro
gram, on four

start from

the

EFFECTS

The graphics throughout Wrath of
the Demon are superbly animated.
Before the game starts there's a fan
tastic opening sequence, complete
with gloomy and atmospheric sam-

"Pleasurable

frustration can easily
turn into angry
boredom with Wrath

of the Demon"

Parallax horizontal scrolling means you can choose whether to

go left or right. Either way you get to meet uglies like this guy

than before. Find

effect - pretty useful when you're try

very beginning
each time you
play, there is a
save game option
nately you can access this
only in the between-level
screens, so getting killed
just as you're about
to finish a stage
means having to
play that level all over again.

• Level Four is the first to offer some flexibility in movement.

double-sided

disks, that
data

is annoyingly loaded from disk each
time you restart a game. These
delays are very frustrating. Couple
this with the restricted game save
facilities and the edge is taken off
the just-one-more-go factor. Pleasur
able frustration can easily turn into

• Travel to the left as far as you can go and you eventually come
across Mr Happy. Although he looks evil, he wouldn't hurt a fly just take the key he guards and head back the way you came

angry boredom.

Wrath of the Demon is a step
closer to marrying fantastic graphics
with a worthwhile game, but it
doesn't quite make it. If there had

been more variation in the gameplay
department, a break from the bash
ing perhaps, then this could have

been FORMAT Gold material. As it is,
it's good, but not that good.
ED RICKETTS

pies - it's so well drawn and ani

mated you feel as if you're watching
a cartoon. In the game itself, the
sprites are large and colourful, and
they move extremely smoothly.
Every creature has a different
method of attack and they're pretty

difficult to kill as well. Scrolling is
smooth in all cases and the parallax
issue 21-APRIL-91

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL

• Not all of the monsters are mobile. These tentacles rise up

LONG TERM INTEREST

from the ground in regular patterns - so if you want to avoid
injury, you must make sure that you time your jumps well

OVERALL

81%
ST FORMAT 55

MIDWINTER 2 special!

• This is Hemet, and you have ST FORMAT to
thank for the difficulties you encounter on
this innocent-looking island. Just keep trying
- it can be done! (Cue ghoulish laughter...)

• The complete play area. When you tackle

• Fly inland from the idyllic east coast of

Flames of Freedom, you have to sample the
delights of Hemet at some point, so why not
try it first? Go ahead, make our day!

Hemet, playground of the rich and infamous,
and apart from the odd palm tree you find
some irate troops just itching for a scrap

Flames of Freedom, follow-up to the compulsive Midwinter,

is coming! Now the bad news: Microprose let the FORMAT
team play around with it first. The result: an exclusive
ST FORMAT mission! Andy Hutchinson has the inside story
• The Maelstrom team, who are
hard at work on Midwinter 2 -

with a little help from FORMAT

Mission

impossible

take over enemy vehicles by jumping
in when the action icon appears at
the top left of the screen, but there
are also plenty of goodies ready and
waiting in inaccessible places around
Hemet - just remember to explore
the island thoroughly.
Enemy units are crawling all over
the island - and we mean all over!
There are

some crack

submarine

packs hiding around the coast, and
The

boys

at

programming

team Maelstrom are on the

brink of completing

their

biggest project yet. Over a year in
development, and spanning three
disks, Flames of Freedom is a seri
ously gigantic game. Marrying 3D
arcade elements with a strong strat

egy backbone, the game is a clever
variation on the standard wargame.
The aim is to solve a set of 41 mis

sions which see you attempting to

subjugate an entire colony of islands.
But one island is going to be
very different indeed because we
designed it! Now the once pleasant

the odd biplane and zeppelin squad
ron just itching for a bit of aerial

be. Being vindictive chaps, we
decided to make life hard for you.
Your mission, should you decide to
accept it, is to assassinate an enemy

combat. The Admiral has the kind of

military backup that'd make even the
Queen feel jealous, so you'd better
be sure of yourself before chancing
your arm with him. Think it over...

leader who goes by the name of the
Admiral - but don't think it's going to
be easy. There's a large elite troop
of Presidential guards on Hemet and
these guys don't go a bundle on tres
passers. They're kitted out with
state-of-the-art equipment and a
serious attitude problem.
Next, we compiled profiles of the
12 people who are going to populate
our island. These had to be worked

out in great detail, so when you

island of Hemet has some military
buildings, enemy units, friendly resis
tance and some nasty surprises...

encounter the island inhabitants they

Our first job was work out what
we wanted the overall objective to

infrastructure. This was simply a
case of drawing the roads and rail-

react in a certain manner.

Then we constructed the island's

and be here next issue for the full
• "Your mission, Jim, should you
decide to accept it, is to beat
the ST FORMAT stronghold of
Hemet - and ignore the dolphins"

When you meet people, you cantryto
convince them to help you. To do this

; I •,'u,.flB| I. ••
i^_>^. w

"*•

you can use several skills: charm,
sex-appeal,
authority,
reasoning,
bribery, pleading or deception.

Whether they help ornot depends

™~..„«*...„,.m, >

greatly on the strength of these factors
- if you're ugly, don't expect to win
someone over with sex appeal. You
must also consider the makeup of the I You need all the help you can
ST-controlled characters. Each can get in this mission - but do you

react in four different ways to your have the necessary skills to
advances - not all very helpful.
persuade this chap to aid you?

56

ST FORMAT

TEN TIPS FOR

SUCCESS ON HEMET

ways with a map editor. You can put
settlements on the map too. You
simply locate and name your new
settlement using the map editor.
This is where the fun starts - you
can begin depositing weaponry,
transport, enemy units and buildings

on Hemet. Buildings are crucial to the
build-up of the mission so we dealt
with these first. We decided that the

FRIEND OR FOE? YOU CAN'T BE SURE

game review! Honest. Trust us... stf

police would have an important role
in events, so they needed an HQ.
Other buildings include a couple of
airbases and a telephone exchange.
Work out the strategic importance of
these buildings for yourself.
The opposition might be tough,
but all the weaponry you need is scat
tered around the island. We haven't

made things easy, but if you look
carefully you can find limpet mines for
the subs and rocket launchers for

aeroplanes -just watch your back.
We've also supplied plenty in the
way of transport. Of course, you can

. You can take nothing easily.
All the goodies are heavily
protected.
A walk in the mountains could

be a rewarding experience.
Don't overlook the railway as
a quick mode of transport.
The Admiral definitely isn't
going to do you any favours.
•^k If the submarines are getting
the better of you, change to a
smaller, more manoeuvrable
mode of aquatic transport.
In the south of the island,

supremacy in the air is all a
question of infiltration.
Don't be afraid to venture a bit
out to sea in search of the
ultimate attack vehicle.

Don't ignore buildings just
because they look harmless.
There's a chemist on the

island who knows a thing or
two about the enemy.

10 For the perfect lemon sorbet,
use only the freshest lemons.
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OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 253042ZC® E
ATARI ST SELLERS
3D Pool
A.T.F.2
Afterburner
Ancient Battles

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
16.99
7.99
16.99

Arkanoid - Revenseof Doh
Atomic Robokid
B.A.T.
Barbarian 2

7.99
16.99
24.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

Batman the Caped Crusader

7.99

Battle Command
Battlemaster

16.99
19.99

rayal

NEW 19.99

Blasteroids

NEW PRICE 7.99

ST COMPILATIONS

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

Legend of Faerghail
Leisuresuit Larry

6.99

NEW19.99
24.99

Leisuresuit Larry Look for Love
Leisuresuit Larry3

29.99
29.99

Loom

19.99

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

16.99

M1 Tank Platoon
Manchester Unt

21.99
13.99

Midnight Resistance

SOCCER MANIA

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer,
Football Manager World Cup Edition &
£16.99

£19.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
Robocop, Ghostbusters 2, Batman The
Movie & Indiana Jones Last Crusade
£19.99

19.99
NEW 24.99

Fortunes.
£16.99

Mike Reid's Pop Quiz
Monty Python

6.99
13.99

POWER PACK

Xenon 2, T.V.Sports American Football,
Bloodwych 6r Lombard RAG Rally.

Boxins Manaser

13.99

Mr Do Run Run
MrHeli

Cadaver

16.99

Captive
Car-Vup
Centrefold Squares

16.99
16.99
9.99

Multi Player Soccer Manager

16.99

Hard Drivin', Chase HQ,

Murder

16.99

Turbo Outrun & Powerdrift

16.99

£19.99

Never Mind

SPECIAL OFFER 4.99

Chaos Editor
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase H.Q. 2

9.99
16.99
16.99

ChuckieEss

13.99

Ninja Remix
Ninja Spirit
Operation Stealth

16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99

Conqueror
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
Cricket Captain
16.99
Daily Double Horse Racing
9.99
Damocles
Defenders of the Earth

16.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

Desas Elite
Deluxe Strip Poker
Dizzy Dice
Donalds Alphabet Chase
Drason Breed
gon Flight
Dragons Breath
Dragons Lair2

16.99
NEW PRICE 9.99
4.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
29.99

Drakkhen

19.99

Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

16.99
6.99

E.S.W.A.T.

16.99

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

16.99

Exterminator
F16 Combat Pilot

NEW 16.99
16.99

F19 Stealth Fighter

21.99

F29 Retaliator
Falcon Mission Disk 1 or2

16.99
13.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

6.99

Federation of Free Traders
Ferrari Formula One
Final Battle

7.99
6.99
16.99

Fire Brigade

19.99

First Contact
Flood
Football Director 2

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
16.99
13.99

Football Manager 2 +Exp Kit

13.99

Formula One Grand Prix

4.99

Fun School 3 (Under 5)
Fun School 3 (5-7)
Fun School 3 (7+)

16.99
16.99
16.99

Fruit Machine
Gauntlet2
Gazza 2

NEW 6.99
7.99
16.99

Gemini Wing
Ghosts and Goblins
Golden Axe

7.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99

Goofy's Railway Express
Gunship
Hammerfist
Hard Drivin' 2

NEW16.99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
NEW 16.99

Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy
Hostages
Imperium
Impossible Mission 2
Infestation
Jack Nicklaus Golf
James Pond

6.99
7.99
16.99
6.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99
16.99

Outrun

16.99
13.99

Planetfall

NEW PRICE 6.99

Player Manager
Plotting
Populous

13.99
16.99
16.99

Populous New Worlds
Postman Pat
Powermonger
Proflight
Pub Trivia

6.99
7.99
19.99
27.99
4.99

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

Rainbow Island

13.99

Red Storm Rising

16.99
16.99

Roadblasters

NEW PRICE 7.99

£19.99
3.5 40 piece disk box..
3.5 80 piece disk box..

HIGH ENERGY

3.5 inch Double Sided, Double
Density with Labels

Hostages, North and South, Tin Tin,
Teenage Queen & Fire and Forget. £19.99

1
0.59
PLATINUM

Strider, Black Tiger, Forgotten Worlds &
Ghouls and Ghosts. £19.99

..6.99
.7.99

10
5.50

25
12.50

Mouse Mats

2.99
5.99

ST & AG Extension Leeds

ST Drive + KickOff 2 + Corporation
ST Mouse + Captive

79.99
34.99

HINT BOOKS

SEGA MASTER MIX

Superwonderboy, Dynamite Dux,
Crackdown, Turbo Outrun & Enduro
Racer. £19.99

Bards Tale 1 or 2 or 3

5.00

Champions of Krynn

7.99

Codename Iceman

8.99

Colonels Bequest
Conquest of Camelot

8.99
8.99

Curse of Azure Bonds
Dragons of Flame

T.N.T.

Hard Drivin', Toobin, Dragon Spirit,
Xybots & APB. £19.99
FINALE

Paperboy, Ghosts and Goblins,
OverFander & Space Harrier. £16.99

7.99

4.00
9.99

Dungeon Master
Heroes of the Lance
Heroes Quest
Hillsfar
Indiana Jones the Adventure

4.00
8.99

7.99
4.99
8.99
8.99
8.99
5.99
8.99
7.99
7.99
8.99

Kings Quest 1 or 2 or 3 or 4
Leisuresuit Larry1 or 2 or 3
Manhunter In San Francisco
Might and Magic 2
Police Quest 2
Pool of Radiance
Secret of the Silver Blades
Space Quest 1 or 2 or 3

Robocop 2
Rock Star Ate My Hamster

16.99
4.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Sherman M4

16.99
16.99
13.99

Shoot'Em Up Construction Kit
Sim City
Speedball 2
Spy Who Loved Me
Starglider2

19.99
19.99
16.99
13.99
9.99

Allorders send FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the
coupon and send it to:- Software City
Unit4, BDC, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV24AN.

9.99

ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)

Steve Davis Snooker

Super Grand Prix
Super Gridrunner
Super Hang-On
Super Off Road Racer
Targhan
Team Suzuki

NEW 6.99
NEW PRICE 7.99
7.99
16.99
4.99
NEW 16.99

Team Yankee

Tournament Golf

13.99

Toyota Celica GT Rally
Treasure Island Dizzy

16.99
4.99

Trivial Pursuit
Turrican
Tusker
U.M.S. 2
Ultima 5

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION

Name
Address.

Postcode

Tel No

Name of game

Computer

Value

16.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

Vigilante

NEW PRICE 7.99

Warhead
Welltris

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99

Wishbringer

6.99

Wizball

Postage
TOTAL
POSTAGERATES- Please add 50p for post and packaging on all orders under £5. EEC countries add £1 per item.
Non EEC Countries add £2.50 per item

Paying By Cheque - Cheques payable to Software City

NEW PRICE 7.99

World Championship Soccer
World Class Leaderboard
Xenon

Kick Off 2

13.99

Zany Golf
Zonk

Tennis Tour & Stunt Car £19.99

13.99
13.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
NEW 19.99
19.99

Ultimate Golf (Greg Norman)
Verminator

CHALLENGES

Fighter Bomber, Super Ski, Kick Off, Pr<

19.99

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles
16.99
Thunderblade
NEW PRICE 7.99

6.99
13.99

7.99

Operation Wolf & Batman the
Caped Crusader

WHEELS OF FIRE

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

RickDangerous 2

Jockey Wilson's Darts
Judge Dredd

Last Ninja 2

Afterburner, Double Dragon,

7.99

Pang
Pinball Magic

Renaissance

MAGNUM FOUR

£19.99

9.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

N.A.R.C

Question of Sport

SPORTING WINNERS

Daily Double Horse Racing, Steve Davis
Snooker & Brian dough's Football

16.99

Midwinter
MIG29

6.99
16.99

NEW PRICE 7.99

Rick Dangerous, P-47 Thunderbolt,
Highway Patrol & Chicago 90

Gazza's Super Soccer

Blinkys Scary School
Blitzkries May 1940

Colorado

FULL BLAST

Ferrari Formula One, Carrier Command,

13.99
7.99
7.99

CARD TYPE

EXPIRY DATE

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
NEW PRICE 6.99

STF4

CREDIT CARD No.

SIGNATURE.

DATE.

EUROPEAN
ORDERS

ACCEPTED

r

v

"
STE
i
POWERPACK
£359

l10(c^©Sl1^T
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UKon orders
over £5. Less than £5 and Europe add £1 per item. Elsewhere please add £2 per item for airmail. These offers are available mail order only.

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 0908 564369 (24 hrs 10 lines) Fax: 0908 262551
Jk

VISA

GAME

^H ^m
PRICE IGAME

PRICE IGAME

£13.99

Golden Shoe*

Anarchy

£13.99

Gravity

Assault on Alcatraz *
Austerlitz

£16.99
£16.99

Gremlins 2 *

Gunship

£14.99

Axels Magic Hammer

£13.99

Hard Drivin

B.A.T.*
Back to the Future 2*
Back to the Future 3 *
Balance of Power '90
Battle Command*

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Heavy Metal
Heroes*

Highway Patrol 2
Hillsfar
Hounds of Shadow

Batman Caped Crusader

£12.99

Batman the Movie
Battle of Britain*
Battlechess
Battlemaster*

£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Beach Volley

£13.99

Betrayal
Billy the Kid*
Black Tiger

£19.99
£16.99
£13.99

Addidas Football

Blade Warrior*

£16.99

Blood Money

£16.99

Bloodwych Data Disk

£9.99

Bomber

£21.99

Boxing Manager
BSS Jane Seymour*

£13.99
£16.99

Cabal
Carrier Command
Castle Master
Cavadar*
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ
Chase HQ 2 *

£13.99
£14.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

Chuck Yeager*

£16.99

Colorado*
Combo Racer*
Commando
Commando War *

£16.99
£13.99
£13.99
£16.99

Conqueror

£16.99

Continental Circus

£13.99

Corporation*
Crackdown

£16.00

Powermonger*

£16.99

£13.99

£13.99

Precious Metal
Pro Tennis Tour
Rainbow Islands

£15.99
£16.99
£13.99

£13.99

Red Storm Rising

£16.99

£16.99

Resolution 101
Rorkes Drift

£16.99
£16.99

Rick Dangerous
Rick Dangerous2*

£15.99
£16.99

Imperium*

£16.99

Risk

£13.99

Impossamole
Indy Jones Action
Indy Jones Adventure
Interphase
Int. Soccer Challenge*

£13.99
£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Robocop 2*
Robocop
Rocket Ranger 2

£13.99
£12.99
£16.99

Iron Lord

£16.99

Rotox*
Run the Gauntlet
RVF Honda

£16.99
£12.99
£14.99

S. Quest 1,2,3, Hint Book
Secret of Monkey Island*

£6.99
£19.99

Shadow Warriors*
Sherman M4
Shinobi

£13.99
£16.99
£12.99

Shoot 'em up Con. Kit

£19.99

Silent Service
Silkworm IV*

£14.99
£13.99

Sim City

Italy 1990*

£16.99

Ivanhoe
Jack Nicklaus Extra Courses
Jack Nicklaus Golf
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf

£13.99
£9.99
£16.99
£19.99

Jumping Jackson

£16.99

K. Quest 1,2,3,4 Hint Book

£6.99

Kennedy Approach

£14.99

Kick Off
Kick Off 2*
Kick Off Extra Time
Kid Gloves

£11.99
£12.99
£7.99
£16.99

Killing Game Show *
King's Quest 4
King's Quest Triple

£16.99
£21.99
£26.99

Klaxx*

£13 99

£14.99
£13.99

Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry 3

£19.99
£26.99

£16.99

Licence to Kill
Life and Death*

£12.99
£19.99

£13.99

Light Force

£16.99

Lombard RAC Rally

£14.99

Loom*
Lords of Chaos *
Lost Patrol

£16.99
£13.99
£13.99

£11.99

Damocles*
Dan Dare 3

£16.99
£13.99

Dark Century

£16.99

Days of Thunder *
Degas Elite

£19.99
£17.99

Dick Tracy*

£16.99

Dr. Doom

£16.99

Dragon Ninja
Dragon Spirit
Dragon's Breath
Dragons of Flame

£12.99
£12.99
£21.99
£16.99

Drakkhen

£21.99

Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor
Dungeon Master Hints
Dynasty Wars*

£16.99
£7.99
£9.99
£13.99

Edition One*
Elite

£16.99
£14.99

Emlyn Hughes*
£13.99
Escape From Robot Monsters* ....£13.99
F16 Combat Pilot

£16.99

F19 Stealth Fighter

£19.99

F29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk
Ferrari Formula 1

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

Fighting Soccer

£13.99

Fire and Brimstone*
Fireball*

£16.99
£16.99

Flight Sim 2
Flight of the Intruder*

£26.99
£16.99

Fit Disk 7 or 11

£13.99

Fit Disk European
Fit Disk Japan

£13.99
£13.99

Football Director 2

£12.99

F'tball Manager 2 Gift Pack

£12.99

F'tballer of the Year 2
Full Metal Planet

£13.99
£16.99

Fun School 2 (6-8)
Fun School 2 (over 8)
Fun School 2 (under 6)

£11.99
£11.99
£11.99

Future Wars
Ghostbusters 2
Ghosts and Goblins
Ghouls and Ghosts*

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£13.99

ST £3.99

£16.99

Kult
Leaderboard Birdie

£13.99

PRICE

Powerdrift

£21.99

Crazy Cars 2

Cosmic Pirate |

£13.99

Knight of trie Crystaliion

Cyberball

r

E

Magnum 4

£16.99

Manchester United
Manhunter New York
Manhunter N.Y. Hint Book
Manhunter S'Francisco
Maniac Mansion
Matrix Marauders *

£16.99
£16.99
£6.99
£21.99
£16.99
£13.99

Microprose Soccer
Midnight Resistance*
M1 Tank Platoon*
Mid Winter
Mini Office Comms

Operation Wolf
P47

£15.99

Pang*
Paperboy

£16.99
£12.99

Paradroid 90 *

£16.99

Pipemania

£13.99

£7.99
£7.99

Manhunter in New York
Marble Madness
Menace

£9.99
£7.99
£7.99

Mickey Mouse

£6.99

Nebulus
Netherworld
Outrun
Pacland
Pacmania

£4.99
£4.99
£7.99
£7.99
£6.99

Peter Beardsley Soccer
President is Missing
RingofZahn
Rocket Ranger
R-Type

£4.99
£6.99
£9.99
£6.99

Sly Spy*

£13.99

Snowstrike*

£16.99

Space Ace
Space Quest 3
Space Harrier 2
Spy Who Loved Me*

£26.99
£26.99
£13.99
£13.99

Star Trek V*

£16.99

Star Wars Trilogy
Star Flight

£16.99
£16.99

Star Glider 2
Stos

£14.99
£19.99

Stos Compiler

£13.99

Stos Games Galore*
Stos Maestro

£16.99
£16.99

Stos Sprites 600

£11.99

Strider
Stun Runner*
Stunt Car Racer
Subbuteo

£13.99
£13.99
£15.99
£12.99

£13.99
£19.99
£16.99
£5.99
£16.99
£19.99
£16.99

Thunderstrike*
Time
Time Machine
Toki*
Toobin

£16.99
£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Total Eclipse

£13.99

Total Recall*
Tower of Babel

£13.99
£16.99

£12.99

£4.99

Shadowgate

£7.99

Shuffle Puck Cafe

£7.99

Skidog
Speedball
Starglider 2
Sundog Frozen Legacy
Super Hang On
Tanglewood

£4.99
£7.99
£6.99
£8.99
£7.99
£4.99

Trivial Pursuits

£9.99

Trivial Pursuits New Beginning £5.99
TVSports Football
£11.99
Uninvited

£7.99

ACCESSORIES

£19.99
£13.99

TV Sports Football

£16.99

Twin World
UMS
UMS 2*
UMS Scenario 1
UMS Scenario 2
Unreal*

£16.99
£14.99
£15.99
£8.99
£8.99
£16.99

Un Squadron *

£16.99

Untouchables
Verminator
Walker *
Warhead
Waterloo

£13.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Wayne Gretzky Hockey

£14.99

Quality2nd disk drive

Weird Dreams
Wild Streets

£15.99
£16.99

Wings of Fury*

£13.99

Disc boxes 3 1/2" holds 40
Disc boxes 3 1/2" holds 80

Police Quest

£16.99

Police Quest 1,2 Hint Book

£6.99 World Cup Soccer '90*
£16.99 Xenomorph
£16.99 Xenon 2 Megablast
£7.99 ZakMcKracken
Zombi

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

£7.99

Seven Gates of Jambala

Turbo Outrun

£15.99

£16.99

Hollywood Poker Pro

£6.99
£5.99

£12.99
£13.99

Powerdrome

£7.99
£9.99

Laser Squad
Legend of the Sword

Pirates

Police Quest 2

Gauntlet 2
Goldrush

Joan of Arc

Player Manager
Plotting*

Populous
Populous Promised Land

Football Manager 2 + Exp. Kit ....£12.99
Galaxy Force
£4.99

£14.99

£13.99 Track Suit Manager
£13.99 Triad Vol. 3

£16.99

£4.99
£3.99
£7.99

£16.99
£16.99

Ninja Spirit
Ninja Warriors

£16.99
£13.99
£12.99

Eliminator
Fernandez Must Die
Fish

Sleeping Gods Lie

£13.99
£13.99

Oriental Games*

£5.99

£7.99
£4.99
£5.99
£7.99

Sir Fred
Skate or Die*

£16.99

Operation Harrier*
Operation Thunderbolt

Chambers of Shaolin

Conflictin Europe
Cybernoid2
DejaVu
Dragon Spirit

£9.99

New Zealand Story
Nightbreed*

£16.99
£16.99

£9.99
£5.99

£9.99

Murder*

Operation Harrier*
Operation Stealth*

Blood Money
Brian Clough's Football

Interphase

£16.99
£16.99

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

£16.99
£16.99

£19.99

Mini Office Graphics
Mini Office Spread

Nitro*
North and South
Off Road Racer *

£15.99

£5.99
£5.99
£7.99
£9.99
£7.99

Hunt for Red October

Supercars
Supremacy*
Swords of Twilight
Swords of Twilight Hint Book
£14.99 Theme Park Mystery*
The
Krystal
£13.99
£21.99 The Plague
£19.99
£16.99

ST SPECIALS •
Afterburner
Asterix
Baal
Balance of Power
Ballistix

Quickshot II Turbo Joystick
£9.99
Quickshot III Turbo Joystick
£9.99
Competition Pro Extra Joystick...£12.99
Speedking Autofire Joystick
£9.99
Mouse Mats

£3.99

Contriver Replacement Mouse
Inc. Deluxe Paint, Mouse Mat,
Mouse House

£19.99

Naksha Upgrade Mouse Inc.
Mouse House, Mouse Mat

£26.00

£59.00
£6.99
£8.99

Blank disks Sony unbranded
with labels
69p each
KAO unbranded

with labels

Please send orders and cheque/PO/Access/Visa no. and expiry date to:
Microsmart, 127 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, MK16 8SE

60p each

ICastle Warrior
£3.99

LEISURE

GREMLIN £24.99

Team Suzuki
T h e r e are so many racing
games out at the moment
that if you laid them all out in

THE RACE TO
VICTORY - OR

a row, they'd reach the finish line
without moving. For any racing game
to stand a chance in today's market
it must be pretty damn good.

THE HOSPITAL
As well as the pre-game options
there are several changeable midrace factors. In the practice mode,
for example, you can alter the
viewpoint to almost anywhere.
This creates some really stunning

Gremlin reckon that Team Suzuki is

"probably the smoothest scrolling
polygon racing game ever." An oftheard claim for sure. But is it true?
Three

different

different

tracks

bikes

from

and

16

around

the

"camera" shots of the race. Mind

you, while you're fiddling with
the visuals, your vitals are being
scattered all over the place...

world provide plenty of scope for
• Ah, bliss! A bike, a circuit, and seven other homicidal racers
determined to make you into road paste. Screaming round corners
in sixth gear on a 250cc bike isn't recommended, though - unless
you're an adept pupil of Barry "Squashy Legs" Sheen, that is

• You get the option of an overthe-shoulder view - for those

where your bike is being damaged.
Your position is displayed at the end
of each lap or when you pass
another rider.

same story for the competitors.
Their bikes look more like the Light
Cycles from TRON. There's a nice
hefty motorbikin' sample over the

l-didn't-see-it-coming crashes
One useful option is
the ability to turn off

experimentation. It's best to start
with the smallest bike, the 125cc.
This is an automatic, so you don't
have to worry about changing gears.
The larger bikes have six gears and
are far more powerful.
Control is via mouse or joystick,
with the former being more respon
sive and intuitive, although it's a bit

the other riders'

sprites and the

dashboard - doing
this provides a
much faster and

smoother display

title screens, but dur

awkward trying to change gear on
the keyboard and scream around a
hairpin bend at the same time. Fortu
nately, you can hone your skills on
the practice track without any other
riders around to complicate things.
When you're ready, you can take
on the real thing against seven other
pros, either in a single race or a full

season. Go off-track during a heat
and

you hear a

jarring

noise

As you're poised on the
starting line with just some
paltry options in your way,
adrenaline starts to pump...

ing the game the bike
sadly sounds like a 2CV
running on a nine volt battery.
EFFECTS

VERDICT

For once a software company tells
the truth - the scrolling really is
smooth. But this is partly because
the trackside graphics are so simple
- large square grey blocks for build
ings and yellow triangles which are

If you're one of those people who
just can't do without every single
racing game in the entire universe,
you'll like Team Suzuki. If, on the
other hand, you never want to see
another dashboard view again, it
offers nothing new. The much-trum
peted co-operation between Gremlin

supposed to be trees. It's the

and Suzuki doesn't seem to have

added much to the gameplay apart from the accuracy of the
racetracks.

The

end

result

is

nothing more or less than a
competent but bland racer.

Unfortunately, some
stupid prat put bends in the
track. They didn't warn you
about this at the Clapham
Motorcycle Training School

When you mess it up, be
prepared for even more
embarrassment as you're

forced to watch the replay
showing just how badly you
cocked up. Pity there's no
replay of the six hour long
operation that follows...

ED RICKETTS

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL
LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL
issue 21-APRIl-91

69%

ST FORMAT 59
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UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD
TEL: 0228 512131 (24 Hour order line)

Personal
callers
welcome

Fax: 514484

Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB
~2L
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HIGH SPECIFICATION 3.5" DISKS
Our Brand

50
100
250
500

DSDD
42p each
DSDD
36p each
DSDD
34p each
DSDD
33p each
Individually wrapped, 100% certified
guaranteed 3.5" DSDD 135tpi disks with

/

/

/

DISK BOXES
Lockable hish quality disk
boxes at unbeatable prices:
Qty:
1+
3+
6+
50 cap £4.99 £4.25 £3.99
100cap£5.99 £5.25 £4.99
brary cases...Five for £4.75

SONY

49p
44p
41 p
38p
and
labels.

~r

/

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES
10
25
35
45
55
80
160
240

Disks with 12 cap library box:
Disks with 50 cap box:
Diskswith100capbox:
Disks with 100 cap box
Disks with 100 cap box
Disks with 100 cap box
Disks with 2x100 cap boxes:
Disks with 3x100 cap boxes:

Amiga and Atari Dust covers.
High quality covers protect
your Amiga or Atari keyboard

£6.45
£15.95
£19.95
£24.95

1+
£3.50

£28.55

QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL!

£38.95

Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE

z

/

z

Mouse Mat:
Mouse House:
MflMi

A

_

£2.99
£1.99

3.5" Cleaning Kit:
£2.95
5.25" Cleaning Kit:
£2.95
IBM or AMIGA parallel print

er cable:

DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON

£7.95

Universal plastic printer stands

£6.95

Z
MONITOR STAND

OTHER TYPES OF DISKS -

The monitor stand enables

OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY

you to swivel your monitor in
nearly any direction.

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND

/

/

:

~z.

z:

DATA SWITCH BOXES
Our quality switch boxes use
only the BEST connections:
1:2 parallel type
£15.95
1:2 serial type
£14.95
High tech. rotary controls

:z:
C^Q

~ji

~ji

1+ £12.50 - unbeatable

High quality 14" Universal
monitor stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16"

GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

o

6+
£2.99

ACCESSORIES

£68.95
£122.95

Individually wrapped 100% suaranteed DSDD disks

3+
£3.25

T

Our claim: We are probably the cheapest disk
and accessory supplier in this magazine!

/

/

DUST COVERS

~JL

/

WHY BUY DISKS FROM US?
1. All disks exceed ANSI standards.

2. We supply shops, PD libraries and
educational establishments on a

A

regular basis.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!!
To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date

To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD

Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers - we have great prices.
Overnight courier (get your goods tomorrow!) £7.99. Minimum order value: £10

LEISURE

here's more to the art of

T

burglary, you know, than
simply brandishing a sawnoff shot gun or rummaging through
someone's drawers. The big money
is in the banks, and in Revelation

you're heading for the vaults to seek
your fortune.
Things have changed though.
Safe-cracking isn't a case of lighting
the fuse and taking cover any more.
It's far more sophisticated than that,

Reve/aiio/i,
00

T

J

TUP

rr

I $0000000
4C

pbja

and requires a good deal of logic
and cunning. In this game you're
dealing with combination safes and
you have to crack the codes to get

• Once you complete a level,
you have the opportunity to raid

to the cash.

Each of the 80 or so screens

shows

an arrangement of locks,

tumblers and dials, all of which have
colour coded segments. To crack

the safe, you must match all the
locks to the same colour tumbler
You

• To give you a helping hand there are several icons which appear
sporadically throughout this fiddly puzzle game. The hand symbol
freezes the game until the next time you "grab," while the numbered
icons give you the corresponding number of extra seconds. The
arrow symbols reset all wheels to their starting positions - use this

only if you make a right pig's ear of the whole thing!

the safe. Inside are nine deposit
boxes. Some contain goodies,
others don't. The more quickly
you solve the puzzle, the more
time you have to open the boxes

^^_

1

velation

cannot turn the tumblers

directly, so it requires a bit of lateral

_ . A

oQ

KBISALIS £19-99
thinking to get the safe open. When
you get two adjacent wheels the
same colour, for example, the neigh
bouring wheel spins in a clockwise

lock open only to find that another
has closed again.

direction. You must turn the dials so

The backgrounds do change often
enough, but are frequently repeated
and irrelevant to the gameplay. The

as to trigger such a chain reaction

and line up the locks. Unfortunately,
the dials can be turned only in

EFFECTS

plays, you simply don't have the

dials themselves are scaled up or
down in size depending on how many
are on-screen, but even when they

• Here you've
managed to
get the top
lock open,
\

shrink to the tiniest size it's still easy
to make out their colours - just as
well, since that's the whole point.

'

bottom one

situation

tive to go on, quite likely not bother.
Revelation doesn't keep you up
until four in the morning. It just hasn't
got the addictiveness of other puzzle
games. After the first few irritating

90 degree increments and
often you get one

but the

panic than by studying the
th>

carefully. Various icons try to com
pensate for this - especially the ones
that freeze the game until your next
action. But that's half the problem.
You can pause indefinitely to work
out exactly what you need to do
before continuing - but with no incen

*

remains shut.

VERDICT

It's all too easy
to upset what
you've already
solved. How frustrating

Revelation is just too darn difficult!
You often have more success by
turning the dials in a random blind

patience to try and crack the thing.
ADAM WARING
GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

64%

A LITTLE LESSON IN SAFE-CRACKING, MY SON
The first level is easy and designed to lead you gently into the game. One turn completes the whole puzzle... What a revelation thatis!

• Turning the left wheel anti
clockwise lines up the blues..,

issue 21-APRIL-91

Which matches up the blue

This in turn causes the second

There! Everything's lined up

locks, and connects the reds...

wheel to spin 180 degrees...

and you've solved the first level

ST FORMAT
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US GOLD/SSI £29.99

Curse of the
azure bonds
which can take ages to finish even
with the speed-up option.
After battle it's time to camp,
learn spells, heal your party and per

ADVENTURE
Once

you've

got

your

haps change weapons or marching

party

order. An enormous number of spells
is available, depending on your char
acter level, but you need to use them
carefully or you're likely to envelop
your allies in noxious gas or worse.

together yob can start exploring
the vast city of Tilverton and find
but more about the evil curse.

EFFECTS

.flDDlHC TO SOUR DISQUIET,

— . . . \i. \2 .H -??i(!5
•••.•'

••:;•.

I •,

i •

••>•••
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Camp in a safe place, learn

SOU H0T1CE

ITHAT SOUR SWORD ARM IMS B££N SOMEHOW|
;JWPR1HT£D WITH STRflH££ PflTT£RHS» TH£l

IREST OF 30UR PARTS ARE IDENTICALLY
*MARKED*

spells and do a bit of first aid

V£ J":'

TO COHTTLHUE*:

• These aren't normal tattoos in Curse of the Azure Bonds, a roleplaying graphic adventure - you've got no idea where they come

from, and they're making you do funny things. You must get rid of
them - and the only way is to go on a quest to find the evil alliance..

ome years ago the first SSI
game based on AD&D's For
gotten Realms was released.
Despite becoming a bestseller on
other formats,

Pool of Radiance

never made it onto the ST -

ance can be modified, as can his

stats (but that's cheating, isn't it?).
Then you are off, exploring
Tilverton and the delights it holds.
Visiting the armoury is a must, and
popping into the local tavern can be

but now its successor has, and

er combat and another

dragon has bitten the dust!

very welcome it is too.
The plot finds you waking
in the city of Tilverton to dis
cover that everyone in your
party has an armful of blue
tattoos. You rapidly learn
that when the symbols glow
you are forced to follow
their commands despite

Eeek! You've got to defeat
t!

his evil monster to succeed

task is to find the members of the
alliance who created these bonds

ing a party, loading the preset exam
ple or transferring old characters

you're well equipped first.

magic user and several others. It
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In the thick of battle

Cynthia casts a magic missile

rewarding too. Try punching the bar
keeper's nose - but make sure

and classes include cleric, paladin,
lea
I can't decide what colour
10 for - how about blue?
to go

•

and free yourself from the curse.
Getting going involves generat

from Hillsfar (a previous SSI game).
Races range from dwarfs to humans,

takes a while to assemble and equip
characters, which can be a little
tedious, but each character's appear

the animation is basic at best. Over

all, this looks like an 8-bit game - it's
just not in the Dungeon Masterclass.
Still, you don't need much in a game
of this type, and everything at least
helps maintain the atmosphere. The
sound is sparse - mainly "ping-pow"
type spot effects - but ifs effective
enough, and there is an attractive
loading tune and little sirens that
sound when battle is joined.
VERDICT

It's a pity that Pool of Radiance isn't
available on the ST, because the fifth
level characters you start with in
Curse are a little complex for the
newcomer to this RPG system. Hillsfar players might do better,
but may miss the arcade
action of that game - you
don't need reflexes here.

your better judgement - I
mean, who in their right
minds would attack the royal coach
in full view of the city guards? Your

The graphics are hackneyed, varying
from pretty to merely practical, and

While moving around the city you
see your surroundings in standard
3D representation and when battle is
joined this changes to overhead 3D
with movement in eight directions.
Battles can be left to your ST to
resolve, but you still have to sit
through a blow-by-blow account

Still, Curse of the Azure
Bonds is guaranteed to keep
you going for ages. Although
the graphics and sound don't
use anything near the ST's
potential, once you get going
you don't even notice them. If
you like role-playing and want a
game with tremendous long term
interest and a really good storyline,
you can't go wrong with this one.
PAT STANDISH
GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

74%
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Blue mas
ACES OF THE GREAT WAR

How strong are your nen
2,000 feet, with an an

DR.I on your tail? Forget glo
friend. Think survivi

WWI Air Combat Simulation

f ake control of one of eight classic WWI fighters
1 and find out how good you really are, Fly with
the best—Richthofen, Fonck, Mannock, Ricken-

bacher—and learn their tricks and techniques.
• Action dogfight, solo, and teom missions for one or two players
using a single computer with any combination of keyboard,
joystick, or mouse.
• Strategy Dogfight: For the skilled purist, Blue Max acts like a
highly-intelligent strategic board game, allowing you and your

opponent to work out detailed battle sequences and play back
the moves in "realtime" 3D.

• 8airplanes to choose from, each with its own highly-detailed
flying characteristics.
• Perform missions with, as, or against the Aces of the Great War.
• Dozens ofhistorical missions around 4different locations within

• VGA 256

I

3D COLOR GRAPHICS,
ORIGINAL MUSIC,
'iHBcr; sound effects for game
BLASTER, ADLIB

France.

SYNTHESIZER
CARDS

DAS BOOT
GERMAN U-BOAT SIMULATION

I inter. 1941. The icy waters ofthe North AtlanI tic. The deeperyou dive, the greater the pres
sure. Depth charges explode around you. banging on
the hull of your U-boat like iron fists. Nerve and
cunning make you the terror of the Allied convoys.
• 3D submarine warfare: For the first time, asub warfare game lets
you deal with threats below oW above the surface in atrue three
dimensional environment.
• Real communications: Use the German Enigma coding machine to
send and receive information.

• Many missions to choose from—into the North Atlantic and Arctic,

inland along the coast of Norway, into the Bay of Biscay, and
through the Straits of Gibralter.
• 3different levels of difficulty, from beginner to realistic.
• 3D graphics in 256 VGA colors, with multiple internal onrfexternal
camera views in acomplete 3D world.

For your localdealer, contact: Mindscape International Limited, The Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scaynes Hill, WestSussex RH17 7NG. Tel. 044 486 761
For further information on Mindscape products and new releasesplease call: 0898 234214

Super

US GOLD £TBA

Monaco
Just when you thought the last racing game had shuddered, heaved a small sigh
and simply ground to a halt, up pops another and begs you to drive it until you go
mad. The still remarkably sane Ed Ricketts clambers reluctantly into the driving
seat, wearing his driving gloves, a pair of thick driving goggles and a sickly grin
Sometimes a title appears
which changes the face of
computer gaming forever. A
game with style, originality, incredi
ble graphics and unbelievable addictiveness. Super Monaco GP is not
one of these games. Fortunately it
doesn't even pretend to be - it's a
racing game.

You

can

choose

from

three

types of vehicle: a bog-standard
automatic which is about as useful

as a loofah in the Sahara desert, or
two manual shift cars, one with four
gears and the other with seven. Obvi

OSITI&H
LIMIT :

ously, if you can handle the seven
gear car, it's your best bet. Joystick
control is possible but only recom
mended for masochists.
There are four
tracks

from

around

the world on which

to compete, but

you have to win
on

each

one

before you can

•I compete on the
y next.
Before
you can race at

•

At least when

you fail you're told in a way
that's as pleasant as possible.
Surely she could have found
something better to wear than
half a suit of armour though...

all, you need to
qualify within the
top 15 on an empty
track - fail at this stage
and the game ends before
it's even begun. Qualify and
you're through to the main event.
To win on the first three tracks -

France, Brazil and Spain - you have
to complete three laps and be one of
the first few cars to pass the check-

• Once again, it's time to pretend you're Ayrton Senna or Nigel
Mansell... Yes, it's yet another racing sim. Four different tracks to
choose from and (slightly) variable weather conditions should mean
you'll be playing this one for some time to come - shouldn't it?

"The track scrolls

smoothly, the roadside
sprites are very
detailed and the other

cars look great"

ered flag. It's not easy. Driving into
the side barriers doesn't cause an

immediate crash, but make sure you
get back onto the track as quickly as
possible or you can say goodbye to
your wheels, chassis and probably
your legs. Other drivers regularly
butt you up the backside without a
scratch - but try the same yourself

ON THE ROAD TO MONACO... OR BUST

• Before you risk life and limb
on the race track, at least take
the time to have a quick glance
at the route you're supposed to
take (or miss it completely, as
the case may be)

64
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• Poised and confident, you're
on the starting line, all souped
up and ready to go. Check your
hair in the mirror, make sure

you've got some mints and get
yourself in gear for the race

• At various points along the
way you encounter these
checkpoints. They don't seem
to serve any purpose, except to
distract your attention at the
most inopportune moments...

• This invariably leads to your
demise - no blood and gore,
just minor inconveniences like
lack of wheels. Why don't any
of the other drivers ever crash?

(Grumble, mutter, complain...)

issue 21-APRIL-91
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KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE ROAD - AND THE DISPLAY
When you reach the race proper, there are many more indicators to keep an eye on than there
• Country in
which you're
racing

were in the heats. Don't concentrate on them too much, though - it's the driving you're here for!

•

Recorded times

for each lap

FRANCE
• The absolute

Current lap time

minimum position
to which you can
drop - fall below
this and the game
ends

• Current lap out
of three

•

Your current

driving position

• Driving Points • Gear you're in -

these increase as

there are four

you go on. Get
enough and your

possible gears on
this car, seven on
the high-powered
model, none at all

name is entered

into the table of
best drivers

on an automatic

wbsr
program. The track
scrolls smoothly, the
roadside sprites are
detailed enough and

screen at once - though unfortu
nately they don't show up on our
screenshots.
Visually,
then,
there's really nothing much to

the other cars look

complain about.

great. The only prob
lem in the graphical
department is the
way the sprites lose
resolution as they
approach
trees

J

Sound is a different mat

ter. There are no samples at
all, just a standard intra tune
and run-of-the-mill squeal-skid
noises during the game. A

you

become

a

mass
of
green
• On the first three circuits you encounter,
blocks, for example.
there's a certain chance of the track being wet
This technique is
Fortunately, the probability of this decreases
necessary to keep
as you gradually progress through the game
the speed of the
and you soon know the meaning of game constant, but it does mean you
pain. When - and if - you eventually
lose out on some of the realism.
make it through all the heats, you
The screen is very colourful too
get the chance to race at Monaco
because the programmers manage
itself, first in dry conditions where
to display more than 16 shades on

"Ifyou
eventually make it
through all the heats,
you get the chance to
race at Monaco itself"
beefy scream of agony as you're
engulfed in a twisted mass of tor

you must finish in the top three wm

tured metal would have

to qualify, then in the wet, where
you must simply try to finish!

livened things up a bit.
VERDICT

EFFECTS

SMGP (as

it's

known

to

its

friends) is a very professional

There isn't anything
new to say about Super
Monaco GP - although

•

More often than

not, racing in France means
you get to skid around the track
more than a bar of soap that's
been dipped in gelatine and then
thrown onto a large frozen pond
- which is quite a bit, really...

the unnecessarily abbreviated title
might tempt you to make some off
hand reference to extremely wealthy
doctors who practise on the Riviera.
The game is competently put
together, but it's still just another
racing simulation. However, it is dis
heartening to find that a company as
capable as US Gold can still release
such an average title. It may be a
cliche, but the best advice is this:

buy Super Monaco GP if you're into
racing games in a big way, otherwise
you may be disappointed.
ED RICKETTS
GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL
LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL
issue 21-APRIL-91
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Codename
Iceman
SIERRA
£34.99

Y o u can instantly recognise a
game by Sierra Online.
Over the years they have
developed a 3D adventure environ
ment and used it in virtually all of
their games. The system has heaps
going for it but there are inevitably
drawbacks in sticking to a certain
style. Codename: Iceman is by the
same designer who worked on the
Police Quest series, so you can
expect the same kind of intrigue and
subterfuge as you play.
It's the year 2000 and global oil
shortages and Cold War conflicts are
the order of the day. You are Lieu
tenant Commander Johnny B. Westland, and at the beginning of the

game you haven't a clue as to what

Blissfully unaware of the

you're supposed to be doing. Luckily,
the manual includes a walkthrough of

',,

the first stages -

trauma that awaits him in

which feature,

among other things, a fascinating
lesson on Cardiopulmonary Resusci
tation and how to get a girl drunk.
After that, you're left to wander
around and try to find out what to do
next. Further on in the game you
come across the USS Blackhawk, a
nuclear submarine, which plays a
vital role in your (eventual) quest to
rescue

a

US

ambassador

crazed terrorists. It's a

this typical Sierra 3D
adventure game,
Johnny Westland
poses rather
unconvincingly
on the seafront

at Skegness.
The sun! The
sea! The sand!
That shirt!

game

from

can

use

these instead - a

man's life

nice touch.

when you're in the Navy.
VERDICT

With Sierra games, you

EFFECTS

/ either absolutely adore

Sierra's 3D animated adventure en

vironment

always

sounds

/'

like a fabulous idea, and indeed it
would be if it weren't for one thing speed. Simply walking across a
screen seems to take an eternity,
and to top it all, moving to another
screen for the first time requires disk
accessing - and that takes ages. If
you have more than one moving
object on screen at once, then every
thing slows down even more. Despite
these faults, however, the back
grounds are well drawn and some of

the animation is nicely done - partic
ularly when you're drowning...
There
• "The name's Man - Iceman." In this game you're
not always lazing about looking like a geek. You often find strange
women falling for you instantly - and they're not exactly coy...

are

a

fair

number

of

internally-generated tunes and sound
effects, but if you hook up a Roland
or Casio synth to your ST, the

them or couldn't care less.

For the price - not exactly bud
get - you get the typically American
touches: a huge game, MIDI support
and mounds of documentation. But

you must balance this against the
excruciatingly slow game-play and
the constant disk accessing. If you
can put up with that, you're onto a
winner with Iceman. Otherwise, it
could drive you barmy.
ED RICKETTS
GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

77%

PLENTY OF SEA, SURF AND - ER, SUICIDE WITH AN ICEMAN

66

• Butlins cater for you very

• When all this military work

well. They've erected some
authentic Hawaiian-style huts
and provided some authentic
bimbo-style women to wander
around muttering, "Aloha!"

gets too much, relax in the
pleasant surroundings of your
bedroom - just because you're
a crack agent doesn't mean
you have to miss your sleep

ST FORMAT

• Suicide rates are high in this
part of the world. You come
across plenty of dead bodies
littering the beach and now
you've decided to end it all
too! Hey, life's not that bad...

• This is it! The end! Try to
tread water too long and you
end up not so much a crack
agent as a dead one. That
other fellow - the British one -

never had problems like this
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ELITE £19.99

Mighty Bombjack
W i t h a leap and a bound,
Bombjack, the renowned
arcade hero of 1986,

birds and skulls among them - intent
on settling your hash.

arrives on the ST - at last. Mighty

EFFECTS

Bombjack is the follow-up to that

The whole game has a distinctly 8-bit

classic 8-bit hit which never suc

feel to it. Little MBJ wibbles around

ceeded in making it onto the ST. The
original Bombjack was a straight
forward but maddeningly addictive
cutesy platform game, and guess

the screen as if he's just woken up,
and everything moves so slowly ifs
impossible to become really excited
with the game. In fact, the Spectrum

what - this one's no different.

version of Bombjack seemed faster

The plot, as always with a game
of this type, can be completely

than this one. The backdrops are
pleasing enough but somewhat
blocky and hardly stunning. Audio

effects
• The new, improved, ever-so-bouncy Bombjack is now on an ST
near you. Collect the bombs, open the chests, dodge the nasties,
find the bonuses, clean your teeth and be back home before 12

comprise the

obligatory

annoying sound chip tune, which
does nothing to enhance the game

play, and the odd bloop. It all gives
the impression of an extremely aver
age game.

that form a backdrop to the action.
These screens are full of strategi
cally placed ledges designed to
thwart your every sproing as you
rush about, collecting the bombs just

lying there waiting to be - er, col
lected. In some of the screens, you
have to collect all the bombs just to
get out. Hassling you along the way
are various

nasties -

mummies,

• Collect three Mighty Coins and
they turn you a sickly shade of
green - quite right too for being
so greedy - but to compensate,

VERDICT

Don't bother. The original arcade and

micro games were unassuming,
enjoyable diversions that were good
for a quick fiddle. But when you have
the speed and power of a 16-bit ST,
why rehash the same game? It hasn't
even got the excuse of being budget
software. The manual promises sur
prises and four different endings, but

the nasties turn into collectable

you won't even want to see the first.

coins. Obvious, really-

We deserve much better than this.
ED RICKETTS

ignored - some nonsense about an
evil demon stealing the ever-so-nice
King Pamera. Your task, as Mighty
Bombjack (MBJ to his friends), is to
rescue him. And how? By collecting
bombs, of course - what else?
Each of the 16 levels you have
to make your way through is com
posed of several scrolling screens

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK

INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

• The baddies have names like C Gee and the Heel. They begin by
innocently wandering about on the floor, then gradually start to
mutate and whizz about everywhere, causing a great deal of havoc

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

48%

GOT SOMETHING YOU WANT TO GET OFF YOUR CHEST?
Scattered around the screens are treasure chests which you can open

harness Mighty Power. This marvellous stuff accumulates in three

only by landing on them and then jumping off. (None of that old key
nonsense in this game!) These chests contain various helpful items,
such as treasure, and sometimes a Mighty Coin, which enables you to

stages, each stage changing the colour of your tiny bod and helping
you to vanquish the baddies. Bonus coins appear from time to time,
and there are various other collectable objects that affect gameplay

;, f l r rJ
• The treasure chest just to the left of
our hero MBJ contains a sphinx...

68
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Open it up by performing a little Fred
Astaire on top of it, collect the sphinx...

And (gasp!) the secret door in the left
wall opens, revealing a bonus room

issue 21-APR1L-91
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..the ultimate

©

ArvUG*

compilation!
^"

When Little Lucy is stolen by theterrible ACHACHA her two friends BIN
and PIN really getangry! When they land a punch KERPOW! No one
stands up.

DYNAMITE DUX™ AND SECA® ARE TRADEMARKS OF SECA ENTERPRISES LTD.
MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE FROM SECA ENTERPRISES LTD. JAPAN. © SECA
1988/89/90. ©ACTIVI5ION [UK) LTD.

JtflWBI

VI-

\
ENJOY FRANTIC orientalaction in

this Ninja beat-em-up. Search
for kidnapped children and
dispose ofmarauding thugs

•-'&

with blows from feet, fists
and shuriken stars. Classic

Sega coin-op thrills!

I

fijM^

PRODUCED BY THE SALES CURVI TOR VIRGIN MAS ITRIRONIC LTD. © 1988/89/90SECA

ENTERPRISES LTD. ©1990 VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC: LTD. MANUFACTURED UNDER
LICENCEFROM SECA ENTERPRISES LTD., JAPAN AND "SHINOBI" AND "SECA® " IOR
•SEGA™")ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGAENTERPRISES LTD.

&.'/£&*

You are MULK, pal... and as THE totally wicked revolutionary your gonna
build 2 assassination machines —The Ninja Warriors —and attempt to
chill outtheevil master-greek, BANCLER.
LICENCED FROM©TAITO CORP. 1988/89/90. PROGRAMMED BY RANDOM ACCESS.
COPYRIGHT THFSAIFS CURVI 1989 90. DISTRIBUTED BY VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC LTD

'SB

fP

Available for:-

The Double Dragons, Billy and
|immy, seek toavenge thedeath
ofMarian —and might even beable
tobring her back to life ifthey
can only penetrate thesecret lair of
the Shadow Boss.
"COPYRIGHT © 1989/90 AMERICAN TECHNOS INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED"
"AMERICAN TECHNOS™" "DOUBLE DRAGON II - THE REVENGE'"" © 1990VIRGIN
MASTERTRONIC LTD.

©VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC LTD. 16 PORTLAND ROAD, LONDON W114LA
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W e ' r e all familiar with Viz's

high up as possible. The second

brand of humour, but it's

event has Buster flattening pastry
with his unfeasibly large organs.

not an obvious choice for

a game. So, have Probe, the pro
gramming team responsible for the

Once you've collected

game, managed to
retain the unique
qualities
that

the characters take

part
with

special?
game

fun

is

a

of

Three

Percy's

humour.
of

ST

ters such as

Olympics with
toilet

this,

the

of the other
two. Various
Viz charac

the

kind

in

\ taking control

make Viz so
Viz

some

tokens, the Fun Run can start. All

rot

VIRGIN £19.99

the

main Viz characters

either

These

the

Parky interrupt
the race and try to
stop you from finishing. Press "Fire"
and for a short time your character is
invulnerable. But if you get hit by
an obstacle three times, then the
game is over.

- Biffa Bacon, Johnny Fartpants and
Buster Gonad - are put through their
paces in events best suited to their
"talents."

Par

or

are

individual

events or a race

against

the

EFFECTS

The graphics are excellent: the char
acters are drawn with great attention

clock and the
other charac

to detail and the backgrounds are a
lot of fun too. Incidental events hap
pen all the time, so you're often not
concentrating on the game itself.
Scrolling and animation are both

ters who are

controlled by
the ST.

You can

choose to play
any one of the
three main characters via the main

screen. There are also two special
solo training events in which you
must build up a supply of tokens you
can use later on in the big competi
tion.

Biffa Bacon has two solo events.

First you must deflect a volley of
bricks, by punching or kicking them.
Miss one and your token counter
resets to zero. The other event is a

drinking marathon - several pints

CHOOSE YOUR

PLAYER

• The amazing Viz team - Biffa Bacon, Johnny Fartpants and Buster
Gonad - line up for inspection. Ooh, ooh, please sir, can I play?

whizz down a bar and you must grab
each drink and down it as quickly as
possible. Once again, miss one and
the counter resets to zero.

Johnny Fartpants' two events
work along similar lines to Biffa's. In
the first you have to inflate as many

balloons as you can with Johnny's
methane. In the second event Johnny
must jet-propel himself as high as
possible. The higher you get, the
more tokens you can earn.
In Buster Gonad's first event, you
must bounce him on his gonads as

• It's awful when you've got
loads of balloons to inflate - your
cheeks really ache. Johnny's got
the answer though: just use your
other set of cheeks...

Hard Drivin' 2
DOMARK £24.99
roduce a half-decent game
and you're under an immedi
ate obligation to do a sequel.
Hard Drivin' gained a respectable
84% when it was reviewed in STF 6,
but even then it never quite looked
as if it was finished. With the rele~~

of the sequel, Domark are obvio
e stunt tracks are full

rds - loops, dips, ramps,
barriers and crazy express riders,
to name but a few. Screw up on
the loop and there's no more
champagne - just a lot of oil...

iping to improve on the original, so
te they succeeded?
sims, this
_wing your
demise in very graphic detail.
Remember, as good ol' Jim used
to say - clunk, click, every trip!

70 ST FORMAT

Hard Drivin' 2 comes with four

pre-set circuits and a course editor
that enables you to alter or even
completely remake the standard
courses. As with Hard Drivin', some

mm Take control of the meanest racer you ever did see - and show the

opposition what you're made of. Alternatively, design your own
incredibly easy track and sit back as you clock up that high score
one on

Hard Drivin' 2 is better here than its

which to practise speeding and the
other for when you feel like posing.
There are two different types of

predecessor because it's much
harder to lose control of your
vehicle. One new feature is the ability

car to choose from - an automatic

to race a friend via a serial link to

or a manual gear car, and you can
use either the mouse or joystick.

another ST. In this two-player mode
you are the only competitors on the

courses have two tracks -

issue 21-APR1L-9!
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- ER, JET PROPULSION WITH VI2
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a

• Wondering just how they get
the pizza bases so flat? Employ

1*

someone like Buster Gonad and

he puts his genitals to good use
[

UiliJj
I The Fun Run is about to start. Roger Mellie
puts in an appearance to introduce the starter...

lfilSU{| t

„
i«^^,"«'iP''»i'-PW#'-*4

Then he disappears for a bit of real toilet
humour. Talk about a cameo appearance

• Mm1

litmt^m

• There's nothing interesting on
the television, so Biffa plays the
ancient British sport of getting
drunk as quickly as possible

fqt*mmn*r:yYr\
• Johnny can collect tokens by farting his way
high into the air, so waggle that joystick...

And pump yourself into the air, jet-propulsion
style! But what on earth is that man doing?
i-"

around the screen

in a

"realistic"

3.J.

fashion and often come out with Viz-

like sayings every time they come a
cropper. Sound is great too - a
suitably jolly tune plays in the back
ground and there are some decent
spot effects.
VERDICT

Viz is a pleasant surprise. Against all
odds, Virgin have got a witty, wellprogrammed licence on their hands.
However, the language could be a

have no worries about this.

• Oh dear, Buster's house-sized
testicles don't seem to have

saved him from that yob with a
supply of house bricks. Quite
painful to even imagine, really...

Gameplay is excellent, although
the Fun Run is a bit too hard. Despite
trying every manoeuvre I could think
of, I couldn't for the life of me com
plete the event. This is mainly
because the game takes a long time
to realise you've pressed the Fire
button. Overall, then, Viz is great fun
but marred by some niggly faults.

simple race to the finish.

THEN YOU CAN
CHANGE IT
The track editor enables you to
build your own customised course.
Various sections of road are avail

able, together with objects that you
• With the editor you can select
single objects, move or rotate
them or zoom in on them

• Not a mutha or fatha in sight,
but some indecent yob is lobbing
those bricks in Biffa's direction.

There's fun and games to come!

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL
LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

74%

the game. Otherwise there's nothing
to get over-excited about.

EFFECTS

VERDICT

At first sight, the graphics are the

Hard Drivin' 2 is basically Hard Drivin'

same as those in Hard Drivin'. Fortu

with four extra tracks and a course

nately, there are no more stray cars
floating through the air or driving
through hills - the routine that
checks hidden objects has been
improved. The 3D display is good
too, if a little slow. Sound is no differ

editor. There are no radical changes
to graphics, sound or gameplay, so
the only reason for buying it is if you

ent - there's the familiar tune at the

beginning and the same growl during

want the extra course editor. It's cer

tainly not a bad game, and designing
courses is great fun, especially when
you create something which is com
pletely unplayable. Don't be fooled by
the new packaging though - the
game is only a slightly improved
version of Hard Drivin'. Buy it only if
you're an avid Hard Drivin' fan.
ED RICKETTS

• Once you get the right part,
it's a simple matter to plonk it
down where you want it - just
move the cursor to the right
place and click on your mouse

issue 21-APRII-91

• You can select new objects
from a separate menu - this is
a shop. There are many other
objects too - buildings, barns,
signs, barriers and even a cow

'

ANDY HUTCHINSON

track, so a game consists of a

TOO HARD?

can place along the way. You can
also set starting and finishing
points and place traffic at strategic
locations along the course.

problem for the young - though if
you find Viz itself amusing, then you'll

'•

Make sure you jump at ju
right speed - too fast and y
crash on the other side of ti

road, too slow and you fall
through the gap in the midd
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WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE
106A Chilwell Road, Beeston,
Nottingham, NG91ES

WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE

W©RLDWIDE

106A Chilwell Road, Beeston,
Nottingham, NG9 1ES

FREE Catalogue Disk (Plus latest demos when available) with every order over £10.00

All orders despatched by 1st class post

# Quality products at keenest prices

7 day 24 hour ordering

# Credit card accounts debited only on despatch of goods

•

Complete customer satisfaction is our aim

Order by Telephone:

Credit card order telephone lines
0602 252113

by Fax:

0602 225368

Fax your order with credit card details
0602 430477

by Mail:
Send payment with order
Please give your name, address, telephone no., software title, mag advertised and computer type.
Worldwide Pack 1

Worldwide Pack 2

Worldwide Pack 3

ST Second Drive

ST Second Drive

ST Second Drive + 30 Blank Disks

+ Any three software tifles with our
advertised price of £17.95 or less

+ Any two software titles with our
advertised price of £17.95 or less

+ ST Protective Dust Cover

ONLY £114.99

ONLY £104.99

ONLY £99.99

ST SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

4 PlayerAdaptor

5.95

4D Sport Boxing

17.95

9 Lives

17.95

Final Command
Final Conflict
Finest Hour Battle of Britain

ST SOFTWARE

17.95
17.95
22.95

Action Stations

22.95

Fire Brigade

22.95

Advanced Tactical Fighter 2
Alpha Waves

17.95
17.95

Fists of FuryCompilation
Flight of the Intruder

17.95
22.95

Ancient Battles
Armour Geddon
Atomic Robokid

17.95
17.95
17.95

Flight Sim 2 Hawaii Scenery
Flight Sim 2
Flippit and Magnose

11.99
28.95
17.95

AWESOME
A.D.S

26.95
17.95

Flood
Fools Errand
Football Simulation
Frontline

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

Full BlastCompilation

22.95

ST SOFTWARE

32.95
14.95

Sim City

22.95

Simulcra

17.95

Mean Streets

17.95

17.95
17.95
34.95
22.95
32.95
17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95
17.95

Midwinter2
Midwinter

22.95
22.95

Sly Spy Secret Agent
Soccer Mania Compilation
Space Ace
Space Rogue
Space Shuttle Simulator
Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds
SportingGold
Spy Who Loved Me
St Dragon

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Mighty Bombjack

28.95
17.95

Star Command

22.95

Storm Across Europe

22.95

Megatraveller Zhodian Conspiracy.24.95
Meglomania
17.95
Merchant Colony
17.95
Metal Masters

17.95

MickeysCrossword Maker
Mickeys RunawayZoo
Midnight Resistance

17.95
17.95
17.95

Back lo Future 3

17.95

22.95

Badlands Pete
Batman ihe Movie
Battle Command

14.95
14.95
17.95

Battlescape Twin Pack

22.95

Battlestorm

17.95

BAT

28.95

Betrayal
Billy the Kid

22.95
17.95

Murder

14.95

17.95
17.95

17.95

17.95

Future Basketball
Gauntlet3

Mystical

Blade Warrior

M.U.D.S

Blitzkreig May 1940

17.95

Gazzas Soccer 2

17.95

Blue Max

26.95

Gettysburg!]

22.95

Gods
Gold of the Aztecs
Golden Axe

24.95
17.95
17.95

Goofys Railway Express

17.95

Go

17.95

Fun School 2 (under 6 years).... 14.95 Mindgames Strategy Comp
6-8 years)
14.95
over 8 years)
14.95
under 5 years) ....17.95
5-7 years)
17.95
over 7 years)
17.95

Brat

17.95

Cadaver
Canvas

17.95
1 1.20

Captive
Carthage
Car-Vup
Challengers Compilation

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Greg Normans Ultimate Golf....17.95
Gremlins 2

14.95

Champion of the Raj
Championship Run

17.95
17.95

Gunship

17.95

Chaos Strikes Back Editor
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ 2

1 1.99
17.95
17.95

Chips Challenge
Chronicles of Omega

17.95
14,95

17.95

Kenny Dalglish SoccerManager .7.99

17.95

LastNinja 2

Super Monaco Grand Prix

17.95

Leather Goddesses

Supremacy

22.95

Mig 29

6.99

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Moonwalker

7.99

Outrun

7.99

17.95

SWIV
S.T.U.N. Runner
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

Nam

28.95

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

19.95

Narco Police
NARC

17.95
17.95

Test Drive 2

17.95

The Final Conflict

17.95

Navy Seals
Night Breed
Nightshift
Ninja Remix

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

The Immortal (1 Meg)
The Keep

17.95
17.95

The Light Corridor

17.95

Planetfall
Postman Pat
Pre School Kids
Road Blasters
Rotor
Silkworm

17.95

Star Ray
Super Hang On

Nitro
No Exit
Obitus
Off Road Racer

17.95
14.95
26.95
17.95

The Ultimate Ride

17.95

Super SkiChallenge

4.99

S.D.I
Techni Chess
The Grail
Thunderblade

7.99
3.99
3.99
7.99

TracksuitManager
Treasure Island Dizzy
Trivia Challenge

7.99
4.99
3.99

Multi Player Soccer Manager.... 17.95
Murders in Space
17.95

17.95

Oriental Games

17.95

17.95
17.95
17.95

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing

17.95
17.95

Paradroid90
Personal Finance Plus

17.95
32.95

Pirates

17.95

Platinum Compilation
Player Manager
Plotting
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg]
Populous New Worlds
Populous
PowerPack Compilation

22.95
14.95
17.95
22.95
7.99
17.95
17.95

17.95

Crime Wave
Curse of Ra
De Luxe Scrabble
Defender 2
DeLuxe Paint
Deuteros

17.95

17.95
14.95
14.95
39.99
17.95

Donalds Alphabet Chase
Dragon Breed
Dragons Breath
Dragons Lair 2

17.95
17.95
22.95
34.95

Duck Tales

17.95

Dungeon Master Editor
DungeonMaster

7.99
17.95

Eagjes Riders

Street Hockey

17.95
14.95

Crime Doesn't Pay

Imperium
17.95
InayJones + Zak McKracken ....22.95
Insects In Space
17.95
InternationalSoccer Challenge.. 17.95
It Came From the Desert

17.95

Jack Nicklaus Golf

17.95

James Pond Underwater Agent.. 17.95

Joystick Extendor
5.95
Joystick Lightning Compilation...17.95

The Last Starship

Their Finest Hour Battle Britain...22.95

Things lo do with Words (5-12yrs) 14.95
Three Bears (5-10 years)
17.95
TNT Compilation
22.95

Vigilante
Vvishbringer

Turrican 2

Ultima5
U.M.S. 2
Vaxine

17.95
22.95
22.95
17.95

Voodoo Nightmare
Warlock the Avenger
Wheels of Fire Compilation
Wings of Death
Wings of Fury

17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95
14.95

Wolfpack

22.95

17.95
17.95
17.95

22.95

17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95
17.95

Predator 2
Prince of Persia
Pro Tennis Tour 2

Wonderland

Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show
17.95 Knights of Legend
17.95
LastNinja 3
Legendof Biily Boulder
17.95

World Championship Soccer ....14.95

Emlyn Hughes Arcade Quiz

17.95

Emlyn Hughes Soccer
Epic

17.95
17.95

Lemmings

17.95

17.95
14.95

Line of Fire
Links
Loom
Lost Patrol
Lost Soul

17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95
14.95

F19 Stealth Fighter

22.95

Lotus EspiritTurboChallenge

17.95

F29 Retaliator
Ferrari Formula 1
Feudal Lords
Final Battle

17.95
7.99
22.95
17.95

Ml Tank Platoon
Manchester United

22.95
17.95

Manix

17.95

Master Blaster

17.95

ESWAT

17.95

Exterminator

17.95

F15 Strike Eagle 2

28.95

F16 Combat Pilot
F16 Falcon Mission Disk 2

Europe (other than UK)
shipping costs are:
£1.50 per disc for normal airmail
£2.50 per disc for express airmail

4.99
7.99

World Class Leaderboard Golf....7.99

22.95

22.95

7.99

14.95

Powerdrome

28.95
34.95
29.99

7.99

17.95

Powermonger

Leisuresuit Larry 1
Leisuresuit Larry 2
Leisuresuit Larry 3

9.99

3.99
7.99

Trivial Pursuit

9.99
14.95

Legend of Faerghail

3.99
7.99

Toyota Celica GT Rally

17.95

17.95
22.95

Pinball Factory

9.99

17.95
17.95
17.95
14.95

Kick Off 2 Final Whistle
Kick Off 2

7.99

7.99

Toki
Torvak the Warrior
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

Jupiters Masterarive

ECO Phantoms
Ed The Duck
Elite
Elvira Mistress of the Dark

7.99
4.99
3.99

Strider 2

Omnicon Conspiracy

Horror Zombies
Hunt For Red October

Hostages
Italia 1990
Karate Kid 2

17.95

Operation Stealth
Operation Thunderbolt

Hunter

4.99
4.99
7.99
6.99
6.99
7.99
9.99

17.95

17.95
17.95

17.95

Fast Lane
Formula One Grand Prix
Gauntlet 2
GFL Baseball
Ghost Chaser
Gridrunner
Hitchikers Guide

14.95

22.95
22.95
22.95

17.95

4.99
7.99
6.99
6.99

Mortville Manor

Hard Drivin 2
Helter Skelter

Cohort

FC Manager
FallenAngel
Fantasy World Dizzy
Fast Food Dizzy

Monty PythonFlying Circus

Heroes Compilation
HitMachine Compilation
Hollywood Collection

Corporation

BUDGET SOFTWARE

Master Sound 2
Matrix Marauders

Backgammon Royale

FunSchool 2
Fun School 2
FunSchool 3
FunSchool 3
Fun School3

+ 100 Disk Storage Box

Winning Tactics

6.99

Wrath of Ihe Demon

22.95

Proflight

29.99

Puzznic

17.95

Xenomorph
Xiphos

17.95
17.95

Rainbow Islands

14.95

Z-Out

14.95

Red Storm Rising
Return to Europe
Rick Dangerous 2

17.95
9.99
17.95

Riders of Rohan

17.95

Rings of Medusa
Robocop 2
Robozone

7.99
9.99

Xenon

7.99

Yogis Great Escape

6.99

Zork

9.99

CITIZEN PRINTERS
Citizen 120DPIus
139.99
Citizen Swift 9
230.00
Citizen Swift 24
320.00

(includes free connectingcable)
MANNESMAN TALLY PRINTERS

MT81 (130/26 cps 80 col.)...159.00
MT1 30/9 (300/75 cps
9 pin 80 column)
399.99
MT1 30/24 (300/150 cps
24 pin 80 column)
499.99
(includes free connectingcable)
JOYSTICKS

BUDGET SOFTWARE

Cheetah 125 Plus

7.49

Advanced Fruit Machine Sim
Afterburner

6.99
7.99

Competition Pro Clear

13.95

22.95
17.95

Axels Magic Hammer

7.99

Competition Pro Extra

14.95

A.B.Zoo

17.95

Barbarian 2

3.99
7.99

Competition Pro Glo (Green) ....17.49
Competition Pro(Pink)
17.49

Rodyand Mastico

14.95

BatmanCaped Crusader

7.99

Rogue Trooper

17.95

Blasteroids

7.99

Rotox

14.95

Secret of Monkey Island
Sega Master Mix

17.95
17.95

Blinkys Scary School

7.99

Colorado
Continental Circus

7.99
7.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Silent Service

17.95
14.95
17.95

Double Dragon

7.99

Drum Studio

4.99

Euro Soccer Challenge

4.99

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE
All prices include postage and packing in the UK.
Not all titles released at time of going to press. Titles and prices subject to change
FAX NO: 0602 430477

Competition Pro
12.95
Cruiser (Black, Blue or Multicol)...8.99
Euromax Professional 9000
13.95
Euromax Professional 9000 DeLuxe 28.95
Quickshot 3 Turbo
9.95
Euromax Arcade Turbo
19.95

Speedking Autofire
10.99
Euromax Racemaker Yoke (Zoomer)32.95
14.95

Zip Stick Autofire

Outside Europe shipping costs are:
£2.00 per disc for normal airmail
£3.00 per disc for express airmail

LEISURE

frustrating because you simply can't
see clearly what's on the screen. It's
not lack of skill that lets you down,

Sunday strolls aren't the quiet
affairs they used to be. Take
one step outside the front
door nowadays and you're con
fronted with drug pushers on every
corner and gun-toting villains roam
ing the streets. Mr Big, drug baron
and generally evil person, has taken

it's a lack of vision.
VERDICT

Narc

because Mr Big employs an extraor-

excellent

lence to satisfy blood-lust fans every
where. Ifs a bit repetitive though,

men to prevent people interfering
with his business. That's not going to
stop you though! You must stamp
out crime, bust the drug traffickers
You're armed to the teeth too

potentially an

game, offering large amounts of vio

over the town and uses his hench

and ruin Mr Big's day!

is

• Out on a limb. As well as pumping lead into the drug-crazed fiends
you meet on the street in this horizontally-scrolling shoot-'em-up,
you can also use a wicked rocket launcher. It takes out several bad
guys at once - so crime really does cost them an arm and a leg!

OCEAN £24.99
r-: :f<->:ti>,!r'i

• After completing three levels
you're given a mission briefing
• That baddie flying through the
air has just been well and truly

with little variation between levels,
and even the most bloodthirsty
game-player could tire of killing even

busted. Meanwhile the Red

player isn't having much luck being devoured by a large hound

world.

There

very

violent

is

Inside the

also a

factory on

rocket

launcher which is

level Four.

a

You can

treat to watch. Hold

destroy
those huge
jars filled

ing down Fire for a
second

releases

an anti-person mis
sile which explodes
on impact, shower
ing
limbs
every

perp and this one comes quietly.
Hurrah for justice, the American
way and loud threats of violence

dinary number of henchmen. They're
equipped with machine guns and
they're not afraid to use them.
Vicious dogs are on the loose as
well. They're trained to go for your

substances
for extra

otherwise excellent visuals

are spoilt by the naff choice of
colours. The whole game window is
very dark and it's hard to distinguish

bonus points but ifs much easier to
pump them full of lead and forget
about them - you can always claim it
was in self-defence when filing your
report. What's more, when you shoot
a villain he invariably drops some
thing useful - bullets, a missile, or

the

INTELLIGENCE
back

ground and the sprites impossible even on Atari's own
colour monitor. This is annoying and

INSTANT APPEAL
LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

the molars and Mr Big and his cronies are still at large. This is an all out as sault to clean up the

avoid Big's hen Dhmen, who'd like nothing more than to see you eat asphalt - and hey, let's be careful out there...
The radar shows the location of objects, baddies, and the exit

status box

Score - not

mm

doing
terribly well,
are we?

Player Two's
status box

Magazines
left - that's

mm jj£££jjSKMgM|H

| mem•aHaiHaHI|l|g|

even a wad of notes.
There are 12 levels of

64%

streets you can see on this main playing window - and do it before the other player. Watch c ut for the wild dogs,

Player One's

You can arrest the villains for

SOUNDTRACK

points

between

GRAPHICS

IT'S! rOUGH OUT THERE ON THE ST REETS
You're armed tc

neck and make rottweilers look like

the Andrex puppy.

ADAM WARING

with

noxious

where. Lovely.
Unfortunately these
• The Blue player busts another

tually. The really big let-down is the
poor choice of palette. The colours
are just far too dull and badly affect
the gameplay. Such a shame.

bullets, not
issues of ST
FORMAT

manic

murderous mayhem to make your
way through. In the last two levels
you're introduced to the wheelchair
bound Mr. Big. However, he's not
going to shake you firmly by the
hand, so it rather looks like you're
going to have to kill him...

Number of
"busts"

(er, that's
arrests)
Rockets

Number of

remaining
(they're like

lives - oh

hand-held

dear, just

Scud

one to go...

missiles)

EFFECTS

The background in Narc scrolls
smoothly as you make your way
through the 12 stages of the underissue 21-APRIL-91

Main playing window. This is where all the action takes place

ST FORMAT 73

Flames of Freedom, the new blockbuster

from the creators of Midwinter, offers you
total freedom. Freedom of choice, Freedom
of action, Freedom of movement.
Dogfight with opponents over
villages for command of the skies,
or attack ground targets which
serve the enemy's cause.

Night time sequences afford
excellent cover for secret movement

and actions, illuminated by the glare
of your jeep's headlights.

The playing area of three million
cubic miles is not restricted solely to
areas above ground. You have full
freedom of movement underwater,
and three types of 'submarine' in
which to achieve it.

Screen shots shown are taken from the Atari

Seek out and destroy enemy
shipping units, condemning them to
a watery grave on the sea bed, from
where the ocean's surface is clearly
visible above.

ST versions. Actual sceens may vary by
format

TOTAL FREEDOM- FROM RAIIN

(1,000 miles long X1,000 miles wide X 15,000 feet high.) +(4,000 characters X 22 modes c

A three dimensional environment packed
with action, adventure and strategy.
breaking free is
Entering it is easy
what's hard!

A million square miles of accurately
mapped 3-D terrain, generated by
fractal techniques, and fully light
sourced throughout, provides a
playing arena far superior to even
its predecessor, Midwinter I.

Fly the skies above the forty-one
islands by helicopter, zeppelin,
parachute, rocket pack, or, as seen
here, biplane and balloon, all
offering superb views of the land
and of the other aircraft.

The sea surface is generated by
constantly moving fractal points,
causing you to bob up and down as
you swim or sail across it.

The enemy have a vast array for
firepower aimed at you, on land, in
the air, and across the sea, and
react quickly and intelligently to
your actions.

Flames of Freedom will be available

BIRD MASTERS OF STRATEGY

shortly for your Commodore Amiga,
Atari ST and IBM PC compatibles.

transprt X 1,000s of buildings) = 3,000,000 cubic miles of Action, Adventure and Strategy.

NEW YEAR
PRICE BLITZ
Yes folks we aim to begin the New
Year as ever offering the best quality
products at the best possible price.
FIRST CLASS SERVICE

mouse

£4.75
£12.95
£2.95
£2.95

£59.95
£29.95

Amiga Naksha replacement

disk drive

Universal printer stands ...£6.95
Amiga slimline

head cleaner

3.5 disk drive

Deluxe mouse mats

stands

Tilt 'n' Turn monitor

5 FOR ONLY..

100 Capacity Lockable
Storage box
£7.95
10 Capacity library cases

ACCESSORIES

BRILLIANT PRICES

SUPERB QUALITY •
•

COLOURED
3.5" DSDD DISKS
These diskettes are very useful for
colour coding files, programs, etc.,
etc., or allocating colours to people.
By popular demand we
re-introduce them.

25 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
storage box
£17.99
50 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
storage box
£34.99
75 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
storage box
£49.99
100 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
storage box
£59.99

Supplied in packs of five colours i.e.
red, green, yellow etc.

3.5" DSDD MAGIC MEDIA

35 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£21.95
50 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£29.95
75 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£38.95
100 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£42.95
150 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 of our Deluxe Lockable Storage Boxes..£62.95
200 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 of our Deluxe Lockable Storage Boxes ...£69.95
300 DSDD 3.5 Plus 3, Deluxe Lockable Storage Boxes
£99.95

BULK BUYERS RING FOR BRILLIANT PRICES

8-10 P.O.A.

•

£47.99

ONLY

plus 100 capacity box

100 Genuine DSDD
SONY DISKS

Magic Media: our own brand of
100% certified product.
Unquestionable quality unconditionally
guaranteed. You cannot buy better

BULK BUYERS
in the UK, Ring for details,

We cater for every need and for all you BULK BUYERS our
massive buying power enables us to offer unbeatable prices.
We are confident that we will be able to give you the best price

ON GENUINE CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN

BANX STACKABLE
BOXES

4-7 £7.95

80 diskettes.

By overwhelming demand we are now able to offer
the amazing stackable BANX boxes again. They
lock together horizontally or vertically and hold up to

1-3 only £8.95

We also stock a full range of 5.25" diskettes and high den

sity in both formats. As ever we offer the best possible
product at the best prices possible. Please ring for details.

•D. OFFICE SUPPLIES

18 CRESCENT WAY, ORPINGTON, KENT BR6 9LS

TELESALES HOTLINES 0689 861400

REMEMBER - THE PRICE YOU SEE
IS THE PRICE YOU PAY

Education and Government orders welcome

ANIMATION round-up

Bitmaps' Top Ten
Everyone knows the Bitmap Brothers designed
Xenon 2 and Gods. But what games do they
themselves rate highly? We ask Bitmap
Eric Matthewsfor his ten best-animated games

1 -^^=—
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—XENON 2

ERIS

• ODD 300 HDD

-283 01-D8 HUGHS!)..
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£24.99

STF 3: 90%

* _ J Mirrorsoft (= 071 928 1454)

VjsX- • A Bitmap Brothers game - but it
mVa deserves a place. A manic, hugely

DAMOCLES

£24.95

STF 13: 94%

*_ J Novagen (« 021 449 9516)
-ass>\. m\ After setting Mercenary on a

addictive shoot-'em-up with masses of
hardware to collect, weird graphics and a
storming soundtrack by Bomb the Bass

\^m single planet, creator Paul Woakes
set about introducing the entire solar sys
tem into this outer space adventure. When
you get fed up searching for items, just sit

STORMLORD

£19.99

STF 6: 80%

Hewson (^ 0235 832939)
•

Another arcade adventure - but one that

boasts brilliantly drawn sprites mixed with
intriguing gameplay. Rescue the twee
little fairies from the great dragons with
out getting snuffed yourself. Thoughtful
touches, like the springs which send you
whizzing into space, add to the fun

back and watch the smooth 3D visuals.

Perfect animation in a virtual world

f.

nuaat'S •.

f

PRINCE OF PERSIA

. i.
£24.99

• *"••'.

ti1

STF 19: 90%

*_ J Domark (^ 081 780 2224)
' Y"oA. • Smooth, detailed animation gives

mw\rm this addictive puzzle game a frighteningly realistic edge. By the time you get
as far as the fair maiden you're exhausted

rLE COMMAND

£24.99

STF 19: 93%

DRAGON'S LAIR 2: TIME WARP

Ocean (- 061 832 6633)
-'•'_ i • This recent military masterpiece

£44.95

^--'!\, is a stonker of a tank sim. Drive

r \&^>

•• V a your tank through some kaleido
scopic 3D landscapes and keep an eye

out for the enemy. With a daunting 15
missions to choose from, you've got miles
of battleground to roam through

STF 20: 58%

Readysoft/Empire i~ 0268 541126)
• Cartoon-quality animation, but no game
play. If you shell out the dosh for this one,
you must have someone to impress. As an
example of what can be done on an ST, it
SPEEDBALL 2

£24.99

STF 18: 88%

has no equal - but a few joystick moves
don't make a good game

Mirrorsoft (s 071 928 1454)
• A nasty and very very playable futuristic
sports game - you get the chance to rub
your opponent's nose in the dirt. Lovely ani
mation, lovely gameplay, hopeless morals

°OMlN
«Oo«|

(444444444

M4444444*
'•
SPACE QUEST 3

£39.99

STF; 90%

LEMMINGS

1*^J| Sierra On-Line (^ 0734303322)
r \&<*g> • Funny and original graphics * Va and that's just the box. This outer
space adventure has humour, immensely
enjoyable puzzles, outstanding animation
and a soundtrack from Bob Siebenberg of
Supertramp. What's more, the puzzles are
so manic it's enough to do your head in
issue 21-APRIL-9I

THE IMMORTAL

£24.99

STF 16: 87%

Electronic Arts (« 0753 49442)
• If you're looking for amazingly convincing
animation, look no further than this State
side adventure. The gameplay's lacking but
some excellent visual treats - notably the
death scenes - keep you enthralled

£24.95

• **)» ji.nLi!BL.
Available soon

Psygnosis (3 051 709 5755)
• The ST version promises to be brilliant.
Here A, B and C identify particular parts
of the landscape that you must guide the
suicidal lemmings over. Small but neat
graphics coupled with excellent animation
make you itch to construct a safe route
for the lemmings to follow
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COMES COMPLETE
WITH OCP ART STUDIO

QgniScan

• A powerful partner for
Desk Top Publishing.
• Package includes
GS4500 scanner, interface and
ScanEdit software.

•
With Geniscan you have
the ability to easily scan

images, text and graphics into

READPIC OCR

the ST.

•
Save images in suitable
format for leading packages
including DEGAS,
NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET,
etc.

• An easy to handle Handy
Scanner featuring 105 mm
scanning width and 400 dpi

•
Unmatched range of
edit/capture facilities not
offered by other scanners at
this unbeatable price.
• Adjustable switches for
brightness and contrast.

resolution enables you to

•

reproduce graphics and text on

for Cut and Paste Editing of
images etc.

your computer screen.

SOFTWARE
FOR THE NEW
LOWER PRICE OF

ONLY
£149.99
COMPLETE WITH
OCP ART STUDIO

Powerful software allows

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE
UPGRADE

& All

Hardware/Software

• At last - a top quality OCR
program at a fraction of the price
you would expect to pay.
•
Intelligent routines to analyse
text images and convert them into
text files suitable for your Word
Processor program.

•
No more tedious typing simply scan in a page of text and
READPIC will do the rest!!

ONLY £49.99

REPLACEMENT MOUSE
• High
quality direct
replacement for
mouse on the

Atari.

•

Teflon glides

for smoother
movement.

•

Rubber coated

ball for minimum

slip.
• Optical
system counting
- 500/mm.

• Replace internal 500K drive with a full 1
Meg unit. • Top quality drive unit.
•

Full fitting instructions.

•

Easily fitted - no special skills required.

•
Direct plug
in replacement.

SPECIAL OFFER!!

•
512Kof FASTRAM to bring your
520 STFM up to a full 1040K!!
• Fitting easily achieved by anyone
who has a little soldering experience.

FREE MOUSE MAT + MOUSE HOUSE (WORTH

ONLY £69.99

£7.99)

ONLY £49.99

ONLY £24.99 complete

N.B. will not fit some ST models - check

with our Tech. Dept. before ordering.

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER rAS'T...
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) -I33SZEH53 • CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE WILLDESPATCH YOURORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLEYOUTO STARTRECEIVING THE BENEFITSOF YOURPURCHASEWITHIN DAYS, NOTWEEKS.

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. UKORDERS POSTFREE/EUROPE ADD E1/0VERSEAS ADD £3. PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT ATTIME OF PRESSAND SUBJECT
TO CHANGEWITHOUT NOTICE. CALLERSWELCOME - Please reserve goods by telephone prior to visit.

ALLCHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

DATEL ELECTiiOplCF LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707

FAX 0782 744292

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

a new World of power

•SsS&-

FOR ONLY
^ft^T"'

£34.99
THE

iml*
IS HERE!
SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!!

Syncro Express requires a second drive&works by controlling it as a slave device &ignoring the STor Amiga
disk drive controller chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
•

»

•

Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track - up to 80 tracks. 1 side, 2 sides.
Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc.

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

HE LATEST CUSTOM LSI CHIP TECHNOLOGY
By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transfer an
MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and
without any user knowledge. One external disk drive is required*.

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH THE ST Al
PLEASE STATE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN O
WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING
Datel Electronics Ltd.. neithercondonesnorauthorisesthe use ofit's productsforthe reproduction of
copyright material.

The backup facilities of this productare designed to reproduce onlysoftware such as PublicDomain
material, the users ownprogramsor software wherepermission lo makebackupshas been clearly given.
Itis illegal to makecopies,even foryourownuse, ofcopyright material, without the express

If you don't have a second drive w

«YNCRO EXPRESS together with

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA)
LY £119.99 (S1

permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

HOW TO GET YOUR

S"rXflC7JO cXp'HSS'i

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs)

0782 744707

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY &EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECIEVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

ID A"EL tLECTitOnlCS" LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
-

LEISURE extra

Screenplay extra
uWhen I was young, I wanted to see Aphreecar... So I travelled but
never left... My dream changed... T became 'us' became a portion of
the magazine devoted to duff dire or late games. So while dazzling
things dazzle me still, my values hold dear.
My life, with the games review team I
still love. I dream ofmany things..."
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
SOCCER
Elite-£19.99

There are so many footy games at the moment
that this game needs something special if you're

going to favour it over all the other versions avail
able. You viewthe game from above and you can
see about a tenth of the pitch at any one time.
You can normally see only the top of the players

when they move around the pitch, but the rest of
the body comes into view when they tackle or

MORE BUDGET
ACTION SIXTEEN

kick. Sprite movement is
rapid and smooth, and this
makes following the ball
considerably easier.
radar off to
., ,

_,

one side of the

,

,

"•«*•*.»•••••

pitch. The radar shows your men
over a wider area of the pitch than is
shown on the screen, and this makes it easier

for you to make long distance kicks. Sound is
functional at best.

• Super Gridrunner
Super Gridrunner bears all of his trademarks
in a massively playable blasting game. The
concept is simple - shoot everything in
sight. Super Gridrunner slowly leads you
in by the hand and then blows a large
raspberry in your face when you get too
cocky. If you enjoy shoot-'em-ups, go and
buy this one-today.
STF Rating - 88%

Not a

You can choose from 24 international teams

and then select the players who you want in
your team. World Championship Soccer brings
nothing new to the art of football simulation, but
it's a competent game.
STF Rating - 69%

Action Sixteen - £9.99
Jeff Minter is the king of the shoot-'em-up.

•

particuarly
fascinating screen,
but then World Championship Soccer
isn't a particularly fascinating game

STEVE DAVIS

WORLD SNOOKER
CDS Software - £19.99

There's a funny story about this one. The com
pany mixed up their bar-codes and a new game
went out with the numbers for Steve Davis,

hence its apparent position in the charts. World
Snooker is actually a very good program. You
can choose from short or long play snooker,

pool (both UK and USA) and billiards. You can

either play against a friend or your ST and there
are numerous levels you can play at. This
means it's easy to improve your game.
The game is viewed from an overhead posi
tion all the time. You can vary the cue position,
the amount of spin and the power of each shot.
In addition, you can show a slow motion replay
or cancel a bad shot. The graphics aren't out
standing, but then snooker tables aren't the
most interesting pieces of furniture in the world.
Some clear samples tell you when you've won,
lost or messed up and add a bit of realism.
World Snooker is a good laugh, especially
with two players because the ST is a little too
hard to beat even on the novice level. An old

game, but still fun.
STF Rating - 78%

• Colorado
Bit of a weird one, this. You're a frontiers

man and you must survive the hardships of
colonial life. The game combines river
racing, fight sequences and trading sections.
There are large, well animated sprites and

plenty of sampled sound effects. It bears all
the trademarks of a French game - looks
great, but lacks depth.
STF Rating -61%

• Those were the days of the wild
frontier, when men strolled around
shooting deer. They lived in the West
and they didn't wear vests, but by
golly they didn't half smell queer

80 ST FORMAT

• And here at the Crucible, the crowd are hushed - because they've just realised that
it's cost them 30 quid to watch probably the most boring sport on the planet
issue 21-APRIL-91

LEISURE extra

TEN MISLEADING

MORE BUDGET BUYS

COMMENTS ON THE BACK

1•

OF GAMES BOXES
Graphicallystunning - You'll certainly
be stunned by these stone-age visuals:
the asterisks are Vogon spaceships and
the minus signs are its missiles

2.

One of the most playable games ever Z is left, X is right and <Return> is Fire

3.

Super-smooth vertically-scrollingshoot'em-up- If you jiggle the monitor up and
down with one foot while waving a hand
up and down in front of your eyes, you
get an incredible feeling of a kind of
smoothness

4.

This superb conversion of the brilliant
arcade game - The arcade manufacturer
isn't making much money on this one,

16 Blitz Plus/Mastertronic - £7.99 Each
•

Xenon

•

•

^^^-—--^-——-^

• Double Dragon was an arcade
classic, but just look at the visuals on

so he's farmed it out to a software

this version. It looks as if a pigeon has

)n ilii'irmii'mlini

house for an exorbitant fee which leaves

them with no money to actually develop
the game

5.

6.

The end sequence is one of the most
impressive ever seen - It may have
taken me only two games to reach it,
but it's still really impressive

9.

# *
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• Look, we can assure you that you're
supposed to pronounce Xenon "Zen-on,"
not "Ecksynon." Did you go to a private
school by any chance?

This game truly tests yournerve- Ifyou
can stand to play this game for longer

Double Dragon
The original arcade game is a wicked laugh,
but this conversion is disappointing. The
sprites are very small and there are two or
three glitches which can make it hard to finish

a level - jumping up onto the boxes is nigh on
impossible. The game is more fun with two
players, particularly when one of you is getting
beaten up and the other just looks on gleefully.
STF Rating -71%

Tremendous sound- Yes, you too can
have tremendous sound if you buy this
nifty add-on sound cartridge which
retails at a mere E350 (ten pounds off if
you present this coupon on purchase)

8.

;

It'll keepyou glued to the screen trying
to solve its brain-taxing puzzles - Yeah,
like how do I start it? Which joystick
works the thing? Where's the
instruction manual? And why is there a
disk missing?

7.

left his mark all over the screen

*JiiJ3Jj

SmA^BiSkM
• W; W

Retains all the great arcade action Well, sort of. Except for the fact that the
arcade game is an 8MByte 9,000 colour
machine with eight channel sound
that costs £8,000

;';:-"•: vy.v.v-y

Those attention-seeking Bitmaps struck out on
the rocky road to stardom with this shoot-'emup. In 1987 it was something of a bestseller but
now it looks a tad dated. You must make your
way through a plethora of levels, changing
between an airborne fighter and ground-based
attack craft. If your budget doesn't stretch to
Xenon 2, then you could do a lot worse than
sharpen your joystick thrashing skills on this
simple blaster.
STF Rating - 70%

Silkworm

Gemini Wing
Do me a flavour, not another blimmin' oldie

shoot-'em-up. Gemini Wing is a blaster in the

traditional "blow me, there's rather a lot hap
pening on screen" mould. Zillions of powerups and simultaneous two-player action make
the game worth a look if you enjoy that kind of
arcade action. Things can get very frantic very
fast though.

This is one of the earliest shoot-'em-ups from
the team who brought you SWIV and ST
Dragon. The most appealing aspect of this
game is the simultaneous two-player action,
where one of you controls a helicopter and the
other controls a jeep. Gameplay is fast and
furious and there are some particularly nice
power-ups available for those especially tricky
attack waves.

STF Rating - 64%

than three consecutive minutes we

STF Rating - 73%

throw in the sequel free of charge

10. First class presentation - Oh yeah, the
box is absolutely brilliant and that
moulded black injection plastic inside is
wicked too - er, where's the game?

TEN ALTERNATIVE USES
FOR A DEAD ST MOUSE
.

Hang it from your ear and pretend it's a

.

dead expensive New Wave ear-ring
Hide your rare collection of 50 pence
pieces in it and wait 300 years until
they're really valuable
Use it as a chock on your model radiocontrolled airplane

.

• Ground control to Major Vom in

Gemini Wing - open loading bay and

• In Silkworm, we've got Airwolf on our
side and no-one's gonna get the better

discharge forward load. Now that's
what I call a real power-up!

of that cello-strumming copter pilot
Jan Michael Vincent - so there

If your toilet-chain breaks, string the
mouse up and wave goodbye to those
no-flush blues

.

Stuff it full of nuts and hang it in the

FORMAT RATINGS FOR THIS MONTH

garden for the birdies

.

.

Give it to your dotty Grandad so he can
place it with all those other inexplicably

How

collected items of memorabilia that

FORMAT reviewed this month

clutter his potting shed
Pack it full of plastic explosives and
wave it in front of the moles which keep
digging up your lawn
Cut the lead off, paint it green and stick
a bottle top and a match on top. Then
write to Blue Peter with your plans for a
cheap and effective toy tank
Tie three dead mice together and use
them as bolas

B. Take it along to the the Antiques Road
show and see if Hugh "look at the
veneer on that" Scully mistakes it for
an Elizabethan bed warmer for

very very little children

issue 2I-APRIL-91

did

they

rate

this

issue?

These

are

the

games

Wrath o f t h e Demon

page 54

83%

Hard Drivin' 2

page TO

81%

Codename: Iceman

page 66

77%

Curse of t h e Azure Bonds

page 62

74%

Viz

page 70

74%

Super Monaco Grand Prix

page 64

71%

Team Suzuki

page 59

69%

Narc

page 73

64%

Revelation!

page 61

64%

Mighty Bombjack

page 68

48%

ST FORMAT <S7

LEISURE extra

BACK WITH A VENGEANCE
Almost every games publisher is pumping new life into budget releases
at the moment. Now US Gold get in on the act with their early hits
Kixx are one of US Gold's budget labels and
they've just released eight old games, each
retailing for £7.99. Here's the full list and the
ones worth bothering with.
Vigilante

We reviewed this one way back in ST/Amiga
Formatin issue 11. Originally it got 70%, so has
time eroded the rating? Ermm, yes.
The gameplay is positively sluggish and the

graphics look like they've been lifted from an
8-bit machine. The sound is boring as well. You
must duff up the thugs that come on screen by
moving the joystick in any of eight different
directions - that's about it, really. There are far
better beat-'em-ups around at a budget price,
without the budget gameplay.
STF Rating - 35%

I Golf must be just about the only game on the planet where you end up
feeling sorry for people who earn 50 grand for coming last. "There there,
Nick, cheer up. You won the Range Rover, didn't you?"

big buildings come into view and
you can even fly the rotors straight
through passing buildings.
STF Rating - 34%
World Class Leaderboard

a Wizard, Elf, Warrior or Valkyrie. Gameplay is
superb, with wicked adversaries, like the "It"
monster, and loads of other great features.
Sampled voices add to the excitement - you
can't get away with shooting food, for example,
without a voice pinpointing the guilty player.
STF Rating - 86%

Golf on a computer is always tricky to imple
• Death, destruction, napalm,
annihilation, laser sighted bombs and B52s.
Just another day in downtown New York

ment but Access Software make an excellent

job of it. The gameplay is smooth and the ani

Outrun

mation is crisp and realistic. You can play on

Blimmin' heck, this really is going back a few

four courses at four different levels - novice,

years. The game isn't much cop anyway. You

as the Christmas number one. It never made it.

amateur, expert or professional. There are
some quite tricky holes on the course too. Well
worth eight quid.

The programmers took on too much when they

STF Rating - 82%

drive a super-car around a motorway race
track, while avoiding lorries, bushes and VW
Beetles. Go for one of the more recent racing
games instead.

Thunder Blade

Way back in 1988, Thunder Blade was touted

STF Rating - 38%

tried to convert this helicopter shoot-'em-up.

The biggest weak point is the positively dire

Gauntlet 2

control method - simply moving up and down

Excellent game, this. The big feature is the four
player option, which few games implement,
even today. Wander around a labyrinth as either

requires considerable thought and four pairs of
hands. Animation slows down markedly when

:„!

Road Blasters

Originally from Atari, this is basically Outrun with
a gun. You drive a super-charged car with a nice

LEVEL 3
WARRIOR
SCORE

22lO
ELF
SCORE

O
PRESS

HEALTH

1236

HEALTH

O
START

WIZARD
SCORE
HEALTH

'

,

SELECT

HERO

• Welcome to Sellafield nuclear power station. Please ignore
those large green puddles of glowing liquid and the haggard
gentlemen to your right with very little hair. Oh, and please
remember - no flash photography inside the perimeter fence

82
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• This abysmally awful car-racing game made it to number one
in the charts during Christmas 1987 only because of a great
advertising campaign. Now it's where it belongs in the bargain
basement, along with other has-beens and never-shoulda-bins
issue 21-APR1L-9I

MT Software

MT SOFTWARE

Greensward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W

PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE
COLOUR GAMES
G106
G102
G044
G141
G136
G129
G121
G120

-Die Alien Blob

-Escape fron the Tomb
of Ra
-Steel
-Battle Command
-Mutant
-Wheel of Fortune

G128
G127
G118
G126
G117
G125
G124
G123
G122
G109
G049
G103
G116

-Key to Atlantis
-Hedgehog

EDUCATION

G009 - Spelling Made Easy
G016-MathsMade Easy
G022 - Kidpotato, Kids ABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory
G023 - Kidsong, Numeric Go
Around, No Maze
G041 - Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2
G036 - History File (3 disks)

-England Team Manager

G011 -Give Us A Break
G072 -Bumper Jack

Shoot-Em-Ups
Cheats Disks
Board Games
Card Games

D074 - STE Atari France

P034 - STOS Basic Tutorial

A001 - Palette Master
A020 - Fractal Zoom
A024 - Ani-ST

PO30 - STOS Basic Programs
P022 - STOS STE(1.62) updater

D069 - STE Sound Off
D065 - Movie STE

P005 - Adventure Writing Sys.

•

Dungeon Quest

WP02 - Spellchecker, Mailmerge,
Word Count

U089 - Zap Card - database

NOW STE COMPATIBLE •

that includes G9, G16, G22,
G23, G41,G36, G94, G98

Eleven Crystals
Dudleys Dilemma

U041 -Typing Tutor
UO40 - Inventory Pro (sh)

Time Adventure

Hero Dungeons +
Dragons

MUSIC + MIDI

Wizards Tower
Tombs of Death
Under Berkwood
Darkness is Forever

A fully featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.

Naval, Columbus,

M28 - 50 Quartet Samples (1)
M34 - 50 Quartet Samples (2)
M33 - Quartet Music

M13 - Yamaha PSS Ed/Library

Arkanoid

Bounce, Pacman,

M09-TX812 Voice Editor
M10-FB01 Voice Editor

Reversi

M08 - MT32 Voice Ed. (Demo)

G069-

Napoleon

G029-

Space Invaders, Chess,

V

80 days

M21
M16
M18
M03
M14

RING FOR DETAILS

s

UOI 9 - Mono Emulator - run
mono programs on a
colour TV/monitor

M29 - Kawai K1 Librarian

Arkanoid
G063- Around the World in

ONLY £19.99

- Music Writer (mono)
- Composer
- Sampled Sounds + Player
- Casio C2101 Progs.
- Midi Channel Scope (mono)

colour programs on a

I assumed, all examples in the book are held on disk and can be assembled I

using the supplied text editor and assembler. The disk also contains a I

I complete resource construction kitforproducing dialog boxes, drop down I
I menus, etc. Learn to program like the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS, I
XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS, DIALGOG BOXES, WINDOWS and |

SH -Shareware

1 MEG -1 meg of memory required

MONO -High resolution

NOT STE-NotSTE compatible

programs - order your FREE
catalogue for full details.

We receive all the latest titles as they
become available. See our catalogue
for details of the entire range.

BLANK DISKS

m

AMAZING OFFERS ON BLANK DISKS AND ACCESSORIES

Highest quality double sided disks in protective wallets and
complete with labels. 100% error free progamme guaranteed.

25 disks + 100 cap lockable box
50 disks

£?>^9
£2>^9

£18.99
£22.99

£19.99

50 disks + 50 cap lockable box
50 disks + 100 cap lockable box
100 disks

£^3>99
£^3^9
E^rs"?

£27.99
£29.99
£42.99

£28.97

100 disks + 100 cap lockable box

£54^9

£47.99

£3.99

I The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many assembly I
I language examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of assembler isI

DS - Double Sided Disk

Uk.

BUDGIE UK

£11.99
£16.99

jMouse mat
|+50 cap box

Only £19.99

CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

We are licensed distributors for Budgie

£]>k99
£JJ*<9

£4.99

(over 400pages)

compilations - please see our catalogue or ring for details.

>

£4.99
£9.99
£11.99

1ST dust cover
125 blank disks

The above illustrates a small selection from our catalogue.

• and lots lots more

£&<9
£1>99
£1>99

MTS SPECIAL

assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK!

Many of the disks are also available as double sided

• Christmas • Trademarks

.

10 disks
10 disks + 50 cap lockable box
10 disks + 100 cap lockable box
25 disks
25 disks + 50 cap lockable box

mono emulator

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE
A complete assembly languase programming environment
for the beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn

MT SOFTWARE s 0983-756056

converters. Ideal for

ALL DTP packages.
• Animals • Office • Sport •
Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food

U079 - Colour Emulator - run

'62 - Mastersound Demo

Lmuch, much more

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format

We have all the latest machine and
product demonstrations. Order our
FREEcatalogue for full details.

Virus detectors/killers
Desk accessories
Hard disk utilities

s

DEMONSTRATIONS

Disk copiers/formatters

UO90 - Filofact (sh)

s

CLIP ART PACK
6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of

UTILITIES

We have all sorts of utility

M32 - Audio Sculpture Tracker

'

Complete package for
anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series
^
in ST Format
>

Superboot utilities

EASY TEXT PLUS

M30 - Noise Tracker

CLIP ART
We have many disks of Clip Art for use
with all DTPpackages.

6 DISKS ONLY C16.99

UO70 - Address Book

M7 - Cosh 16 Voice Sequencer
M31 - Midi Guide

MONO GAMES

DB Master - database
1st Base - database
Card ST - database
TCos - database
Electronic Bank

Statement (£3.95)
U078 - Sheet V2 - spreadsheet
U042 - Opus 2000 spreadsheet
U034 - Double Sentry Accounts
(sh)

A bumper education pack

Astrology and much more.

'C PROGRAMMERS PAClT

WP01 - ST Writer Elite
WP10-1st Word

'EDUCATION PACK 2N

Speech Synthesis, Genealogy, Football
Pools Prediction, Chemistry, Knitting,
Cooking, Amateur
Radio,Communications, Astronomy,

P026 - Pascal Information

TTTHT

-

SPECIAL INTERESTS

P012 - Disassembler, Tiny Basic,

P023 - Fast Basic Programs
P025 - Pascal Programs

A041 -1 Meg Utilities

UOI2
UO09
U036
U072
U031

U99 - TOS 1.6 fixer disk

P001 - ST Basic Programs

A036 - Picture Converters

Kidsketch, Kidstory, Kidsong,
Numeric Go Round,
Kidpublisher, Number Maze,
Kidmusic, Kidpiano, Kidgraph,
Kidgrid 2, Colouring Book,

D084 - ACID

P017 -C Programs
P019-SozobanC
P015 - 68000 Assembler

PO11 ST Basic

A026 - Doodle
A034 - Animate

D066-BoingSTE(1 Meg)
D067 - Fantasia (1 Meg)
DO68 -3D Scroller (1 Meg)

PO40 - GEMDOS User Guide
P014 - GEM Information

C Compiler

A019 - Easy Text Plus Demo

10 DISKS ONLY E19.99

Tark

G131 -

P039 - GFA Programs

A012 - Pearle 3D Raytracing

Lots of educational programs
for the younger STer. Includes
Kidpotato, KidsABC,

ADVENTURES

G 130-

A043 - Low Cost CAD (sh)
A044 - Sprite Studio

A037 - Calamus Fonts

i Shipwrecked, Hangman J

Full details in catalogue

G038
G054
G037
G006

D96 - Jungle Demo

5 disks ONLY £10.99

-Top of the Pops

k.

P038 - GFA Basic Tutorial

A013 - Printmaster Library

/"EDUCATION PACK A

STE DISKS

PROGRAMMING

A042 - Neochrome V2

WP08 - Signum Fonts
A046 - Pagestream Fonts
A010 - Publishing Partner Fonts

G094 - Colouring Book
G098 - Shipwrecked + Hangman

-Chunnel - French Tutor
Game

G 140
G087
G084
G096
G078
G055

ART & GRAPHICS

G134-The Search

-Name Game
-Tracker
-Overlander
-Fruit Machine
-Tennis Simulation

G045

ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

G133 - Zoo Maker

-Grand Prix
-Mars Maze
-Chance

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY,YOU MAY CHOOSE

G137 - Solar System Geography
G135 - Geography Tutor

-Stumped
-Flight Simulator
-Boxing Champ

^0983
- 756056
9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24hr)

Save

ONLY £21
Add £2 for 100 cap box

HEYKIDS & KIDZONE
2 great new educational packages written by
Paul Smart. Designed for 3-7 year olds. They
teach

* Basic colour identification * Basic shape
identification • Letters on the keyboard
* Telling the time

SINGLE SIDED DISKS £3.00
DOUBLE SIDED COMPILATIONS £3.50
PLUS ONE FREE WITH EVERY THREE
(Immediate despatch by 1st Class Post included)
Overseas - Europe - add 10%, Rest of world add 20%

EDUCATION AND FUN ROLLED INTO ONE
FULL DETAILS IN OUR CATALOGUE

Help and Advice always available. Mail Order Only.

2 DISK SET ONLY £14.99

* Grid reference work * Counting •
Spelling

**l

400 DISKS ONLY £150
DISK LABELS

50 coloured labels
100 coloured labels
1000 coloured labels
100 tractor fed labels
200 tractor fed labels

1000 tractor fed labels

ACCESSORIES
£1.50 ST/STE dust cover
£2.50 Mouse mat
£13.50
STORAGE BOXES
£3.00
£5.00 50 cap lockable
£15.00 1000 cap lockable

)**
£4.99
£3.99

£6.49
£7.99

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING + VAT

0983 755800 blank disks only
0983 756056 blank disks and P.D. (24 hr)

OUR NEW CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY MANY MORE

LEISURE extra
In Blasteroids, the old favourite Asteroids steps boldly
nto the next century with a severe hangover and

line in power-ups. Stay on the road and
shoot all the

cars

and

heli

some pectoral-bruising military hardware

copters, but be careful to
avoid

the

road-mines

The action in this one

Barbarian 2

is severely dated,

The original Barbarian persuaded loads of
punters to invest in an ST. Palace decided to
expand on the first game by varying the oppo
nents and introducing an exploring element.
As this kind of game goes, this one is still a
blast. There are some juicy sound effects to
accompany your sword chops and the creatures
certainly look weird.

and

even

at

£8

Blasters is a bit of

a rip-off. It's a far
better

idea

to

save up and buy
something special
like Stunt Car Racer
which is much more fun

STF Rating - 56%

and more of a challenging ^^s
16-bit game.
STF Rating - 43%
Blasteroids

Blasteroids is Asteroids

with nice backdrops and
some power-ups. The
idea is to shoot rocks as

they whizz about the
screen by rotating
thrusting your ship.
The game is
dated though, even
the attractive graphics
and quick gameplay. The

teeny sprites and duff
• The police today announced that as
from Friday you can use heavy-duty large
calibre weapons on the M25. They
believe this reduces the strain of driving

sound tend to put you
off. Worth a look if you're
a starved shoot-'em-up
fanatic or an
Asteroids fan.

ardent

STF Rating - 62%

- and it's really enjoyable to watch too

• What, Barbarian 2, that good clean find-'em-and-chop-'em
game, sexist? Some mistake surely. Let's play "count the
number of clothing pixels hiding the young lady's body"

NEW LOW PRICES
BRANDED DISKS AT BULK PRICES

Benchmark
ALL 31/2" DISKSCOMEWITH LABELS.

Disk Type
31/2"
31/2"
51V
51/4"

DS/DD
DS/HD
DS/DD
DS/HD

r

brand

ALL 51/4" DISKS COMEWITH LABELS WRITE PROTECTS AND SLEEVES

500

1000

!

72.00

155.00

295.00

|

64.00

126.00

305.00

600.00

!

27.00

49.00

116.00

215.00

50.00

94.00

217.00

375.00

Qty

25

50

100

£

15.95

27.95

39.00

£

32.00

58.00

£

10.64

17.25

£

17.40

30.00

1Mb
2Mb
96/48 TPI
1.6Mb

200

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

ALL BENCHMARK 31/2" DS/DD DISKS ARE NOW MANUFACTURED
BY THE WORLD'S LEADING MAKER - SONYALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE

31/2" 50 capacity

£3.50

31/2" 100 capacity
51/4" 100 capacity

£4.50
£4.50

51/4" 200 capacity (stackable)

£12.50

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

Cheques and

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784

Postal Orders to

c

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 87 792

s

Fax No: 0597 87 416

Dept STF4, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES

HOTLINE NUMBER 0458 74011 •

HOTLINE NUMBER 0458 74011

^irVff'r-i-'

GETTHE MOST
get4hem<
>UT OF YOUR ST

For newcomers and experienced users alike

'&£!!!&

T&&2&L

'V

"The most comprehensive
compilation of ST hints, tips,
cheats and buying guides
ever published!"
G E T THE MOST OUT OF YOUR ST, written
If you can't afford to buy the professional
by FORMAT Editor, Mark Higham, packages, how about taking a dip into the
reviews the wealth of software and hard

refer to the tips sections and find out how
to get the very most from your software

Public Domain? GET THE MOST FROM YOUR ST

ware designed for your ST, including technical lists all the best PD software across all fields to
tips and game cheats which never made it into help you discover where your interests really lie

and hardware.

without breaking your bank manager's heart.

Subjects covered in the book include word
processors, desktop publishing, games,
public domain, scanners, hard and

Find out which word processor you really There's also a comprehensive guide to Britain's

floppy drives, monitors, printers, graphics,

the pages of ST FORMAT.

need to write letters. Track down the trickiest best ST Public Domain libraries.

business, communications, video, education,

cheats to the very best games. Discover the

programming, emulators and more!

foremost DTP package for laying
newsletters. Get wise to the finest sequencer processing and DTP terms, describes what

Two optional companion disks accompany
the book. These contain a professional-quality

for compiling tracks.

word processor, one of the all-time best comms

But the book is more, much more, than just
out reviews. It also explains all those weird word

Uncover the ultimate equipment you need to build your own

graphics package to design posters. Everything (remarkablycheap) recording studio and details
is put under the microscope in GET THE MOST the merits of different programming languages.
OUT OF YOUR ST.
Then, when you get your software home,

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Please note that availability of GETTHE MOSTOUTOF YOUR ST is

packages, an absorbing game, a virus checker,
brilliant art programs, educational software and
really crucial utilities, stf

Name: (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Address:

strictlylimited. Order now to save yourself bitterdisappointment!
Postcode:

•

Yes, I would like to order
copy/copies of
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR STat the recommended price of £9.95.
(Please add £1.45 per copy to cover p&p.j

I enclose a cheque for f _

I wish to pay by Access/Visa*
('please deleteas appropriate)

My credit card number is:

SAVE £1.50
~~| Yes, Iwould like to order

Telephone:

copy/copies of GET THE MOST OUT

Expiry date:

1—' OF YOUR ST plus two disks at current price of £13.95.

(Please add £1.45 percopy to cover p&p.)
Signed:
If paying by cheque, please enclose payment with this card in a sealed envelope addressed to: ST FORMAT Book Offer, FREEPOST, Future Publishing Ltd, The Old Barn, Somerton,

SomersetTA11 7BR. (No stamp isneeded if theletter isposted in theUK.) Please allow upto 28 days for delivery.

REASONS TO BE (
Simply irresistible! Not one but tw
Amiga Power -100% dedicated to
Amiga games
Know your rights!
• You have the right to reviews of every Amiga game
released each month - and that's not the eight to 12 you

get in most magazines, it's 30 to 40 new games per issue!
• You have the right to read more about the really

important games. In Amiga Power you'll get four or five
pages on each of the month's best titles, packed with tips,
interviews and oodles (and oodles) of screenshots!

• You have the right to full colour. That's right - there
won't be a single black & white page in Amiga Power.
• You have the right to fine software. Every issue will
carry the highest quality complete game on a cover
mounted disk. Many are from the All-Time Top 100

games and each'll be backed by a complete playing
guide by Gary Penn.

Sounds good? Then know this too! g.
• Amiga Power is larger than anormal magazine,

^^

so there's more room for screenshots.

• It will carry extensive guides to older
games.

• It will have more pages of tips than any other
16 bit mag.
• And better news and previews too.

• And it's brought to you by a hand-picked team
of experts led by Matt Bielby &Gary Penn!

AMIGA POWER
Some day all magazines will be this way!

ulure AMIGA FORMAT • ST FORMAT • COMMODORE FORMAT • AMS

HEERFUL, PART 1
j incredible new Amiga magazines!
Amiga Shopper 100% serious, packed
with bargains
Serious about your Amiga?
Then you want expert buyers' guides,
technical advice, head-to-head comparisons,
programming tips, software reviews, tutorials,
group hardware tests and practical help.
You're interested in • Public Domain

i programming • graphics • DTP • video
• comms • music •

business • AMOS

• user groups • shows • hardware projects

• education - in fact, anything and everything
EXCEPT games.

In short, you want Amiga Shopper. It's packed

with expert advice on what to buy and where to buy
it. Our painstakingly detailed comparisons will help
you chose from the vast array of Amiga hardware and
software available, our Amiga Answers section will help
solve every problem you could possibly encounter and
our advertisers will be determined to offer you the most
incredible bargains. In fact, if you want to save time and
money you know just where to come.

Over 75,000 words for just 99p
- it's a serious bargain!

AMIGA SHOPPER
You want our advice? Buy it!
IAD ACTION • YOUR SINCLAIR • SEGA POWER • NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS

LEISURE cheating

Gamebusters
f^B Speedyour ball even faster! Light your corridor even brighter!
JmJk&i Liven up your Cadaver, find your Lost Patrol, and get your
smalls really clean without a boil wash! Nah, don't believe that one...
BLOOD MONEY

CADAVER

Psygnosis

Back in FORMAT 19 we brought you the first part of a complete solution

This cheat for this getting-on-a-bit-but-still-verygood-thank-you-very-much game wings its way

to this sprawling graphic adventure, courtesy of John Sweeney from
Nottingham. Now here's Level Two of John's solution

from Graham Cruickshanks of Kirkcudbright

Warrior's Shrine: Shot Shield Potion, Massacre

Spell, Shuriken.

Inner Chapel: Use Shot Sheild and Shuriken to
destroy monsters; Stamina Potions. Get Teleport Orb —> Ante Room (W,N from where you
were)
Ante Room: Number levers from left; puli

13211 then press button - opens W without
activating any traps.

now - you can teleport out only once.
Kitchen: Super Fast Potion.

in Scotland. On the options screen press F4 for
Impatient, then quickly press the S key. The
screen remains black. Now type in the phrase
PONDULIX FOR PM. Hit Help during play to tog

and closing it for infinite gold! Get your gold

Wash House: Cure Poison

gle cheat mode and infinite lives. These keypad

Cook's Passage (W): Sleep the Eye to stop a
Teenage Mutant Ninja Tortoise appearing; you

keys also do wonderful things:

need K2 to go N.

2: ditto for two

Cook's Room: Jump on bucket, float up and
open chest —> **K1*\

Outer Chapel: Jump at Floating Eye to destroy

N.B. You can cheat in a few places by using the

it. Avoid Poisonous Blob. Token "U."

floating bucket and pan to climb up high - you

Lord's Shrine: Jump at skulls to raise drape -

don't need them, though.

1: more dosh for player one

4: player one enters shop
5: player two ditto
<Delete>.: move to next level (if you've got

enough money)

N unlocks MUCK later automatically. Recharge

Cook's Passage (M): Sleep the Eye to remove

Mindblast from Reliquary by inserting it in cas
ket, then casket in strongbox. It is now strong

Boy's Room: Stand on chest, lever in trophy

enough to destroy a blob - keep it for the end

—>W.

Chasing giving you probs? Matthew Adams

of this level.

Maids Room: Button —> N; Teleport Orb takes

Reliquary: Insert Ahes in Urn - you need the

you two rooms E; take the alcolhol - it has a

and Ben Lincoln from Kent have some advice.

Um later. Mindblast Spell (needs recharging).
Jump at skull to go N.

use much later.

Secret Room: Throw unwanted item through

gap (anything that disappears here reappears
in North Chamber), pull lever, duck under
stones to E.

Bars.

Granary (U): The key is under the stairs —>
chain —> up (just jump at it). Don'f kill the poi

both diamonds are dark to leave room.

Feasting Hall (E): Token "W", Sleep Spell;

got the key yet! See end of level two.

block the darts with piles of objects. Keep

Top Passage: K3 opens bars. The large square
tile activates the eastern bars. You can only

Next room: pull lever to unblock E - you open

Chapel Armoury: Shuriken; Pull lever when

gong in and out and sacks appear. Keep pick
ing them up and eventually they have gold.
Feasting Hall: (W): Button —> N; lever on
throne —> button —> book.

Side Hall: You need an Emerald to go E - much

later; take note of the route N at top of stairs.
Back Passage: Pull lever to access chest from

from the game.

GREMLINS 2
Elite

A musical tipette from Steven Powis of Essex.

Simply type SINATRA into the high score table to
gain infinite lives.

button ???

Main Passage: Where the skulls keep teleport-

across gap to get key; Teleport Orb takes you

ing you back: Sleep the eyes to shut off the

Note, this is a magic chest - keep opening

and all obstacles such as trees are removed

touch it safely when the diamond is dark. Mind
Blast Spell, Token "L." (There is an alternative
route to the room past the eastern bars.)
Ward Room: Teleport Orb (takes you to this
room!). Right button shuts off dart trap. Left

above; go to chest via Side Hall stairs; jump
two rooms N.

Ocean

Hold down H and F5 while the game is loading

Cellar: Knock the bottles off the shelf to get the
key and some gold.
Cooks Passage (E): K1 —>

son blobs - killing the two blobs teleports you
to the Lost Room, but you can only get there
once and you haven't got the key yet.
Lost Room: Read the bit above - you haven't

this door from the other side much later.

CHASE HQ 2

skulls. E door unlocks from the other side only.

Side Passage: W of main passage (N): Lever
raises lift - access it from the room to the

west; Freeze Spell, Strength Potion.
Guard Room: Stand W of chest to make blob
push it off.

Ward Passage: Massacre tortoise —> key —>

W (the alternative route to the Ward Room if
you activated the bars in the top passage).
Cell:

Lever

opens

bars:

gold,

shuriken.

Trapped! Wait —> mat (slightly magical??),
gold, Suicide Potion; throw Suicide Potion at
mouth to open bars.

Side Passage: E of main passage (N): left lever
—> lower platform; push platform over pit; get
on; right lever raises platform; go N.
Guard Room: Use key to go E.
North Chamber: Sleep eyes; SQUARE GEM,

• This hapless chap looks as if he could
use FORMAT'S guide to choosing doors...

ST FORMAT

(continued page 91)

• Next from ol' blue eyes - New York,
New York. Available for parties...

KICK OFF 2
Anco

A spherical-shaped tip from Edward Herft of
Watford. This enables you to substitute the

ST's players - so you can, say, replace its goal
keeper with a attacker. Start the game as nor
mal, then press your substitute button. Then
press what would have been player 2's substi
tute button before the game asks you to select
a sub. The ST's players are now shown and you
can select who to replace.
issue 21-APRIL-91

LEISURE cheating
".':

LIGHT CORRIDOR

^^J"mli

Infogrames

Here are the stage level codes for this
executive toy type original game, courtesy
of Anthony Rushton from Hull.
Level 1:

Here's a handy list of the Devices
available to you:
Optics:
1. Ag-Scan: alien pain

Level 26

Level 2:

5400

Level 27

5116

Level 3:

0101

Level 28

0117

Level 4 :

9901

Level 29

7017

viewer.

Level 5 :

2602

Level 30

5518

Level 6 :

9902

Level 31

2819

Level 7 :

4303

Level 32

9919

Level 8 :

9003

Level 33

7320

2. Route-Finder: guides
you around.
3. Mapper: maps your
route for you.

Level 9 .

6904
3305

8215

Level 34
Level 35

0622

3722

1 1 «r Ei

Last issue FORMAT brought you two pages crammed full of exclusive tips
for this gob-stopping maze-type adventure, courtesy of Tony Crowther, the
programmer himself. Now here's some more inside secrets from Tony

0000

Level 10

2521

It is possible to fly through the base
using the mapper as an aid and the
greaser for extra speed.
tffh. Mines increase in power as
w you go through each base.
Federation Guards hit

you so hard your limbs
fall off, so remember to

pick up your bits.

4. Radar: highlights

The Deflector defends

aliens from afar.

you against all aliens but silly things can
happen at close range,

Level 11

9305

Level 36

Level 12

Level 37

1223

Level 13

3406
0407

5. Magna-Scan:
a compass, basically.
6. Body-Scan: quick

Level 38

4523

reference to droids.

Level 14

6407

Level 39

4124

7. Visor-Corrector: reveals

Level 15

2008

Level 40

1825

secret passages.

mKnowing this monster's

Level 41

1926

8. Visor: shield vision

name helps you not a jot

so beware.

Level 16

7408

Level 17

4709

Level 42

Level 18

3810

Level 43

9726
5927

Level 19

0511

Level 44

0528

Level 20
Level 21

6811

Level 45

1. Anti-Grav: sticks you to the roof.

7328

Level 46

3929

Level 47

3030

2. Shield: shields all the droids.
3. Fire-Shield: shields from fire.
4. Greaser: oils limbs for fast action.

Level 22

Level 23
Level 24
Level 25

3212
0213
8213
5014

Level 48

0531

Level 49

8431

1015

Level 50

9932

•.'.'.',.

UNCH THE
MONSTERS
The names of the monsters

from blindness.

are listed below:

Devscapes:

5.
6.
7.
8.

Power-Sapper: unknown.
Fixer: repairs a droid when used.

Re-charger: recharges a droid.
Deflector: deflects all shots and sends

them back where they came from.

Alien Battle-bug Brains Cager Crab Crit-fur
Death Doormen Dragons ED-R19K Fed-Guard
Fed-Android Fire-Snakes Fire-spirit Floatball

Goblin Gouwl Go-Rot-Worker Guard-dogs
Gunner Hovver-Troop Minos Plant Popper R2Shell Spinner Tank Trackball Troops TV-Guns
U-Tank Waterpod Workers Diplodocus Tryana
Terrydact Triceptor Lizard

SNIPPETS
• Armour Types (grades): BASIC, II, 111, IV,

"DIE" reveals the combination to the
V

airlock... might come in handy.
"MAP" shows the floor plan of the base -

useful for checking your maps.

V, VI, VII, SUPER

• Droid and body part types: Human
Tindron Coppator Bronzite Ironide Chromize
Silvosh Rosteed Stenforcer Titaniux

The Anti-Grav device is useful from base
5 upwards.
The Visor device is useful from base 6
upwards.
The Vision-corrector device is useful

from base 2 upwards.

• The Light Corridor, you say? Well
okay, smartie, why's it so dark then?

Q

SKILL

AMOUNT

WEAPON

Brawling

00

Unskilled

A mine can be disarmed by:
a) walking on it.
b) getting an alien to walk on it.

d) sending a powerpoint spark over it.

Ocean

e) running a camera over it.

Fear not! Find the patrol and eternal happiness
(possibly) with these stonking tips from Daniel

f) using an Anti-Grav to go over it and
then leaving it.

Perkins of Notts.

g) using a Deflector and jumping on it.

1. Make sure Weaver does not take the lead.

Batteries can be partly-filled with fire.

2. Whenever you move three times, rest for 30

Mind you, you've got to get a battery first
Holes can be climbed using the Anti-

minutes.

3. When you reach the village, Question Hard.
Ask the old man where the food is. Then Search
Area to find a tunnel. Send Gomez down - most

of the time he returns with some goodies.
w

Grav device.

Grates can mean a trap. Stand on one
and a door could shut behind you...
Use a fixer only if you are near a power
point, since this device drains your

WEAPON SYS
TEMS

c) an object landing on it. (Thisdestroys
the object and sends out a blast.)

LOST PATROL

Always search after an encounter.

1 1HIE

Swords

Handguns

Rifles

Laser

power.

Zlot guns explode when jammed. Other
guns just jam when they're jammed...
,r

AMMO

01-08

First

09

Knuckle-Duster

Basic

10

Knuckle-Duster

II

16

Knuckle-Duster

Super

17-24

Battle-Gloves

00

Unskilled

10-08

War-blade

09-16

Light-Blade

1 7-24

Fire-Axe

00

Unskilled

01-08

Pistol

09-16

Colt

45mm

17-24

Magnum

50mm

20mm

00

Unskilled

01-08

Uzl

a22mm

09-16

Rapedo

a45mm

1 7-24

Booster

a50mm

00

Unskilled

01-08

Hand-Laser

Laser Pack

09-16

Lyte-Zapper

Laser Pack

17-24

Ion-Pulse

Sonic Pack

00

Unskilled

01-08

Mono-Cannon

Shells

09-1 6

A51-Launcher

A51 Mis-

Shells

siles

Spraynnn

1 7-24

Twin-Cannon

00

Unskilled

01-08

Airosoll

Poison
Canister

09-16

Acid-Disperser

Acid

Canister

• Lost? We prefer to call ourselves the

• Life would be so easy if all you had to

Temporarily Dislocated Patrol, actually

do was get to this lander and use it...

17-24

Flame-Thrower

Flambos

Canister
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LEISURE cheating

(continued from page 88)
TRIANGULAR GEM. Go back up stairs; W, S, S,
E (stay high up) to Upper chamber.
Upper Chamber: CIRCULAR GEM; Unlock
Chest Spell (@) - use it here on two smaller
chests (unless you are desperate for the gold

Side Tunnel (E): K5 —> N(E).
Lord's Cellar: Alcohol; drop all this plus the
stuff from the Guard's Store and the Maid's
Room into the Punch Bowl —> Stamina Potion!

Axel's Chamber **K6", **K7": Throw Sacks of

Gold at mouth for info. Activate Teleport Orbs
with skulls. Push Orbs off to find real one: Tele

in the largest chest) —> Bless Potion Spell,

port Orb takes you back to Lord's Chamber; go

Stamina Potion.

from there to East Chamber and exit to W.

Side Chamber: Use Strength Potion to move
pillar and knock gold, Stamina Potion, and key

Lost Passage: Wield your Unlock Door Spell
and use it on all the doors: N, N, N, W, W, W, N;
Pull lever —> gold plus Unlock Door Spell dis
appears; various bars and doors within the
maze have changed.

off high shelf (if they get stuck on top of pillar
then push it back to its starting position to
knock them off). Use key to go W.

Main Passage: (with triangular Gem Lock):
Use three gems to go E.
Side Passage (1): Drop a shield or
bowl on spikes; jump over:
edge forward; repeat.
Side Passage (2): Throw key
through; walk up to bars -

Use K6 to go W if you pulled the

'"f,

lever in Secret Room (2) way back
unlock the door. If you have,
you can go W to find the
EMERALD, then carry on to
' the west, but before doing
so you may wish to get a

Stamina Potion: go S, E, S,
S, W; pull lever; N, N, N.
If you didn't pull the lever

there's a magic chest

that keeps giving gold!

you can still get the EMER

they should open; get **K4**.
Lord's Shrine. It opens much later

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
Ocean

Midnight Resister Lee Mansfield from Surrey
suggests these Weapons Ratings:
Shotgun okay; three-way -excellent; Full Auto
okay; Fire thrower rubbish; Ammo excellent;
Auto okay; 1 UP excellent; Shower rubbish;
Nitro okay; Homers excellent.
For infinite credits, pause the game and
type in SAMANTHALYON.

at the beginning of the game to

• In the Back Passage

The S door leads back to the

^- 4. At the village on stilts, shoot a vil
lager, Question Hard and ask for food. Shoot
another villager, question again for food and
ammo, then get out!

ALD: S, E, S, S, W; pull lever

*S$f'

(unlocks all doors); N, N, E, E, N,

MONTY PYTHON'S
FLYING CIRCUS
Virgin Mastertronic
Information from our man in the Ministry of Silly

Walks, Steven Nicholls of Weston-superMare. Type your name as SEMPRINI on the
Extremely Silly Scores table to start on any level
you've reached. Insurance Sketch! Insurance
Sketch!

E; pull lever (generates alternative

by itself as long as you don't put the

EMERALD in SE corner of maze and locks

NITRO

Side Passage (3): Go in and out both doors
until the blob pushes the teleport orb through

some doors, plus provides temporary Teleport

Psygnosis

the bars. Don't take it yet; go N to open a route

EMERALD. You can now reach the NW corner

eye to sleep!

round the back of the bars.

Barrack: Stand on bucket to reach left drape
—> button —> chest —> gold, chicken.

Captain's Room; Button —> hole; insert spike
from next room to unlock the E door in the
Barracks; Gauntlet.

Armoury: Spike, gold, key; move rack to find

Orbs in some rooms of maze); S; get orb; get

of the maze by: N, W. get orb. N, E, S, get orb);
S; retrace your steps - the door from the Side
Passage (2) S into the Lord's Shrine is now
unlocked, as long as you didn't Sleep the Eye.
Now that you have the EMERALD go to the
Side Hall and it enables you to go east to the
Captain's Hall, but first you may like to visit the
Lost Room.

Marie Wilson ('ere, wasn't she a singer?) from

Devon says that typing in NITRO at any time in
the game takes you to the next level. Ooh!

RAMBO 3
Ocean

Don't push me... instead, type RENEGADE into
the high score table, then you can press 1, 2 or
3 to get to the corresponding level. Thanks to
Christopher Winnard from Cleveland.

keyhole; pull chain to exit
Guard's Store: Meat; alcohol; take alcohol to
use later; feed meat and chicken to mouth to

The Lost Room is at the bottom of the Granary.

unlock S. Now go back and get teleport orb
(takes you one room E).
Side Passage (4): K4 opens bars and E door.

you can't get there.) You need over 40 Mind
Blast power. Unless you brought some through

SKWEEK

from Level Two you need the Power 50 Mind
Blast made by recharging the zero Mind Blast.

This noisy tip for reaching random levels comes

Guard Hall: Lever frees TRIANGULAR GEM;

push it clear with another item; stand clear of
blocks when you pick it up.
Guard Chamber: Food, poison; throw food and

poison at mouth to get gold and unlock door.
Ward Room: Push board over pit; raise it three

You must kill bofh blobs. (If you slept the Eye
in the Granary to prevent the second one then

Cast

Mind

Blast

*ff#X5\

i

Loriciels

from a strange chappie who calls himself
Richypoos from Poole in Dorset. On the
option screen press F2 while holding down the
Spacebar. And that is, as the well-worn phrase

jgi goes, all there isto it.

times with lever; jump from stairs to board;
push button —>flames in outer ward move.

<^

Outer Ward: Duck under flames once you have
made them move —> CIRCULAR GEM.

J

TOYOTA CELICA GT

Lookout Room: Second bar from right lets you

RALLY

in; second from left lets you out; Map Spell,
gold; lever unlocks S door from Ward Room.

Mark Brown from West Sussex gives this ral

Gremlin

Lord's Chamber: First go down the corridor to

• Just look at that mess in the corridor!

the East Chamber to get the SQUARE GEM;

I dunno, can't get the staff these days...

use THREE GEMS to move altar.

East Passage: go through quickly.
East Chamber: Button starts board moving;

avoid bars by moving between board and cen
tral island; far button opens W; Unlock Door
Spell, SQUARE GEM. You should get the gem

and go back and do the area below the Lord's
Chamber before continuing W from here.

to kill both blobs and you are teleported to the

pleted the stage in first place. Repeat this for all

Lost Room.

30 stages to win the game.

Lost Room: Gold; use Lost Room Key (K7) —>

1,500 gold plus Pint of Ruddles County (one of
the Best Beers in Britain)! Just wait and you
are teleported back to Granary.

to open chest —> gold.

Captain's Hall (W): Drop Urn (with ashes
inside) on empty block; drop EMERALD on
empty block (don't mix them up - your EMER
ALD must go on the empty block); drop six
Teleport orbs down the hole which appears in

Lord's Treasury: gold; Sacks of gold, Lead

the middle of the floor.

Secret Tunnel (1 & 2): Button —> Teleport one
room E; W to get key; Key —-> E.
Secret Tunnel (3): the Eastern Door is a fake.

Lord's Armoury: Shuriken; wield the Gauntlet

sacks through the Side Tunnel one at a time.
Side Tunnel (W): Lever removes bars if you

Captain's Hall (E): As long as you have been
told that you have only one task left to perform,
pull the lever; step into the red circle; wait —>

return sacks to Treasury.
Great Chamber: "K5".

• And for that, be here next issue!

Casket; use the Lead Casket to smuggle the

lying cry: start the engine, then press the C key.
When the chequered flag has risen, you've com

LEVEL THREE!

• Forget all those tricky Rally obstacles!
Why sweat when you can cheat?

COIN
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CLASSICS
C

R

A

R

R
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A

Y

E
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ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON
AMIGA

£7.99

ATARI ST £7.99
C64 cass

£2.99

SPEC cass £2.99
AMS cass £2.99
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PC

DOUBLE DRAGON IBM PC • £7.99
XENON IBM PC • £7.99

MTERTROM/,^
VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC LTD
1 6 PORTLAND ROAD • LONDON W1 1

Top Of The Class £255 £339 £425
B.Ware Software

INC VAT

INC VAT

INC VAT

520 STFM
DISCOVERY

520 STE
TURBO

1040 STE
EXTRA

First Basic,
First Basic, Hyper Paint
First Basic, Hyper Paint
Neochrome, STOS, II, Music Maker, STOS, STBase, ST Calc, ST Graph,
ST Tour, 4 Games
8 Games, Joystick
ST Word, STAC, Prince
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ABOVE PRICES ONLY WHEN PURCHASED
TOGETHER WITH ANY MONITOR AND PRINTER. ADD 5% ONLY WHEN
YOU PURCHASE WITH PRINTER OH MONITOR. ON ITS OWN ADD 10%

B.Spell £14.95 Age 5-8 "First Class" -Atari User.
"Education Value I Sound Samples 9/10" - Monitor Magazine.

B.Spell Construction Set only £5.00 extra!
Maths £14.95 Age 5-8
"Easily The Best Of The Bunch" - ST Format.

MONITORS
Philips 8833
SM 124 Mono

Master Time £17.95 - Age 3-11

£189.99

STE 0.5Mb„

£69.99

PRINTERS/Cable

Possibly The Most Impressive B.Ware Program Yet!

UPGRADES (Soldertess)

DRIVES

£69.99 STFM 0.5Mb
£249.99 3.5 Cumana
£139.00 3.5 NEC/Sony-Int ..£59.99 STFM 2Mb

Citizen 120D+

£144.99

Star LC 10

£169.99

5.25" Cumana

£109.99

MegaFile 30

£449.99
£49.99

Panasonic 1180 ..£174.99

Megaboard Joystick£19.99

Panasonic 1123 ..£239.99

20 Disks 3.5 DSDD .£9.99

"/ Cannot Recommend Play Spell Enough" - GFA User.

As above, with Animals + Birds Data Discs.

Billy Bounce
Jump Jack

Play Maths 7+ £ ???

Penguin

"SuperblyIllustrated",
"Amusing and Frustrating",
"Deserves To Become A

19 Queens Parade, Ealing, London W5 3HU
Tel: 081-991 0928. All prices include VAT.

Cheques Payable to B.Bytes
19
Southfield Road, Hinckley,

Courier delivery of set £10. All offers subject to availability.
E&OE. VISA/ACCESS. Corner of Hanger Lane (North Circular)
and Queens Drive. Nearest tube North Ealing. Easy parking.

LE10

1UA.

-

Access/Visa/Am Ex.

MEMORY UPGRADES

4 Megabyte ste upgrade kit
2 Megabyte ste upgrade kit
51 2k to 1024k ste upgrade

S
£140
£70
£25.00

SIPP or SIMM available

15 256k X1 STFM DRAM CHIPS
£32.00
Fitting Kit for above
£3.00
16x1 Mega Bit chips
£96.00
STE DMA FK TO STOP CORRUPTION PROBLEMS
£25.00
£0.30
STMOUSE SWITCHES
•Including trade-in ofE15 for 512K existing memory. Each kit comes c/w illustrated instructions +
FREE multi-tasking software. Trade enquiries for Mac/PC/Sun/Arc upgrades welcome
li MMTelephone enquiries: 081-777 0751
Prices exclude VAT.
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:
Add £1.30 P&P to

EEEE3I

orders under £5.
Please call before

sending your computer

You must quote this ad at time of order for these low prices!

Modems! Modems! Modems!

Feed Your ST!
IS

PRINTER PACK

Spare Black Ribbon, Dust Cover,
200 Sheets of Comp. Paper, 100
Labels £10 (with Printer)

Advanced Maths Tutor.

Leics,

Tel (0455) 613377 9-5:30 Mon-Sat.

STARTER PACK

WEST LONDON SHOWROOM
Ealing Computer Centre

Computer Systems,

Classic" - ST User. £14.95

Data Manag Prof...£29.00
Cyber Studio
£36.95

.Mouse Mat, Dust Cover,

Megablaster Joystick, 10 Disks
in library case £15 (with ST)

Play Spell+ £19.95 Age 7+

All GST, Timeworks
Antic Software 30% OFF

First World Plus ...£57.50

Star LC200Col ....£219.99

Play Spell £14.95 Age 7+

SOFTWARE

MISCELLANEOUS
PSU For Atari

HCS
35 HARTLAND WAY, SHIRLEY, CROYDON, CR0 8RJ
Goods normally despatched within 1 days ofreceipt. Trade-in paidasarefund

Modems for Amigas, Ataris & PCs
Technical advice a pleasure

V22bis (2400 baud) Hayes compatibles from £99

Supply Solutions offer top quality, guaranteed new and
second-user modems from major
manufacturers at realistic prices.

All modems are fully tested prior to despatch.

Ring 081-566-3639
Supply Solutions
Supply Solutions 187 Uxbridge Road, London, W139AA
Linesopen 10am to 6pm and till 8pm Mondays&Tuesdays

ATARI REPAIRS

STRICTLY MAIL ORDER ONLY

FAST TURNAROUND

COMPETITIVE PRICES

• Over 10 years experiencewith Atari computers

• 20qualified technician engineers at your disposal
• Most computers will beturned around in just 24 hours!

• Prices include full service check, overhaul and soak-test
• All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

• • Simply send your machine along with a £15 diagnostic fee • •
and we will send you a written quote for the cost of repairing your machine, typically £45.00
How to take advantage of this exceptional offer:

Simply
send or rw
hand^ deliver
the workshop
address detailed
below,
enclosing
payrnen
and this advert
bimpiy serrao
^ ^yyour(|f machine
possJb|ej top|ease
jndude adaytime
te|ephone
number
and fault
description).
__
visa

£79.99

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
Studio Master House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, LU4 8EZ.
Telephone (0582)491949(4 lines)

LEISURE cheating

SPEEDBALL 2

BATTLE MASTER

Mirrorsoft

Mirrorsoft
Scenario One: Dorin's Delve

Level one consists of a money chest at the
lower right of the scenario and cave entrance
to level two. You can get the chest by simply
walking along the cliff face. However, doing
this also means that you take one hit from
an arrow volley.
Level two can be found by walking up the
dark brown earth track to the cliff face. How

ever, this triggers the sentries, and if you
want to avoid this you can try to sneak
around the bushes on the left hand side.

Once you're at the cliff face you should be
able to trigger the cave entrance by walking
up and down.
Level two itself consists of a corridor

with stairs at the end. You should try to walk
in the centre of this - there are loads of pit
traps present. At the end of the corridor you
can walk up the stairs to level three.
Level three opens into a small room with
a locked door. This can be opened by moving

Christopher Preston from Walsall ought to
be ashamed of himself. He's sent in tips to
create even more violence and bloody
conflict in this corking future sport game.

Buying Players

The three most important players on the team
are the Goalkeeper, Central Midfield and Centre
Forward. These are the positions where star
players are most effective.

Money

When you go into the league you begin with
1,100 credits. You could go straight to the gym
and improve the team that way, but if you save
your money and wait until star players come
onto the transfer market, you can improve the
team more for the same amount of money.
When you are playing

Defence

It is best not to control the Left and Right Defen
sive players, just the Goalkeeper. This is
because usually you're controlling a Defensive
player when control switches to the Goalkeeper
without you realising. Thinking you've still got

gp^__

a weak team, collect

the Defensive player, you could move
the Goalkeeper and enable the other
side to score easily, with much
annoyance ensuing, stf

as many 100 credit
coins
as
possible
even if it means goin
the wrong way.

to the lever in the wall on the left hand side. If

you walk up and down in front of the mirror,
you should be able to find a secret code.
Scenario Two: Dulham

Dulham simply consists of a few huts, some
humans and a pit trap. The trap is at the end
of the road in the middle of the village. Trig
ger this and your rear and huddle formations
suffer loses. You can enter the one locked

hut by getting a key from the hut to the right
behind the locked one.

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

Scenario Three: Brightleaf

This is an elf scenario. It consists of a large
transporter field and an underground section.
You can escape from the transporter field by
getting the spade and walking up to the tree
behind the small green knoll.
The underground section

can

be

accessed by walking over the bridge and into
the cave on the far left hand side. Once

there, you should pick up the small glowing
stones, since they can remove stalactites.
Here you're faced with two caves. The one
nearer the river contains the pit disabling
lever which you must use in exactly this man
ner - otherwise the other pits still work.
After you've wiped out the two ores, you
should be able to walk right up to the lever
and then away again. Do this and you should
now see that the lever has in fact changed
position. If you now enter the other cave you
can kill the ore in the alcove and continue to

follow the passage to the end, where it turns
left. At the end of this passage is a room,
after which the passage continues. You
should make sure you stay on the left hand
side of this room.

Once you've left the underground via the
cave at the end of the passage, you should
find yourself on the other bank of the river.
be

entered carefully. Once you're inside, move
left as far as possible and then up. You now
find yourself in a cave full of spiders and
moving down transports them out again.
'. 21-APRIL-')'l

Aizlewood of Chesterfield.

Get the jug of water and drop on flames.
Get loaf of bread. Don't give the apple to the
troll because he appears elsewhere and pre
vents you from collecting some treasure!
Get boulder from other side of water

Scenario Four: Axehead Hill

The cave nearest the river needs to

Codemasters

Following FORMAT'S recent com
plete solution to Treasure Island
Dizzy, here's the low-down on its
companion game from Stephen

where Snappy Happy Gator lives. Jump across
on the second snap of his jaws. Leave both
boulders on main staircase and go to the top
of the castle to get the meaty bone and shiny
gold key.
Go back down to main staircase and drop
shiny gold key. Get boulder from near Arma-

key from near the volcano. Take to Lift Control
Room and activate. Go back to main staircase

for third key and activate as above.
You can now explore the tree house com

plex and find the pickaxe, the door knocker
and the crowbar.

Get the pigmy cow from near the manure
heap and make your way to the well. Use the
crowbar to open it. In the upside down world,
give the pigmy cow to the Shopkeeper. He
gives you a bean for it. Go past the well and
jump up onto the house roof. In the chapel,
get the fourth key.
Go to the manure heap and drop the bean.
Take the door knocker back to the castle and

use it on the door that says "Knock and Enter."
Get the bucket, take it back to the pool of

gog, drop meaty bone. Go back to main stair

water near the volcano. Fill it with water and

case and pick up another boulder. Take these

drop it on the manure heap. This makes the
beanstalk grow. Climb up, jump right across
the clouds and you find the Cloud Castle.

two boulders to the Broken Bridge and drop
them in the water. Go back to the main stair

case for the third boulder and drop that in the

water. The water level rises, enabling you to
jump across safely.
Get shiny gold key and go to end of Pier
to get the sleeping potion.
Go right back to where the Gator lives,

jump across and drop the sleeping potion
close to the Dragon. He falls asleep, enabling
you to pass.

Take the shiny gold key to the Lift Control

Room and activate. Carry on past the manure
heap and oak tree to get another shiny gold

Get the Dragon's Egg. Jump back along
the clouds and drop down to ground level.
Activate the fourth key and drop down the hole
beneath the Control Room. Drop the egg on

the nest and the Dragon lets you pass. Use
the pickaxe to get the heavy rug.
Go back to the Cloud Castle and drop the
heavy rug on the spikes. You can now explore
the Castle and rescue Daizy. Ifyou haven't col
lected all 30 coins she asks you to do so to
buy a house.
There! Simple, isn't it?
ST FORMAT 93
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3'/V' EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
,.. a very smart looking drive indeed... a slim and
quiet device... it is very keenly priced too."

- ST WORLD, September 1989

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND DELIVERY
Express Courier Delivery £5.00 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our
premises. We feel sure that you won't be
disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

mm t® ORDER

SUPER LOW

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

PRICE !

£59.95

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST
• Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism

INCLUDES ITS OWN

• On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU
Beware of other makes of drive that
take their power from the joystick port t

including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?

External 40/80 Track Floppy Drive also available for only E99.00

Call us now on

0386 765500

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's
* Fits any STF, STFM or MEGA

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9,00am - 5.30pm

series machine in minutes!

Send Cheque, Postal Order or

tf Uses SIMMS RAM Modules

ACCESS/VISA card details to :

for Effortless Upgradeability

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.
Evesham, Worcs

V Probably the neatest ST
RAM Upgrade available!

WRIT 6XJ

&

ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated ...
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge
neededl Available with or without RAM modules.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520 1040 Megal to 2 2.5Mb ..
RAM Upgrade With 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520 1040 Mega ST to 4Mb
N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small
minority ot boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
All our Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most
items and also supply from a far wider product range
than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any of
our showrooms and discuss your requirements with a
member of our highly trained staff.

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR ANY ATARI 520 ST

>* Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham A
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

"S 0386 765180
Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

f£ 0223 323898
fax: 0223 322883

Open Mon-Frl. 9.30 - 6.00
and Sat.. 9.00-5.30
IBMdealer * Corporate Specialist

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge
Birmingham B30 3BH
•ST 021 458 4564
fax: 021433 3825

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

•

TECHNICAL SUPPORT •

•& 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3
Monday to Friday, 9.30 - 5.30

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of Your ST to as much
as 2.5MB, quickly and cheaply!
O 2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb, or 2 / 2.5Mb
O Simple, fast and effective R«M upgrade path

O Suits any 520 or 1040 ST model

520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£40.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAM upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS) .... £119.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS) .... £235.00
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering .... £ 59.00
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
£ 89.00
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
£ 149.00

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price
include return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use,
including drive problems. We reserve the right to refuse any machine
that we consider to have been damaged other than in normal use, eg.
substandard repair work, lightning and physical damage - these are

quoted forseparately. ST FIXED RATE REPAIR .. £ 65.00
If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-446441

ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies .... £ 45.00

O Requires no soldering or technical know-how
512K VERSION:
UPGRADES ANY 520 ST
TO 1MB RAM

ONLY

LYNX Hand-held Games Console

£69.95

(-11
C-I-IQ QEZ INCLUDMGFREE'CAUFORMA
Willy X. I I 3.SJO GAMES'MULTIPIAYER GAMECAflD

2MB VERSION:

ONLY

UPGRADES ANY 520/1040
STT0 2/2.5MBRAM

£159.95

All details correct at time of press

Allgoods subject to availability, E. &O.E.

DRIVE ACCESSORIES

ATARI ST RAM UPGRADES

DRIVE UPGRADES / HARD DISKS
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit. with full Instructions.
Requires very slight case modification
£54.95
Atari Megaflle 30Mb Hard Disk
£ 439.00
Atari Megafile 60Mb Hard Disk
£ 589.00

fax: 0386 765354

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA

RAM &

Prices include VAT and Delivery

EleclroCop
Slime
Woiid
w™.
Kbxx
Roadblajlers

g

Paperboy

£19 95 Xenophobe
£19.95
Blue
lighlninq
none
_
3._ w.
£1995
£1995

£19.95
£1995
_:: __

Gales of Zendocon . £1995

£19.95 ChipsChallenge .... £19 95

Zalor Mercenaiy .... £19.95

Rygar Warrior

£19.95

Shanghai
Rampage

£19,95
£22 95

MsPocman

£1995

Gaunllel3

£22.95

EZJ FORMAT GOLD AWARDS 1990

BiaimaBmi
ACCESSORIES

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2to 1Majority Winner

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

VIDI-ST
VIDI-ST
Widely regarded as the best in its
category, VIDI-ST video digitlser

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

performance with quality and high capacity

VIDI-CHROME ST

Colour frame

grabbing

upgrade,

enables youto -

enabling production of Red, Green and

* Have perfect freeze frame from any
video, In up to 16 shades
* Grab real time 3-D images
* Capture & restore action sequences
* Realise Desktop Video, plus much

camera. (Colour camera/video recorder
users - see below).

Blue elements when using a black/white

VIDI-RGB
Automatically separates Red, Green
and Blue colour signal components from
video recorder or camera, enabling the
user to easily produce colour pictures.

more

VIDI-ST is compatible with all video

standards, eg.colour, B/w, VHS, Beta,
PAL, NTSC etc.

Vidi ST

.£16.95

VIDI Chrome
VIDI RGB.

£ 89.00

. £ 59.00

PHILIPS I5n TV/MONITOR

& NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms, with28ms Access Time'

•Ct Fully Autoparking HardDisk
•it Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and .Software

A IncludesDMA Throughporl and Cooling Fan
•& Highquality, compactgrey metalcasing
•Ct Extremely easy installation procedure
*

PRICE INCLUDES ALL CABLES AND DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY.
WESTRONGL Y RECOMMEND AGAINST USE OF HARD DISKS ON
THE ST WITHOUTAN INDEPENDENT POWER SOURCE.

40MB VERSION ONLY..

£ 399.00 including VAT

100MB VERSION ONLY

£ 599.00

With its dedicated monitor input, this
model combines the advantages of a high
quality medium resolution colour monitor

'KICKOFF'
WITH THIS
DEAL FROM

with the convenience of remote control

Teletext TV - at an excellent low price I

POfiQ Oft

&Deliverv

Including VAT,
delivery & ST cable

FREE WITH EVERY STE/STFM PACKAGE;
•Kick Off 2'(RRP: £19.99)
'Tracksuit Manager1 (RRP: £19.99)
•Subbuteo'(RRP: £24.99)
Quickshot 3 Turbo Joystick (RRP: £9.99)
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £74.00 I

Monitor Switch Box - switch between colour / mono

monitors without unplugging. Low Price I

£ 13.9!

BMMn

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model
including ST connection cable
£ 239.
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor.... £ 99.00
Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor.. £ 269.00

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE - WEWILL BEAT ANY

520 STE

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, amazing low price I

'TURBO PACK'
Drive, joystick, plus a high quality
selection of software Including :

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE excellent travel &accuracy ... £ 37.95

£359.99

£439.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

enhancement &special effects available
from within Touch-Up. A good, sensible
investment for Desktop Publishing work.

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'

operation, fullycompatible

£ 99.95

AT-Speed hardware PC emulator with80286 processor for a speed increase.
Supports VGA/EGAdisplay (with SM124) and EMS
£ 199.95
AT-Once80286 based hardware emulator with support for extended
memory and hard disks
£ 179.00

Supercharger External V30 processor-based multi-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAM& MS-DOS 4. Plugs into DMAport. STE compatible . £269.00
Joystick / Mouse Pons Accessibility Adapter for STF/STFM/STE

£ 4.95

Dust Cover - available for any ST or Mega

£ 4.95

Mega ST1 wfth SM124 mono monitor
Mega ST1 as above, upgraded to 2Mb RAM
Mega ST1 as above, upgraded to 4Mb RAM

c 599.00
£ 769.00
E 879.00

The package includes:
Kuma Wordprocessor* Kuma
Spreadsheet* KumaDatabase
KumaBusiness Graphics*
'FirSTBASIC* 'HyperPaint'*
'Prince'* 'STAC Adventure Creator

£449.99 delivery

Inc.VAT &

delivery

£529.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£299.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

£519.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

ST SOFTWARE]

£609.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

Mega ST2 with SM124 monitor (2Mb RAM)
Mega ST4 with SM124 monitor (4Mb RAM)

E 849.00
£ 1099.00

SM124 monochrome hi-res monitor

£

First Word Plus
Write On

E 57.95
E 49.85

Data Manager Professional

£ 29.95

Cyber Paint 2.0

£37SO

Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Degas Elite

£ 37JO
£ 21.00

Replay 8

£ 63.95

GFA BASIC 3.5

£37.95

GFA BASIC Compiler
HiSolt Devpac 2.23

E 22 JO
E 44.95

Lattice C 5.06.02
Power BASIC
Atari Archive

a Star

! Get the lates
version

Mini Office series, each

£ 19.95

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

£ 22 JO

Deluxe Paint

£45.00

£ 22.50
£ 16.95

Timeworks DTP

£ 69.96

Simply the best replacement desktop/file
management environment lor any ST.

Tiger Cub

£84.95

NooCU

an LC-101

SB £159.00|

Price Inc. VAT, eft ttvery,

E 37.00

Spectrum 512
Digita Home Accounts

offering the Star LC-10
Mk.ll at the same price of i

LCW?

£ 115.00
£29.95
£ 22.00

Atari Fastcom 2

NEODESK 3 Desktop .. £29.95

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps
Buying For a limitedtime, we are ] Star LC 24-10 24-Pln, 4 fonts. 180/60cps

All models include cable

include 12 months
On-Site Maintenance

£269.99

of a 1040 STE with an excellent
selection of senous/leisure software.

99.00

Refer to the Jan.1991 issue of ST FORMAT

PC-Speed HardwarePC emulatorwhichfits neatlyinsidettie ST. Fast

All STAR printers

Plus 'Discovering yourAtariST Book

delivery

£389.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

EVESHAM MICROS
SPECIAL OFFER I

'Carrier Command''* 'Bomb Jack'*
'Space Harrier'* 'Neochrome' *
•FirST BASIC * 'Atari ST Tour-

Inc.VAT &

accurate scans every time. Scan either line-art
or grey Images up to 400dpi. Many image

PRINTERS

'STOS' Games Creator * 'Outrun'*

'STOS' Game Creator

Scanner includes viewingwindow & backlight for

£179.00

based around the 520 STFM

computer including 512K RAM, 1Mb
Floppy Drive and built-in TV
modulator. Also supplied is :

'Out Run'

•FirST BASIC

package includes a 100-400dpl scanner with dither
options, plus the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP
software package which drives the scanner directly.

Superb starter package, consisting

High quality, qood value package

'Music Maker 2' (STE version)

Outstanding quality, excellent value for money - this

'EXTRAS PACK'

PACK'

'Dragons Breath'
'Anarchy'
'Hyper Paint 2' (STE version)

SCANNER with TOUCH-UP

1040 STE

'DISCOVERY

'Indiana Jones & Last Crusade'

'Blood Money'
'Impossible Mission 2'
'Super Cycle'
'Human Killingmachine'

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY

520 STFM

Includes an Atari 520 STE with 1Mb

P-| "7 QC SATISFACTION
X. I I .570 GUARANTEED

^gplf

GENUINE ATARI ST PACKAGE OFFER ON A UKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

cable « J Year On-siteWarranty \

Star LC 24-200 24-Pln, 5 fonts, 200/67cps

... E 209.00
£ 215.00
£ 249.00

Desktop Publishing package complete with
spelling checker &graphics import facilities.

Available with any hardware
purchase over £75.00.

1 ST w o r d p l u s +
TIMEWORKS DTP

CITIZEN PRODOT-24C
PROFESSIONAL COLOUR PRINTER

£289.00

A Professional Printer at a budget price 1

E 899.00

This highly versatile letter quality printer boasts numerous
advanced features, yet maintains supreme ease of use.

£ 115.00

200 / 66 cps print speed • 5 LQ fonts • Full control from
front-panel • 7 Colour output: resolution up to 360 dpi 9 2
Year Manufacturers Warranty • Complete with cable

Atari SLH605 6 ppm. 300dpl laserprlnter.Quiet

Olivetti DU100S 200/30 cps 9-pin,
inc.12 months on-site warranty
Olivetti DM124 200/50 cps

We are offering a completeWordprocesslng/

E 24.95

Star LC 24-2O0C 7 colour version of above

in operation (requires 2Mb RAM minimum)

SPECIAL OFFER III

<

>PECIAL OFFER! ONLY £269.00

UTILITY review

Dumping the flexible way
Having problems withyour screen dumps? Derek Clarke takes a look at
the new and improved Flexidump Plus and spends a day dumping
PRINTING A PICTURE

Flexidump Plus
MACHINE: ALL STs

WITH FLEXIDUMP

PRICE: E37.95 COLOUR, £19.95 MONO
Picture
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c

•
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O B e sure you choose an appropriate
printer driver - one that configures
the program with your particular printer.
Then use the PICTURE TYPE option to
load Degas Elite, Neochrome or Tiny
format pictures into Flexidump Plus
1

PASS

I

DENSITV

i-

'".!'•'•;•

1

3
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1

DENSITV

2
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5

DENSITV
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DENSITV

7

CJii:=«SVv

it

RFlHDOM

HERW

INVERT

SIDENfiVS

OLoad your picture into the program
and then set the dump parameters
to suit your taste. You can adjust the

printer dot density and the number of
passes made by the print head

O

Choose the DUMP option and

select the area of your picture you
want dumped, using either a "rubber
box" or pixel coordinates. Or you can go
for broke and dump the whole picture

O Y o u can then set the number of

dumps across the page along with
the spacing of each dump. The dump's
dimensions can also be redefined, with

lengths of up to ten metres possible

If so, you can overcome this by using a "colour
H a v e you ever tried to print out a piece
of your own artwork using a graphics

HELP

output

PRINTER

device

DISK

©Adjust the colour sieve to suit your
taste, then choose your disk drive
or printer as the output for your dump
96
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sieve" to adjust the ink densities used by the
printer. This enables you to compensate for
older ribbons, and with practice you can obtain
some quite high quality dumps.
You can send the output directly to a printer
or create a file containing
all the printer commands.

package and been frustrated by what
you can actually achieve? Up to now, the best
your ST could offer is a poor rendition in mono
chrome - even if you use
a colour printer. At last,
FLEXI FEATURES
Flexidump Plus comes to
the rescue, offering all • Colour, grey scaled and mono dumps
the features you could
• Degas Elite, Neochrome or Tiny formats
possibly want to produce

• Selectable printer configurations

dazzling screen dumps and best of all, in colour!
You get two singlesided disks for your
money, containing three
utilities and the graphicdumping software. It also

• Eight dot density levels
• Up to three printer head passes

has an "on-line" manual.

When you're trying some
thing and get stuck, just
select "Help" and the
appropriate part of the
manual is displayed -

• Partial picture dumping
• Up to eight identical dumps across a page
• A maximum dump length of ten metres
• Adjustable colour density
• Picture dump enhancement
• Inverted dumping
• Heavy print
• Random dot patterns

• Multiple picture dumps

there's even a help fea

• Sideways dumping
• Framed dumping

ture on the exit alert box!

• Mono threshold limits

Alternatively you can just
• Graphic editing
read it all in one go.
The utility software
enables you to grab screens and store them on
disk as either Degas or Neochrome files. You
can also produce a catalogue of your pictures

You can then print this out
from the Desktop. The
package also contains
details on how you can
create your own transfers
in mono or colour, and
explains how to iron the
transfer onto a T-shirt.

Flexidump Plus is very
easy to use after a little bit
of practice, especially with
the user-friendly on-line
manual. However, it has
limited picture file compati
bility- it would be nice if it
were capable of printing
IMG files. Nevertheless, as
it stands it offers a very
flexible method of produc
ing screen dumps which
you can tailor to your own
specifications, stf

• Adjustable dump dimensions

• Want to try it first? A demo version of
Flexidump Plus is available from many PD
libraries - see our directory, page 129

by printing them. The package comes complete
with printer drivers for the more popular types
of printer, or you can configure drivers and tailor
them to your own specific printer.

FORMAT RATINGS
FLEXIDUMP PLUS

The graphic dumping program itself is
smaller than 150K and you can easily transfer it
to your Work Disk. There is an extensive range

Features

of options available to the user - you can dump

What more could you ask for?

Degas, Neochrome and Tiny pictures and even
dump screens which are in a different resolution
to the one you're currently using.
Once the picture has loaded, you can edit it
using the graphic editing facilities built into the
program. However, while these are okay for
most purposes, you are likely to find them a bit
limited. You can also tweak a number of differ

Select

strike ribbon. The program uses this information
to set the colour ratios of the dump, and to
make the best use of your printer.
Because of this, however, there's always
room for error - so don't be surprised if a dump
doesn't come out exactly the way you want it to.

ent features in the package, like altering the
printer dot densities and the number of times
the printer head passes over the same line three being the maximum.
A great deal of thought has gone into the
colour dump features. You must tell Flexidump
all the details about the type of printer ribbon
you use, the number of colours, the type of
paper feed and whether it is a single or multi-

£37.95 Colour/ £19.95 Mono

Zitasoft/0923 672102
88%

Speed

78%

High density dumps can take a while, but
the result is worth it in the end

Ease of Use

81%

Requires some practice, but manual is helpful
Results

94%

Excellent, user-friendly with some niftyfeatures
FORMAT VALUE

84%

A bit expensive for the novice but
definitely worth it for the expert

The Competition
You can get PD printer drivers from most good
PD libraries (see our directory on page 129) but
there are no other dumping programs to touch this

issue 21-APRIL-91

LEEDS (0532) 637988
COMPUTERS
WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE AMIGA
AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION
FULL REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE FREE ESTIMATES

UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST,
ARMLEY, LEEDS, LS12 2AE

ffifr TURBO PACK I

DISCOVERY
PACK

FIRST CHOICE
PACK

Everything you'll need in one DISCOVER THE ATARI ST
superb value package. Fully
Pack comprises of the Atari
520STFM, First Basic Language
microswitched Cruiser joystick,
Disk, Neochrome Graphics Package,
10 Sony disks, disk box,
S.T.O.S The best selling games cre
mousemat, Atari cover plus
ator, ST Tour - Tutorial Disk, Mouse
three extra games of your
and Manuals.
choice.

ONLY £30.00
with any Atari pack

Plus 4 great games titles
Outrun, Carrier Command, Space
Harrier and Bombjack.

THE NEW ENHANCED
ATARI 520 STE

* REGISTERED STAR
& CITIZEN DEALERS *

£509.00
Mega 4 with 4 meg of Ram
£1089.00

of the Atari STE. This machine is

Crusade, Impossible Mission 2,
Human Killing Machine, Super Cycle,
Outrun, Dragon's Breath, Anarchy,
Blood Money, First Basic, Music
Maker, Hyperpaint and S.T.O.S the
games creator plus all leads, mouse

ST Base - Database, ST Calc -

spreadsheet, ST Graph, S.T.A.C,
Adventure Creator, HyperPaint,
Prince - strategy game and
Metacomco ST Basic language disk
with full manuals, plus mouse.

and manuals.

ONLY

ONLY

£359.00

£429.00

EPSON EPL-7100 *A4 Pagelaser
printer * Multiple built in fonts * 512K memory *
expandable to 6Mb * 300*300 DPI graphics * 6
pages per minute * Small footprint

The Mega ST has long been the pro
fessionals' choice for DTP, CAD and

other memory intensive applications
plus all the usual business utilities.

Atari SM124 high res mono
monitor when bought with a
Mega ST or 1040
ONLY £99.99

CANON BJ10E BUBBLE
JET PRINTER
Innovative portable bubble jet printing technol
ogy * Smaller * Cheaper * Quieter * Quicker

CUMANA CSA 354 3.5"
EXTERNAL DRIVE ONLY

PHILIPS CM8833 MKII
Colour display, stereo sound, 600 * 286 resolu
tion, green screen facility, 1 yr on-site warranty

£69.00

Atari Mouse

£24.99

Data Sharer (2 way)
Data Sharer (3 way)

£17.99
£20.99

3.5" QUALITY
BULK DISKS

LIFETIME GUARANTEE THE
SAME QUALITY AS THE MOST
EXPENSIVE BRANDED DISKS

1 OTHER PERIPHERALS

Qty
10
25
50
100
200
300
400
500
1000

..£189.99
. ...E4299

MODEMS

..£149.99
..£229.99
..£359.99

£
£5.99
£12.99
£22.99
£39.99
£74.99
£109.99
£135.99
£159.99
£309.99

PC EMULATORS
..£209.99

Disk labels
Disk labels

500
£7.99
1000..£13.99

REMEMBER WE OFFER
•

TEL: 0532 637988
FAX: 0532 637689

Swift 24 Mono 24 Pin 192/64cps..£289.99

Swift 9 or24Colour Upgrade

•
•

£34.99

HARD DRIVES

NAKSHA UPGRADE
MOUSE

MEGAFILE 30MEG ..£439.99
Daisey chainable inc. utilitiesand cables

5 superior hi-res mouse inc.
mouse mat and holder

MEGAFILE 44MEG ..£799.99
Removeable cardridge drive

>, MEGAFILE 60MEG ..£589.99
As 30Meg but twice the capacity

FORGET-ME CLOCK II

VORTEX 40MEG

£519.99

ICD 40MEG

£489.99

ACCESSORIES

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
Neodesk 3 Desktop

£37.99

Protext Word Processor
First Word Plus V3
Wordwriter
Timeworks DTP
Home Accounts

£74.99
£58.99
£42.99
£74.99
£20.99

System 3 Accounts

£39.99

Mini Office Pro

Spreadsheet
£19.99
GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5 £39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5...£24.99
Prodata Database

FAST Mail order service

FREE postage UK mainland
FREE 2-3 day delivery
(next day delivery only £3)

* GOODS TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH
• CALL INTO OUR SHOWROOM
* SPACIOUS FREE PARKING
' FULL REPAIR SERVICE - FREE ESTIMATES

* IT COSTS LESS AT FIRST CHOICE!"

£69.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor£24.99
Quartet

....£99.00

• FIRST CHOICE •

£219.99
£179.99

ONLY £24.99

100% ERROR FREE, 135TPI,

ORDER BY TELEPHONE QUOTING YOUR
CREDIT CARD NUMBER. IF PAYING BY
CHEQUE PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO

124 DMono 24 Pin 120/40cps
Swift 9 Mono 9 Pin 192/40cps

SONY/MITSUBISHI

£109.99

MAIL ORDER

£139.99

Real time clock for the ST plugs
into the cartridge port

ATARI SM124
High resolution mono (600*400). This monitor
has a superb clear, stable image. Ideal if you are
using drawing or wordprocessing
applications.

120 DMono 9 Pin 120/5cps

ONLY £29.99

£72.99

£239.99
PHILIPS AV7300 TV TUNER

CITIZEN PRINTERS inc FREE cable

£899.99

PERIPHERALS
DRIVES

INCLUDING ALL LEADS

AT SPEED
PC SPEED

Mega 1 with 1 meg of RAM

£319.99

MONITORS

LINNET
LINNET 1200
LINNET 2400

1040 STE
The Extended RAM (1 meg) version

ALL OUR PRINTERS INCLUDE A STD CENTRONICS CABLE FREE!

STAR PRINTERS inc. FREE cable
LC 10 Mono 9 Pin 144/36cps
£159.00
LC 200 Colour 9 Pin 225/45cps
£209.99
LC 24-200 Mono 24 Pin 222/67cps ....£249.99
LC 24-200 Colour 24 Pin 222/67cps...£299.99

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND
SCANNER
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL
MOUSE

EXTRA PACK II THE MEGA SERIES

capable of runnning complex busi
ness and utility software,. The pack
includes ST Word - word processor,

Now with Indiana Jones and the Last

only £279.00

PRINTERS

I AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN AND AMSTRAD

Prodigy Sequencer
Sequencer One
Replay Professional

£9.99
£9.99

Midi cables 2M
Midi cables 3M
Midi cables 5M
Printer cables 18 wire
Printer cables 25 wire
520/1040 cover
LCIOcover
LC24/10cover
LC200 cover
LC24/200 cover
Swift 9/24 cover
12" monitor cover
14" monitor cover
14" tilt and swivel
Monitor stand

£3.99
£4.99
£5.99
£5.99
£8.99
£4.99
£4.99
£6.99
£5.99
£5.99
£6.99
£5.99
£6.99
£13.99

£47.99

Universal printer stand....£9.99

£109.99
£76.99
£109.99

High quality anti static
£4.99
100 capacity lockable 3.5"

Mastersound

£34.99

Canvas Paint Package

£13.99

Deluxe Paint II
Cyber Paint V2.0

£46.99
£39.99

' OPEN MON-SAT

Amiga Scart Leads
Amiga RGB Leads

Mouse mats 8MM

disk box

50 capacity as above
Banx Boxes
Posso Boxes

9.00AM - 5.30PM

SUNDAY OPENING

11.00AM-4.00PM

THURSDAY NIGHT

LATE TIL 8.00PM

£7.99

£5.99
£11.99
£18.99

ART attack

The Kandy Koloured
.^^angerine flake streamlined

moving

Picture Show

Do eels reproduce? Is a sprite a soft-drink or a spirit? Gallery guide
Neil Jackson takes you through an extended three-page exhibition
Things are a bit different this month. With
animation being the flavour of the issue,
KANDY couldn't let this opportunity go
unnoticed, could it? Art's art, innit? So, to give
you guys the lead, inspire you to greater heights
and generally wibble your visual circuits, we've
added an extra page to show you some profes
sional ST artwork, plus tips from a man who
makes his living drawing piccies.
Plus, there are still two fantastic reader sub
missions, one of which is a fully-blown cartoon
animation. Timing or what? With this little lot to

label and pop it in an envelope with your tips.

show you the way, you'll be reaching for that art
package before you can say Walt Disney!
And remember, you too could be an
ST art master. Next time you're doodling around
on your favourite art software, take a note of
what you did to get those fantastic effects,
those stunning shades or that pseudo postimpressionist aura. Bung it down on a bit of
paper (you know, the stuff that artists used

sure you send us only a backup, since we can't
return any of your disks (it's a bit like Vision On,
really). There's a £25 prize each issue for the
best submission - and remember, it's not just
the quality of your piccy that counts, but how
much information you include.
That address, then, in full... GALLERY,

before STs were invented), and save about five
or ten intermediate stages of your picture taking
shape. Write your name and address on the disk

BA1 2BW. And now, on with the show. Lights,
camera, action... stf

Send it to KANDY, at the address below. Make

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon,

eoff Furlong fro...
Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan
This

month's

first

submission was ere-

Vjf

ated using two very
popular art pack
ages, Cyber Paint
(which is also a very capable anima
studio) and old faithful, Degas El

This is very common, since no single
art package for the ST has everyth'
you're going to need - you can aim
always get the best results by usini
combination of programs. That's I
Tell 'em how you did it, Geoff...

"First step - Cyber Paint...
1. Using line and connected lir
modes, I created a basic outline of the
portrait. I like to use a range of tints
rather than different colours - this gi\
a softer image, especially in a portrai
2. The nose is the most vital landm;

in a portrait. It provides the centre
the work so that all the other featu

can be positioned with respect to

Using a combinationof fills and airbrusn
shading, I managed to add shape and sh
to the nose and mouth.

3. Next, I increased the shadow by gradually
decreasing the darkness of the airbrush.
4. Then I increased and tidied up the shadow
around the nose, and added indications of
where Ithink the cheekbones and eyes are.
5. The nose's shadowed outline still needed

tidying. Now that I've got the positions of the
eyes and cheekbones right, I can add detail to
the them. Also, I've added increasing shadow
to the mouth and the chin.

6. The white outline is removed by changing it
to the same colour as the background. This is
easier than physically filling in all the white with
98
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ht side of

the tace is merged into the background to give
a silhouette effect and, using the airbrush with
a spread of four, I gave the bridge of the nose
more depth.

7. The right cheek's shadow is now tidied up
and light is added to the left.
8. The 'hard' edges of the face left with the
'line' function are removed using the fine air
brush again. Now I've added stubble and wispy
hair using the airbrush again but with a wider
spread of nine. Extra shades of green are
added to allow a more subtle blend from light
to dark patches.
9. All hard lines and sharp angles are removed

"Then over to Degas Elite...
10.1 used Degas to create the text because it
has a nice range of fonts. I thought a calli
graphic font was apt. Using the other half of
the palette, I created another range of colours
- this time blues. After writing the text, I used
the outline function to create a gradually fading
border around the letter. This gives the text a
3D effect as if it's standing out of the screen.
11.1 copied this text into bank two and loaded
the portrait into bank one. Now I put up a
frame border and cut out the head for centring
issue 21-APRIL-91

ART attack

Chasseur (Hunter) Animation, by Martial
Fauteux, from Brossard, Canada.

This excellent piece of work is also the result of a
combination of art packages. Sadly, the full
effect of the motion cannot possibly be shown on
a flat page. Instead, we've included a few static
screens, plus some of the bits used as overlays
for the basic background shot. Martial doesn't
exactly give a great deal away in his documenta
tion, but for more detailed info on creating your
own animations, check out the Animaster tutorial
on page 32. Meanwhile, here are Martial's basic
tips...

"Essentially, I made my animation using 11
Rough (a fantastic drawing program from France)
and Cyber Paint. I drew all the pictures in 11
Rough, saved them, and then imported them into
Cyber Paint That's where I put them all together
to form an animation sequence, which I then finetuned. The movement of my characters was
inspired by the work of Preston Blair, a famous
animator."
Overleaf -

details of how Martial created his

backgrounds - plus tips from Readysoft's own
graphic artists on how you can make your own!

•nun

nip®
..i the picture. I find that if the border and
paper colours are the same, a frame bor

der helps you to centre objects and text.
12. Now I switched to bank two and used

the stretch facility to get the text the
correct size to fit alongside Beethoven.
After block copying the shrunken text to
bank one, it just remained for me to
remove the frame and voila!What's more, it
only took me three hours!
Cyber Paint v2 £49.95 Electric
Distribution u 0480 496666

• Degas Elite £24.95 Electronic Arts
0753 4"
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The man is the hardest to draw. Try
and give him a good bouncing motion
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ART attack
• Here Martial shows how he constructed the backdrops for the animation. By start-

the way the backdrop should look. Now fill
in the details, being careful to introduce

foreground objects like the trees to give
the picture depth. Note how the grass is

ing off with a line drawing you can map out

shading. Concentrate on building up strong

simplified as it trails into the horizon

READYSOFT PRESENT A VISUAL
And finally, KANDY presents some tips from the
professionals. This sequence shows the cre
ation of a background which is to be used in a
forthcoming ReadySoft game currently going by
the dubious working title of "Guy Spy." Ifs the
work of Hugh D. Macleod Jnr, so here he is to
explain its development...

"The first consideration for this background
is its central position on screen, because in the
game it will have a central, straight-running ani
mation overlaid on top. This must be taken into
account before even putting pointer to pixel.
Working closely with Rui, the programmer, I
worked out the correct perspective points and
sketched a guide. This was then digitised.
"Using Deluxe Paint, the digitised image is
touched up to produce a clear reference
screen, using the line function to mark out the
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lines in colour. Then it's just a question of
choosing the correct colours. The final scene is
supposed to represent the inside of a pyramid,
where there would be very little natural light.
This means light to dark earth tones would be
most appropriate - Ochre, Burnt Umber and
Burnt Sienna, for example.
These colours are laid down in the appro
priate areas and blended together to give the
picture a good tonal transition. This is done
using a number of functions - dithering, anti
aliasing and tinting. Areas where there ordinarily
would be light sources are sectioned off and
touched up separately.
The final touch (and the most important
one) is to add the fine details, like the cracks in
the rocks and the central pedestal, which are

done freehand, using the draw function." stf
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FLEXIDUMP PLUS

SUPERB pAT ATI) DUMPS
FROM YOUR tuLull\ PRINTER

Pro STUDIO QUALITY SONG FILES
FROM THE UK'S LEADING COMPUTER SEQUENCE ARRANGERS
SEE HANDS ON MIDI REVIEW IN THIS ISSUE
GET YOUR COMPUTER & MUSIC EQUIPMENT ALL UNDER ONE ROOF!
COMPUTER SEQUENCE SONG FILES:
' Mind blowing Music & Sequences
" Standard Midi File & Pro24

* Easilymodified by you

" Used by top Pro-Musicians
" Rock & Classics such as:

•
•

Superb colour graphics dumps
Totally resizable

BAD
THRILLER
RIDE ON TIME

Michael Jackson
Michael Jackson
Black Box

NIGHT BIRDS
TOCCATA & FUGUE
NEW WORLD SYMPHONY

•
•

Select part of screen
Colour catalogue function

COMPUTERS - KEYBOARDS & INSTRUMENTS:

•

Wide range of printers supported including:

"Very high standard"...Sound on Sound

Shakatak
J.S.Bach
Dvorak

£79.95 per disk of 4

Atari - Acorn - Amstrad - Yamaha - Casio - Roland - Korg-Also
Saxophones & all other wind instruments

LC10, LC200, LC200 24, Citizen Swift, NEC, Oki 20,

GABRIELS LTD

Epson JX80C, LQ24C and more.

Flexidump Plus (2 disks) colour & mono 9 & 24 pin...£37.95
Flexidump mono 9 pin printers...£19.95

T-SHIRT PRINTING RIBBONS
PRINT YOUR OWN T-SHIRTS!

COMPUTERS & KEYBOARDS DIRECT TO YOU ANYWHERE IN THE UK!

0705 - 736820
ORDER BY PHONE WITH VISA AND ACCESS. PLEASEQUOTE DEPTSTF

ST MUSIC MATRIX
MIDI DISK MAGAZINE FOR THE ATARI ST
TO AID THE ST MUSICIAN TO UNDERSTAND

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION
PURPOSE

Print onto normal paper then iron on to T-Shirt

AND WORK WITH MIDI.

4 colour for Star LC10 Colour
4 colour for Citizen Swift

£17.25
£34.50

Black for the following printers:

TO AIM TOWARD NEW HORIZONS FOR MIDI MUSICIANS
Educational by design. Covering every aspect of the MIDI and MUSIC data available
for the ST computer. Each issue has files with Synth Editors, New Voices, News. Reviews.
MIDI & MUSIC tutorials. Complete WORKING sequencers. (1&7). Along with these

PHILOSOPHY

Epson FX80, FX100, LX80, Panasonic 1080/81, 1180

extensive

Star LC10, NL10, Citizen 120D at

GENERATORS - MIDI Demos, MIDI Software written In Basic. Series starting from scratch

£11.50

Heat transfer colour pens set of 5 large
£17.25
Heat transfer colour pens set of 5 small
£13.80
Atari ROM Cartridge takes two 27256 or 27512....£10.35
How to order: Enclose cheques/PO's made payable to: CARE
ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa. Please add carriage at £1.38
CARE ELECTRONICS, 800 ST ALBANS RD,

GARSTON, WATFORD, HERTS, WD2 6NL.

files

each

issue

includes

MFS

SEQUENCES.

You

become

the

ARRANGER/PRODUCER of the music E.g. Eroica Passage (Issue 5). ALGORITHMIC MUSIC
WITH EXAMPLE MIDI PROGRAMS in ST, FAST, GFA, POWER, HISOFT and STOS Basics also

TEACHING MIDI In 68000 Assembler. (Issue 5) ISSUE 7 NEW 16-TRAK SEQUENCER which

supports MIDI THRU and EDITING, a KAWAI Kl Editor with new voice banks and KORG Ml
DEFAULT VOICES. ISSUE 8 now has full working Kl Editor, 50 New Korg Ml Voices, and 32
New Kawai Kl Voices. ISSUE 9 has NEW ROLAND D10 EDITOR with all functions enabled
and Voice Databank software. Also 2 Banks of 64 Voices for the ROLAND D5. ISSUE 10

has a KAWAI K4 EDITORDemo and Samples for Replay 4 with editing software New MIDI
DATABASE DISK RELEASE - Our P/D MIDI listing has been updated. - Send just £2 for our
latest list plus Matrix extracts on disk. NEW 500 VOICES FOR KORG Ml £30.
NEW: SCO + voices for KAWAI K1/r/m only £30.00
d^bb
The MUSIC MATRIX costs £10 per issue OR any 4 issues for £35
VISA

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT, P*P AND 1st CLASS MAIL DELIVERY ^^m
Available only from The Music Matrix, 14 Main St, East Wemyss, Fife KYI 4RU

TEL: 0923 672102. FAX: 0923 662304

Phone 0592 714887 - 24 HRS - OR PRESTEL mbx 21 - 9999 - 427

LIVE IN LEEDS? WE HAVE MOVED!
Our regular customers know we offer unbeatable advice, service and deals on all things Atari. NOW in our new
City-Centre Superstore, we offer even more! If you thought all computer stores were the same, then visit us WE KNOW YOU'LL BE IMPRESSED!

HARDWARE SUPER DEALS
520 STFM
520 STE Turbo
520 STE 1.2 or 4

meg upgrades

SOFTWARE

£279.00 Miditech Hard Drives
£350.00
48 meg
£459.00

GREAT

Cumana CSA 354
Roctec Drive

£78.00
£69.00

DEALS!!

Internal Replacement
Drive

1040 STE Extra +
mono Monitor
Portfolio

Lynx

£59.00

Philips 8833 MK 11 ...£239.00
£539.00 AV 7300 Tuner
£185.00 At Speed
£159.00 Vidi ST

£69.00

£199.00
£95.00

Plus loads more stuff - Call for prices!

Timeworks DTP
1st Word Plus

MegaPaint
Cyber Series
Easy Draw

£68.99 Neo Desk
£58.99 Dev Pac

£35.00

£49.00

STOS Compiler

£89.00 Compo Products
Call
In Stock Sage
....In Stock
£25.00 System 3
£39.00
£25.00 Digicalc
£32.00
£17.49 Mavis Beacon
£24.99

Lattice CV5
HiSoft Basic

£119.00 Palestream
£59.00 K Graph 3

STOS

£149.00
£39.00

MUSIC

PRINTERS AND SCANNERS
StarLCIO
StarLCIO II
Star LC200 Colour
Star LC24 200
Star LC24 200 Colour
Citizen Swift 24

£159.00
£189.00
£209.00
£259.00
£299.00
£299.00

Colour upgrade for above
Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet - Laser Quality

£34.00
£329.00

Atari Laser Printer

OVER 500 PRODUCTIVITY TITLES IN STOCK

CALL

We are one of the U.K.'s TOP COMPUTER MUSIC

DEALERS and stock not only software but keyboards
too! Call in for advice or drop in for a demo.
Best prices guaranteed!!
Allprices correctat going topress. Allprices include VAT andpostage (COURIER
£6). Cheques made payable to MIDITECH. Allgoods checked beforedeparture.

We are open Mon-Sat, 9.30-6
Est 1988.

. . . -_ - ^_ n— ^^ i i * 54, The Balcony, Merrion Centre, Leeds 2

M

JI

Ff,H
^^

Tel (0532) 44652°

ACCESS AND VISA WELCOME
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FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS
3D Construction Kit
Addidas Gold Shoe
Alcatraz

£13.99
£16.99

Alpha Waves
Antago

£16.99
£12.99

Armour-Geddon

£16.99

Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)

£16.99

Betrayal
BillyThe Kid

£19.99
£16.99

Blade Warrior
Blue Max

£16.99
£19.99

CLASSIC COLLECTION

TOP 50 CHART

£27.99

£16.99

Midnight Resistance

£16.99

Balance of power 1990 (1 Meg)

£16.99

B.A.T.
Battle Command
Cadaver

£24.99
£16.99
£16.99

MIG 29 - Fulcrum

£24.99

Murder in Space

£16.99

N.A.R.C

£16.99

Ninja Remix
Pang

£16.99
£16.99

Batman the Movie
Bards Tale Vol 1
Battle Chess
Battle Hawks 1942

£13.99
£7.99
£16.99
£16.99

Paradroid 90

£16.99

Battle Master
Battletech

£19.99
£12.99

Captive

£16.99

Chase H.Q. 2

£16.99

Chuck Yeagers A.F.T. V2
Corporation
Dragon Breed
Dragon's Lair 2 Timewarp

£17.99
£16.99
£14.99
£27.99

E-Swat

£16.99

Player Manager
Powermonger

£11.99
£19.99

Puzznic

£16.99

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop 2
Saint Dragon

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Satan

£12.99

Bomber Bob

£16.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£18.99

£16.99

Chessmaster2100
Codename Iceman

£19.99
£24.99

Gazza2
Golden Axe

£14.99
£16.99

Hard Drivin' 2
Heroes Quest

£16.99
£26.99

Shadow of the Beast

£16.99

Shadow Warrior

£13.99

Cruise for A Corpse

£16.99

Darius +

£16.99

Ironman Off Rd Racer
James Pond

£16.99
£16.99

Death Trap

£16.99

Judge Dredd

£13.99

Sly Spy
Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Deuteros - The Next Millenium

£16.99

£13.99
£14.99

Final Battle

£16.99

Final Command

£16.99

Flight of the Intruder

£19.99

£16.99

Team Suzuki
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

£16.99
£19.99
£16.99

Elite

£12.99

£18.99
£17.99

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

£16.99

Toyota Celica

£16.99

F-16 Combat Pilot

£16.99

F-16 Falcon

£13.99

F-29 Retaliator

£16.99

Murder

£17.99

NAM

£24.99

STAR WARS TRILOGY - ONLY £9.99

Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi

Eliminator, Skychase Strike Force Harrier,
--' r.Skyf — "

S.T.U.N. Runner
S.W.I.V.
Test Drive 2

£12.99
£16.99
£16.99

The Keep

£16.99

Turrican2
UMS II

£13.99
£18.99

Viz

£16.99

Wolfpack

£20.99 Airborne Ranger

CHALLENGERS - ONLY £19.99

Pro Tennis Tour, Kick Off, Fighter Bomber,

Super Ski,StuntCar Racer

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer, Gazzas
Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition
TRIAD 3-ONLY £14.99

Rocket Ranger, Speedball, Blood Money

POWER PACK ONLY £17.99

MIND GAMES ONLY £16.99

Xenon 2, Bloodwych, TV Sports Football, Lombard Rally

Waterloo, Austerlitz, Conflict in Europe

Batman the Movie, Indiana Jones Last
Crusade, Robocop, Ghostbusters 2

PREMIER COLLECTION 2 ONLY £4.99

Mercenary, Custodian, Backlash, Eliminator

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS •
Action Service
Afterburner

Flood
Football Director 2
Frontline
Future Wars
Gauntlet II

£16.99
£13.99
£17.99
£16.99
£7.99

Gettysburg

£20.99

Heroes of the Lance
Hillsfar
Hound of Shadow

£16.99
£16.99
£7.99

Immortal (1 Meg)
Imperium
Indy Jones The Adventure
Int. Rugby Simulator

£17.99
£16.99
£16.99

Iron Lord
Jack Nicklaus Golf

£16.99
£16.99

Jumping Jackson
Kings Quest Triple Pack
Kings Quest IV

£7.99
£24.99
£27.99

Overlord

£13.99

£6.99

£6.99
£2.99

Pipemania

£12.99

Pirates

£16.99

Populous

£16.99

£6.99
£3.99
£4 99

£7.99

Shoot Em Up Const. Kit

£9

Silent Service

£9

Silkworm

£7

Spy Vs Spy I
Spy Vs Spy II
Spy Vs Spy III

£4
£4
£4

£9.99

Steve Davis Snooker

£9

£7.99
£9.99

Time Machine

£9

Time & Magik

£6

Times of Lore

£9

Tin Tin on the Moon

£4

T.N.T. Combat
Tower of Babel

£4
£8

£10.99

£4.99
£4.99

£4.99
£12.99
£9.99

Quickjoy Mega Board
2M Joystick Ext
Twin Joystick Ext

£19.99 Manhunter
£6.99 Mousetrap
£6.99 MrHeli

£7.99
£7.99
£4.99
£7.99
£6.99
£9.99
£7.99

Laser Squad

Toyotees

£6

Turbo GT
Tusker

£4
£8

TV Sports Football

£11

£7.99

Projectyle

£16.99

Promised Lands
Rainbow Islands

£7.99
£14.99

Red Lightning
Red Storm Rising
Robocop
Scenery Disc 7, 9 or 11
Scenery Disc Japan or Europe
Hawaiian Scenery Disc

£19.99
£16.99
£13.99
£10.99
£10.99
£14.99

Simulcra

£16.99

Space Ace
Space Quest III
Super Cars

£27.99
£27.99
£13.99

Switchblade
Tank Attack
Team Yankee

£13.99
£9.99
£19.99

Treasure Island Dizzy
Turrican
Ultima V
Ultima IV
Ultimate Golf
War in Middle Earth
Welltris
ZakMcKracken

£9.99

£4.99

Wipe Out

£4

Zany Golf

£8.99

World Class Leaderboard

£7

Zombi

Please charge my Access/Visa No:

£3
£3
£7
£8

Powerdrome

UMS Scenario Civil War
UMS Scenario Vietnam
Uninvited
Weird Dreams

£8.99

in San Francisco

£13.99
£13.99
£17.99

£7.99

£7.99
£7.99

Quickjoy Infa Red
Quickjoy 3 Turbo
Quickjoy Topstar

£19.99

President is Missing
Question of Sport

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon

£3.99 Iron Tracker
£27.99 Joan of Arc
£24.99 Kid Gloves
£9.99 Klax
£19.99 Kult

£20.99

Pacland

Centrefold Squares

Hammerfist

£16.99

Midwinter

Pacmania

Seven Gates of Jambala

Hollywood Poker Pro
£2.99 Infestation

£19.99

Maniac Mansion

Mavis Beacons Typing

£7.99
£9.99

£4.99

£7.99 Gnome Ranger
£7.99 Gunship

Loom

£9.99

Bubble Ghost Plus

Atari ST 4 Player Adaptor

£20.99
£26.99

£6.99

£6.99

Kit

£7.99

Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit Larry 2

Operation Neptune

Brian Cloughs Football

Eagle Riders
Fantasy World Dizzy

£4.99

£9.99

Quest For The Time Bird
S.D.I

£5.99
Football Manager II+ Exp
£7.99 Games Summer Edition
£4.99 Ghouls and Ghosts

£4.99
£13.99
£19.99
£16.99
£17.99
£13.99
£14.99
£17.99

£7.99
£16.99

Expiry date:
VISA

Please supply me with the following for
Computer
Titles

£19.99
C24.99

North And South

£7.99
£4.99

Drakken

£7.99

Fire Brigade
Flight Simulator 2

Monty Python
New Zealand Story
Operation Stealth

£4.99
£4.99

40 Lockable Disc Box
80 Lockable Disc Box
Atari ST 520/1040 Dust Cover

ORDER FORM d

Ferrari Formula One

Leaderboard

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ONLY £20.99

£19.99 Austerlitz
£18.99 Balance of Power
£13.99 Barbarian 2
forthcoming Boulderdash Const. Kit

Mouse Mat 6mm
Naksha Mouse

Soccer

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMANDO - ONLY £14.99

£16.99

£22.99

Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off, International

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY £8.99

£16.99
£16.99

Disc Cleaning Kit

Solitaire, Gin Rummy,Crazy 8's, Old Maid, Cribbage. Hearts

Tetris, Tau Ceti, Tracker, Joe Blade

Ranx

Cheetah 125+
Contriver Mouse

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES - ONLY £14.99

WORLD CUP COMPILATION 90 ONLY £14.99

MAGNUM 4-ONLY £19.99

Double Dragon, Batman Caped Crusader,
Operation Wolf, Afterburner

Secret of Monkey Island
Street Hockey

ACCESSORIES

£16.99
£14.99
£27.99
£16.99
£14.99
£7.99

M1 Tank Platoon
Mean Streets

£16.99
£19.99

attractions are not released at time of going to
press. These willbe despatched within 24hrs of
release subject to availability

Days of Thunder
Dragon Flight
Dragon's Lair
Dragons of Flame
Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

Lotus Turbo Challenge

Metal Masters
Midwinter 2

Please note that the majorityof the

£16.99

£16.99

£16.99
£13.99

Z-Out

£7.99
£9.99

Damocles

£19.99

Line of Fire
Lords of Chaos

Wonderland
Wrath of the Demon

£12.99

Conqueror
Daily Double Racing

Strider 2

£16.99
£16.99

£16.99

£19.99

Colossus Chess X

Supremacy

Last Ninja 3
Lemmings

£16.99

Chess Champion 2175

£16.99

Dangerous, Highway Patrol, Chicago 90's

Pro Tennis Tour 2

£14.99
£13.99

£26.99

£16.99

Prophecy

Chaos Strikes Back
Chase H.Q

£12.99

KillingCloud

£16.99
£17.99

£19.99
£16.99

Kick Off 2

£16.99

£16.99

£14.99

Bridge Player 2150
Castle Master

Lost Patrol

It Came From The Desert

Navy Seals

Borodino

Leisuresuit Larry 3

FULL BLAST - ONLY £19.99
Ferrari Formula One, P47, Carrier Command, Rick

Obitus
Predator 2

£8.99
£16.99

Atomic Robokid

Carthage

Epic
European Superleague

3D Pool
A.T.F. 2

Price

Customer Number:

DATE:
NAME:

ADDRESS:

.Post Code.
TEL:

ST FORMAT APRIL '91

Please make cheques
& PO payable to
Turbosoft
Credit card orders taken payment
cashed only on despatch. Orders under
£5 add 75p P&P per item. For First
Class add 75p P&P per item UK only.
EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non
EEC countries add £3.00 per item.
Express airmail £4.00 per item. All
items subject to availability. All prices
subject to change without notice. E. &
O. E. Please note: Mail Order companies
may take up to 28 days to deliver goods
j'rom receipt oj'order. Please allow for

cheque clearance

smFY
EDUCATIONAL
3 Bears (5-10)

£16.99

Answer Back Junior

£13.99

Answer Back Senior

NAKSHA MOUSE

BARGAIN BUY

!

£27.99

UTILITIES

SILENT

SIM CITY
ONLY £14.99

SERVICE
ONLY £9.99

£13.99

Arithmetic Add On (A.B.J.)
Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-14)
Donald's Alphabet Chase

£7.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

French Mistress

£13.99

HIGHWAY

TIN TIN ON

SUPREMACY

PATROL 2

THE MOON

ONLY £19.99

ONLY £4.99

ONLY £3.99

IN NOW

POWERDRIFT
ONLY £7.99

GUNSHIP
ONLY £12.99

STIR CRAZY -

£17.99

Deluxe Paint 2

£44.99

DevpacV.2
Digibase
Digicalc

£45.00
£37.99
£27.99

Final Accounts

£27.99

First Word Plus V.3

£57.50

Fleet Street Publisher

£84.99

Harlekin
Hisoft Basic

£34.99
£59.99

£13.99

WARHEAD

E-MOTION

CHICAGO 90S

Fun School 2 6-8

£13.99

ONLY £9.99

ONLY £8.99

ONLY £4.99

Fun School 2 8+

£13.99

Hisoft C Interpreter
Hisoft Tempus 2

£34.99
£27.99

Fun School 3 Under 5

£16.99

Home Accounts

£17.99

Fun School 3 5-7

£16.99

Fun School 3 7+

£16.99

K-Graph3
K-Spread3

£32.99
£59.99

German Master

£13.99

Goofy's Railway Express

£13.99

Italian Tutor

£13.99

Fun School 2 Under 6

Jigspell

£9.99

Kidtalk

HARD DRIVIN

DYNAMITE DUX

ONLY £7.99

ONLY £8.99

DYNASTY WARS

£13.99

SIMULATION
ONLY £7.99

ONLY £3.99

CAPTAIN
BLOOD
ONLY £3.99

G-NIUS
ONLY £2.99

MACADAM
BUBBLE PLUS

ONLY £4.99

TOYOTES

BUMPER PINBALL

ONLY £6.99

SIM ONLY £3.99

Knife ST

£20.99

Lattice C V.5

£104.99

Logistix

£14.99

Mastersound 2

£29.99

Personal Pascal

£59.99

Prodata

£59.99

Protext V.5

STRATEGY/

RICK

DANGEROUS
ONLY £9.99

BANGKOK

£20.99
£13.99
£7.99

3.5" BULK DISCS
10 - £6.99
20- £11.99
50- £24.99
100 - £44.99
500- £194.99
1000 - £364.99

ONLY £18.99

FOOTBALL

BOBO

£119.99

Quartet

£6.99

Prof. Plays a New Game
Spanish Tutor
Spelling Add On (A.B.J.)

U.M.S. 2

ONLY £8.99

Learn to type
£10.99
Magic Maths (4-8)
£16.99
Math Talk (5-13)
£13.99
Maths Mania (8-12)
£16.99
Mickey's Crossword Maker....£13.99
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£13.99
Postman Pat

COMING SOON

EAGLE RIDERS
ONLY £4.99

Degas Elite

KNIGHTS

ONLY £7.99

CRACKDOWN

KRYPTON EGG

BOARD GAME

ONLY £8.99

ONLY £6.99

GO-MOKU & RENJU

ONLY £14.99

1 LEISURESUIT
{

DOUBLE

PURPLE

CRYSTAL

LARRY3

DRAGON 2

SATURN DAY

CASTLES

ONLY £26.99

ONLY £9.99

ONLY £4.99

ONLY £4.99

SPRING SPECIALS •

SPRING SPECIALS

AMERICAN

EUROPEAN

HIGH ENERGY

FUTURE

SUPER QUINTET

DREAMS

DREAMS

ONLY £16.99

DREAMS

ONLY £6.99

ONLY £6.99

ONLY £6.99

Tin Tin on the Moon

ONLY £6.99

Bubble Ghost

Stir Crazy - Bobo
Teenage Queen

Teenage Queen

Warlocks Quest

Bubble Ghost

Notrh & South

G-Nius

Warlocks Quest

Action Service

Fire & Forget
Hostages

Spidertronic
Purple Saturn Day

Passengers on the

Operation Neptune
Hostages
Super Ski

COLLECTION
ONLY £17.99

CARTRIDGE

ONLY £7.99

SPRING SPECIALS •

PLATINUM

B.A.T. + SOUND

|

Billiards Sim

Hostages

520STFM DISCOVERY PACK

520STE TURBO PACK
Incl. 520STE computer + mouse, plus
Anarchy, Blood Money, Dragons Breath,
Human Killing Machine, Impossible Mission 2,
Indy Jones, Outrun, Supercycle, First Basic,
Hyper Paint 2, S.T.O.S., Music Maker 2,

Ghouls N Ghosts,
Strider, Forgotten
Worlds, Black Tiger

S.T.O.S. Games Creator, Discover the
ST Book, Mouse Mat, 10 Blank disks.

Turbosoft
Unit 6 & 7
Acacia Close

ONLY £275

Replay Professional
ST Replay 4
STReplay8
S.T.O.S

£20.99

STOS Compiler

£16.99

STOS Maestro

£16.99

STOS Maestro Plus

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

only £74.99

Mouse Mat, 10 blank disks

ONLY £360

F16 Falcon £13.99
Falcon Mission 1 £9.99
Falcon Mission 2 £9.99
OR
All 3 £29.99

(Personal callers welcome)
HOW TO FIND US

Industrial Estate

Stanbridge Road
Leighton Buzzard
Beds. LU7 8QE
Office hours are
LUTON JUNCTION 1

Saturdays
10.00am to 4.00pm
All prices include VAT

Tel: (0525) 377974
Fax: (0525) 852278
Independent Stockist.
Riomhaire Software,

HAflPENDEN JUNCTION 10

AS JUNCTION 9

Dublin Bazzaar, Unit 34
Thomas St, Dublin 8

Eire. Shop prices will
vary. Personal callers
only

£52.99

£29.99
£149.99

SUPER BUY
CUMANA
EXTERNAL
DISC DRIVE +
10 Blank discs

Cherrycourt Way

Monday to Friday
9.00am to 5.00pm

£105.99
£59.99
£59.99

Wind 1 & 2

Incl. 520STFM computer + mouse, plus
Bombjack, Carrier Command, Outrun,
Space Harrier, First Basic, Neochrome,

£34.99

Maps showing direct routes from the motorway and A5

MIDI project
Trim the lead of the resistor and the anode

of the LED so that they overlap by about a

DIY MIDI

quarter of an inch.

H

Solder them together. Snip off the metal

cable grip to prevent either of the compo
nents shorting to the casing and then re-assem
ble the plug, taking care to guide the LED
through the hole at the back.

DThe small notch at the top of the MIDI plug
must be uppermost when you plug your
tester into a MIDI Out socket, as for any
plug. Now you can gently bend the LED
upwards so that you can see it.
n
Solder up the MIDI socket in
exactly the same way. Then

Having problemsfinding that duff
lead, especially in the spaghetti bowl
ofcables connecting your MIDI setup?
Vic Lennard shows you how to make a
MIDI signal and lead tester to ease the pain
Y o u turn on your keyboard and find that
the

MIDI

doesn't

work

for

the

umpteenth time - is there anything
coming out of the MIDI Out or are your wires
crossed? No matter how small your MIDI setup,
it's a time-consuming problem always having to
check your MIDI leads or MIDI Out socket.
Maybe you've bought a cheapo lead and want to
know whether it's working or not. This easy-tomake MIDI tester helps you find out what's
wrong at a glance and without all that tedious
fiddling about with your MIDI leads.

you can use this one to check
leads.

Using the MIDI
Signal Testers
Plug the MIDI plug
tester

*mWfr_^B B

the

socket

°f y°ur keyboard.
You may find it is
flickering
already

plug or socket, you can see this effect clearly.
The LED in the opto-isolator needs a maximum
of 5 milliamps to turn it on but there is little
current available. You can however get a low
current LED - requiring only 2 milliamps - for
about 20 pence. You must also use a resistor in

order to lower the voltage received from the
MIDI line to around 3 volts. The standard value
is 220 ohms but a value between 100 and 220

ohms is okay. If the resistor has too high a
value, you end up with a dull LED. Use an eighth
or

into

MIDI Out

quarter watt variety because

without you
even
touching a note. This
happens because some
keyboards send out a continuous stream of MIDI
information called Active Sensing - it tells
connected devices that "daddy is still here!"
Press a key and the LED should blip - this

shows the keyboard sending the Note On signal.
Now release the key and the LED blips again this is the Note Off signal. Depending on how
advanced your keyboard is, you can now check
the pitch bend and modulation wheels, sustain
pedal, program change buttons and so on.

otherwise it's difficult fitting it

THE MIDI INTERFACE

Testing for faulty leads

into the MIDI connector.
You can use a MIDI

Plug a suspect MIDI lead into the MIDI Out

chassis socket and plug
but you get better

socket and then connect the socket version of

The MIDI interface uses an opto-isolator -

which is a Light Emitting Diode (LED) and a phototransistor in one pack

age. The LED turns on and off

results

as MIDI data is received

version

with

a

because

line

the tester to the other end of the lead. Pressing
keys and moving controls should make the LED

it's

flash on and off. If the lead is of poor quality or

portable. The MIDI line
plug and socket are
around 28p each and the
resistor only 3p - a total of
around 50p for each tester.
Check out your local Maplin or
equivalent for the parts.

and the phototransis
tor picks up the

• The picture shows the strain relief
cut away from both the plug and the
socket so the LED can poke through
at the end of your new signal testers

light pulses. As a result, there is no direct elec

The Plug Version
DTake the MIDI plug to pieces and check
each of the pin numbers - they should be

tronic connection between the MIDI data and the

printed on the connector.

internal circuitry of the MIDI device.
Of course, this is pointless if the screen in
the MIDI cable connects together two MIDI
devices via the MIDI Out of one device to the

MIDI In of another. To avoid this, the MIDI earth
is not connected on any MIDI In socket.

THE MIDI SIGNAL
TESTER
You can't see the LED in the opto-isolator

turning on and off because it's part of a sealed
unit. But if you connect an LED across a MIDI
104 ST FORMAT

Cut the wire on one end of the resistor to

leave a length of about quarter of an inch
and solder this to pin 4 (the 5-volt line). It's a
good idea to cut a piece of mains cable and use
the outer casing to insulate this resistor.
Get hold of the LED and determine which

leg is the cathode - it either has the
shorter leg or is next to the flat on the body of
the LED.

•

Place another piece of insulation over the
anode and solder it to pin 5 (where the
MIDI signal is received).

excessively long, you may find that the LED is
not as bright as before because of the capaci

tance of the cable. You should always keep
leads as short as possible.

Check that your testers work by using them
on a known MIDI Out and a good MIDI lead. Now
you can test your other leads or any new ones
you buy. If pin 4 is shorted either to pin 5 or the
screen, then the tester's LED stays off. If pin 5
is shorted to the screen, the LED remains on.
There is, however, a potential problem. The

MIDI Out socket of the Atari ST is non-standard,
so some MIDI lead manufacturers put a blob of
solder between pins 1 and 4, and another
between pins 3 and 5. This causes a permanent
MIDI Thru loop on the Atari Out socket and yet
doesn't show up in most other places in a MIDI
system. The tester doesn't reveal this kind of
fault - you are warned! And ST FORMAT can't be

blamed if you bugger up this project and dis
charge 2,000 volts through your MIDI port! sff
Part numbers from Maplins Electronics, PO
Box 3,

Rayleigh,

Essex

SS6

8LR, «

0702

554161 (Sales) or = 0702 552911 (Enquiries):
5-pin plug: HH27E - 28p
5-pin socket: HH43 - 28p
220 ohm res: U220 - 3p

Red LED: UK48C - 20p
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Great Britain

The only show
in Europe
dedicated to

MIDI
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Music

Tech nology
for

EXTRA!

both

professional
users

By public demand,
Friday 26th is
High End Digital
day featuring

Sponsored by:

and

seminars and

presentations by
market leading
companies
demonstrating

enth usiasts

Direct to Hard Disk

• Try the latest
products from
all the major

recording,
Tapeless studio
systems, using
MIDI live, DAT

production and a

manufacturers

whole new world

• Meet industry
personalities

The enormous success of the first MIDI Music

Organised by

Westminster Exhibitions Ltd,
Surrey House, 34 Eden Street,
Kingston, Surrey KT1 1ER

Sh&w established this event as the major showcase
for all things related to MIDI.
Visitors were not only able to see, try and buy
the latest equipment but could also discuss MIDI
with those at the forefront of this exciting
technology: The MIDI manufacturers and the
professionals who use it.
Now, for 1991, we present The Second MIDI
Music Show, an event which will be even bigger
and more entertaining.
Every major manufacturer in the field is already
committed to the show. Many will be using it to

launch and spotlight their newest products.
A programme of seminars, in which you can
guarantee a place in advance, will cover all aspects
of MIDI in : ♦ the professional recording studio
♦ live performance ♦ home studio. Many of these
informative presentations feature well-known
industry personalities. As with last year's seminars,
we expect that you, the visitors, will prove to be
active participants in this most valuable feature of
the MIDI Music Show.

In short, if you have any kind of interest in
MIDI music, then you can't afford to miss
The Second MIDI Music Show

To: Westminster Exhibitions Limited, Surrey House, 34 Eden Street, Kingston, Surrey KT1 1ER

Ienclose a cheque for £

recording
techniques

and WHAT'S MIDI

• See in-depth
seminars covering
all aspects of MIDI

Please send me

of state of the art

Britain's biggest
musician's magazine

Save 40%

(qty.) priority tickets for the Second MIDI Music Show @ £3.00 each

Please send me details of the SEMINAR PROGRAMME

Name
Address

on Admission

i/

Book now!
Avoid the queues
and SAVE MONEY.
Admission at the door will be

Postcode

£5.00. Book your priority tickets
now for only £3.00 each!

MUSIC do it yourself

Write your
own pop

chart hit
Session musician and composer Neil Palmer

shares the tricks of the trade and reveals to

FORMAT'S Neil West how you can produce
the same professional results on your own ST,
even with the most basic MIDI setup
106

ST FORMAT

eil Palmer - former keyboard player
with "Halo James," session musician

for Kylie Minogue and former member
of "Pride," from which Sade rose to stardom works from home. Not contracted to any partic

ular record company, Neil earns his living sessioning and, more lucratively, writing for others.
His home setup enables him to write, play,
produce and record music to a standard bet
tered only by the big, multi-million-pound stu
dios. What makes this possible is a lot of
state-of-the-art sound generating equipment,
yards of MIDI cable, and at the heart of the
operation, an Atari 1040ST with a MIDI
sequencer software package costing over
£470. The whole kit is worth almost £25,000 but you can achieve the same professional
results on your own music setup.
If you find yourself armed for pop-stardom
with only a well-trendy haircut, a quick flick
through this issue's special Buyer's Guide should
provide ample information to get yourself started
for less than £500. Don't panic - you've already
spent most of the necessary dosh, since your
ST can do a lot more than just play games, as
regular FORMAT readers are well aware. The ST
is in fact regarded as the industry standard preproduction music tool. Queen, Betty Boo, Soul II
Soul, Tangerine Dream - the list of dedicated ST
users includes some of today's most successful
musicians. However, you also need a keyboard
issue 21-APRIL-91

MUSIC do it yourself

• Self-employed musicians like Neil Palmer
live by writing songs for big-name stars.
Find who needs material, write a song in

their style, sell it and wait for the royalties
to flood in. That's the principle, anyway...

• The heart of Neil's music system is his
ST's MIDI link to a Yamaha DX7 synth.
The rest of the equipment is then linked
together to create a setup bettered
only by the multi-million-pound studios

(cheaper than you might think) and some
sequencer software (your local PD library is
more than up to the challenge - see our direc
tory on page 129). There's just one more magic
ingredient - a chart-topping song. This is where
we can help. FORMAT can't promise you chart

- once you've got to grips with all its impressive
features, you can then tailor its abilities to com
plement your own. No two people will use it the
same way. There are a lot of features useful to
the beginner, such as the extensive quantizing
capabilities, which I choose to bypass. On the

success, but we can offer some useful advice.

other hand I'm sure that a lot of the shortcuts I

Starting with the tech-spec, what does

use are ignored by other musicians.
"Unfortunately, there will always be prob
lems. Firstly, MIDI takes time to work. The more

Neil Palmer's own studio consist of? His sound

generation hardware includes a Yamaha DX7
(used as the mother keyboard), a Roland D50
and a Roland MKS20 piano module. For effects
and sound distortion he

uses an Oberheim

Xpanda, and for sampling he has an Akai S900
and S1000 (with an eight meg upgrade). All are
linked using MIDI back to the ST.
"After you've got your kit and your ideas
together," Neil says, "a useful bit of software
driving your MIDI linked keyboards can cut the
hassle of putting a song together down to a
minimum, but it always takes time. I personally
use the Cubase package from Evenlode
fa- 0993 898484]. Although it costs £475, I still
feel it offers fantastic value for money. It's easy
to use and has loads of fantastic features, and
basically I use it as a computer tape-recorder. I
can store, replay and alter music in real time or
step-by-step, using the score-printing feature.
"Its main advantage is its flexibility. It allows
an individual approach to computer-aided music
issue 21-APRIL-91

"The ST is regarded as the
industry standard musictool
for stars like Queen, Betty Boo,
Soul 11 Soul, Tangerine Dream"
links you have in the serial MIDI chain, the
longer the time delay will be. The only way out is
to create an artificial parallel effect by splitting
the MIDI chain into rings and then using the se
quencer to hurry some of the slower signal up."
You don't necessarily need anything quite as
elaborate - a budget keyboard and a good Pub
lic Domain software package (like Accompanist
- the Henry Cosh sequencer, an exclusive spe
cial version of which was yours free on FORMAT
Cover Disk 16) are enough to get you started.
See this issue's special Buyer's Guide supple
ment for an overview of what's available.

Okay, You've got a great idea for a
song in your head and you're about to start
piecing it together. What tricks-of-the-trade are
there to help you improve it?

1. Modulating. A handy tool commonly used to
provide a different angle on a recurring theme.
It's actually transposing everything up or down a
fifth. This can prove very effective when used
during an instrumental break or fill.

2. Up a semi-tone! A very common trick used by Stock Aitken Waterman to devastating
effect. At the end of the song, usually in
between the choruses that will be repeating to a
fade, up the key a semitone and the chorus is
fresh for a couple more repetitions. Remember
"Nothing's gonna change my love for you" by
Glenn Mederios? It went up a semi-tone about

four times. Listen out for this trick - you'll be
amazed at how often it's used.

3. Major to minor. Another useful device is
simply to change key from the major to minor
(or vice versa). Switching to a minor key for 16
bars as a break can shed a whole new light on
the piece, creating a more moody (even sinis
ter!) atmosphere to the song as a whole.
4. Tempo change. Changing the pace of the
piece is very useful, though not particularly
ST FORMAT 107
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NEIL PALMER'S MUSIC SETUP

££>

Smpte code

MUSIC? - THE
Steinburg
timelack SMPTE

OF SAMPLING
in

out

Atari

thru

DX7 n

Musicians either love or loathe it with equal
passion. Controversy continually surrounds
the use of sampling technology. Although it's

FD

FM synth

merge/out

4-

I

in

thru

undeniably useful as a tool for the recreation

of special effects, it's the wider implications
that the purists claim are damaging to the

Oberheim

music industry as a whole.
There are two main debates, one sur

Expander

rounding the use of sampled sounds. Is the
use of samples gradually rendering "real"
musicians redundant, to be replaced purely
by the producers and keyboard players? Do

(6 voice Analogue synth)

Roland MK5-20

Piano Module
Atari 5-1000

8 meg
Roland D-50

drum machines threaten the livelihood of

16 bit stereo sampler

drummers? Depeche Mode took no drummer

PCM/Analogue Synth

on their recent world tour. Listen to the charts

n

- is that a real guitar you're hearing, or just a
sample? It's becoming increasingly difficult

thru

SPX 90 n

Atari 5-900

to be sure... How do the actual musicians

8 bit mono sample

view the subject?
Neil Palmer's view is that "Everyone has
suffered, except the DJs and the producers.
However, most musicians adopt a middle-ofthe-road standpoint. It is generally agreed
that sampling a sound is okay. After all, until
recently synthesizers were sold on the 'pre
sets' packaged with them. Nowadays, you
can hire the latest keyboard for about £30 a
day, sample all the presets and use them on
your existing machine. In fact, some sounds
have become so widespread that it's become

spx 90 n

All audio outs go to a Studiomaster 16:8:16 mixing desk

• £24,000 worth of equipment, all linked by MIDI to the ST. A setup costing as little as
C500 can achieve the same professional results, if you know a few tricks of the trade

recommended for dance tracks - everyone
would fall over. Listen to a piece by Rush - they

make full use of lots of tempo changes, utilising
a wide range of time signatures and rhythms.

8. Instrumentation changes. All this means is
that you keep the parts of the song the same,
but change (or even swap around!) the instru
ments that play them at some point in the song.
Adds a bit of light relief to the overall sound.

5. Structure and length. All chart-orientated
material conforms more or less to a basic struc

9. Contrapunctals (I). You've all heard of

ture and is about three and a half minutes long.
This strict time limit is largely because of radio
airplay constraints and other practicalities. It's
not uncommon to have a song speeded up or

these, even if the name sounds unfamiliar. Com

slowed down purely to make it hit the 210 sec
ond mark! Stick to this pattern and you can't go

far wrong.
- Introduction (based on the

melody of the chorus)
- Verse-Bridge-Chorus 1
- Verse-Bridge-Chorus 2
- Middle eight: instrumental,
drum break, piano solo, etc.
- Chorus repeated to fade.

6. Harmony. The addition
of an extra melody line,
played a third, fifth or even
octave apart from either the
or

the

main

melody can add a lot of

monly known as a "round," a contrapunctal is a
phrase of music repeated over and over, but
staggered with itself - remember singing "Lon
don's burning" around a camp-fire? The effect
created is of a complex series of countermelodies, but is in fact the
same phrase of music over
lapping with itself. This prin
ciple can be applied to
melody lines, bass lines,
drum patterns - anything.

• He's written songs for Sade and
Halo James - now Neil Palmer

writes for ST FORMAT! Don't miss

10. Melody. Often the
melody line is the big prob
lem. Finding the right melody
to sit on top of your moody,
hard or well-wicked backing
track

sometimes

seems

impossible. Remember that
even the melody follows
rules. Find a nice phrase, then repeat the same
rhythm but with different notes, then again.
Before long, a melody should appear, stf

next issue's Cover Disk exclusive!

weight to the song - especialy useful if the
singer is a bit weak and needs support.

7. Counter-melodies. Quite tricky to write but
very useful if you can do it. A common use is to

Keen to try it for yourself? Then get to it!
Next issue FORMAT brings you a new piece

start off with one melody line to the song,
switch to the other halfway through and then
finish with both running simultaneously. This
helps create a climax to the song. It's become a
common music-myth that Lennon and McCart

of music composed exclusively for our
Cover Disk by Neil Palmer himself, com
plete with all the MIDI files you need to play
it back on your own equipment. What's

ney used to write melodies independently, then
play them together at the studio only to find that
they made perfect harmony, one fully comple
menting the other. Spooky.

more, we feature a step-by-step guide
explaining in detail how the piece was writ
ten! It's all in the May issue of ST FORMAT,
on sale Thursday 11 April. Don't miss it!
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PROS AND CONS

(cubase V-2.0)

Fostex E16

vocal-line

TECHNOLOGY VS

ST FORMAT

impossible to know where to draw the line.

How often have we heard the 'pan pipe'
sound used by Peter Gabriel to such good
effect on the 'So' album?

"Anyway, this isn't a new phenomenon.
The advent of the synthesizer was suppos
edly the end of the 'real musician,' and that
was years ago. No, at the end of the day the
real, talented musicians will always be in
demand. Everyone must learn to adapt."
HEARD THAT BEFORE?
The second main controversy is over the

increasingly common practice of "lifting"
from other people's music elements to use in
your own. The law is shady on the subject,
although saving time in the studio often
results in time spent in court for those dis
covered lifting the work of another. Certainly,
shame-faced falls following meteoric rises of
Ben Johnson proportions are becoming more
and more common.

Neill Palmer's view? " Yes, most people
acknowledge that this is breaking the rules,
and don't do it. Anything more than just a
sound - vocals, chord sequences, recognis
able riffs and so on - steps over the moral
divide and is tacitly agreed off limits.
On the other side of the coin, if a musi
cian does find a piece of his or her work sam
pled, then used on someone else's product,
getting anything done about it is so much
hassle that no-one really bothers. Besides,
the music industry being as vain as it is,
there's always the element of flattery, imita
tion being the sincerest form and so on...
"Also, if a musician feels he has to steal
in order to be successful, then he can't have
much self-respect or indeed talent. The best
riffs, melodies and effects will always be
those created by yourself."

issue 21-APRIL-91

IHRoland
Roland CM products currently all in stock.
CM32LA
CM32 PCM
CM64

}

Sound modules

£149.99

PC200 Midi Keyboard
CN200 Midi Music Entry Pad

For those of you who already own
a keyboard try the incredible EVSI
expander at only £299.99 for
improved sound quality.

CP40 Pitch to Midi Converter

CF10 Midi Mixins Controller
Souvenir of Jarre publish a regular glossy magazine on the French maestro

with the most up-to-date news, reviews, photographs and interviews.
Please send £1.30 for a sample issue or write for more details (no SAE required)
The first 20 replies to this advert will receive an official fullcolour Rendez-vous Houston poster
296 NEWTON ROAD - RUSHDEN - NORTHAMPTONSHIRE - NN10 OSY

•kDemo tape or disk £5

Don't

(refundable on purchase)

Bell
Gnma
For all your musical
requirements

3 Roman Square, Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 4BJ

Tel: (0795)425931

•kAll tastes of
music

catered for

Join ThC ClUD ^Get the best from,your equipment

•kMidiPacs ready to go with MT-32, CM-64 etc
•kProgrammed by professionals in the States
many hardware sequencers

WIDE RANGE OF MIDI EQUIPMENT IN STOCK, PLEASE
PHONE FOR HELPFUL ADVICE. PRICES FROM £99.00

Carry on Sequencing

•kCustom, 3, and 10 song pacs

•For ST.IBM.MAC, AMIGA and

An inexpensive way to bring music
to your computer is with the
Yamaha PSS590 Keyboard at only

•kJoin the Club and receive discounts

introducing

-kLargest multi-format library

Midi Sequences

•The more you buy the
cheaper they get

Why take the trouble to program up your own sequences when you can choose from over 1000 different titles, from the latest hits to standards, in midi file format. Programmed by
professionals, these midi sequences are the best, They are ideal for pro's/semi pros andhobbyist musicians as we support many formats including ATARI, IBM, MAC. andAMIGA plus many
hardware sequencers from Roland etc. Songs are available in 3 and 10 Midipacs ready to go or our custom library can be configured to suit your equipment. All sequences come with
complete midi maps andvoicing details etc.There is just too much to tell here, so to find out how our midi sequences will help get the bestout ofyourequipment, write or call for a
catalogue and details on our uniqueclubmembership scheme whichentitlesyouto a discount on all midi sequences. Now youdon't have to carryon sequencing.

Zone Distribution: 5 Abbeville Rd London SW4 or ring 081 766 6564 for information

HI-TECH SEQUENCING SERVICES
+ HI-TECH PD LIBRARY

The UKs ONLY PD library dedicated to music
production on the Atari ST
We can sequence and • Comprehensive range of
arrange any musical score to
sequencers - operational &
replay via midi to your
demo's
synth/expander module
• Editor - librarians for most
e.g. Notator, Cubase or Midi
leading synths
file standard 0 or 1
• Huge range of voices for all
I've just completed the whole
leading synths
of Handels Messiah

Selection of popular &classical pieces in existing library
Blank disks & labels available
Blank disks
Sony bulkguaranteed 100% error free prices include,
individually wrapped, label VAT and P&P

March price up to 25 disks 55p each, over 25 disks 50p each
Disk boxes
40 capacity lockable ....£5.i

80 capacity lockable

£7.99

240 capacity posso

Quality Sequencers invited for inclusion in our library. We
exchange on a 2 for 1 basis.
Two tier membership available: for£7.50 per annum. Helpwith all

your MIDI queriesand 25% discount on allsoftwareprices.
Send S.A.E. for catalogue or £2.00 for disk catalogue to:

HTSS, 20 South Lane, Shelf,
Halifax, W. Yorks, HX3 7PN
Tel: 0274 606205

MUSIC software
aybe it's all to do with the popularity
of Karaoke, or maybe it's simply that
home entertainment is becoming
more sophisticated. How else do you explain the
rise of the pre-programmed music disk?
The concept is simple. You have a MIDI

uesk

Hie

runctians

Quantize

Hllll

10 1 I T 0_R

Hags

options

3,0

1 1

MS Control 4 121
2 17 Control 4
2 13 Control 4
2 21 Control 4

2 25 Control 4

Progran 4

programmed music on it, choose the tune you
want, load it up and away it plays. The choice
now available ranges from full-length Mozart
piano concertos, through Glenn Miller and Elvis

1

1 ME

4

1 ME

4

!

1 ME

4

1 1 ME
1 11 ME

4
4

2 17 NOTE

4

a full chart of the instrumentation, plus a full set
of instructions for each work, including specific
listings of tempo changes - for example where
there is a pause on a chord - and also guidance
on how to set up the sounds. You could go for a

1
7 127 Uolum
18 64 Pan

119
2 2! Control 4 1(1

sequencer on your ST connected to a tone
module. You purchase a disk with professionally

the software is excellent. With each disk there is
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"literal" reproduction of the authentic orchestra

4

tion or dream up your own futuristic version.
There are also helpful hints on how to set up the
sequencer and filter out or enhance various bits

of MIDI data like dynamics and volume.
For music students this offers an invaluable

Presley to Michael Jackson and Madonna.

Why do it? Possibly to learn exactly how a
professional arranger gets to grips with a song

insight into the nuts and bolts of the music • Hands On Software disks contain plenty
of MIDI control data to set up your synth

and with notation software you can print out the
parts or the whole score. A performer could
even rehearse, say, the solo part of a concerto,

concept hasn't been tried over here, but there
are two companies busily making inroads into
the market, from stylistically opposite ends.

"An invaluable insight into

THE CLASSICAL STYLE

something magical about
having itplayfor real"

and gets the best out of the equipment - or

maybe simply because there is something rather
magical about having the music actually playing
for real right in front of your ears.
It all started in America, where many per

formers now use sequences instead of backing
tapes. Their arrangers probably figured they
could make extra bucks selling them direct to
the public as well. The idea spread to Europe,
where, at last year's Frankfurt Music Fair, you
could get not only songs but in some cases a
tone module, sequencer, teaching program and
pack of songs all bundled together. So far this

Digital Music Archives have an expanding

the music - and there's

library of classical music including concertos
and symphonies by Bach, Handel, Mozart and
Beethoven. These have been lovingly assembled
in the main by "classical/rock" musician Francis
Monkman. The documentation that accompanies

the ST

using the ST to run the orchestral accompani
ment. Difficult passages can be marked and
accessed easily and the tempo adjusted for
practice purposes, gradually speeding up as
proficiency improves. This is an impossible task
for a tape recorder but a very simple one for
any sequencer. What's more, you can learn quite
a lot about your synthesizer too as you alter the
way it responds to the dynamic markings, try
blending different sounds together, and in some
cases completely re-order the sounds you use.
Digital Music Archives software is available
for the ST in Creator/Notator, Cubase, Pro 24
and MIDI File formats. The last enables it to run

jukebox

on any sequencer that can read such files.

THE POPULAR STYLE
At the other end of the musical spectrum is
"Hands On" Software. They offer over 60
titles covering popular music from Aswad and
Vanilla Ice to Lionel Richie, Michael Jackson and
even the complete New World Symphony. The

Ifyour instruments play

software is set up ready for the Roland 6-110/

themselves, don'tpanic!
It may not be poltergeists

CM64 and CM32L modules, but of course you
can configure it to run with your own equipment
- and every disk has plenty of files to help you
do so. The general help file explains exactly
what MIDI controls the songs use - pan, pitch
bend, volume - and explains in simple language
how to adapt a song for your sound module.
The songs are either in standard MIDI File
format 1 or Steinberg Pro 24 files which can
load into Cubase. Each song has an information
file giving you details of tempo and length in

- it could be a whole new

field ofST music software.

Our resident music expert

terms of time and bars. It also describes what

Jon Bates explains all

instrument is playing on what channel and
between what bar numbers - the latter is quite

|||g^|^H|tJJ^jf|jn^||fflP|;gJ^^^a[y
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Pre-programmed music disks from both Digital
Music Archives and "Hands On" MIDI Software

are available not just in specialised formats like
Cubase and Pro 24 but also in MIDI File format.

To demonstrate the versatility of this format, we
loaded Bar 65 of Al Jarreau's "Moonlighting"
onto five popular ST music packages. Each dis
played the data in its own normal way, so you
can scrutinise the piece in a familiar context.
110
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• Loaded from MIDI File format on Notator

• The same bar, this time on Cubase
issue 21-APR1L-91

MUSIC software
important because sometimes there is a pro
gram change number inserted that changes the
sound on that channel, and it might be disas
trous if you missed it. The overall construction
of the song is also detailed, telling you where

GETTING BACH INTO BYTES
Because pre-programmed music disks include the full range of MIDI data on the pieces of
music they contain, they enable you to investigate your favourite piece in detail.

the verse, chorus and solo sections are located.
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options
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A complete ASCII file of all the lyrics accompa
nies each song. Because of the wide stylistic
range, you could use these as an educational
aid or even take them out to gigs as a backing.
All the music files tested from both Digital
Music Archives and Hands On were extremely
accurate and faithful to the original, in terms of
both harmony and voicing - great for anyone
with an interest in either listening to or creating
music. Other firms marketing pre-programmed
disks include Geerdes, Passport and Midi-Hits.
Roland also have a library, programmed by
Hands On, which works directly with their Ten
Tracks music system. Fancy setting up an ST

Karaoke Society, anyone? stf
•

Digital Music Archives: £19.95 per title.

Here's Bach's Keyboard Concerto loaded up on Notator and ready to roll

» 071 624 8774

• "Hands On" MIDI Software: £19.95 per
Desk

disk. Each disk contains either four chart hits or

rue

functions

uuantize

mm

Flags

options

Edit

Copy

two classical pieces. * 0705 452628

FROM A
PIANOLA TO
THE PROMS
The concept of instruments playing them
selves in your home is nothing new. In the
1920s many homes had a Pianola or Player
Piano. This was an ordinary piano equipped
with a device that read a scroll of paper with
holes punched in it. As the scroll wound
through the player, the pattern of holes trig
gered the right notes at the right time, and
sophisticated versions could reproduce the
most exact detail of a tune's dynamics, use
of pedals and tempo. On many Pianolas the
power for rolling the paper and depressing
the keys came from a pair of foot pedals
which the user operated alternately; other
versions had electric power. Recently many
recordings have been made from piano rolls
featuring famous soloists from the jazz and
classical world, with quite astounding
results. One recent promenade concert even

You can select a detail - here, Bach's solo part - and examine it on its own
'lie

functions

uuantiz.e

nim

riags

uptions

lqit

Lopy

had the Grieg Piano Concerto "played" by a
pianist who had died in the 1960s; a life-size
cardboard cut-out took the applause!

Yamaha have brought this concept right
up to date with their Disklavier, which
records all performance data onto floppy
disk. The whole mechanism for recording
and replay is housed in either an upright or
grand acoustic piano and it uses optic fibres
to transmit the data between the CPU and the

keys. Yamaha too have a library of pre-pro
grammed disks covering all tastes.

mc
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• The complete score - ol' JS would have loved to market his own disks!
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The same again on ProScore
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Once more, on the distinctive Tiger Cub

• And finally on Gadjit's Sequencer One
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ProShare-ST W A N T E D

USE VOUR VOICE
TO OUTDRAW THE
GUNFIGHTER

The critically acclaimed Stock Market analysis program
for your Atari-ST, with an ST Format rating of 91%.
ProShare-ST uses powerful techniques previously only
available to technical analysts, to bring the highly
profitable world of Stocks and Shares to anyone with an

CASH PRIZES

Atari-ST computer.

ProShare-ST's many features include a massive
transactions database, extensive chart production

including stock, hi-lo, point & figure and moving

0898 31 35 97

NFODIAL POBox 36 LSI 4TN Call charges 33p Per Min Cheap 44p Per Min All Other Times

average charts. ProShare-ST is completely suitable for

the home investor, with no previous city experience
required. Anyone can use ProShare-ST.
ProShare-ST fully supports the Microtext teletext
adaptor, enabling you to automatically download share

prices from Oracle or Ceefax saving you the job of
entering prices from the newspaper !

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
* Fed up with the price of software?
* Do you have used or completed programs
on the shelf collecting dust?

Then exchange them via our club for programs of comparable
price and quality to suit your tastes in software for a fraction of
the cost of buying new.
Atari ST & Amiga. Strictly all originals. No membership or
joining fees. Interested?

ProShare-ST is available for £49.95 inc. VAT and P&R

Write or 'phone for a free information sheet to: TC
Developments, PO Box 15, Wetherby, West Yorkshire,
LS22 4ZE.

For details without obligation send a SAE to

Telephone 0937 381145

UK Software Exchange Club (STF)
15 Tunwell Greave, Sheffield S5 9GB

30p M

...AND OTHER

30p each

3.5" High Density

70p each

Mitsubishi Disks, pin no.
3.5" in 25's
3.5"in50's
3.5" in 100's

39p each
38peach
36p each

Branded disks, DSDD
3.5" Sony

68p each

3.5" 3M

73peach

Discovery Pack
inc/First Basic, ST Tour, S.T.O.S.

Praxis Music Pack 1040 ST
+ Cubase + Extra Pack/
RRP £1049.99
PRAXIS Price £823.99

Mouse Mats

£1.95

Neochrome Outrun, Space Harrier,
Bomb Jack, Carrier Command

Exclusive to Praxis customers for

3.5" Disk cleaning kit

£1.80

C269.99

a limited period only

Accessories

3.5" Disk labels

£1.50/100

All disks complete with labels
All guaranteed 100% error free

Pleae add £2.80 for P&P

VISA

Tel:(0272) 791845

for the first 50 people to write to the address below, yes, there is no catch write today!
Note: Offercloses 20th March 1991. Or you can send one pound in, to guarantee a demo
disk and catalogue, after the closing date above, or for a free catalogue just write (SAE
appreciated). Note: Demo disk is single sided, so all ST's will be able to read it.
List includes; Fractal disk. Art disks 1-4, Mono disk, Sound/MIDI disk, Fontkit disk,
Printer disk, Utility disks 1-5, Cyber disk, Spreadsheet disk, Word Pro. disk, Database
disk, Games disks 1-7. All disks are full up with files (750K+) so you get absolute value
with these totally newly compiled disks, order today, you can't go wrong!!! See
catalogue for further info, on the latest POVdemos disks.

•WTITTETI^:w*:/j?[c£I»
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(Stockmarket program)

PACK

Inc Indiana Jones + Last Crusade,

Blood Money, Outrun, Anarchy,
Impossible Mission 2, Supercycle,
Human Killing Machine, Dragon
Breath, S.T.O.S. Hyperpaint 2,

ST Format Review 91%
RRP £49.95

Praxis Price £47.00

Anyone buying a computer
through Praxis this month will be
able to purchase at the special
price of only £35.00 Proshare ST

ATARI 1040 STE EXTRA
PACK

Microtext adaptor for Proshare

First Basic, S.T.A.C. STE Word,

ONLY £148.93

STE Base, STA Calc, STE, Graph
Hyperpaint, Prince.

International VHF/UHF version

C433.99

ONLY £169.50

Atari Lynx

E157.00

Mega (2) ST
Mono monitor + laser printer +
Proshare ST (free) worth £49.95

Total package worth £1889.98
PRAXIS Price E1559.99

Buy a computer from Praxis,
purchase at these prices beiow:
RRP

Praxis Price

£550.50

£394.99

Word Perfect £228.85

£147.00

Cubase

We sell a comprehensive range of hardware, software, peripherals, books
and disks tor both personal and business use. Please call tor details.

How to order

PRAXIS LIMITED

Either call our number with your

Craven House, 14/18 York Road

Wetherby. West Yorkshire LS22 4SL
Mon-Fri: Open till 8pm
Weekends: Open till 6pm
Please make cheque payable to: Telephone: (0937) 580597
VISA
PRAXIS LTD.
Fax:(0937) 66043

cheque/P. O. to our address.

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington,
Cheltenham, Glos., GL52 4EW

Proshare ST

ATARI 520 STE TURBO

credit card details or send a

OVER 30 PERSISTENCE OF VISION DEMO DISKS

EVPd

Atari 520 STFM

Music Maker First Basic.
£355.99

FREE ST PD DEMO DISK AND CATALOGUE!!!!

business

ATARI PACKS

£3.50
£4.30
£4.95

3.5" 40 capacity, lock
3.5" 80 capacity, lock
3.5" 100 capacity, lock

Cheque/PO's to; Redlaw Resources, STF Offer
74 Durban Road, Patchway, Bristol BS12 5HQ.

SOFTWARE

FORGET THE REST
BUY FROM THE BEST

OFFERS!

Disk Storage Boxes

Bulk Disks

3.5" DSDD in grey

"LOOK*

AMAZING

EVI

Prices subject to change without notice.

ASSEMBLY programming

Supersonic
programming
Peter Molyneux and Glenn Corpesfrom the hitprogrammingteam
Bullfrog discuss how to utilise assembly language in animation
A n y serious programmer will tell you that

the less-common OCP Art Studio from Rainbird.

the beauty of programming in assembly
language is the sheer speed you can
achieve. It's easy making your ST produce qual

"The ideal way of organising sprites on the ST is
to use OCP Art Studio,"explains Glenn Corpes,
"although it's horrible to actually draw with it."
OCP Art Studio also has a special method of
creating masks - more on these later - which
makes it even more practical.
Of course, you can modify the output pro
duced by other art packages just as easily.
"The best art package on the ST is now
DPaint," confesses Peter Molyneux. "What
ever art package you're using, the first step
is to set up a grid of eight by eight pixels. If
you use DPaint, turn on the exclusive brush
option while in the menu and this enables
you to pick up things with the brush.
"The next step is to make a checkerboard
or grid in which to draw the sprites. Personally, I

ity animation, but when you want to turn an ani
mation sequence into a game you need to start
reading the position of the joystick, respond to
the player's movements and keep track of the
enemies. To try and cram all these routines into
a BASIC program and still keep it running up to
speed would be a nightmare. Assembly lan
guage is so fast it's the ideal alternative.
Currently the most popular assembly lan
guage programming tool is Hisoft's Devpac 2,
although they're working on a follow-up expected
later in the year. Devpac 2 provides a compre
hensive editor and assembler which enables you
to create and edit your own programs.
Assembly language programs correspond

to your ST's machine-language so they are far
more complex to write than BASIC programs
(which are geared as much to the English lan

guage as possible). Next issue we begin a full
tutorial on programming in assembly language,
but for those already familiar with the fundamen
tals here's how Bullfrog go about constructing
an animation sequence:

prefer the checkerboard approach, but I've seen

graphic artists fight about which is the best
method." Now go ahead and design your

"The ideal way of organising
sprites on the ST is to use
OCP Art Studio"

• Peter Molyneux
and Glenn Corpes make up
two sixths of hit programming team
Bullfrog. Here they tell you a thing or two
about how to program with Devpac

"This program could be written in assem
bler, C, BASIC or any language which enables
you to read and write files," say the Bullfrogs.
"We use a program which converts from all the
ST formats to various other machine formats."

sprites, keeping them within the boundaries of

As in any programming language, the
first stage is to design the sprites you need,
using an art package. There are several com
mon art packages which are suitable but Bull
frog tend to process their pre-drawn visuals with

your grid.
It's vital at this point to understand the ST's
screen format. Each individual pixel in a low-

SCREEN MEMORY

successive words (double-bytes). These are
known as bit-planes, and since there are four
you have 16 possible combinations (four bits
times four planes) for each pixel - hence a
palette of 16 colours.

In low-resolution each pixel is stored as four
bits, not consecutively (it couldn't be that
easy) but as a single bit in four consecutive
words. These are referred to as bit-planes, so
there are four bit-planes for each pixel in low
resolution, two in medium and just one in
high resolution.
In low-res, the first word of screen mem

ory makes up the first word of plane 0. The
next word is the first word of plane 1. The
next word again is the first word of plane 2.
and the final word is the first word of plane 3
The first bits of planes 0, 1, 2 and 3 are
the first pixel. The second bits of planes 0,1,2
and 3 are the second pixel... This continues
right up to the 16th bits of planes 0,1, 2 and 3
which are the 16th pixel.
The next word is the second word of

plane 0; the one after this is the second word
of plane 1... and this is repeated for the
remainder of the screen memory.

issue 21-APRIL-91

resolution screen is stored as four bits in four

The most efficient method of storing a
sprite in memory (so you can access it for quick
drawing) is to store each line of the sprite as
four words for the first 16 pixels of the line, four
words for the next 16 pixels and so on. This is
why almost all sprite routines cater only for
sprites which are a multiple of 16 pixels square
- 16, 32, 48, 64 and so on.
If you don't own OCP Art Studio you must
write a program to lift the lines of the sprites
out of your Neochrome or Pll pictures - don't
bother trying to read PCI or IFF files since
these

are

in a

compressed

format.

The

Neochrome picture file is constructed of two
wasted bytes followed by 32 bytes of palette
data, 94 bytes of other data and then 32,000
bytes of screen information. The Degas Elite for
mat is similar but not identical.

If you own Art Studio, this process is much
simpler and you can actually save your sprite
data in a useable format if you follow the
process below:
• Left-click on the "set frames" (the flag);

TECHNICAL WIZARDRY
You can enhance a straightforward animation
sequence immeasurably by using various
programming techniques. The first of these is
scrolling. Set up a work screen - a screen
which is separate to the main screen and con
stantly on display. Now copy your back
ground to this hidden screen, lay your mask
and sprite onto the background, then copy
the lot to the main display screen to show it.
Vertical scrolling is the easiest to per
form on the ST since a vertical scroll does

not affect the bit planes used in the picture.
But if you want to scroll the background left
and right correctly, you must move in incre
ments of 8 pixels to make sure the colours in
the background are accurate. By scrolling the
background on your work screen, copying
the new sprite into the same position and
showing this sprite on the main screen, you
can produce the impression that the back
ground is moving.

ST FORMAT 113

ASSEMBLY programming
figure 1 - displaying a sprite
niovoq £' 2-1,dl

loop counter for 32 lines

move .w

aO)i,(al)+

move.w

a0) + ,(al)i

first 16 pixels of plane 0
first 16 pixels of plane 1

move';*

aO)i , (al)*

first 16 pixels of plane 2

move.w *; aO) ., (ai!-+

first 16 pixels of plane 3

display the sprite on screen. Notice how the
four bit-planes are considered.
To move the sprite around the screen, add
something to al. Adding 160 moves you down
a line; adding 8 moves you to the right by 16
pixels. To draw the next sprite, add the size of
the sprite (32 x 16-512) to aO.
The problem with this piece of code is that

a0)+,(al)+

next 16 pixels of plane 0

move.w

a0)+,(a!) +

next 16 pixels of plane 1

move.w

a0) + , (al)H

next 16 pixels of plane 2

m< .»v'c. w

a0)+,(al)+

next 16 pixels of plane 3

as it stands you cannot overlay your sprite
against a background. If you're using a 32 x 32
pixel sprite block, it's going to appear with a
blank square around it. The solution to this prob

move to next line

lem is to use a mask.

move.w

lea

160- 16(a1),al

.loop

dbra dj

THE PRINCIPLE OF

rt s

_spj Ltei

i.ncbin sp rites, dal

include all the sprite data

•
•
•
•

Left-click on the first sprite in the brush store;
Right -click on the "set frames;"
Right-click on the last sprite in the brush store
Left-click on "control 1" (the meaningless blob

in the bottom row);
• Enter 0 (on all lines);
• Right-click on "control 1" until it says "file out
put" - otherwise it tries to output your sprite
through the serial port;
• Left-click on "control 2;"
• Set the plane to 15;

MASKS

screen, the block containing the sprite affects
the colours already there. To overlay the sprite
properly against a background, you first need to
create and position a mask which changes the
screen colours in the same area as the sprite
block. Now when you lay the sprite onto the
figure 2 -Making masks
read sprite block, plane 0
read sprite block, plane 1

• Right-click on "control 2" until it says "Word

move.w

(d0)+,d6

read sprite block, plane 2

Format" - otherwise it outputs a whole plane
line at a time, which is meaningless on the ST;
• Save the brush store. Since all the settings

Biove.w

(a0)+,d7

read sprite block, plane 3

move.w

d4, dO

copy plane 0 to dO

or.w

d5,d0 OR

all the other planes together

: or. w

d6,d0 in '.:i< , leaving a combination of

need to do it again;

or. w

37, dO

all 16 bits of sprite's 1st line

• Right-click on "output" (the bottom-lefticon)to

noL .w

dO

invert to create the template

output your file.

and.w

dO,(al)

Lea

or.w

d4,{al)+

combine with the sprite

and. w

dO,(al)

mask background (plane 1)

or. w

d5, (al)-t

combine with the sprite

(bitplane 0)

(plane 1)
and. w

dO,(al)

mask background (plane 2)

or.w

d6,(al)+

combine with the sprite

and.w

dO, (al.)

(plane 2)
mask background (plane 3)

at the source

move.]

screen,al

mask background
(bitplane 0)

^sprites, aO point an address register
point another one at the
screen

combine with the sprite
(plane 3)
Repeat this for the next 16 pixels and end the loop.

or. w

You need to find the memory address of the
screen so use the Physbase internal command.

In Figure One you can see how this is utilised to

and.w

or.w

and.w
or.w

and.w
or.w

(aO)+,(al)
dO, (al)

(aO)+,(al)

do, (al)
(aO)+,(al)

dO, (al)
(aO) + , (al)

get the inverted template
mask the background
- combine with the sprite
mask the background
combine with the sprite
mask the background
combine with the sprite

mask the background
combine with the sprite

screen, the colours of the mask change back
again to the correct, original colour.
A mask is a block of data which has a bit
block. The mask can be "AND.Wed with the

(aO) ! ,cl5

In this Devpac 2 example, the sprite is
positioned in the top left of the screen:

or.w

dO, (al)

mation to understand is the principle of masks.

If you position any sprite directly onto the

(a0)+,d4

ON SCREEN

and.w

set for every pixel that is blank on the sprite

•:raove. w

DRAWING THE SPRITE

move.w (aO}+,dO

The most difficult area of programming ani

move.w

you just set are saved in the .EDT file, you won't

figure 3 - Masking with Art Studio

d7,ial)+

background data before you "OR.W" your sprite
data to draw it on the background.
You can calculate this when you draw your
sprite by replacing the code in the loop in Figure
One with the assembly code contained in Figure
Two. Fortunately, Art Studio has the ability to out
put the inverted template with the sprite data just enter 31 into the plane byte before you out
put the DAT file and then you can replace the
code in Figure Two with that in Figure Three.
If you don't own Art Studio, add this feature
to your conversion program. The problem with
this, however, is that you cannot have pixels of
your background colour in your sprites. In Art
Studio you can draw in the background colour if
you do all of your work in the brush store.
The real problem with this routine is that you
can only move a sprite left or right by 16 pixels.
To solve this you must shift the sprite with the
processor. Have fun! Our routines for drawing
16 and 32 pixel-wide sprites with masking, shift
ing, clipping and variable height sprites are over
700 lines long! stf
• Next issue, Peter Molyneux starts a 68000
programming series. To accompany this, we're
giving away Hisoft's Devpac 1, complete, on
next month's Cover Disk, as well as Peter's own
programming routines. Not only can you start
programming with one of the best assembly lan

guages around, you can be taught by one of the
ST's top programmers as well! To make sure of
your copy, subscribe now! For details, see page
142. And for news of how you can save £25 on
the upgraded version, Devpac 2, see page 150

• These intro screens to Powermonger were designed by graphic artist Stewart Gilroy using DPaint on the ST. DPaint's simple
animation features enabled Stewart to test out the animations before Bullfrog built the frames into the game
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f |POWER COMPUTING
SERIES

900

POWER

100MB

SPECIAL

HARD

OFFER

DRIVE
PACKS

• High quality NEC mechanism

PACK1
• 100MB SERIES 900

• PC720 Powerfloppy drive

• Fast20ms drive

• Power supply

• Powermouse

£549

• Auto booting as standard
PACK 2
• ICD utilities included

• 100MB SERIES 900

• 32MB partitions on STE

• Any two piecesof
«Powersupply
softwarefrom:
HisoftProflight

• Power supply included

• Thru'port for external devices

»Powermouse

Hisoft Devpac v2

Neodeskv3

HisoftC

PC-Ditto

£549

PACK3

• 1 year guarantee

* 100MB SER1ES900

• Lattice C v5

• Powersupply

• Powermouse

• Other sizes available

£549

THE PRICES ARE ONLY FOR THE PACKS DESCRIBED AND CANNOT BE SPLIT

600MBOPTICALHARDDISKDRIVE

STRAMEXPANSION

• High spec Sony mechanism

• No soldering required

• 600MB Double sided cartridges

• Uses latest high-capacity RAM
chips

• Fully SCSI compatible

• Expandto2MBor4MB
£2995.00

• Plugs directly insidethe ST
MAGNETO-OPTICAL

• Full fitting instructions included

CARTRIDGE £249.00

44MB REMOVABLE HARD DISK
DRIVE £799.00

2MB

£169.00

NEODESK V 3.0

4MB

£249.00

ICD INTERFACES

• Textandiconwindowsopenatonce

ICD interfaces are ideal as a start for building your own desk unit. They are
compatible withthe powerful ICD hard disk utilities and full fitting instructions

• Many more icons on the desktop

Ad-SCSI with Thru'Port

£89.00

Micro-SCSI Internal Mega Drive

£69.00

Add-SCSI Plus with Thru' Port & Clock

£99.00

• Putfolders onthedesktop

£34 00

ATARI SOFTWARE
Utilitiesand Languages

Tempus2
Devpac

£35.00

Oline Art for Calamus

£40.00

Timeworks

£172.00

Power Basic

£29.00

Twist

£29.00

First Word Plus

£62.00

Hisoft Basic

£55.00

Revolver

£39.00

Microsoft Write

£62.00

GFA3 Interpreter
GFA3 Compiler
LaserC Debugger
Hisoft C Interpreter

£49,00

Flash

£19.00

Protext

£75.00

£23.00

PC Ditto

£79.00

£45,00

Knife ST

£30.00

£35.00

Neodesk3

£34.00

Hisoft Harlekin

£45.00

Wercs
Neodesk2

£20.00
£34.00

Word Processing

KCom

£35.00

Calamus

£458.00

KSpread 3
Logistix
Superbase Pro
Sage Accountant

Pagestream
Wordup
Script
Signum 2

£149.00

Datafax

£35.00

KGraph 3
Superbase 2
KRoget

£35.00

Laser Cv2

£129.00

Lattice C v5

£89.00

Personal Pascal

£55.00

K Resource

£23.00

and DTP

£40.00
£90.00

£184.00

Sage Financial Controller

£399.00

£72.00

Art and Graphics
Quantum Paint Gold v2

£15.00

Cyber Studio
Easy DrawTurbo

£62.00

STAD

£99.00

Spectrum 512
Campus Draft

£63.00

£175.00

Cad3D

£19.00

£149.00

Degus Elite

£19.00

Dpaint
Pro Flight Simulator

£34.00

Business
£63.00
£87.00

£72.00

£45.00

£POA

£69.00

£32.00

All prices include VAT and are subject to change.

POWERCOMPUTING Ltd 44a Stanley Street Bedford MK41 7RW ENGLAND
Telephone 0234273000* Fax 0234270133
POWER COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TOACL EngmwmgPmh AUSTRALIA

109)4810555
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ART TUTOR review

A tutor you
can draw on
You don't need to cut

Art Tutor
MACHINE: ALL STs

offodd bits ofyour
anatomy in pursuit of
genius, or move into a
garret tofind your
Muse. Sandra Vogel
investigates a new art

package that takes the
sweat out of learning
how to draw

PRICE: £19.95
FROM: CASTLESOFT

CONTACT: 0743 723539

S o , you spent 50 quid on an
amazing art package, found
you couldn't produce anything
remotely like a passable piccy, and
promptly got Xenon 2 out again. Well
don't despair, for help is at hand. With a
little patience, and Castlesoft's Art Tutor,
you too could soon be exhibiting in the
FORMAT GALLERY. You see, Art Tutor is not

another of those many drawing programs. It
actually teaches you how to draw.
There are three elements to this package.
First, there is the manual. This looks more like
a workbook than a guide to how to use the
software - and a workbook is exactly what it is.
Some chapters are about introductory generali

ties like perspective, landscapes, colour and
designing your picture. Others are about
drawing specific kinds of things like animals,
vehicles, plants, fantasy, cartoons, heads and
human anatomy. Each chapter contains a short
introduction to the topic and a number of
exercises for you to get on with.
Then there's the second element, the pro
gram itself - three double-sided discs replicat
ing the themes of the manual. The idea is that
you use these as you work through the manual
and watch everything you are reading about
unfold before your very eyes.
Many of the pictures you see on screen are
themselves part of a disk library and you can
import them into your favourite art package to
practise on. This is a great idea - you don't
have to start practising from scratch
with a blank screen before you.
A blank piece of paper, however,
you do need. The third element of the
package is a pencil and paper (not
supplied!). You need this to practise
freehand drawing, to learn about per
spective, composition, etc. The manual
also suggests carrying pen and paper with you
so you can practise drawing anything that takes

your fancy. Be careful about asking people in
the bus queue to pose for you, though!
One of the great things about Art Tutor is
the number of ways in which you can use it. If
you're a methodical beast, you can start at

page 1 of the manual and work through to the

DRAWING A CAT'S HEAD WITH ART TUTOR - STEP BY STEP
There's a huge variety of animals just
waiting for you to draw them. Obviously,
Art Tutor can't give you a step by step
guide to them all. So what it does do is
show you how to make a picture using
combinations of simple shapes. The idea
is that just about everything can be

xv
\

\

drawn in outline using a few easy-to-

draw basic shapes - squares, circles,
ovals, triangles, rectangles and such.
You fill in the details later. (This is how
professional animators work - see page
34.) Take the head of a humble cat...

©Now you have to start thinking more
carefully about the face. An oval
with its centre slightly above the centre
of your original box should take care of it

\,--"'

O

ONext, add two triangles where the

First, draw a box, standing on one
edge, and divide it into four equal
parts. This helps you get all the various

ears should finally end up. Try to
think of the whole animal as being made

parts of the cat's head into proportion

up of simple geometrical shapes like this

OOkay, this is the difficult bit. Add
more straight lines, to build up the
shape of the head. Look at a real cat, or
photographs, to see where it needs more

©Ears, mouth, nose and chin are the
obvious things. But where should you
draw them, and are there any other parts
of the feline physiognomy you should add?

I I

O N o w you can remove all the guiding
lines you drew earlier, to reveal a

picture that is by now beginning to look
reasonably like the head you're after

116 ST FORMAT

O T h e head is still a bit square in some
places, though, so you need to round
off some of the rough edges and generally

tidy things up a bit to get the outline right

O

Finally, using a thicker brush (or a
pencil) you can work on bringing out
all the features you want to emphasise,
and voila! You have drawn a purrfect cat!
issue 21-APRIL-91
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end, completing all the exercises along the way.
If all you've ever wanted is to be able to draw a
Ferrari or a deadly nightshade or a dragon, then
you can zip to the relevant chapter and concen
trate on that. If you are not exactly a complete
beginner but want to improve in some areas,
you can dip in and out of the package with ease.
Art Tutor teaches you to draw very simple
objects using regular shapes. This is fun to play
around with, but if you put the advice to use
when drawing more detailed piccies or complex
backgrounds, you realise it wasn't as helpful as
you expected. Nevertheless, even a real
splodge artist can learn something from it. stf

PUTTING THINGS INTO PERSPECTIVE
A couple of the things you need to think
about when you start drawing are colour and
perspective. Art Tutor is full of help about
these, though you need quite a lot of palette
practice before you can make 16 colours look
like four times as many!
In its easy-to-follow way, with the manual
and disks working in tandem, the program
explains the basic rules about warm and cold
colours, and shows you step-by-step how
colour, as well as size of objects, can help to
create perspective. Work through its lessons
methodically and you come across just about
all the basics you'd be taught at an Art School.

• This picture of the view into a wood
is one of the helpful workscreens that
explain how colour can add perspective

FORMAT RATINGS
ART TUTOR/£19.95/CastleSoft/
0743 723539

TEN TIPS ON USING ART TUTOR

Features

71%

1. The pad and pencil are as mighty as the

It's all there - but a better indexingsystem would
give you more encouragement to dip in and out

pixel. It isn't only cartoons and film strips that
need a storyboard - that is, a detailed break
down of what you have in mind. In order to
produce good computer art, you should get
into the habit of planning your pics on paper.
2. Practise. This goes for both pen and paper
and computer art. When did you ever get any
thing right first time?
3. Experiment. Especially important in this is
importing pictures from the Art Tutor library,
or using any other art you may have, and
messing around with it. Play with perspective,
dabble with design, customise colours - you
never know what might happen!
4. Use all elements of the package together.
The combination of manual, programme, art
package, pencil and paper really works.

Speed
68%
Quite slow to actually draw graphics on-screen though this helps you followwhat's happening
Ease of Use

84%

Documentation makes it easy - each screen has a
number referring you to the exercise in the manual
Results

71%

Good ifyou're prepared to practise with it
FORMAT VALUE

73%

An ingenious package at a very reasonable price

The Competition
There's nothing comparable - yet

5. Once you start a topic from the manual, see
it through to the end. You can learn a lot more
this way, especially if you are a beginner.
6. Carry a sketch pad everywhere you go
(well, almost). Make drawings of things you
see. It takes practice and experience to
develop an eye for a good picture.
7. Go to art galleries, get books out of the
library, look at FORMAT'S GALLERY pages.
See how others approach things, and think
about how you might do it better.
8. Never be afraid to start a drawing with a
grid. This is a great help for getting perspec
tive and proportion right, and you can rub the
guide lines out afterwards.
9. Patience is a virtue. And even with a pro
gram as helpful as this, often a necessity.
10. Don't aim for perfection - enjoy yourself!

Jk. S O F T M A C H I N
Hardware / Peripherals / Books
TT4Mb Ran 40Mb HD
TT 8Mb Ram 40Mb HD
SM124 Mono Monitor

£'899.99
£2099.99
£99.99

SC1224 Colour Monitor
PTC1426 Multisinc

£264.99
£399.99

MEGAFILE 30 Hard Drive

£369.99

Discover the Atari ST

MEGAFILE 44 Hard Drive

£269.99

MEGARLE 60 Hard Drive
SLM605 Laser Printer

Phil,ps8833 Mkli

£241.99

Citizer 120D*
Citixer 124D

£129.99
£199.99

520 STFM DISCOVERY PACK
Bomb Jack, Space Harrier, Carrier
Command, Outrun, STOS,
Neochrome, First Basic, ST Tutorial,

520 STE TURBO PACK
Indiana Jones + the Last Crusade,

Impossible Mission II,Human Killing
Machine, Super Cycle,Outrun,
Anarchy, Blood Money, Dragons
Breath

£359.99

1040 STE EXTRA PACK
ST Word, ST Base, ST Calc, ST

Graph, STAC, Prince, Hyperpaint,
First Basic

£449.99

Sony MFD2DD 3.5"

£9.99

TDK MF2DD 3.5"

£9.99

£18.95

£799.99

Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

£509.99
£999.99

AtariST LogoUsers Gde
AtariST MachLang 68000
AtariST Prog Gde
AtariST Tricks&Tips
Computes' Machine _ang

£18.45
£16.95
£22.95
£18.45
£18.95

Citizen Swift 9

£189.99

Game Makers Manjal'

Citizen Swift 24

£284.99

GraphicApplications'

£9.95

£32.99
£'54.99
£204.99

MIDI S Sound Book '

£16.45

StarLC-200

£214.99

MusicalApplications'
Presenting Ihe AtariST
' ApplGde to Prog in C

£5.95
£15.95
£19.95

Star LC24-200

£249.99

Star LC24-200 Colour
Cumana 1Mb 3 5" Drive

£294.99
£74.99

Fornet-Me-Clock II

£59.99
£71.99
£44.99

£22.99

ST Artist
ST Disk Dives Inside 8 Ojl

£11.95

£17.45
.£18.95

Tech Ret Gde ' Vol 1 VDI
Tech Ret Gde'Vol 2 AES

£19.95
£19.95

Tech Ref Gde ' Vol 3 "OS
Your First Basic

£22.95
£14.95

68000 Assem Lang Prog

£21.95

520ST-FM Discovery

E269.99

ATOnce

£172.99

520ST-E Turbo
1040ST-E Extra
1040ST-EPro24

£359.99
£449.99
£449.99

Hitachi Camera & Lens

£224.99

Vid- ST » RGB , Chrome

£:56.99

Programmingthe 66000

MEGA1 ST

£494.99

Golden Image Scanner

£184.99

Teach You-se 168000

MEGA 2 ST

£629.99

KemDston Prof Scanner

£171.99

MEGA 4 ST

£719.99

Type 1CHandyScanner

£134.99

Stacy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD£1399.99
Stacy 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD£1599.99
Stacy 4Mb Ram 40Mb HD£1799.99

Desio-e' Modem
Linnet Modem
Mastersound2

£104.99
£154.99
£29.99

40 Great FlightSims
40 MoreGreat FlightSims
A FlightSimulator Odyssey
F-19 Stealth Fighter

£13.95
£14.95
£14.95
£13.95

Falcon Air Combat

£14.95

TT 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD

Replay V8
Replay 3rofessional

FlyingFlightSim
Gunship Acacemv
Jet Fighter School
JetFighterSchccll
Learn to FlyFlightSim

£7.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£14.95

Sub Commander

£12.95

TakeOffF gh: Sim
Up8 RunFlight Sim

£15.45
£8.95

£1599.99

SOFTMACHINE POWER PACK
Chessplayer, Drivin' Force, Live &
Let Die, Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick
Dangerous, Rock n' Roll, Skweek,
Trivial Pursuit II

ONLY £25*
S0FTMACHINE STARTER PACK
Deluxe Mouse M?t

Tailored Dust Cover
Drive Head Cleaner
10 TDK MF2DD Disks

Vid ST

Cort'iver Mouse

Disk Box

'When purchased with any ST
computer... Offer limited to 1
starter/power pack per ST purchased!
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£64.99
£91.99
£21.99

Naksha Mouse

£34.99

Op: cal Mouse

£39.99

Cortriver Trackball
Macaron: T-ackDall
Universal Pnnter Stand

£29.99
£49.99
£6.99

Centronics Printer Cable
RS232 Cable
Scan Cable

£4.99
£9.99
£11 99

3.5" 40 Cap. DiskBox
3.5" 80 Cap. Disk Box
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 XSony Bulk3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk3.5"

£4.99
£7.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99

£59.95
£174.95
£35.95

Databases
DGBase

£34.95

Data Manager Professional

£29.95

K-Data
Prodata

£34.95
£54.95

Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

£26.95
£64.95
£159.95

Spreadsheets
DG Calc

£27.95

K-Spread
K-Spread2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4
Logistix
MiniOfficeSpreadsheet

£17.95
£42.95
£62.95
£89.95
£64.95
£17.95

' Indicates Atari ST in title
68000 Use'Guide

£8.95

Word Proccessing
1st Word Plus

Calligrapher
K-Word2
Protext v5
That's Write

Languages/Compilers Etc

£8.95

£23.95

£57.95

Call
£28.95
£99.95
Call

Devpac 2

£39.95

FTLModula2

£47.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
£68.95
GFA Basic V3.5 Compiler ... £22.95
GFABasic V3.5 Interpreter
£39.95
Hisoft Basic

£54.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

£34.95

Hisoft Forth

£27.95

Highspeed Pasca

£64.95

Lattice CV5

£99.95

Nevada Cobol

£34.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£71.95
£71.95
£71.95

STOS

£28.95

I

Utilities

K-Resource2
Mailshot Plus

£28.95
£34.95

|

Multidesk

£24.95

Accountant

£129 95

Accountant Plus

£21795

Neodesk 3

£28.95

Tempus2

£27.95

G53J

Bookkeeper

£87 95

Twist

£17.95

Cashbook Combo

£47 95

£24.95

WERCS

£21.95

Cashbook Controller
Cash Trader

£34 95
£87 95

Cad/Graphics/Animation
Canvas

£11.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£29.95
£35.95
£57.95
£35.95
£35.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

Degas Elite
Easy Draw2
Easy Draw2 Supercharged
Hyperpaint 2
Megapaint2
Spectrum512

£19.95
£35.95
..£57.95
£29.95
£89.95
£22.95

f Desktop Publishing |
Fleet St Publisher v3

Call

Pagestream
Pagestream Font Sets

£124,95
Call

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks DTP Tutor

£69.95
£24.95

MUSIC

~|

DrTs CopyistApp
DrT's Copyist DT"

£74.95
£197.95

DrT'sKCS
DrT's KCS Level 11
DrT's MRS

£164.95
£245.95
£49.95

DrT's TigerCub

£82.95

K-Minstrel2
Quartet

£21.95
£35.95

COMMUNICATIONS

C Breeze Editor

£21.95

Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin
Knife ST

£24.95
£34.95
£21.95

BBSV3
FaSTcomm2
Flash
K-Comm2

£41.95
£41.95
£18.95
£34.95

K-Graph3

£34.95

Mini Oflice Corr.ms

£17.95

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE.Allitems subject to availability.
All prices include VAT+ UK Delivery. All prices subject to change without notice. E & OE.

SOFTMACHINE

ACCOUNTS

Turbo ST

Please ring for prices/availability on any hardware/software/peripherals not listed, (full pricelist on request)

80 Capacity Lockable
ONLY £20*

£86.99

Wordflair
Word Perfect
Word Writer

BOOKS
'3D Graphics Prog

Swift 9 24 Colour Kit
Star LC-10
Sar LC24-10

Maste- 1Mb 3.5" Drive
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

JK

SOFTWARE

Dept. STF4, 20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland, SR1 1TE. Telephone: 091 - 510 2777/2666

Final Accounts
Financial Controller
Home Accounts
Personal Fin Man P;us
Small Bus Ace Cash
Small Bus Ace Xtra

£21 95
£347.95
£17.95
£28 95
£56.95
£79.95

System 3

£34.95

EDUCATIONAL
Better Maths12-16yrs
BetterSpellingOver8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6
FunSchool268
Fun School 2 over 8
Fun School 3 unde' 5

£14.95
£14.95
£'4.95
£17.95

Fun School 3 5-7
Fun School 3 over 7

£17.95
£17.95

Lets Spell at Hore
Lets Spell at the Shops
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania8-12 ys
M Beacon Teaches Typ:ng
MicroEnglishGCSE .. ..

£15.95
£15.95
£19.95
£19.95
£21.95
£19.95

Micro French GCSE . ..
Micro Maths GCSE

£19.95
£'9.95

Play and Read
PrimaryMaths3-12 ys
Spell Book4-6..
Spell Book4-6 Data

£19.95
£19.95
£15.95
£11.95

Spell Book Over 7

£15.95

Spell BookOver 7 Data
Spell BookData Creab'

£11.95
£8.95

The Three Bears

£19.95

Thingsto do withNumbers
Things to do withWords

£15.95
£15.95

FLIGHT/TANK SIMULATIONS
A10 Tank Killer
F-16 Combat Pilot
F-16 Falcon

£27.99
£17.50
Call

F-19Stealth Fighter

£20.99

F-29 Retailiator
Falcon Mission Ois-rs

£17.50
Call

FlightSmulalion II
FlightS i" Sce-ie'v
Gunship

Call
Ca'l
£17.50

M1 Tank Platoon

£20.99

Mig29 Fulcrum
Prollight

£24 50
£27.99

Team Yankee

£20.99
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Public Dominator - PD
NEW ST/STE USERS

What is Public Domain?
Public Domain software is simply software that is allowed to be
copied freely, since the authors have decided to share their

•MP1: Starter Utility Pack: this pack was compiled with the new
ST user in mind, to enable you to get just about all the utilities you

programs with all users, for this reason software can be grouped
together on disks which are sold at an equal price depending on
how many you buy. when you buy any of the disks on this page
you may copy and give them to anyone! each disk has a code
number which is denoted with this symbol - • - what follows the
code number is a brief discription of what is on the disk, all the
programs are fully working and most come with documenation on
the disk. We wifl also give as much support as is reasonable.

may ever need, plus a wordprocessor. 2 databases and a graphic
package. The pack includes: NEOMaster the excellent
graphic package, STWriter Elite the brilliant wordprocessor.
Firstbase and Datahandler the 2 databases plus the following
utilities: ARC and ARCShell the brilliant file compresser. Private
Eye the system info utility,IntaSect RAM disk. Printer
Spooler. BIG colour emulator for monochrome monitor owners and

I

Abbreviations Used"
CSR - Colour Screen Required. MMR - Monochrome Monitor.

1MB- 1MBRAM required. DSD - Double Sided Disk.

I

COMMUNICATIONS

Monochrome emulator for colour screen users. Virus Killer 2,

picture converters, extended formatters to get more space on

I your floppy disks, time anddatesetters, clocks. RAM free, auto
GEM for STFM owners who want to autoload GEM applications
and loads of other utilities. All this is available only from Public
Dominator for the special pack price of only £7.50!

III

UTILITY DISKS

•A186 - DocDisp the best document displayer on the ST includes
the feature to load picture file and a non case sensitive search
facility. FCopy 3.
•A188 - NOTSTE. CSR. Chemistry for all v2.0.

•A189 - CSR. Stitch X for designing any stitching patterns.
•A190 - Datastore v1.0 an excellent database. Toxic Formatter
v2.0. Batch the CLI.

•A191 - Video Manager v4.0 allows you to catalogue your videos.

I

GAMES

I

ALL games require a colour screen. We have got hundreds of
excellent games disks which are detailed fully on our diskcat only
C1.00!

•MP2 - Games Pack 1:DSD. Monopoly, Fruit Machine, Cribbage,
Poker, Solitaire, Tunnel Vision, Reflex, Checkers, Devils Tomb,

Death Star. Battle Ships. Zyphur and others. 3 disks for £7.50!
•MP3 - Games Pack 2. DSD. Star Trek, Tennis. Patience. Fire

Laser Chess. Mile Stone, Azarian. Barn Yard. Space
I Storm,
Invaders. Space War, Lunar Lander, Bridge It!.Race Cars,

•A153 - The ABK BBS pd comms disk.

•A15 - STSWitcher will split an STs memory into 2 seperate parts

•A43 - DSD. Citadel BBS.

allowing you to use 2 programmes at once, autocopy - copies files 3 disk pack for C7.50!

•A44 - Star net BBS.

into RAMdisk.

Monkeys and Balloons. Spectral Sorcery and Give Us A Break. A

•G85 - Skate tribe. A very good skate board game.
•A85 - Infinity BBS.
•A31 - 1ST Word printer driver files.
•G86 - DSD. Tennis excellent full graphics tennis game, also on
•A133 - DSD Pandora a BBS system.
•A40 - Hard Disk 1:directory counter. GEMsoft a 40 folder fix.
disk are card games: patience and poker.
•A48 - Uniterm v2.0c.
hard auto, sbackup. turtle backup V3.01 and unturtle restore v1.1.
•G93 - Jitterbug you move around a large area picking up things
•A52 - Hard Disk 2: folderxxx, an excellent directory lister, hard
•A166 - Vanterm v3.71.
and killing things.
•A119 - Flying Start v1.04 1200/75 comms program for Prestel.
disk install, hard disk autoboot and other hd utilities.
•G95 - Chance a good shoot 'em up.
•A51 - Comms programs: gas term, bmodem, solar term, terminal, •A172 - Hard Disk 3: the vault excellent hard disk backup program. •G96 - Mutant platform game.
my term, sterm. con_st. star term, term_c, jam term, gem term and •A41 - Monochrome Emulator v5. CMFonts converts MAC fonts to •G97 - DSD. 1MB.The Star Trek game.
xmodem term.
ST GDOS format, deformattor.
•G98 - Tracker shoot 'em up.
•A59 - Spell v2.3 spelling checker. Magic Shadow archiver - store. •G99 - Haunted Monastry platform game.
•A8 - Packet ham radio software.
backup and create other disk formats including Atari ST, MSDOS •G100 - Escape from the Tomb of RA platform game.
•A118 - Worli mail box with packet-term v4.5st.
•A105 - Radio disk. Worli v2.5. yarp.
and CPM,
•G101 - Overlander good shot 'em up.
•A88 - DCFormat v3.03 THE ST disk formatter. Meg a Minute
•A10 - Kermit kit.
•G102 - Key to Atlantis good shoot 'em up
Elite
v2.1,1MB
a
minute
HD
backup.
Megamatic
v1.195
boot
utility.
•A35 - Compunet v3.01.
•G103 - DSD. Pop Eyed a 60s music trivia strip quiz.
•A90 - Superboot v6.0 THE ST boot program. Screendump24
•A93 - Txt v2.0a teletext program.
•G104 - Rorkes Drift zulus and the british army nova an excellent
v2.0 Alt/Help screen dump to Epson LQ800 or compatible.
•A176 - Starterm v1.11.
galaxians type shoot 'em up.
•A91 - File Selector v6.0 replacement GEM file selector. Virus
•G105 - Tile Games v2.0.
APPLICATION
Killer v2.01, Filespy v1.0 file displayer.
•G106 - The Name Game.
•A97 - MMR. Sticker III. THE disk label program.
•G107 - Patience an excellent card playing game includes golf,
•MP7 - Home Business Pack: DSD. Datahandler and First Base 2
•STW 41 - FSelect V3/1989 by Martin Patzell the excellent
little spider, calculation, siege, raglans and elevens.
databases, STSheet and Sheet 2 excellent spreadsheets that
alternative file selector. ICone allows you to design icons and
•G108 - First Serve a tennis game.
include graphics and Lotus 123 compatiblity,STWriter Elite the
assign them to a file,so that each file can have its own icon
•G109
- Stumped the cricket game.
excellent word processor and Double Sentry the accounts
picture, Acache willspeed up file access.
•G110 - Yahzee the dice game.
package.

All fullyworking and fullyfeatured. A 3 disk pack for C7.50!
•A159 - Databases: Address book v1.21. Database. First base and
Datahandler.

•A49 - STSheet spreadsheet.
•A72 - Personal finance.

•BPR01 - CSR Electronic Bank Statement accounts.

•A94 - Data handler v1.0 database. Context text editor. Magic
Shadow archiver Word Perfect Epson LQ800/850/1050/1500
printer driver.
•A96 - DSD. Sheet v2.0. spreadsheet.

•A108 - DSD. 1MB. B/Stat. sophisticated graph, stats analysis,
•A121 - Pools - Expert Results Predictor v2 5.
•W2 - STWriter Elite v3.6 word processor.

•A109 - Quick Disk. Quickfind V1.5, Quickindex v1.5, QuickST v1.2.

•G111 - Stocks and Bonds a stock market simulation.

Quickview v1.3, Quickinf v1.3, Quicklabel v1.1, Quickprint.

•G112 - Upstart a shoot the cherries up arcade game, excellent!
•G113 - Spaceballer an platform excellent game.
•G114 - The Rush is an excellent platform game.
•G115 - Bumper Jacky a great platform game.
•G116 - Zoltar a massive shoot 'em up.
•G117 - Flight Simulator.
•G118 - England Team Manager football game.
•G119 - NOTSTE. Bunny hunt.
•G120 - DSD. League Soccer football game.
•G121 - Top of the Pops record company simulation.

•A111 - Headstart v1.1 GEM auto booter. JCIock8d. Manual maker

v2,0 requires GDOS, Print it!and View it!Printmaster utils.
•A120 - Copiers: copy beef, super copy, copy v2. copy track, disk
copy, tnibbler and others, accent.
•A128 - Recover. Bootinfo allows you to put any text on screen at

boot up. FSCK v1.1 the file system checker and repairer. Dvorak
keyboard changer. GEMIabel v3.0. RateHD a hard disk
performance checker. Undelete willundelete file that have been
deleted.

•A134 - Boot Drive Select allows you to select a drive to boot
from when you reset your st. the formattor v1.21, graf tool, chart
maker, bootb a drive b booter. GOACC allows you to select
•W5 - Micro-emacs V3.925 text editor.
•MP21 - DSD. MMR. TeX the document processor and typesetting desktop acessories.
•A136 - The British Telecom Inland Call Calculator vl.02.
system. A 6 disk pack for £15.00
•A157 - Custom Formattor. Boot Sector Storage.
•A125 - DSD. 1MB Opus v2.10 spreadsheet.
•A158 - CSR. The Complete Amateur Astronomy Guide.
•A138 - Double Sentry vO.OO accounts.
•A163 - Gemini desktop replacement. Excellent all English version
•A165 - Network a simple network system.
of a replacement desktop similar to NEOdesk. Includes the PD

FONT DISKS

version of GDOS.

•A167 - BIG Colour Emulator very good colour emulator for

•A25 - MMR. Font Master excellent document processor.
•A60 - Fonts for Font Master on A25.

•A168 - ARCGSH v2.1 a really good shell for any program.

•A13 - Publishing Partner disk 1,Six fonts: Hudson, Columbia,
Devoll, Thames. Spokane and Saturn.
•A38 - Publishing Partner disk 2. Six fonts: Caligrity, Elegance,

•BPR08 - Music Cassette Label Printer.
•A173 - ARC V6.02, ARC shell v1.98. LHarc v0.5b and vl.13,
Turboarc, ARCit auto arcs and unarcs entire disks. Also unarc.

monochrome screens,

Courier. Roman Booktace, Westside and Avant Garde.

unarcit and unzip.

•A95 - PublishingPartner disk 3. Six fonts: Artist. Broadway.

•A174 - Dcopy v3.12, Bigscreen allows you to use GEM windows
larger than the actual screen. Deckey how to plug in a dec

Letter GothicOriental. Ultra Block and Wilkes-Barres.

•A127 - Publishing partner/ Pagestream disk 4:1 PP font: Creative, keyboard. Filespy v1.2 file browser.
5 PS fonts: Futura. Hal. Hlvb. Lubalin and Script.
•A45 - Star ML10/LC10 font designer V1.1,
•A63 & »A64 - FontKit v3.31 an Epson. ST screen and Degas

•A180 - MMR. DSD. Electrics disk contains lots of programs

font editor.

Manvilly, Math. Peignoy. Silicy and Steely.

•A181 - Interprint2 the ultimate printer controller. Printplus v1.1
prints 1ST Word documents.
•A182 - Expander expands a single sided disk to a double sided.

•A187 - Calamus 13 fonts: ArdO. Arc25. Arc90, Data. Guady,

MedRES STE a fix to the medium res bub on STEs. Turbo ST

•A110 - Calamus 9 fonts: Facade. Fura. Greeny2. Hebrewy,

written in fast basic for students doing the bsc electronics course
at Keele University.

Noten. Roman BTS. Script, Seg, Snuf. Stradiv, Studyit and Troman, speeds up your ST
•A135 - GEM Font Master by J.Millarthe GEM GDOS font editor.
•A137 - 40 GEM GDOS fonts.

•A192 - Signum Fonts 37 x 24 pin printer fonts.
•A193 - Signum Fonts 29 x 24 pin printer fonts.
•A194 - Signum Fonts 27 x 24 pin printer fonts.
•A195 - Signum Fonts 29 x 24 pin printer fonts.
•A196 - Signum Fonts 11 x 24 pin printer fonts.
•A197 - Signum Fonts 12 x 9 pin printer fonts.
•A175 - 79 GEM GDOS fonts.

EDUCATION
•BPRO10 - CSR. Classroom Maths for students age 7 to 12.

•G35 - MMR. Hypervoc and ST Die 2 vocabulary trainers. Quiz
simple mulptiple choice program, pauk very good quiz database.
•A47 - CSR. KIDsgraph, KIDsgrid2, KIDsmusic. KIDspiano,
KIDsnotes.

•A100 - CSR KIDpotatoe. KIDabc, KIDsketch. KIDstory.
•A101 - CSR. KIDsong. Numerical go round. Number maze.
•G47 - CSR. The History File.

•G130 - MMR. DSD. Strabble an excellent version of the board

game scrabble.
•G131 - Anagrams, you enter a word and it willshow all the
possible anagrams.
•G132 - DSD. Ditch Day Drifter a text adventure.
•G133 - MMR. Risky Construction Set v1.5. you create a fictious
'world' and have wars etc.

I

BUDGIE UK GAMES

These games are licenseware. for each one sold Public Dominator
gives 50p to the author. All these games work on al!ST/STEs and
require a colour screen.
•B1 - Damonoid a good space game.
•B2 - Football 88 league simulation.
•B3 - Blitz III action shoot 'em up.
•B4 - Othello reversi board game.
•B5 - Pro Darts 501 down.

•B6 - DR Boris defuse the TNT bombs before they destroy you!
•B7 - Ball Zone the breakout game.
•B10 - Moneyspinner the slot machine.
•B11 - Maelstrom vertical scroll shoot 'em up..
•B12 - Ace invaders a master implementation of Space Invaders.
•B13 - Zenith arcade space battle.

1.We have been trading in this field for 5 years so
(unlike the majority of PD libraries) we know what's
what when it comes to PD, this is proven with regular
orders from every corner of the globe.
2. Huge selection from over 800 disks!
3. All disks Virus free!

4. Alldisks copied with verify flag on.
5. Order by telephone or post with same day dispatch.
6. Pay by Visa, Mastercard, Cheque, PO or Cash.
7. Government orders welcome.

8. Expert advice. Got a question about our software?

•A132 - KIDcolor. KIDshape and Dot to Dot.

Telephone and ask for the Technical department.

•G76 - DSD. Treasure search.

•G123 - Fuzzball and Bounce out 2 platform games.

Why Public
Dominator for your
PD software supply?

•A73 - DSD. Flashcards 1 ♦ 2 spelling

•A177 - CSR. KIDshapes. KIDpuzzle.
•A178 - CSR. NOTSTE Can you spell

•G122 - NOTSTE. Heads and Hammers.

•G124 - Motor cycle a good arcade type motocycle game.
•G129 - Snakes and Ladders the game.

For a reliable, fast and friendly

expert service try us!

The Seal of Reliability

I

and Shareware Software
•M20 - DSD. Soundtracker player and Soundtracker modules
converted from the Amiga, also documentation and some source
code in 68000 and gfa basic on soundtracker formats and
different frequencies.

•B14 - Goldrush multi level platform game.
•B16 - Word puzzle generator.
•B17 - Make a break trivia quizz where you play snooker by
answering the questions.
•B18 - Parabellum brilliant platform game.
•B19 - Tri Heli a mega must have faste game.

•M21 - DSD. Noizetracker.

•M22 - DSD. Quartet samples disk 1.
•M23 - DSD. Quartet samples disk 2.

•B22 - Bandit the one armed bandit.

•B23 - Space Blob excellent platform game.
•B24 - Slippery Sid great maze game.
•B27 - Psicotic if it moves shoot it! Mega space game.
•B30 - A quest for galaxia a master implementation of Galaxians.
•B34 - Safe as houses monoploy game.
•B35 - Hostile reception Xenon type shoot 'em up.

Clip It! Volume 1. £12.50!

WORD PROCESSING UTILS
•W1 - CSR. Type It!The brilliant touch type tutor.
•W4 - Proff v1.0 very powerfull text formattor.
•W9 - Newsletter maker - allows you to make a GEM disk
magazine.
•W11 - Postscript disk. PS prints 1ST Word document in postscript
format, 1stw2ps as above but including 1st word plus graphics
very flexible, snapshot - outputs hires screen to ps printer, choice
of size, angle etc. and examples of postscript
source code and utilities to control printer.

•B40 - Dizzy Lizzy across between Pacman and boulderdash.
•B41 - Exodus superb graphics arcade game.
•B48 - XWPuzzle.

•B50 - Space Invaders and Detonator.

•B52 - 1MB. Douglas Rockmoor the greatest ever impletation of
Boulderdash ever! Brilliant!.

•B53 - MMR. From Little Acorns.

Clip Art
The following 4 packs of clip art are disks that are filed with
black and white images that would be suitable with atl graphic
and desktop publishing packages.
The Images are complete and copyright free;
Hundreds of clip art images on 5 disks all in Degas format
suitable for all graphic and desktop publishing packages.
Subjects covered: sports, flags, animals, cartoons, humorous.
Xmas. Jewish, borders. Halloween, Valentines, horses, eyes,
alphabets, hands. t930's trademarks, zodiac, cars&more.
Here are some examples:
t*kM«MtmhMt«M*hmtm»tki«mMikxwvmk

DEMO DISKS

•B56 - Super League Soccer.

All demos require a colour screen.

GRAPHICS

•D122 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. The Union demo!

•D123 - DSD. CSR. 1MB.The Amazing Snowman demo.
•D125 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. The Carebears Cuddly demos.

MP4 - Graphics Pack 1:DSD. CSR. ANI ST the excellent animation
package, fully working allows you to create your own animations!,
Pearle the ray tracing package with full examples. Mini Paint the
excellent fully featured painting package, NEOchrome
the excellent painting program, and picture convertors. A 3 disk
pack for e7.50!
MP5 - Graphics Pack 2: DSD. CSR. Master Painter the excellent
fully featured paint package that includes multipy screens. Colour
Burst II the 800/3200 shades on screen at once paint package,
Fine Line the drawing program, Fractal Zoom the most
comprehensive fractal generator on the ST. the Atari IMage
Processor (1MB),MegaBlit the paint package, Studio and VanGogo
2 excellent paint packages. A 3 disk pack for £7.50!
•GR1 - CSR. NEOchrome Master v2.1 excellent graphic package,
•GR6 - Degas disk -155 fills, 10 brushes. 7 fonts, printer driver

•D128 - DSD. CSR. The Wattaheck demo.

•D129 - DSD. CSR. The Swedish demo including sync and the
carebears.
•D149 & »D150 - CSR. DSD. 1MB. NOTSTE. Delerious demo from
the alliance.

•BD1 - CSR. DSD. Mind Bomb the latest mega mega must have
demo.

Subjects covered: men, women, illuminated
A to Z, arrows, stars, explosions, humorous, cartoons, >
pointing hands, food & lots more.
Here are some examples:

•D158. «D159. »D160 - CSR. DSD. NOTSTE. Batman the movie

demo. Excellent 3 disk full colour digitised demo of the film.
•D162 - CSR. DSD. The lord of the disks 'Dragons lair' demo.
excellent!

•D176 - CSR. DSD. The Care Bears 'So what demo', excellent!
•D191 - CSR. DSD. Mini Run'.

•D197 - CSR. DSD. Space Ace by Don Bluth. Amazing graphic
animation demo of the game.
•D202 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. Predator demo by The Islander.
Excellent images from the whole of the film 'the predator'.

files.

•GR7 - DSD. 1MB. AIM v2.31 of the Atari IMage processor gem
based.
•GR14 - MMR. Public Painter v0.1.

(wcnii

•D207 - CSR. Snowman demo the 1/2MB RAM version. Excellent!
•D210 - CSR. 1MB. DSD. The Star Wars Walker I demo excellent.
•D213 - CSR. 1MB. DSD. The Star Wars Walker II demo.

•GR15 - DSD. 1MB. MMR. JIL2D CAD drafting program.
•GR17 - Picture Convertors. print master/ degas convertor. neo/
degas/tiny/iff /spec512 to neo/degas/iff convertor. img/aim
convertor img/aim to postscript, mac gif stripper, spectrum 512
.spc/spu to gif convertor and spectrum 512 spc. sps and spu

•D221 & «D222 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. 1MB. Dragons Lair demo
by IRS animated scenes from the game Dragons Lair.
•D236 - DSD. CSR. Inner Circle Decade demo.

slide show.

•D237 - DSD. CSR. Stealth bomber animation and preview of
Vertial Reality 3d.

•GR18 - MMR. Eplan an electrical circuit cad program.
•GR19 - DSD, Fractal Zoom v3.1 the most comprehensive fractal
generation program available,

•D240 - DSD. CSR. Star Trek The Enterprises leaves dry dock
demo, also 2 excellent animations of the Reliant flying through

•GR20 - .IMGutilities, 1.convert2img v0.9 converts any degas
format, tiny, neochrome, macpaint. spectrum compressed and
uncompressed to a monochrome Jmg format. 2. img quick viean
.img file viewer. 3. the .img slide shovlt
•GR21 - ANIST the fully featured animation package.
•GR24 - CSR. Pearle the 3-D ray tracing package.

space.

•D243 - CSR. Trans Beauce party demo.
•D244 - CSR. DSD. Phalanx overdrive demo.

•D247 - CSR. The Lost Boys Life's a Bitch demo.
•D249 - CSR. DSD. Animations: the juggling clown, lock on fighter.
marilyn monroe talking, micrmag. sunglasses and trukking
•D250 - CSR DSD. 1MB.Animations: the barbers shop, walking
foreman, channel 4 logo and unicycle.

I PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES I
•LI - 68000 Assembler, Xlisp. STLogo, Tiny basic.

Clip It! Volume 3. £12.50!
Hundreds of clip art images on S disks all in IMGformat
suitable for most graphic and desktop publishing packages.

Subjects covered: Fruit, Herbs. Meat. Arrows. Special
Ocassions, Vegetables. Kitchen Utencils.Cups andGlasses,

STE DEMOS

•L2 - STBasic.

•L3
•L4
•L5
•L6
•L7
•L8

Clip It! Volume 2. £12.50!
Hundreds of clip art images on 6 disks alt in IMG format
suitable for most graphic and desktop publishing packages.

- Advsys adventure writer language.
- Forth83 programming language.
- PDC v2.0 compiler.
- Toy Prolog.
- Xlisp v1.7.
- Forth from bradley firmware.

•L9 - ST Icon v6.3, based on SnoboW.
•L10 - Little Smalltalk.

•L12 - C make. This is so like the unix make that you should read
the unix documentation.

•L13 and »L14 Modula-2 development system v1.0.
•L15 - DSD. Sozobon c compiler.
•L17 - DSD. AGT V1.19 the adventure writer.

MUSIC DISKS

Art Deco and Breakfasts.

Here are some examples:

These demos willonly work on an Atari STE
•D144 - CSR. The Official Atari France demo!
•D214 - CSR. Sound OFF
•D228 - CSR. 1MB. AN COOL from The Care Bears demo.

•D229 - CSR. 1MB.The Jungle demo!
•D230 - CSR. Movie shows off the stereo sound and the blitter

chip.
•D231 - CSR. 1MB.BOING a bouncing ball with colours scrolling
through it and the sounds of Axel-F
•D232 - CSR. 1MB. Fantasia, sounds of The Cure and excellent

graphics, press the HELP key for instructions.
•D233 - CSR. 1MB. 3D Scroller, sounds of The Cure and very
colourful scrolling message, actually scrolls from the bottom of
the screen to the middle then straight up and out of the top! With
bouncing bobs and all!
•D234 - CSR, 1MB. Psychedelik House II By The Overlander.

•M9 - Music Writer lets you create music on screen.
•M15 - The Accompanist MID116 voice sequencer by Henry Cosh. Aciiiid!
•M18 - DSD. Soundtracker player and Soundtracker modules
•D251 - The Black Cats STE demo excellent!
converted from the Amiga.
•D252 - The 2nd French STE demo brilliant!
•M19 - DSD. Soundtracker player and Soundtracker modules
converted from the Amiga.

To order, simply quote the disk code number.

Disk prices:

Clip It! Volume 4. £12.50!

Send an SAE with a

Hundreds of clip art images on 5 disks all in IMGformat

all disks are priced equally depending
on how many you buy:

22p stamp for a

suitable for most graphic and desktop publishing packages.
Subjects covered- More Art Deco, Babies. Boys and Girls.
Lots of humourous. Illuminated A to Z, Scrolls. More Special

1 to 5 are £3.00 each,

copy of our printed
catalogue. Shows

6 to 10 are £2.75 each
11 or more are £2.50 each
All prices are fully inclusive.
Please send a cheque or postal order
payable to Public Dominator Atari
P O Box 801, Bishop's Stortford, Herts,

England, CM23 3TZ.
Foreign Orders: All foreign orders must add

FREE

j»y^

concise details of the

top 400 disks.

Credit ®S
Card Hotline

10% (minimum £1.00). Non EEC countries &

0279 757 692

Spain, Greece, Portugal, Eire & Italy MUST
also add £1.75 for registered post.

Mon-Sat 9am 5pm

^W

ocassions and Calligraphic Ornaments.

Here aresome examples:

«-tt-J*

P'r^i

Gfp TELESALES HOTLINES

J 0782 208228
Cheques and PO's torMedia Direct Dept STF
The Railway Enterprise
Centre, Unit 3, Shelton New
Road, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire, ST4 7SH.

QUALITY
GUARANTEE
All our products carry our full
replacement no quibble
guarantee

All Prices inc VAT

9^Kl^S^^H

Please add £2.95 P&P per Order
Next Day delivery £10.00

REMEMBER ill

U54

U.K. ORDERS ONLY

Beware of cheap imitations

Fax: 0782 281506

RAINBOW PACK DISKS

(Red, Green, Blue, Yellow,

We only supply Quality

AMAZING OFFERS ON

STACKABLE STORAGE
BOXES

Orange & White)

3.5" DSDD DISKS

3.5' DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD 135tpi
50 DSDD 135tpi
75 DSDD 135tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

£15.45
£29.45
£42.95
£55.95

5.25 DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD

£10.45

50 DSDD

£18.95

75 DSDD

£27.95

100 DSDD

£34.95

COLOURS AND QUANTITIES
OF YOUR CHOICE

3.5' HIGH DENSITY DISKS
All disks 100% cert. & error free
10..

£9.95

25..

£24.45

50..

£47.50

75..

£69.75

100.

25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 dsdd 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

£10.95
£20.95
£30.95
£39.95

£81.95

FOR BULK BUYERS
3.5" DSDD 135tpi DISKS

!.

£9.00 each
£8.50 each

5+

£8.00 each

stacked horizontally or
vertically

only £15.95

SWITCHES AND CABLES

2 WAY DATA SWITCHES:-

£187.50

750

£269.95

1000

£330.00

£89.95

inc Labels

1 off
3+

holds 150 3.5" disks & can be

200 DSDD DISKS &

500

can be stacked horizontally
and vertically

THE AMAZING POSSO BOX

SPECIAL OFFER

2X100 CAP. BOXES

BANX BOX
holds 90 3.5'disks

SERIAL

E1Z95

PARALLEL

£12.95
PAR. PRN CABLES...E7.95

GENERAL

SONY BULK

LIMITED OFFER ONLY

3.5"DSDD
25

£13.25

50

£24.45

75

£36.95

100

£46.95

200

£89.95

500

£199.95

1000

£369.95

BRANDED DISKS
SONY or VERBATIM
100 3.5" DSDD

only £69.95

50

£12.95

100

£23.95

150

£35.25

200

£45.95

Labels &Envelopes supplied

5.25' DSHD DISKS

Standard 50 or 100 capacity boxes when
purchased with disks

100

£43.95

150

£62.95

200

£79.95

Labels &Envelopes supplied

SYNCRO
EXPRESS II

***

AMIIGA 3.5' EXTERNAL DRIVE

£1.80

AMIGA DUST COVER
ATARI DUST COVER

£3.95
£3.95

2 PIECE PRINTER STAND....

£6.95

LABELS per 1000

£9.95

£1.80

£5.50

All the above have lock & dividers

3.5" 10 CAPACITY
or 10 for

£0.95
£7.50

Slimline and very quiet

only £59.95

JOYSTICKS

ATARI 3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

Slimline and very quiet

£34.95

3.5" CLEANING KIT
5.25" CLEANING KIT

3.5" 50 CAPACITY
£5.00
5.25" 100 CAPACITY....E5.50

DISK DRIVES
All disks 100% cert. & error free
50
£22.45

£1.50

3.5" 100 CAPACITY

£1:00 off

***

£2.50

MOUSE POCKETS

DISK STORAGE BOXES

only £59.95

All disks 100% cert. & error free

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

TILT AND TURN MONITOR •STAND
£12.95

100 5.25" DSDD
5.25' DSDD DISKS

ACCESSORIES

(Requires no external power supply)

only £59.95

£12.95

PRO 5000

NAVIGATOR
KONIX SPEEDSTICK

£12.95
...£9.95

RIBBONS
MEDIA

DIRECT

THE COMPANY THAT PUTS THE CUSTOMER FIRST

STAR LC10 MONO
STAR LC10 COLOUR

£3.50
£6.95

GAME making

A game is born 3
There's more to producing a game than writing it - the publishers have
their work cut outfor them too. In the thirdpart ofour series. Ed Ricketts
talks topublishers Millennium about their role in the creation process
W h i l e Paul Carruthers experiences the

joys and frustrations

Stormball looked like something he could do
reasonably quickly - I think he started coding
the game at the beginning of September.

of writing

Stormball, his publishers, Millennium,
don't just sit around and wait for him to finish.

They've got a lot of preparation and organisa
tion to do: the initial ideas, the early demos,

STF: Who creates the box and adver

tising artwork and how is it organised?

right through to the finished product and its

Ian: We start thinking about the design work

marketing - things a programmer knows noth

four months ahead of the release date. The first

ing about. How does a publisher interact with
and influence a programmer? For part three of
our series, ST FORMAT visits Millennium in Cam
bridge, city of a thousand cyclists, to speak to
Ian Saunter, Millennium's Public Relations officer,
and Michael Hayward, their Managing Director.

thing to consider is what the illustration is going
to look like. We use a designer who designs all
of our boxes. We show him the product in cer
tain stages and discuss it with him, and he goes
off and does a pencil rough of what he thinks
the layout might be. He then commissions an
illustrator to do a painting - Mark Nightingale in

STF: What kind of things do you look
for before you're willing to develop a
game?
Ian: Out of all the mish-mash that comes our

way from various sources, occasionally some
thing appears that appeals to us. I also think
you have to bear in mind certain factors: is the

market already saturated with this style of game
for example? As small publishers, we like to
think that we're making our name with an origi
nal product - if a game is original, and we have
faith in the programmers, then we give it a go.
Another major factor is our release sched
ule. We have to plan games for release anything
between 12 and 18 months ahead of time, so
we won't consider launching two similar styles
of game side by side.

"I don't thinkpublishers are
in the business of cheating
programmers - it's simply not
in their best interest"
STF: So when do you decide to do a
particular game?
Ian: The most common source for a future

game is a programming team who have just
finished a project - they're often looking around
for new work.

• Michael Hayward, Managing Director of
software publishers Millennium: "We think

Stormball is going to be a strong seller"

I think you lose the important creative element.
You shouldn't interfere until it gets to a stage
where you can actually see the whole program.
With a team that hasn't worked with us before,
we spend a lot more time writing down exactly
what we want to see from the game - in effect
storyboarding it.

the case of Stormball - and this forms the core

of all the materials associated with the product:
the box, the advert, the posters and so on.
STF. How do you budget the cost of a
game - the advertising for example?

Ian: The programming fees are the first cost to
consider and these are all fixed under the con

STF: When is the deadline for finish

ing Stormball?
Ian: Paul started work on Stormball after he
finished Resolution 101. He had two or three dif

ferent things that he could have worked on next
- we selected Stormball because we reckoned

that a lot of the technology Paul needed for a

3D sports game was pretty much done. We'd
been thinking for a long time about using his 3D
engine for a playing area in a sports game, and

tract. On top of that, we generally allocate some
extra money for the graphics artist and the
development of the sound. The other expenses
are virtually all down to production and marketing.
Michael: We put aside 10% of our estimated
sales for advertising costs. Our estimates are

based on past sales experience and speculating
about press reviews. These budget figures get
adjusted during the build-up. If you're planning a
project a year in advance you don't know

A VERY DODGY CHARACTER INDEED

STORflBFlLL j:*

• This character, provisionally named

p

Dexter Sinister, is described on the

Stormball Sound Requirement sheet,
where Millennium advise sound

hL Ht

^B

programmer Richard Joseph of the
audio effects needed for the game:

"Between games you can place bets
with a sinister character in back alleys maybe needs some quiet jazz bar music

in the background (saxophone?)"

STF: How can you tell if a game is
going to be any good?
Michael: Well, you're not quite sure how a

game is going to turn out, so you have to trust
the programmer. Of course, when we see the

things we visualised earlier actually happening in
the game - when we can play it - then we get a
different perspective. We can say, look, this is
really good, but how about doing this?
We let people who've worked with us before

fulfil their side of the project, so long as it's not
going in the wrong direction. If you try to knock
a programmer into doing exactly what you want,
issue 21-APRIL-91
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exactly what it's going to do, but you can make
a fair estimate of how an average title is going
to sell. As you get closer to the release date
you can start to refine the budget a lot more,

STORMBALL MEETING NOTES - 21 Jan 91
We agTeed the following sequence of events to take place in the game:

place advertising for example. Not all of the
money is spent in this way though - a great deal
of money is spent on promotional items to go
with the product.

TITLE SCREEN

(Use digitised pic of Box Artwork?)
-IINTRO SEQUENCE

STF. How much do you pay the pro
grammer for his work?

Player appears in middle distance under spotlight, facing left. Ball shoots in from stage left
towards him. He traps it rotates towards us and fires object out of screen at us. The object is the
letter O of Stormball Title. Other letters follow fired from backgroundvery rapidly to form word
STORMBALL across the screen.

Ian: The payment made to the programmer is
based on a royalty. Clearly this can only start
coming through when the product is on the shelf
- and he needs something to keep himself alive

OPPONENT SELECTION

Full screen divided into 12 boxes showing:
10 Computer Controlled Flayers

Practice Droid
(Click on Stats to see
Stats Screen)

(Click on Stats to see Stats Screen

"Ifyou try to knock a
programmer into doing what
you want, I thinkyou lose the
important creative element"
- Michael Hayward,
Millennium's Managing
Director
meantime. So we agree on an advance against
his royalties - a lump sum, split up into various
"milestones." Every time the programmer
passes a milestone he's paid an appropriate

for each opponent or Plav to play him)

STATS SCREEN for each player + Droid
COccupies quarter of screen and contains head
shot of player, Continue or Play buttons. Name
of Home Arena, and character background info)

FLASH HARRY

SELECT ARENA

(Bet on yourself to win - Odds will be offered which
arc determined as a function of difficulty rating of
your opponent and your track record to date. Harry
may Tefuse to take a large bet if you're doing too well
and will limit size of your bet as well as the odds
if playing against too easy an opponent)
NB Full screen graphic, with Harry positioned to one
side allowing space for dialogue box. Odds on opponent,

(This option not available

(Cutaways during gameplay will take up to quarter of screen size)

screen, milestone two to build in some in
telligence, and so on.
Of course, the ultimate milestone is to com
plete the game. By the time the programmer
delivers the final disk to us, he's received all his

FINAL SCORE

(Final score.screen showing end of game stats and graphic of the winner)

RETRIEVE WINNINGS

(If playing Computer opponent return to Flash Harry
screen and receive proceeds from your bet, if you have lost he
should gleefully laugh at you, or something!)

advances. Then he has to wait and see if the

sales exceed his royalties. This is what we're
aiming for, but it doesn't occur very often.

Return to Opponent Selection Screen

STF. Would you be prepared to say
the

advance

was

Arena chosen.)

ENTER ARENA and PLAY GAME

amount for his work. For example, milestone

much

unless playing practice
droid or human player.
You have to pay increasing
fees to play practice game
according to 'level' of

Money available, Bet Placed etc)

one might be to get an object moving around on

how

Human Opponent
(Select this to play
a game in 2 Player mode)

for

Stormball?

Michael: Er - no. When we pay in advance for a
title, we work out what we thinkwe're going to be

• Millennium hold regular meetings to discuss all aspects of the game with the various
programmers. These notes are the results of a meeting in late January, about six
months after the game was begun, setting out the basic sequence of the game events

able to sell in the first three months of sales, and
the advance is worked out from that. We think

STF. Finally, how does a talented but

Stormball's going to be a strong seller, so it's -

inexperienced programmer get his
game published without being taken

Ian: - a fairly healthy advance!

for a ride?

STF. Do you have written contracts?
Michael: Yes. I know that our contracts are

much easier than most publishers' contracts -

our programmers tell us this. We make no
deductions at all, so if the ledgers show sales of
£100,000, the programmer gets 15% - or
whatever the percentage is - of the £100,000.

• Ian Saunter, Millennium Public Relations
man: "Making our name with originality"
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Ian: It depends who he goes to. I honestly don't
think that publishers are in the business of cheat
ing programmers - it's simply not in their best
interest, because they'll lose that programmer.
Michael: But we know it happens. Just about
everybody we've ever worked with has said this
has happened to him in the past. The program
mer gets a percentage of the sales and sees
himself doing all the work, but he may not see
the amount of effort that goes into it from the
publisher's side.
We spend a great deal of time working with

a failure, but at least the programmer has still
had his advances. If the title's a massive suc

cess, it's true the publisher does a lot better
than the programmer - but not many titles are
fantastic successes.

There must be a tremendous temptation for
publishers to underpay when someone comes

along with a really brilliant idea and you know
he's asking far too little for it. Even if some
body's first game is good enough, we wouldn't
pay him the full going rate that we pay experi
enced programming teams. You have to make
allowances - a new programmer might not

finish the game. If he's got no track record,

the programmers, doingthe advertising, the illus

it's a bad commercial decision to pay some
body £20,000 because you're not giving your
self any leeway, stf

trations - all the rest of it. There's a huge amount
of work involved and by the time you deduct from
total sales the advertising costs and so on, there
isn't a great deal left. You make money in this
business by having titles that sell consistently.
The profit comes in only when a title man
ages to break through the 18 to 20,000 units
barrier. The publisher loses everything if a title is

• Next month in the fourth and final part
of our "Game is Born" series, you won't
just be able to read about the making of
Stormball, you can actually play it for
yourself too! On next month's Cover Disk,
exclusive to ST FORMAT, we're bringing
you a playable demo of Paul Carruthers's
soon to be released game. Don't miss it!
'. 21-APRIL-91

( ST/STE PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE )
£1.50 each for 10 or more (SS/DS) disks
£2.00 each for under 10 (SS/DS) disks
Ring for

SOME OF OUR MOST POPULAR DEMOS

details of all

D0030 - STE Tracker

our special

D0031/32 - European Demo ( 2 D/S Disks £4.00)
D0033 - Sytax Terror by Deltaforce
D0037 - Dark Side of the Spoon by Ulm
D0045 - The Ran (1 meg)
Many many more including this months special - The

offers
1 st class

same-day
despatch

excellent - Life's a Bitch by The Lost Boys £1.50

P®S,ff GQOS1TI
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING TO YOUR DOOR!

This Months Software Specials

Send £1 for our disk catalogue/FREE game or blank disk for catalogue only.
TV TITLES - Call for details " STF Format Gold" March.

0463 -

CALEDONIA P.D.L.

Select any 3tfHes value 7.99 or less for only £20

- 225736

250 Oldtown Rd, Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT

3D Pool
AM«r the War

9.99
9.99

Airborne Ranger
Anarchy

8,99
9.99

Blood Money
Carrier Command
Chambers of Shaolln
Colossus Chess X
Conqueror
Crossbow

6.99
9 99
9 99
7.99
7.99
7,99

Black Tiger

PUBLIC DOMAIN
Full range of Demos -

Games- Utilities — Art

Word Processors - Clip Art - Communications
Astronomy - Music - Languages - Picture Disks
Databases — Virus Killers — Educational etc.
Reliable Service -

Return Post First Class

Full Disks - Single Sided Average Over 300K
All Disks are Verify Copied and Immunised

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon
Dragons Breath

Elite

Send Large SAE for Free Catalogue to:-

6^99
6.99
4,99

Ferrari Formula One
Fiendish Freddy

7*99
9^99

Fighter Bomber

Football. Man. World Cup

Gauntlet II

LOOK!! PREFORMATTED DISKS!!!
Buy all your disks formatted
using the standard formatting operation.
FORMATTED

BLANK

£6.49
£26.99
£49.99

10

50
100
1000

£5.69
£23.99

£43.99

£410.00
£479.99
Each disk has its own blank label. All prices inclusive of P&P.
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE STATE ST OR AMIGA

Please make cheque or postal orders payable to:

Hyperactive Developments
Courtney House, 12 Dudley Street
Luton. BedsLU2 0NT

Don't be a clown!
Get your PD from THEPD Library
A Small selection from our extensive catalogue.
Uti78
Uti83

Gemini, the fulldesktop replacement.
Fastcopy 3 & utilities, the very best
copier available for the ST.

Uti74

A complete guide to constructing your
own teletext receiver.

Mac 16 Audio Sculpture by Sync ASM. The
very best soundtracker clone, 'SAVE'

ST Writer v9 Elite, the essential PD

word processor.
Ace 1 to Ace 8 9 disks fullof the very best
deck accessories.

Gam 62 Wheel of Fortune, the ST version of

the popular (?) TV gameshow.
Uti 71

option disabled.

Uniform 2.0E. Get into communications

generator,

the economical way with Uniterm, the
commercial quality PD communications

'Shipwreck', Educational Adventure.

software

P/Art 17 Fractal Chaos, simply stunning fractal
Edu 9

WP 10

All disks £1.75 each. All cheques made payable to Sphinx Software
Send a large S.A.E. for your 40 plus page guide to the exciting world of Atari

12.99

12^99
799

Guardian Angel

6^99

Hammerfist

7,99

7*99

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy

Hong Kong Phooey
Hostages

7.99

6!99
7.99

Hot Rod

7^99

Hound of the Shadow

7 99
12.99

53 Rufus Gardens, Totton, Hants. SQ43TA

HYPERACTIVE DEVELOPMENTS

9.99

Fast Food
Fast Lane

Jet Vs 2.00

SOLENT SOFTWARE

7^99
7^99

12.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

Hard Drivin'

* Doubled-up Disks at no extra charge -m

9/99

6.99

Joan of Arc
Kaef th» Thief

7.99
7.99
7.99

Kid Glove*

Lent Nin|a 2
Leather Godeuei of Phobot
Mr.rUII

7.99

Pacmanla

7.99
7.99

7.99

Planetfall
Pottman Pat

7.99
7.99
4.99
7.99
6.99
9.99
7.99
6.99

Powerdromw
Pub Trivia
Roadblast«r»

Bud 'n' Ready
Shadowgat*

'

Silkworm

Spellflre the Sorceror

Star Wan Trilogy
Steve Davli Snooker
Sword & the Rote

Targhan
Thunderblade

Tower o( Babel

Treasure Island Dizzy
Vigilante
Wlthbrlnger
World Cup Soccer
X-Out

Xenon
Xenon II

Yogi's Great Escape

9.99
7.99

6.99
4.99
7.99
7.99
4.99
7.99
7.99
12.99
7.99
7.99
8.99
6.99

Zany Golf

7.99
7.99

Zork

IIIIWWII,,!.W.II.!!I.U
and other game titles not listed here!

ATARI ST HARDWARE ALTERNATIVE HARDWARE
520 ST Discovery Paelc
520STTarbo Pack
1040 STE Pack
1040 STE +HiRes Mono Monitor
MEGA STs
STACY'S
1Mb External Drive
1Mb Internal Drive

265 Amiga A500 Screen Gems
355 Amiga A500 Basic Pack

449
549
P0A
POA
59
79

Amiga A500 +10 6ames
Atari Lynx

359
319
339
119

Sega Megadrive (Jap Import)

129

Gameboy

68

1Mb Internal Drive (Fit&Retumed) 89

You Name It... We Do It...

SM124 Mono Hi-Res Monitor
PHILIPS 8833-11 Colour Monitor
STAR LC200 Col/Mono Printer
STAR LC24-200 Colour Printer
Panasonie KX-4420 Laser Printer

Just Phone &We'll Quote!

109
239
209
299
899

HP PaintJet Colour Inkjet Printer 825
Naksha Moose

29

We Are Fast &Cheaper!
We also stock software tbr>

AMIGA, Atari Lynx, Sega
Megadrive, Gameboy, Pus

All computers are fully tested before despatch!!
Min. Order £5.00 Overseas Software Postage £2.00 Extra
All Cheques & Postal Orders made payable to:
Post Haste, 12 St. Lawrence Road, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 3EY

Telephone Hotline (0227) 764204
(9am-7pm) Visa/Access welcome

ACCESS/VISA and P/O orders despatched same day!
Cheque orders despatched Immediately after clearancei

ST Public Domain & Shareware.

Sphinx Software <DePtsTF),
Erw, Fynydd, Carmel, Llanelli. SA14 7SG
Atari ST PD & Shareware
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FOR INFORMATION
LEADING TO A
PROSECUTION
& CONVICTION

™a^g^organsedby

ANY INFORMATION ON PIRACY SHOULD

E L SPA

BE PASSED TO F.A.S.T. (THE FEDERATION
AGAINST SOFTWARE THEFT)

X *

TELEPHONE 0386 833501

v

EUROPEAN LEISURE SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

PIRACY
IS THEFT

PD

reviews

Public Sector
I want to be Lionel Blair, I want to be a ratchet spanner, I want to be
Wendy James's lipstick, I want to be an advertising copywriter - or
failing that, Andy Hutchinson, the renowned cheap software reviewer
a

'SHOS !

DEMOS

ULM MEGADEMO

YOUR PD REVIEW

Riverdene PDL - Disk DEM850ST

Ej|7 t

j

Bit of a corker, this one. Never

>C<---^\JI heard of ULM, but some of the
»AriS^"* §uest demo groups are familiar -

»**

/"^ > ^

themes are a bit dull, but when a demo looks
this good you don't care.
STF Rating - 91%

month's

guest

reviewer - and the

—I— -*~J_r \ £ first winner of our £25

L-.\^*^ anyone remember the Lost Boys?

Everything about this demo oozes high quality
and ULM seem to go a bundle on full screen
demos. As a result everything looks and sounds
bigger and better. What's more, twiddly internal
sound is kept to a minimum and there's some
radishingly brilliant Tracker music. Some of the

This

f\J

/ —J £

prize for PD reviews -

STf

is Bill Croan, from

Tyne and Wear. If you fancy appearing in
ST FORMAT too, send your review of a piece
of PD software to PD Reviews, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.
• Turn up the volume and scare the short
and curlies off your nearest and dearest
with the particularly grim Slaytanic Cult

as an

ghoulish demo - ooh, mummy, I'm scared

returns at the end of each line. Also include

Remember, your review must be

no

more than 200 words, and we need it on disk

ASCII file,

without hard carriage

a printout and a copy of the program you're

Techtron Demo, dedicated to the Carebears,
and the AcidDemo, with its terrific sample.
STF Rating - 86%

reviewing, along with the name of the PD
library you got it from. Don't forget to in
clude your name and address too. Sorry, but
we are unable to return any contributions.

SLAYTANIC CULT
MUSIC DEMO 7
MPH - Disk DEMG38

• Not another megademo with a ball in it?
Well, yeah - but this one has a special
refractive ball with superfast graphics

PREDATOR 3
The Other PD Library

It's nice when you finally get to hear some

No, not a

doody sounds rather than the usual awful stuff.

Sequencer (AVS) demo. Only runs for a

new film but an Audio Video

This demo has eight Tracker tunes, each
accompanied by a horror picture. The demo
explores a variety of moods and tempos in a
cyber-punk scenario - plug the stereo in and
thoroughly annoy everyone within a 12 mile
radius. Spiffing stuff.
STF Rating - 84%

minute or so, but it's worth a look. Suffice to
say, if Arnie had met this one he wouldn't

have wanted to blow her up! Unfortunately
requires a full 1MByte to run with the full

range of sound effects, but you can load
some Cyber 2 files into a 520ST using the
Animate 3 program. There is also a cut-down
version for the 520ST included on the disk.

STFRating-82%

TOTAL VISION
Riverdene PDL

FISH 'N' CHIPS
MEGA DEMO
This one comes straight from the demo writers,
but you should be able to get it from good PD
libraries. Bit of a corker as well, with humour
that isn't racist or sexist - just plain bizarre. The
menu screen is wicked, but probably not suit
able for younger folks. Highlights include the

In this Alliance Demo, TVR get the top billing,
although most of the regular Alliance crews
show up here as well. The best bits in the demo
are the loading and decompacting screens nothing original happens in the demo itself. If
you don't already own a megademo then check
it out - it's worth a look, though isn't anything
to write home about.

STF Rating - 82%

P.O.V. COMPILATION 30
The Demo Club

Persistence of Vision are a group of coders who
assemble demos on compilation disks. This one

includes Acid Burn Demo 2, Demon Demo,
Counterpoint Demo and the CST Demo. The
Acid Demo is definitely the best - a marvellously
clear sample with some brain-melting graphics.
STF Rating - 78%

clr.b $fal3.w
move. 1 aO.usr

movea. 1 dL

m ove.1 dO,
• Sausage and chips twice, two sausage

• Right then, who understands a blimmin'

• "Lieutenant Madonna, could you hail the

and chips with onions, cod and chips, and
four pancake rolls and gravy. Right, are
you sure you don't want anything else?

bit of those lines of code? The writers of

hopelessly middle-of-the-road duo on the

the ULM Megademo obviously do. I'll stick
to my BASIC, thank you very much

planet Boringus 3 and ask them why one
of them never speaks or moves?"
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THE INTERNATIONAL
Public Domain & Shareware Guide

WEST LONDON PD
8 Berkeley Road, Hillingdon, Middlesex,
BLANK DISKS: 1

UB10 9DU

The real NUMBER 1 service for thousands of ST

PRICES:

1-9 DISKS £2.00

10-49 65p EACH 1

owners worldwide. Voted PD library of the year
by the readers of ST Format

All orders are despatched same day and are sent first 1

10+DISKS £1.75

50+60pEACH 1

class. All cheques and postal orders should be made out|

to WEST LONDON PD.

Clip art collections
Eight D/S disk set
Only £19.95

Education & Games sets
Five disks from

Only £10.00

SLIDESHOWS:

DEMO'S:
DEM 001 Union Demo

p. SSP 025 J.M.Jarre Album Covers

DEM 004 The Cuddly Demo

^

DEM 014 The Definative Demo

DEM 182 Union Intro Compilation
DEM 314 Shadow Digi Demo

The country's leading
supporter of ST

The country's leading
distributor of the Budgie

Shareware authors

UK collection

DEM 245 Delirious Demo 2
DEM 326 The Run

Exclusive adventure

Shareware Titles
Available NOW

Available NOW

helpline service

Pase 3 Spec 512 pics

SSP 024

Animals

tm SSP 060
»SSP076
SSP 109

Pin-Up Girls
Madonna Slideshow
Fractal Slideshow

m SSP 106 Paradise Fantasy Pics

DEM 335 Syntax Terror
*DEM 262 An Cool's STE Demo

Exclusive Payed-Up

SSP 027

UTILITIES

DEM 266 Automation Intro Comp

UTI 010

DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM

UTI050

FileCompacters

UTI 022
UTI 023

ZX81 Emulator
Star Chart

UTI 025

Sozobon 'C Compiler

UTI 027

ZX81 Emulator Files

323
308
325
333
334
340

Galtan 6
Preditor Demo
Overdrive
Walker Demo 2
Decade Demo
The Zuul Demo

15 DiskCopiers

GAMES:

Send £ 1.95 for the new 60 page edition of The
International PD & Shareware catalogue, with
Shareware reviews, articles etc., or send only
£2.50 for catalogue AND disk cat' database

Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW
Tel: (0782) 335650 Fax: (0782) 316132

GAM 024 Quiz Whiz
E. Plan
Colour Burst 2
Fractal Zoom V0.7
Ani ST
Neochrome V1.0
Neochrome Version 2

CLIP ART:
CLA001 Collection 1
CLA002 Collection 2
CLA003 Collections

Goodman Enterprises
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,
:,/•,

ART:
ART 008
ART 010
ART 009
ART 003
ART 001
ART 020

ff ™g

Modem owners - you can noworder through Bath BBS on (0225] 840060

CIA 008 Faces & Cartoon Chars.

GAM 021 Floyd the Droid
GAM 028 Dungeon Master Help
GAM 029 Arka (Mono)
GAM 031 Give Us A Break

GAM 032
GAM 038
GAM 041
GAM 045

Spectral Sorcery
Monopoly V2
Super Breakout (Mono)
Bunny Hunt

GAM
GAM
GAM
GAM

Hack
Fruit Machine
Solo
Krabat Chess

004
035
042
006

THE FULL CATALOGUE WILL BE SENT. FREE ON REQUEST

TEL: 0895 53521
45 Provost Graham Avenue

Hazlehead. Aberdeen.

THE MEGA MIGHTY

AB1 8HB Tel (0224) 312756

DEMO CLUB

r rofessional Virus fXiller

THE UK'S ORIGINAL ST DEMO SPECIALIST

Super Virus Killer. It is being mar
keted exclusively by Floppyshop and
is the essential purchase for all dedi
cated ST users. This program will
eradicate any boot sector virus and
recognises 477 legitimate game and

This is the long awaited followup to
the highly successful PD program,

Delta Force - Syntax Terror, stunning multi screen demo D/S
The European Demo - Overlanders etc 2 x D/S disks. £5.00

Skid Row - The Alliance, 24 screen mega demo 2 x D/S 1 Meg £5.00
Delirious Demo III - STE only, six screen mega demo D/S
Phalanx - Overdrive, probably the best demo of 1990!!! D/S

demo boot sectors.

STE Stereo Soundtracker - Not one but twenty D/S disks!!!
P.O.V. Compact Demo Disks now up to No 50 send for details!!!
-The Hoby Demo - Works best 1040 machine 1 screen STE only D/S
>3D Scroller Demo - 1 Meg STE only D/S

V- MovieSTE Demo - 1 Meg STE only D/S
— Fantasia STE Demo -1 Meg STE only D/S
Napalm Soldiers Music Disk III - From Finland, Amiga music D/S
Noisetracker V1.5 - The latest version with English Doc's D/S

PVK is being

launched at an introductory price of

The Overscan Demos - Six brilliant fullscreen demos D/S not STE

only £4.95 but be warned,

we

cannot maintain this silly price for

long. Get PVK now, you've simply
We have over 2200 disks in our extensive

disk catalogue of PD software. This costs
80p but is free if you supply the disk. Order

no protection without it!

a copy of PVK today and we'll include a

A

(fctateiCard,

free copy of the catalogue disk.

JS.

Neochrome V2 - Yes, the new version of the classic!!! D/S

Ghettoblaster - make your own sampled sound demos!!! D/S
The Lostboys Disk Maggie III 2 x D/S disks £5.00 it's wicked

The Lostboys - Life's a bitch, it is! This isn't!!! S/S
STE Demo Patch - Now you can load the cuddly demo + Whattaheck
The Carebears Cuddly Demo - STE owners need the above patch
D/S

The Carebears Swedish New Year - STE owners need the above

patch D/S
The Carebears Whattaheck - STE owners need the above patch D/S
The Inner Circle - Decade Demo.. Brilliant British demo D/S

Transbueance Demo - Great multi part Euro demo D/S
Ivor Biggun!!! D/S1 Meg of RAM, over 18's only

DISK PRICES
1 TO 9 DISKS £2.50 EACH
10 DISKS OR MORE JUST £2.00 EACH

PD FOR FREE
To claim your FREE PD disc
simply purchase our PD list
for £1.00

Then when you order from us you get
ONE DISC FOR FREE
ft A £1.00 credit note will be issued to you
10 CHANDLERS COURT,
EATON, NORWICH,

Our disk catalogue costs just £1.00!!!
or send a blank disk and a first class stamp.

23 Alma Place, Spilsby, Lines, PE23 5LB.

TEL: (0790)53741
126 ST FORMAT

NR4 6EY
COMPUTER
SPECIALISTS LTD

Telephone: (0603) 503382

PD leisure

GAMES
GAMES COMPILATION

POPEYED

Elmsoft PDS - Disk STRAT27

The Other PD Library

TEN PD PROGRAMS

Three games are on this disk. DrawPoker is an
attractively designed American poker game.

In this program you must answer questions on
'60s music. An "adult" cartoon sequence slowly

YOU'RE NEVER

You're given a pot of $250 with which you can

builds up for every answer you get right. Some
of the end cartoons are a bit, ahem, revealing,
but they're little more than what you see on
The Sun's funnies page. The program's well
designed and combines digitised images with

lay cumulative bets, and the return doubles with
each raise. Naval Blockade is another PD com

puter Battleships game - this one is very well
programmed and your ST makes a tough oppo
nent. In Top of the Pops, you have to get a
record into the charts - a very boring game.
STF Rating - 65%

A QUEST FOR GALAXIA
The Page 6 Library

Wow, Galaxians surfaces again. The game
remains moderately faithful to the original,
although the sprites are very small. Speed of
play is excellent and the excitement soon
mounts up. This one is better than other more
expensive games.

STF Rating - 78%

digitised music. Well worth a look.
STF Rating - 85%

PileUp
MHB*

_J3&

Kenwood Food Processor interface for

those late night gateaux
3.

Computerised Pheromone simulator to

have all the ladies flocking around your
ST with passion in their eyes
The Guaranteed Cert Pools program. If
there were such a thing, do you think

Lj

the author would ever release it?

Z

Scot'*: <SlAO
tMHer-s: 5

6.

• In the Tetris clone, Pile Up, turn the
blocks around until they all fit together.
Public education - you just can't beat it

PILE UP
The Page 6 Library
Pile Up is another PD Tetris lookalike. A series

of oddly shaped blocks appear at the top of the
screen and you have to manoeuvre them into
place so that they form a series of unbroken
lines. The further you get, the faster the action
becomes and the quicker you must react to
place the falling blocks. Well programmed but
the sluggish controls ruin the fun.
STF Rating-61%

Carabina Construction Kit. Budding
mountaineers can design funky new
metal nooses with the help of their ST
Desk Accessory Desk Accessory
designer. Click on the little DA and
knock up your very own totally
useless widget wonder
The "Everything In The House Is Off"
Alarm program. Reassures you that the
lights, oven, and fan heater are all off.

(mm TiIebe •

• Galaxia proves that old computer
games never die - they just get recycled

Cray Emulator which comes on one disk
and still leaves room for Accessories

2.

"^^H

•Hfli
• 131?
fjLI"
jip[ii~
Level:

LIKELY TO SEE
1.

Remote control £900 extra
8.

Mum Alerter. Just double-click on this
one and as soon as a mother comes

within range it plays a sample of pens
scribbling and book pages turning - you
can then watch the footy in peace
9.
Perfect Comms Program. This one can
chuck someone else off-line when you
really want to log on
10. Duff Dive Simulator. Yes, you too can
obtain the diving prowess of a brick

I

ELECTRONIC JIGSAW
PUZZLE
The Page 6 Library

ff

T

J

fl shift-the-squares game, quite

^\™ similar to a little program called

SS^+ Puzzle which was on STF's Cover
• Erm, yes, Carol. I'd like to have one

from the top, two from the middle, three
from the bottom, and at least six hours
to work out the answer, please...

Disk 17. This one has better fea

tures and you can configure it to load up a
variety of picture formats. Excellent piccies.
STF Rating - 90%

• Fun with an Electronic Jigsaw. In case
you're really wondering, the picture
shows Bananarama - and no, they're all
clothed no matter how you rearrange it...

ART AND MUSIC
SAMPLE COMPILATION

program is written in STOS, the flexible game-

this program is excellent, although it's bound to

The Demo Club - Disk P.O.V. 57

creator language. The music that comes with

be familiar to TCB Tracker fans.

This demo has three mixed sample songs.

STF Rating -77%

Domino Dancing by the Pet Shop Boys (music
for yuppies who don't like to dance), Like A
Prayer (music for 16 year old girls who do like
to dance) and Star Trek (music for people who
don't dance). The samples are all of a high
quality, although the mixing is a bit dubious.
STF Rating - 82%

TRACKER
COMPILATION
The Demo Club - P.O.V. Sound
tracker

This is the latest in a long line of Tracker compi

STOS TRACKER
Riverdene PDL - Disk LAN861ST

Proving that you don't need machine code to

create decent music on your ST, this Tracker
issue 21-APRIL-91

• Has anyone ever actually used STOS to
write a game? Answers on a postcard...

lation disks. The menu chooser is attractive,
though the internally-generated chip music
grates on your nerves after a while. The best
track on the disk is undoubtedly Rctrack. Just
turn up that monitor volume and enjoy.
STF Rating - 78%
ST FORMAT 127

RIVERDENE PDLl freaks public domain
30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading,
Berkshire RG3 5AN

Tel: (0734) 452416

Fax: (0734) 451239

PUBLIC DOMAIN PACKS ONLY £5-50
DEMO PACK 1 (D/S): SYNTAX TERROR & EUROPEAN DEMO'S
DEMO PACK 2: LIFE'S A BITCH, POWER DEMO & TRANSBEUCE

ST-E PACK: DELIRIOUS III, SPECTRUM ANALYSER & ACIID
ART PACK: NEOCHROME MASTER, PICSWITCH & DIGISYNTH
MUSIC PACK: COSH SEQUENCER V2.3 SAMPLE CONVERTER & SYNTH 50

Tired of buying PD disks filled with stuff you don't want?
Only get one game or utility on a disk?
Freaks PD are offering disks filled with programs and
files of your choice!!
And each disk is only £2.00 single, £2.50 double

Freaks gives
24 hour turnaround

Full range of Budgie

Virus free disks

Superb value for

software
money

HOME UTILITIES: ST WRITER ELITE, DB MASTER & F-COPY III

EXCLUSIVE TO RIVERDENE PDL

PAINT MASTER

Environment friendly packaging - All packaging is
recycled!
Ribbon re-inking service.
Send for our free catalogue today (enclose a stamp) from
FREAKS PDL, 29 LEAP VALLEY CRES, DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

Ever wanted to create 512 colour pictures with ease? Well here is the art
package to do it, load it as an accessory in STOS Basic or use it as a stand
alone art package. STOS Basic source code included for displaying your

512 colour pictures in your own programs. All this for only £14.99

TRuST P.D.

ST PROGRAMMER

Quality Public Domain for the ST

You too can program in 68000 assembly language and STOS Basic with
this disk based magazine, Every issue is jam packed with

^-^J
J^S2*£

Gaines
Art
Music
Word Pro
STE. Demo's

Six issues only £1Z (Overseas £18).

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK
(please state Atari ST or Amiga)
when you send a blank disk and SAE to

If Access |

RIVERDENE DPL

J

ACCESS &VISA welcome

WHY NOT VISIT OUR SHOP?

L.A.RD.

Utilities
Educational

Demo's

hints and tips on sprites, scrolling, mapping,
parallax, music and much more.

Clip Art
Programming
Slide Shows

Disk Mags

NEW Commissionware label

Plus over 80 Budgie U.K. games etc.
For free catalogue on disk send a S.A.E. and blank

disk or £1.00 cheque/PO to: TRuST P.D., 18 The Park,
Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606.

FARMIC ENTERPRISES
75 Chestnut Grove, Coleshill,

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST.
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

Birmingham. B46 IAD

• Alldisks only £1.50, S/S or D/S •
• Same day service • quality virus free disks •

The New Name in Public Domain

P&P50p on orders under £5.00. Free on orders over that
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue:
LAD141. THE IMMORTALS DISK. Some excellent utilities. This disk has just been updated
to include Bootsector Customiser. D/S.

LAD195. EUROPEAN DEMOS. (2 disks £3.00). Brand new, brilliantdemos from Europe's
best writers. Too many demos to list here. D/S.
LAD138. AR*E WIPE. Toilet humour, a mock ad for toilet paper, with digitised sounds.
(warning, contains bad language). D/S.
LAS8.

FREE PD.

NOISETRACKER with modules, sounds amazing. D/S.

LAG71. GAMES, Strabble, (mono, with emulator). Super conversion of popular board
game of a similar name. 1 meg. Tetris, fast becoming a classic. S/S.
LADt79. WALKER 11.1 meg version. Brilliantgraphics demo of a Star Wars walker in
LAD40.

For the very bestPD software on theATARI
computer, simply send £1 or 50p
with a blank diskfor a disk catalogue and
find out how you can claim your

Chicago. D/S.
DRAGONS LAIR. 1/2 meg D/S version with amazing graphics and speech.

Prices start at just £1.00 per s/s disk.

LAD192. THE RUN. Short but excellent animated car chase. D/S/1 meg.

LAM29. LABELLERS. A number of label making programs, disks, cassettes etc. S/S.
LAM28. CHILDRENS EDUCATIONAL DISK. 4 childrens games to help them learn as they
play. Alphabet, Maths Test, etc. S/S.
LAM26. GENEOLOGY. Two excellent programs on one disk to help those researching
their family history. S/S.
LAD181. DELIRIOUS III by MCA. Super stereo STE demo. D/S.

LAD194. YO. Superb graphics in a Xenon type game that leads to further demos. D/S.
LAG37.
LAU14.
LAM19.
LAD99.

LAM39.

GAMES COMPILATION. 13 Super games on one D/S disk.
COATES UTILITIES. A handy disk full of good utilities by Stuart Coates. D/S.
AIR WARRIOR. Flight simulator with World War IIaircraft. S/S.
20 SECONDS TO COMPLY. A special musical remix of the threatening message
by the robot in ROBOCOP. D/S.
BARTSIMPSONS HITSONG. Digi pics from the hit satellite TV show. D/S.

LAW2.

EASY TEXT DEMO. Latest version D/S for 9 and 24 pin printers.

LAM35. VIDEO MANAGER. Excellent video oriented database program. Also CD BASE,
computerise your CD collection. S/S.
LAM38. THE WORLD OF STAR TREK. Digi pics and info on many of the crew members,
old and new,. D/S.
LAD140. LIFES A BITCH. Excellent demo from the LOST BOYS. D/S.

MEGA GAME DISK. 25 Games (1 43Mbof data) archived onto a D/Sdisk. Only£1.50 + a donationot at least I
£1.00 for the Gulf Trust Fund. Please send donation with order, give generously. Games inc. Fruit Machine I
sim. Wheel of Fortune, ST Poker etc.

Our catalogue also contains a selection of adult slideshows. Send £1.00 for a copy ot our latest disk catalogue
and we'll include a couple of free games (adventure &arcade). Or send a blank disk and SAE and we'll send
you a catalogue by return. (Please quote STF4). Don't be put off by other disk based catalogues you may have
seen, ours is user friendly. Note.. Our catalogue disk now includes the Universal Picture Demo! (Rated 87% in
ST FORMAT Feb 91).

JOIN OUR GROWING BAND OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS. TRY US TODAY!

128 ST FORMAT

^ PARADISE COMPUTERS PDL
^

Introducing

^

THE PARADISE CLUB
High value Public Domain for the ST/E, beginners welcome and
catered for! Midi Specialists. Latest hottest titles include:
Neochrome master v2.0

European demo
Batman demo

Opus v2.2
TCOS

Send large 34p SAE for catalogue or blank disk or 50p for
disk catalogue to: Paradise Computers (Global) PDL, 9

Westfield Crescent, Brighton, BN1 8JB.

PD leisure

UTILITIES
NORAD

THIS MONTH'S CHOICE FOR TOP PD

The Page 6 Library

CODEHEAD UTILITIES DISK

This program plots satellite positions on a
global map. In these days of cruddy satellite TV
it might be quite useful when you have to decide
where to point your dish. There are 97 satellites
listed in the program and you can obtain- infor

The Page 6 Library
Codehead are an American

software house

who regularly turn out tasty productivity pro
grams. The majority of their back catalogue is
in the Public Domain and is good value for
money. On the disk are:
• Art Gallery - a desk Accessory enabling
you to view Degas, Degas compressed, Weo
and Tiny format pictures from the Desktop
• Desk Manager - a Desktop .INF loader

mation about them just by clicking on the map.
STF Rating - 74%

DOUBLE SENTRY
ACCOUNTS DEMO

which loads the correct .INF file for the resolu

Caledonia PDL - Disk AU0025

tion you're in. It also only loads programs and

Try the demo out before you buy the full version
at £75. The program is GEM-driven and includes
purchases, sales, cash books and reports. You
can define as many ledgers as your ST's mem

Acessories that work in that resolution

•

ory can handle and then examine and modify
them. Worth a look if you're a bread head.
STF Rating - 80%

sB K V

tant to be careful with your data.

more useful utilities to keep your drive running
and increase its performance.
The Drive Cache utility on the disk remem

bers file access routes without searching for

Head Start -

The Little Green Selector - kicks out the

the top right of the screen
• Undelete - It undeletes files, but only if

you've not written to the disk after the mishap
• Virus Killer - Wipe out naughty invaders

better alternative

on your disk with this helpful utility

• MidiMax Demo - helps out the MIDI vet

•

eran with a host of useful utilities. Try before
you buy
• Multidesk Demo - making life easier than
ever before on the Desktop, Multidesk enables
you to load up Accessories after booting up,
as well as configure the display to your liking
• Pinhead - Accelerates boot-up time and
takes only 1K of memory. Especially good if
you have plenty of Accessories to auto-run.

monkey around with ASCII or hex values

Zap - A program editor, enabling you to

• Format 40 - A little Accessory formatting
program, enabling you to format Mac disks
from your ST.
I—'

1

1
^

j
GENERAL UTILITIES

Disk Characteristics:
Drive:

Sides ondisk!
Tracks on disk:

A
i
Hi
III
1

Sectors per track:
Drive A
,

them, thus improving disk access times. Two

speed routines can calibrate your drive and give
you an impression of how it's running, and
Turtle is one of the best hard drive backup pro
grams available. Even if your drive takes a nose
dive, there is an installation program on the disk

The Codehead GEM auto-

running program
• J Clock - A nifty clock program that sur
vives resolution changes
• My Type - A fully featured typewriter
• PCF554 - Actually the codename of a 5.25
inch drive which you can use especially with
this progam
• Rmove - Enables you to re-name folders or
disk names without the complex GEM drag and
delete routine

Hot-Wire Demo - the full version of Hof-

GEM item-selector and replaces it with a far

Page 6 have put together a compilation of the

•

• Track it - Displays which disk track, sector
and side you're accessing from your drive, in

•

^V^J When you've got the vast
kV^«\ amounts of disk space afforded
^ S^^1 by hard drives, it becomes impor-

Flu Virus - This demonstrates the effects

of ten common ST viruses

auto-run a program

around inside folders

The Page 6 Library

•

•

Wire enables you to launch a program via a
"hot-key" from Desktop without having to root

HARD DISK UTILITIES
_,

Head Start - an AUTO folder program

which enables STs with TOS 1.2 or below to

monitor. By moving the mouse you can reveal
part of the whole screen on your display
• Fix Disk - This program retrieves data from
damaged disks and then repairs the damage

iieserved sectors:
Sectors per HICopies of FflT:
Directory sectors:

r*>

©

Jl
,

/

\

Boot not executable.
Extra FAT sectors zero,

Drive B

The Page 6 Library

16 programs which might well save your life
early in the morning when you've got a crucial
hangover and there's no coffee in the house.

• A_Copy - Tut, tut... A copier program
•
Big Screen - This pretty freaky program
sets up a virtual screen which overlaps your

to sort things out. Every facet of drive main
tenance is covered here. Highly recommended.
STF Rating - 92%

• This new, unique and ultra-improved
Virus Killer is righter than right for
those annoying little silicon epidemics

Where to get it - the FORMAT PD library direc
Advent Software^ is !;nov. close, Norwich Spg pM
Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,

: Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Heir Hay Estate, ' -.4

POO, PO Box 38. Eastleigh, Hants SOS SWR
PD Rebels, 81 Springfield Road, Rowde, Near Devizes,

W Yorks HX3 5J2

Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW. i0782 335650
HAL Computing, 15 Regents Terrace, Leeds LS6 1NP

Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham

»

Gt-53 7Hj » 0242 224340
Awesomedemos. 3 Mason Road, Seaford,

High Tec Sequencing Services PDL, 20 South Lane,

Berks RG3 5AN » 0734 452416

Shelf, Halifax, W. Yorks. HX3 7PN o 0274 605205
KadSoft, 2Et> .
jck, C
Wilts SN1 1,)Y

Sentac, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road, St Leonards On

East Si:; •

. .•3EE

B-Soft, 33 Corshann Road, Calcot, Reading, Berks.
RG35ZH.« 0734 416492

Budgie UK, 5 Minster Close, Rayleigh,

0532 435805

Wilts. SN102PD

Riverdene PDL, 30a School Road, Titehurst, Reading,

' «» 249*817174 '"*•'
LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langiey,Heanor, Derbys. DE77HN
Lavery Computer Services Ltd. 45/47 Pall Mall,

Sea, E.Sussex TN37 7HB "

0424 753070

Softville PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue,
Watertooville, Hants P07 7XN. o 0705 266509

Solent Software, 53 Rufus Gardens, Totton, Hants.

Essex SS6 8SF

London SW1Y 5JG. » 071930 0697

S043TA« 0703 868882

Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness.

Metropolis PD, 38 Howfck Park Drive, Penwortham,
Preston PR1 0LU»0772727528,748422
MPH, 10 Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich NR4 6EX

South West Software Library, PO Box 562, Wimborne,

IV2 4PT* 0463 225736

Demo Club, 23 Alma Place, Spilsby, Lines PE23 5LB

Dorset BH212YD

Sphinx Software, ErwFynydd, Carmel, Llanelli

• 0790 53741

MT Software, Greensward House, The Broadway,

SA147SG

DMS PD, 66 Abbey Road, Strood, Rochester,

ToHana,t.O.W P039 0BX * 0983 756056

ST Club, 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney St, Nottingham

KentME23 3QB

Elmsoft, PO Box 17, Loughton, Essex 1G10 2EE

NBS, Dept F,132 GunvilleRoad, Newport, Isle of Wight

NG11LX.« 0602 410241

PO30 5LH. v 0983 821983

EM PDL, 54 Watnall Road. HucknaJI,Nottingham

STOS/Amos PDL, Sandra Sharkey, 25 Park Road, Wigan,

Page 6 Publishing, PO Box 54, Stafford ST161DR

Lanes WN6 7AA.« 0942 495261

NG15 7LE. » 0602 630071

• 0785 213928

NG11LX

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Sothertngton, Cheltenham,

Paradise Computers, 9Westfield Ciescent, Brighton %.

TRuST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax, HX39QY

GIos. GL52 4EW

BN18JB

"0422 341606

Farmic Enterprises, 75 Chestnut Grove, Coleshill,
Birmingham B46 1AD

PD Essentials, 22 Fern Avenue, Mitcham,

West London PD, 8 Berkeley Road, Hilllngdon, Mdx.

Surrey CR4 1LS
Persistence ot Vision, 4 Wroxton Close. Whiteholme,

Wizard PD. 178 Waverley Roao hearting, Berks.

Floppyshop ST. 45 Provost Graham Avenue.
Hazelhead. Aberdeen AB1 8HB * 0224 312756

Freaks POL >

, scent, Downend,

Bristol BS16 6TO t: 0272 570122

Blackpool, Lanes. FY5 3EY. » 0253 867826
Public Domin,
Stortford. Herts CM23 3TX it 0279 757692

UB10 9DU. b 0895 53521

RG3 2PZ. » 0734 574685

.ops

WooHeySoft.Humbtesknqwe Cottage, Ramolye,
Dunblane. Perthshire. Scotland FK15 0BA

BUYER BEWARE: Inclusionin this directorydoes not Imply that ST FORMATendorses or recommends any individual PD Library Inany way.
Ouraim is to makethisdirectory as complete as possible Ityou run a PDlibrary not listed here and would like lo be included, or if you are already liste" want to amend any details, then send full details and a copy of your latest catalogue to: PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30 MonmouthStreet. Bath P* ' "=
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E.M.P.D.L.

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost* advertising
we can offer you high quality European manufactured
disks atthese extremely low prices

ST/Amiga P.D. Library. Open 7 Days 9am - 9pm
EMPDL STARTER PACK. A 4 disk collection of the most useful utilities

includes Word Processor, D-Copy, Database, Spreadsheet, Etc.
EMPDL BUSINESS PACK. A 5 disk collection of utilities with the small

business user in mind. Includes Inventory, Double Sentry Etc.
SOZOBON "C" COMPILER. The very best in the public domain.
"C" TUTOR. Complete with a large text file to print out.
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION SET. Constructs a personalised

II DSDD Q-lnINCVAT

DISKS 0 I\) +LABELS

r-j;at;a h3QP

POOLS PREDICTER V2.5. Latest PD version of this popular disk.
BUSINESS DISK. 100 business letters all ready to print out.
PLANETARIUM. Brilliant astronomy disk.

,

HOME ACCOUNTS. Keeps track of all regular outgoings and income.

2501 @29p each; 500 +@28p each; 1000 +i 27p each

NOT STE.

FILOFACT. Complete withCalendar, Diary, Notepad and Databank.

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

CHEAT. A disk full of hints, tips and cheats for loads of games.
HAUNTED HOUSE. Great platform game.

SONY
3
5"
38d
sara
UUM 5.25"DSHD....36p
DSDD BULK
'

ST. VEGAS. A complete casino on a disk. NOT STE.
ST. COLOURING BOOK. Great colouring program for the youngsters.
AIR WARRIORS. An excellent flight simulator.

WWII I WiU

TURTLES DEMO. A must for all the Turtles fans.

THE RUN. ST conversion of Tobias Richter's great animation. 1 Meg.
REFLEX DEMO. A several screen demo to rival the "Cuddly Demo".
DELIRIOUS II. Another great demo with several screens.
MC HAMMER. "You cant touch this" 1 Meg. demo.

IRON MAIDEN. A 3min sampled demo by the "BarfBunch". NOTSTE.

100 Capacity Disc Box ...3.75

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.25

Mouse Pockets

1.50

Mouse Mat

1.75

SUZANNE VEGA. Tom's Diner. Another very good sampled demo.
WIZARD DEMO. Theme from Top of the pops'.
VISION FACTORY. ST soundtracker containing 5 tracks of Amiga

Printer Stand

.3.75

Amiga Dust Cover

2.50

music.

PossoBox

15.00

Atari Dust Cover

2.50

STE. FIX DISK. Runs someof the demos you couldn't run onjhe_STE._

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

All our disks are virus free and despatched by first class post

on day of receipt at the inclusive price of £2.00 per disk.
Send now for our disk based catalogue giving details of over
1000 disks. Stating clearly the make of computer.

Cheques &P.O.'spayable to:
E.M.P.D.L.

ITHIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES

VISA

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES

HUCKNALL, NOTTINGHAM, NG15 7LE.

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

0602 630071

S.B.A, extra

Personal Finance Mgr
Personal Finance Mgr.+
BOOKS

99.95
19.95 PC Speed
172.47
29.99 AT-Once
19-95 (Large range of PC. software
19.95 available).
21.99 PROGRAMMING
19.95
40.97
19.95 Devpac Assembler

GRAPHICS/ANIMATION

Large range please phone, e.g.

Canvas

12.90

ST 3D Graphics Prog. (Ab.) 17.95
ST Machine Language. (Ab.)...15.95

Cartoon Designs
COLR object editor

22.31
19.93

Tech.Ref.Guides. (comp) ea. ...17.50

Deluxe Paint

46.27

ST Basic lo C (Abacus)

16.95

Prog, the 68000. (Sybex)
21.45 Degas Elite
C Prog. Lang.2nd.ed. (K&R)....22.97 Film Director
Spectrum 512
A.D.

19.93

S.T.A.C

CAD 3D
Campus Draft

Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio CAD3D

18.95 ClipArt/Designdisks
56.05
..... 59.49 HARDWARE
46.85 520 ST™ Discovery Pk

GFA Draft Plus 3
Master CAD
. .

109.00
28.95

PC Board Designer

168.75

DATABASE? & SPREADSHEETS
Autoroute...
K-Data

75.50
37.90

520 STE Turbo Pack

1st Word plus

57.90

Calligraoher.

Phone

Fleet Street Publisher...

158.90

Protext V4 3
Protex; V5
Thats Write
Timeworks D T P.

67.86
99.95
84.95
71.50

20.45

K-Resource2

26.95

Pro Sprite Desigrer
267.99

249.98
246.98

Phone

MUSIC & SAMPLERS

Wordflalr

59.95

Word Pe'fect

164.95

Font disks/Clip An avail

Phone

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Dr. T's Tiger Cuo ..
Dr. T's Omega. .

199.00

84.90
Phone

K-Minstrel2
Mastersound2.

21.95
29.95

59.95
99.95

Sequencer i
Steinberg Cubase

GAMES

275.00
458.00

Replay
Replay Profess.onal
Quartet

Large range available please
phone/write, for details.

35.95

71.95
Phone

PC EMULATORS

Most games available with a mini
mum ot 20% discount off RRP. New

titles available on day of release.

96.49

35.95

C-Breeze editor

1084SD Monitor

.

45.62
114.95

Mark Williams C

28.90

Phone

CM8833 Mk2 Monitor

Dr. T'sKCS

38.87

69.95

K-Occam
Lattice CV5

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES

TENSTAR GAMES PACK.

C-Lab Notator

58.97

HiSpeed Pascal

Nevada Cobol (Hi-Soft)

1040/MegaSTs/TT's
Phone
(AllST's come complete with. FreeST Basic (Metacomco). PLUS freeholiday voucher).

119.00 C-Lab Creator

Pagest-eam

72.66

Hi-Soft Basic

45.75

357.99

Atari SM124 Monitor

Fast Basic (ROM)

Hi-Soft C interpreter

22.95

25.00
K-Spread 2(1.3 Of4 Phone) . 45.28 only
Prodata (Amor)
55.63 (when purchased withany ST)
D.T.P. & W.P

WERCS Resource editor

WERCS plus GDOS
STOS compner/spnies etc

16.93
21 90

38.90
Phone

UTILITIES

Hard drive Turbo kit

24.90

K-Roget
Mavis Beacon Teach Typing.

34.90
21.95

Minix

84.09

Neodesk 3

33.95

PC DUO

64.95

Partne-ST
TemDus2
Turbo ST
Twist

36.90
28.95
28.95
18.50

RLE (icondesgner)

21.90

Large range of Joyslicks, disks, disk
boxes, etc available e.g.
31/2" DS/DD unbranded disks
£5.00 for 10, £22.50 for 50.
Most items of software have a 2030% discount off RRP.

This is just a small example of our
ST related range. (Printers,
Modems, Genlocks, etc. all al

discount prices).

Phone for prices of, Vortex hard
drives/Protar range of hard drives

PC Ditto II

209.00

and monitors/Frontier products/ or

ATSpeed

199.00

any item for the ST.

Payment, By phone: Quote your Access/Visa no. &expiry date.

By post:

0782 212970

178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ

leading Atari ST mail order dealer.
S.B.A. plus
System 3

TELESALES HOTLINE

WIZARD P.D.B

E.S.D.
East Yorkshire/N. Humberside's
Captive
91-95 Conquest of Camelot
165.96 Death Trap
39.90 Nightshirt
24.50 Powermonger.....
34.74 Prince of Persia
Speedball2

64.95

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to

54 WATNALL ROAD,

ACCOUNTS

32.00
54.95

DUTL 23 ZX81, BBC BASIC CPMemulators DART 05 ANI ST
plus other goodies like the ZX81 comes great animation package formally'sola at
with 35 listings to load and run, and more. £80.00 now PD, VAN GOUGH Paint
package wit animated sprites. 4
DAST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best LANDSCAPE Generators including
PD Astronomy program. SIC/MAP another GENASIS and a CAD Package.
great Astronomy program
plus
MUS 18 NOISE TRACKER Super music
aSTronomer.
program like the AMIGA sound TRACKER with
DARC 13 FUZZBALL TENNIS, PICK music modules and player program. (DSDISK)
POCKET, ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER CHESS A
DMUS 03 The ACCOMPANIST SEQUENCER
superb collection of ARCADE GAMES.
From H. COSH. WADDINGTON, 32 TRACK
DARC 10 BLASTER, JOUST, ASTRO PANIC, SEQUENCER DLX PIANO Turn your ST into
MEGAROIDS, MOTOR CYCLE and more! a synth. JUKEBOX and POP MINIS
Another great collection of ARCADE ACTION DESKTOP MUSIC.
DARC 17 ZOG, TROUPER 2000, ROBOTS DWPR 06 ST WRITER V 3.8 and
FIRSTWORD, The 2 best word processors
for the ST(E) plus a spell checker, print
DBRD 01 MONOPLY, LAZERCHESS,
spooler and a selection of ready to use
OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF letters.
FORTUNE, SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND and
more a superb collection of BOARD GAMES. ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK Over
300K of text interviews and biographies
BRD 25 STRABBLE computer version of from the original STARTREK and NEXT
Scrabble. Runs in MONO but works on any GENERATION plus loads of pictures from
ST with the emulator supplied. 1 meg ram both series. A must for all TREKKIESI!

3 Great Multi level shoot-em-ups.

and DS Drive req.
DEM 113/4 EUROPEAN DEMOS Loads of
BRD 26 As BRD 25 but now available for

screens of "great graphics and music" on

512K and or SS drives.

this 2 DS Disk set. 512K and 1 Drive OK
£3.50.

DADV 01 DDST, DUNGEONS & DRAGONS,
Role playing adventure. PARANOIA, POV SPECIAL for 1 month only choose
ENCHANTED REALM and ELBOZO CITY 3 any 5 (from 57 and rising) POV disks for
only £9.00
more good adventures also on this disk.

Send Cheque/Postal Orders or Access/Visa details to:

Enchanter Software Design

8 Dykes Close, Hessle
N. Humberside, HU13 OBW
Enquiries/Orders Tel: (0482) 644254 (9am to 7pm).

Terms: Postage/VAT inc. Most items normally dispatched within 24hrs.
EXPORT/BFPO/EDUCATION orders welcome. Prices, subject to variation
130 ST FORMAT

For FREE paper catalogue detailing over 800,
disks send SAE (A5) or ring 0734 574685

For disk catalogue send blank + SAE
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GFA BASIC tutorial

Animate with
GFA Basic
In the third instalment ofFORMAT'S GFA Basic tutorial.
James Beswick introduces some nifty graphic techniques
A f t e r last month's introduction to

handling sprites, we now take a
final look at some graphic
techniques, then the world of
sound, as well as file and disk
accessing. We also resume
work on the ST FORMAT GFA

Demo. So without further ado, load

up your GFA Basic 2 and read on!

THE END OF

GRAPHICS
You really have to know something about
animation if you intend to write a game or demo
program. In games, for instance, animation is
used to make ships explode, robots walk and
so on. So how is it done?

Several pre-drawn sprites, each slightly
different from the last, are PUT to the screen
one after the other so quickly that the eye can
not perceive each frame change. The result is
an optical illusion - you think the object is
moving. (If you want to know a bit more about
animation, turn to page 22 for the start of our
big animation feature.)
The GFA Basic command DIM SeqS(frames)
creates an area in memory for the sequence of
images you are going to use for your animation.
The frames are then stored in sequential order,

as Seq$(0), Seq$(l) and so on. The demonstra
tion files on the Cover Disk explain this in detail.

mask. This prevents you obliterating parts of
the backdrop when you GETthe sprite.

FLIPPING 'ECK
Animating many sequences on the
screen at once can cause flickering
- and this looks unprofessional.
When you get to this point, try to use
page flipping. This enables you to PUT all
the sprites onto an invisible screen, then
swap that screen for the real one. This uses
only an extra ten lines or so in your program and it actually works!

SCROLLING
You're not likely to produce great scrolling using
PUT because you can't move the screen quickly
enough. Here's where the BMOVE command
comes in.
Brnove Xbios(2) , Xbios (2) +destination, length

If you have a backdrop to use with your sprites,
you need to draw some masks. Masks are the
same shape as the sprites, but they are only
one colour - zero.

Place Mask$(0) at the location on-screen
where you want the sprite to eventually go. It
effectively cuts out a hole in the screen, ready

for the sprite. Then, PUT Spr$(0) on top of the

HOW TO ANIMATE
IN GFA BASIC 2
.

Draw several sprites for your animation
sequence.

!.

Load these into memory with the

I.

Create space for this sequence

I.

Then GET the sprites into their
allocated positions.
To animate them, flip through the
sequence using a F0R...NEXT loop

BLOAD command.

using the DIM command.

>.

and the PUT command.

issue 21-APRIL-91

to
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• Now you can introduce simple but
effective animation techniques with your
own copy of GFA Basic

Xbios(2) is the memory address where the
screen starts. This is a direct internal call, and it
indicates that it is the screen area that is to be
moved. Destination indicates the number of

bytes the block is to be shifted, and length
equals the length of the block in bytes.

A FURTHER DICTIONARY OF GFA BASIC
♦ANIMATION -

Flicking very quickly between
successive frames gives the effect of move
ment. See DIM, FRAME and SEQUENCE.

BMOVE - Moves an area of memory extremely
quickly - good for scrolling. Comes in the for
mat: BMOVE source, destination, length.
Source is the start address of the memory (see
XBIOS) and destination is the new position for
the block. Length is the length of this data
block in BYTES.

MASK YOUR SPRITES

a l l t h e graphics

♦BUG - Techie term for an error in a program.
*BYTE - In low resolution, each pixel uses a
byte of memory. There are 32,000 of these on a
single screen and 160 bytes per horizontal line.
See BMOVE.

CLOSE - You must always CLOSE a file after
opening it.
DIM - DIM SeqS(frames) - Creates room in
memory for an animation sequence. Seq$ is

the name of the sequence and frames indicates
the number of frames in the sequence. See

IF - If condition - If the condition set is true,
then the indented section of the program that
follows is executed. Works in the same way as
a question in a flow chart.
INPUT - Input #Ch,lnfo$ - Input InfoS - Used
to extract information from a file opened in
channel ch, - or without #ch, it asks for infor
mation from the user.
♦MASK

- Every sprite or frame that is to be
placed over another sprite or a background
should have a MASK to prevent the back
ground from being blanked out around the
sprite. The MASK is identical to the sprite but
is completely one colour, namely colour zero.
NEXT - Next A - Marks the end of a FOR loop.
See FOR.

OPEN - Open "I",#ch,Filename B - Opens the
file through channel ch and enables you to
read data from the file. See INPUT and CLOSE.

PAUSE - Pause TIME - Simply stops the pro
gram for TIME - fiftieths of a second.

ANIMATION and FRAME.

PROCEDURE -

ENDIF-See IF.

put repetitive routines into procedures and call
them up with the command @Name. Once the
procedure is executed, you are returned back
to the point where it was originally called. See

EXIST - If Exist ("A:\Filename.Ext") - This
checks whether a given file exists on the disk.
This is good for trapping BUGS.
♦FILING - Two types: stack filing and random
access filing. The stack system is easier to
use, but the latter gives you more flexibility.
FOR - For A = Start to End - Loops the pro
gram between itself and the NEXT command

until A equals the value of END. Each time the
program is looped, A is incremented by one,
unless you use a step.
♦FRAME - Animation SEQUENCES are made

Procedure Name -

You can

RETURN.

RETURN - Marks the end of a procedure.
♦SEQUENCE - A series of FRAMES.
XBIOS -

There are about 25 different Xbios

internal calls, and some are extremely likely to
cause a machine crash if you don't know what
you're doing. Xbios(2) tells the program where
the screen starts in memory and we used
Xbios(6) in the non-flicker routine.

up of a series of frames, which are sprites
slightly differing from each other. See ANIMA

♦ Note that terms marked with an asterisk are

TION and DIM.

jargon, not specific GFA Basic commands

ST FORMAT 131
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As an example, if you want to scroll the

ness of the sound. The intensity ranges between

whole screen down, you need to loop the follow
ing line 200 times:

0 and 15 - 15 being the loudest. Note is a
value between 1 and 12 - respectively the notes
C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A# and B.
Octave is a value between zero and eight,
which selects one of eight octaves in which the
note is to be played. Duration indicates the
length of time that the note is played. This is

Bmove Xbios(2),Xbios(2)+160,32,000

A single screen line is 160 bytes in length, so
the whole screen takes up 32,000 bytes - 200
multiplied by 160. To scroll it horizontally, you
need to move the screen in jumps of eight. This
is a very advanced command which is extremely
fast, so practise and experiment before you
attempt to write anything too complex.

at once. Each file has its own channel number

(from one to four) - determined by the #ch. The
filename is written in the format:
drive: \path\filename

The name of the file you want to open is written
in quotes at the end of the command. However,
this only OPENs the file. To extract data from it,

measured in fiftieths of a second.

There are drawbacks to using the ST sound

you need the INPUT command:

chip - it takes hours of experimentation before

Input#l,InfoS

Here, #cfi indicates the file's channel (usually

you get anything vaguely worth listening to - so
why not save yourself a lot of trouble and use

SOUND COMMANDS
GFA Basic has a fairly average selection of
sound commands. Unless you're an ST music
programmer there's not much chance of you
producing anything of high quality from the ST
sound chip. Nevertheless you can still achieve
some good effects if you persevere.
The primary command to create beeps is
SOUND, which comes in the format:

one) - the one you used when you opened it.

sampled sound or sequenced music? In the

InfoS contains whatever information is obtained.

demo, you can hear music made with Quartet
(£49.95, Microdeal o 0726 68020), but there

This isn't very efficient though because you

are many other excellent packages available.
Next month, we explain more about samples
and sequenced sound, but in the meantime take
a look at this month's Buyer's Guide supplement

from the file. After you've got what you want
from the file, you must then close it, using the

don't have much control over what is extracted

CLOSE#ch command.

Well, that's it for another month. Allthe com
mands covered have their own demonstration

for more information and recommended buys.

Sound Voice,Volume,Note,Octave,Duration

Voice is a value between zero and three and

DISKS AND FILES

this selects one of the four possible sound
channels. Volume simply indicates the loud-

about files. The files we are concerned with here

If you use the ST's GEM Desktop, then you know
are basically the same. There are two types of
filing - stack filing and random access filing.
With the first, you have to go all the way through

files on the Cover Disk. Remember, you can't
damage your ST with GFA Basic so don't be
afraid to experiment. We've covered quite a lot
of advanced ground this time round, but don't
despair. If you're getting lost, drop us a line at:
This GFA Tutorial Lark's Got Me Lost, ST FOR-

a file to get to a piece of data, but with random
access filing you can go directly to whatever
you're looking for. The stack system is simpler
though and the most widely used - you're not
restricted to the length of a file as you are with

DEMO

'By James Beswick

the random access method.

Basic demo - with a little help from ST

To read data from any file, you must open it
first. There are two ways of doing this. First,

FORMAT...

there is the OPEN command:

•

Open "I",#1,"A:\File.Inf"

In GFA Basic you can have up to four files open

The famous starburst from the GFA

For a full list of the GFA Basic 2-torial files

on this issue's Cover Disk, see page 45. To
run any of these, you need GFA Basic 2,
which was yours free with ST FORMAT19. (If
you missed that, see the Back Issues offer,
page 142). If you're really bitten by the pro
gramming bug, you can upgrade with the
excellent GFA Basic 3 - see page 150.

PLEASE REMEMBER WHEN COMPARING PRICES, OUR PRICES FOR COMPUTER, MONITORS AND PRINTERS INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY TO MOST UK MAINLAND DESTINATIONS

ATARI520STFM

ATARI 1040STE

Atari 520STFM with double sided disc drive,
mouse, owners manual. First Basic,

ATARI 1040STE BUSINESS PACK INCLUDES
ATARI 1040STE. MOUSE. MANUALS

ST WORD - WORDPROCESSOR
ST CALC-SPREADSHEET

Neochrome. ST Tour. STOS. Carrier Command.

Outrun. Space Harrier. Bombjack.

ST GRAPH • BUSINESS GRAPHS

PLUS FREE! Our software pack comprising:
- Wordprocessor, Word Count, Mail Merge,
Spellchecker, Database, Mono Monitor

FIRST BASIC. S.T.A.C.

HYPER PAINT, PRINCE
MOUSE MAT. 10 BLANK DISKS
VINYL COMPUTER COVER

Emulator, Spreadsheet, Virus Killer, Your 2nd
ST Manual, eleven games, desk accessories,
five great programs for small children.

ONLY £299.95

ATARI 520STE

NEW ! !

TURBO PACK

Atari 520STT040ST

£5.95

Philips CM8833

£6.95

Panasonic KXP1081

£4 95

Panasonic KXP1180

£4 95

Panasonic KXP1124

£4 95

Star LC10
StarLC24/200
STARLC200

£4 95
£4 95
£4 95

Citizen 120D
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

£4 95
£6 95

SIMULATIONS

£159.95
£219.95

Star LC24-200 (UK)

£259.95

Philips CM8833 Mk 2 colour monitor
Only £249.95
Inc. Lead and courier
SPECIAL
Atari SM 124 Monitor
£109.95
Inc. Lead and courier

DISC DRIVES
CUMANA CSA354 1Mb

Atari 520STE with 1 Mb disc drive, mouse, First

Flight Simulator 2

£24.95

Basic, Hyper Paint 2, Music Maker 2, STOS
Game Creator, Anarchy. Blood Money.
Impossible Mission 2, Dragons Breath, Human
Killing Machine. Indiana Jones, Outrun, Super

European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk

£10.95
£10.95

Cycle, Joystick.

StarLCIO (UK)
Star LC200 Colour (UK)

MONITORS

VINYL DUST COVERS

INCLUDES OUR FREE STARTER PACK ASLISTED ABOVE

£169.95
£259.95

ONLY £449.95

DISCOVERY PLUS PACK
Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! vinyl computer cover, mouse mat.
twin joystick extension lead. 10 blank disks.
Joystick

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

Star LC24-200 Colour
£299.95
Citizen 120D
£138.00
Citizen Swift 24
£279.95
Citizen Swift 24 Colour
£309.95
ALL PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD

ST BASE - DATABASE

ONLY £279.95

'Hawaiian Scenery Disk

£20.95

MIG 29

£26 95

ONLY £359 95

ACCESSORIES

Disk Head C earer

SPECIAL OFFER-LIMITED STOCK

+ free Japan Scenery Disk
Only E14.95

Mouse Bracket

£24.95

Accessory Pack

Second Joystick.
ONLY £399 95

FREE WITH ALL ATARI ST COMPUTERS

Up to 14 nights
free hotel accommodation

£2.95

MARCH SPECIAL

Extension Lead, Mouse Mat. Mouse Bracket.

for up to two persons.

£2.95

Golden Image Mouse

Jet

INCLUDES OUR FREE SOFTWARE STARTER PACK AS LISTED ABOVE

Mouse mat, mouse bracket,

LATEST RELEASES
Gettysburg
Corporation
Powermonger
Toyota CelicaGT Rally

£21.95
£17.95
£21.95
£17.95

Speedball 2

£17.95

M1 Tank Platoon

£21.95

Supremacy

£21.95

Team Yankee

£22.95

Captive

£11.45

Professional Plus
Cheetah 125+

£12.95
£6.95

Cheetah Mach 1

Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy Megaboard
Konix Speedking
Konix Navigator

£9.95

£11.95
£20.95
£9.95
£12.95

Cruiser Multicoloured

£8.95

Cruiser Black

£9.95

First Word Plus V.3

£57.50

Wordwriter
Home Accounts

£36.95
£17.95

Degas Elite
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Replay Professional

£18.95
£22.95
£99.95

Quartet
Deluxe Paint

£39.95
£44.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£32.95

Timeworks DTP
Lets Make Series

£72.95

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

£28.95

INCLUDES OUR FREE SOFTWARE STARTER PACK AS LISTED ABOVE

Contains all items in Pack A plus!!
Vinyl Computer Cover. Disk Cleaner. Lockable
Disk Box. Ten blank disks. Twin Joystick

Professional

Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners
Calendars and Stationery
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)

£11.95

F19 Stealth Fighter
Prollight

PACKB

JOYSTICKS

PRINTERS

DISCOVERY PACK

twin extension lead
10 Blank DS/DD disks

only £12.95
SONY BULK DISKS
3.5" DS/DD Disks + Labels

£17.95

50 for only £24.95
100 for only £39.95
Fully Guaranteed

Fun School 3 under 5 years
£16.95
Fun School 3 5-7 years
£16.95
Fun School 3 over 7 years
£16.95
Magic Maths 4-8 years
£17.95
Maths Mania 8-12 years
£17.95
Three Bears 5-10 years
£17.95
Better Spelling (8 to 14)
£17.95
Better Maths (12 to 16)
£17.95
Learn To Read with Professor 4-9 yrs £20.95
Prof Looks at Words (4-9)
£13.95
Prof Makes Sentences (4-)
£13.95
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)
£13.95
Lets Spell at Shops (4-12)
£13.95
Lets Spell Out And About
£13.95
Donalds Alphabet Chase (2-5)
£17.95
Mickeys Runaway Zoo (2-5)
£17.95
Goofys Railway Express
£17.95

MAIL - CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
All prices include VATand Delivery unless stated otherwise. However, for orders under £10.00 please add a 50p handling charge.
Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Cheques require a seven day clearance. Minimum order £5.
Proprietor Martin Bridges
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

FLOPPY

DISK

DRIVES

A

MUST FOR
ALL ATARI
ST OWNERS!

SOFTWARE & BOOKS

If you own an Atari ST, then you will not want to miss
the FREE Atari ST Product Guide from Silica Shop. This
48 page, full colour guide is packed with details of
peripherals, accessories, books and software for the
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Atari ST range of computers. In fact, the 1990 Atari ST

<<3B*flfe 4&>- §£i 8 -8b
JOYSTICKS

Product Guide is the most comprehensive product
handbook available for Atari ST owners. Not only does

the Product Guide provide an invaluable source of in
formation to Atari ST computer users, it is available ab
solutely FREE OF CHARGE! Just complete and return
the coupon below for your FREE COPY! In addition
to ALL Atari-hardware, the range of products featured
in the catalogue includes:

PERIPHERALS:
Robotics

Hard Disk Drives
MIDI/Music
Monitors
Printers

SCANNERS

Clocks
Emulators
Modems
Mouse controllers
Scanners

Sound Digitisers Sound Samplers

Floppy Disk Drives
Graphic Tablets
Modulators
Plotters

Scientific Equip
Video Enhancers

ACCESSORIES:
Cables
Disk Boxes
Monitor Access
Printer Labels
Stands

Cleaning Kits

Disks

Dust Covers
Mouse Access

Joysticks
Power Supplies

Printer Paper
Upgrades

Printer Ribbons

MUSIC

BOOKS:
ST Dedicated

68000 Processor General Computing
»""{-"4
-•Jdsfisscii

SOFTWARE - ENTERTAINMENT:
Arcade Games

Compilations

Advanced Sims

Sport Sims

Adventures

Board & Strategy

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
DISK

BOXES

PLUS

ROBOTICS

MUCH

MORE!

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

Art & Graphics

Accounts

CAD

Communications Databases
Education/Childs Music

Desktop Publishing
Programming

Spreadsheets

Word Processors

Utilities

MAIL ORDER:

Opening Hours:

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Late Night: Thursday until8pm
Fax No: 071-323 4737
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

SIDCUP SHOP:

THE COUPON FOR YOUR

No LateNightOpBning

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours;

STILL MORE!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order LinesOpen: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

COMPLETE & RETURN

&

RETURN THE COUPON NOW!

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30prr

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

Late Night: Friday i "' 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-308 I

Order Lines Open: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

Closed onSaturdays

Fax No: 081-308 0608

To: Silica Shop,Dept. STFOR-0491-31 1-4The Mews, Hathertey Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX

11 PLEASE SEND ME A FREE ST PRODUCT GUIDE
OF THE 1990 ATARI ST

48page PRODUCT GUIDE

•

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

_ Address:

FROM SILICA SHOP - THE ATARI SPECIALISTS
Silica are the UK's No 1 Atari Specialists. We have been
established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover
of £10 million. With our experience and expertise, we can
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take
our word for it. Complete and return the coupon for our latest
free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

SILICA
SHOP

I

m

| Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - pies

I
n trie coupon (or the latest information.

Please

iWe are tie longest established Atari dealer in Ihe UK. We have developed an extensive j
icustomer service policy which means thatwe lest al Hardware/Software priorlo

Idespatch to ensure thai goods arrive inworking order Although ourpricesarenot
\always tie cheapestwe do endeavour tooffer consistently good serviceand backup.
. This isn't justouropinion we werevoted'Best Dealer1989" by tie readersol ST World I

\magazine, notlor'ttie number ol boxesshileo". but lorquality service.
i On Site Warranty We have recently extended our backup programmeby otlerhg on sites
Iwarranty as an optionon all STs. Wealreadyoiler thisservice on Al Star printers and (
: Philips monitors listed

Al prices are correct at copy dale 14/02/91 and are subject to change without prior
; notice. Al prices are accurate while slocks last. Phone lor up to dale prices Al prices

;

i include\AT. thereare no hiddenextras (WYSIWYQ. Delivery friMainland UK) is tree,on I
• orders over £100 (add £10 lor next day courier delivery. Al prices available on Mai

' Octet Shop prices may diltec

• Autoparking a5" mechaniama
Q Rd metal case auitabie as monitor stand
Q On/off burton and DMA device selector

Q Compatible with emulators such as
Spectre GCR. AT Once.

Q Up to 255 partitions, up to 1Gigabyte
in size.

mounted on front

Q Selection of Accessories/boot
partition with boot editor.

Q Integral PSU
• DMA Out port for daisy chaining.
Q Megadrive controlter.low power, controls
up to 8 SCSI drives

Q 100 tracks storage, 20 tracks playing

Q Includes backup software and

Q
We can now offer a range of hard drives Q
roW
al butt around cached Quantum mechanisms with Q
,
_ v , ^ an 11msaverage access time for the incredible prices shown
f*cv
below. QUANTUM mechanisms are used which are of the highest quaity. fj
These Quantum mechanisms are butt to American miliary standard and include a 2 year •
Mkcturers warranty (from date of manufacture) offering the beet possble protection for your data.
Q
419.99 Q
52Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)
Q

&J&

&.

105Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)

£

Midistudio
Master

simultaneously.

Midstudk) demo software

529.99

240 ppq resolution.
Realtime mix-down via mouse,
Realtime scrolling arrange window.
tl levels of quantise, including humanise.
Pipeline/Module system.
Loop record
Mid soft keys
Works on 1040STF(MXE)

£129.99
Midistudio Junior still

available £49.99

Phono for upgrados

Add £20 for HD with ICO board*includes clock). Phone for other capacities

Use your ST to send faxes. Fully
featured modem accesses bulletin

CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

£69.99

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£64.99
£6499

boards/commercial systems.

Q Riy Hayes compatible.
Ql Auto dal/answer
Q 300/1200/2400 Baud

Q
Q

Mux text and graphics
Cannot receive faxes Not BT
approved

The Cumana. ST internal drive requires the STs case to be modified (fu) instructions suppiedl

The externalST drive is a highquaity.sfm. quet drive which comes complete with integral PSU
and so does not draw power from the ST which coukJ cause problems. Add £3 P&P fordrives.

Sonv Brand

Bulk Sonv or Kao

loose

Quantitv

Boxed
<•»

5."

f

4-

Boxed in 10's

QQ Include* xlO

f% 77Rsr*rfbl»<±

£

10

£

40

r 96 99|^sr £
M*t\J m
ditc box
£ 20." &*s
T C7 99|^^00

dw

100

£ 48."

ChJ

150

£ 66."

JJ

P

U«

+J i m

pluckbox

ditc box

O'5 99^ole•x,50

OJ.

SUckAhk

ditc box

£

9.49
34."

£279.99

520STE Turbo Pack

£349.99

£369.99

2Mb STE Turbo Pack

£409.99

4Mb STE Turbo Pack

£479.99

(ST) Tenstar pack, M/mat, J/stick

£30

Amiga 500 Screen Gem's Pack

£369.99

(Am) Astra pack, M/mat, J/stick

£30

200 Dpi scanner.

Atari SM124 Mono

16 grey scales or Black/White mode.

Philps 8833Mkll CoiouT £ 249.99

8

Acts as photocopier.
ST & Amiga £449.99

Q

PhJ'ps15"TV

E

109.99

E 269.99

Includes: FST. remote control Scart input

(giving near monitor quality display). 60 tuner
presets sleep timer and FastexL
Al displays come with Scart cable Deduct

PC version £47999.

Requires Mb RAM
MO seannor still available £K> from Monitors only, if bought with
computer.
at an incredible £49.99
How to Pav

You can phone your Access or Visa card
details or send a cheque/postal
r orders made payable to Ladbroke '

Computing International. Please
.allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

E
E
E
E
E

849.99
699.99
1194.50
99.99
29999

PC Emulators (or ST
PC Speed XT ErmJator
E 9999
AT Speed AT Emulator
E 199.99
AT Once, AT Emulator

E 199.99

512K STFM. 16 or 4 chip kit
2Mb ST boarctahipa kit

E 3999 512K ST boarcKchipa kit
£ 15999 4Mb ST boaraVchipa fitted

£ 59.99
£ 344.99

TOS 14 kit (6 or 2 ROMs)
512KSMM/SPP(STE)

£

3999

STFM Bitter chip, kit

£

£

3999

2Mb SIMM/SIPP (STB

£

H9.99

Amiga 512K no clock
Exchange STFM PSU

£ 34.99

Amiga 512K with clock

£

39.99

E

ROM switch ♦ TOS14

£

49.99

59.99

39.99

Please check the configuration of your machine with our staff before ordering any upgrade. Al
upgrades/repairs carried out by our service centre carry a 90 days parts and labour guarantee.
Our service centre can repair/upgrade any ST, Amiga. Reese phone far repair/upgrade charges.

£ 125." "Power of the Mac, without the price."

1Mb STE Turbo Pack

High quaity thermalimage printer.

AT 16Mhz VGA Mini tower
40Mb
386SX Mini tower
386-25 VGA Mini tower
Mono Monitor
VGA Colour Monitor

Please add C150 P&P for upgrades priced under £100.

520STFM Discovery Pack

Q

E 449.99
E 499.99

84."

Al data cany unconditional guarantee. Add80p P&P toreach « disksorC3.CO for XX) andabove.

3

£200

AT 12Mhz Desktop
AT 16Mhz Desktop

Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Q Supports Hard drive and second floppy.
Q Compatible with STE, Stacy.
Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.
•

Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

Spectre GCR
£285

Phone for 128K
ROMs

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

Al dot matrix printerscome complete with IBM Centronics cable Al Star printersinclude
t2 months on site warranty. UK Mainland only.

StarLC-10

£

139.99

Citizen Swift 192/64cps E
219.99 Citizen swift Colour upgrade E
£
24999 Citizen Swift 9
319.99 64K buffer/3 input switcher E
1899.99 256K buffer/3 input switcher E

31&99
3999
209.99
29.99
49.99

140/36cps £ 169.99

Star LC-24/10

E 209.99

Star LC-200 colour printer
E
Star LC24-200 222cps
£
Star LC24-200 colour printer £
Star Laser 8DB 2Mb RAM

£

Citizen 120D+ 120cps

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop & Mail order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road Preston. Lancashire. PRI20P Open Monday
to Saturday 9.00am to 5:00pm Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing International
is a trading name of Walton Marketing Limited A! trade marks recognised

TECHNICAL advice

P™^JM Take a wander through the techie zone, where ever-

AJkPn helpful FORMAT Technical Editor Neil Jackson
answers your most difficult questions. This month we look at
digitizedpiccies, animation (of course!) and disk editors...
GET ANIMATED!

JARGON-BUSTERS - TEN 'TOON-TYPE
TONGUE-TWISTERS
j

Bitmaps - Blocks of pixels (picture

elements), with a colour for each pixel.
Literally a map of all the bits (pixels) and their
colours. All hand-drawn images are bitmaps.
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Most animation pack- ^k^^^BJ^.
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RGB - Red, Green, Blue. A colour on
screen is composed of a mixture of all

these three primary colours. The STFM has
eight levels of each, while the STE has 16
levels (enabling better shading).
Render - Do a major effect. Complex
animation tricks, like twisting, spinning
and shrinking, can be done over several
frames for a DEF 2-type effect. It can take a
while to set these effects up so that they work
properly, so an animator usually previews them
many times before issuing the command to
render the sequence. This is because render

•
p r
• •

Cel - Ano,h er

-

pictur es pei

sprite

c

name for a brush (the type
in art pac kages, not the type with
bristles). Another term that originally comes
from the cartoon biz, where artists paint cartoon figures on ;lear celluloid film, which is
then overlaid on t Dp of a background.

2

replace them when the
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memory

own masks for any sprite
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in

se

are transmi tted at 25

i ne

numoer

or

sun

cond. Normal TV pictures
frames per sec (30 in the
o ruy

o

_

corner of a series of
a sequence. Each
bitmap has its own h Ot-! spot, which is placed in
the same JOS ition as the previous bitmap's
hot-spot, b ut on th e next blank frame. It's

bitmaps do not fill a neat rectangle. The outside edges of the bitmap are filled with the
transparent colour to enable the image to be
moved around without showing the rectangular
block which actually contains it.

rather like ar ima< jin: try hole-punch which
stops sprite !S I rom ji jm >ing or sliding all over
the place. You don't i ICtl lally see any hot-spots,

^Q Tween - Short for "in-between." To

ne

because the

y'r e delet ed

later.

Deluxe Paint (£49.99, Electronic Arts * 0753

49442), though mainly an art package, has
many similar effects, but is not quite so versa
tile. However, DPaint can produce smoother
curved lines and better irregular-shaped brushes
- but then, Cyber Paint 2's superior sequenceeffects enable picture-tumbling, timed colourtinting and tweening at the drop of a hat.
Also useful for the animator is the ever-

popular Degas Elite (£24.95, also Electronic
Arts), which still has features not found in the
others! It's good at treating individual frames,

flBBBBBBBH^BIlHillIliliaiB

colour is set aside as transparent,
though it may actually be a true shade. The

the effect of eels, where irregularly-shaped
0

because it has all kinds of masking, clipping,
and pasting functions and is very simple to use.

Transparent colour - In animation, one

s t knows which colour you chose as transpar-

-

•s 0480 496666) has to be the best all-rounder

Sprite - Another name for a brush, also

ent and lets the background show through
wherever it's displayed. This is used to create

Hot-s po t

still the only way to get top-quality animation,
but many provide enough to get you started.
Cyber Paint 2 (£49.95, Electric Distribution

known as a cel. Usually a bitmap image
which is meant to move over the top of a
picture without affecting the background.

neeos 10 De rasier

bitma ps which fc rm

lem there, 'cos no single package performs all
functions the best. A combination of utilities is

ing is usually irreversible - mess it up and you
have to redo the whole lot again!

than about 10 frames ! P sr second or so to fool
the eye into thi nking tha t things are moving.

4

Jon Stiles from Gutersloh, Germany, wants
to know ST FORMAT'S favourite animation pack
age, so he can buy it himself. Aha. Bit of a prob

•

Deluxe Paint has better brush effects

than virtually any other package, but it's
mainly an art package and its animation
suite is tough to get to grips with

make an animated sequence, the ST is
given information about the start and end posi
tions of a brush, and it works out the in-

—

Mask

Used

areas

t emporan

3

tc

> cut out background
y

w

me

roregrouna

sprites are in place. Ti e na! ik is exactly the
same shape • a; the bitm ap sp -ite, but has only
one colour

It s

used

ike

a

remove chu nk > of the b acl W
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pastry-cutter to
jund, store them

between positions. The process is known as
tweening , and came originally from the car

toon film industry where junior (or tweening)
artists would do the same job on cartoon char
acters drawn by the top artists. It's a tedious
task I bet they're happy to leave to the ST!

• Cyber Paint 2 is an animator's dream.
It's packed with handy gadgets to help
you bash out sequences quickly

ST FORMAT 135
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SEEING THROUGH SAM'S (DIGITAL) EYES
am

HK1C3EDK31I L? •
'.'.

«

i^^rKtsrara

RGB l*-0
i<-El

"LS km
,

SAM digitised pictures often use the

entire 16 colour palette, but this
doesn't necessarily make life easier
when you're trying to alter them later

!

^^3»

Palette:

1—*-1

Cut

R

-»

pasic

u:

->l

Copy

R

2 You're better off saving the pictures
once they've been quantised down
to eight grey-scales, since this uses
only half the palette available on the ST

• Neochrome Master contains a good
animation section and it's Public Domain.

Who says money doesn't grow on trees?
Desk

File

set

•Mw

Block

1

\

m

m
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BLOCK

PATTERN
CVCLE

Change

STIPPLE

grnjmjjjjr]

K-LINE
RAVS
:

Cycle
Palette

Color

-f

TEH
RGB N

|SLOaORBff
A

SNAP

A

DQQB 00

• Degas Efite, as dependable as ever, can
then set the unused eight
colours to a contrasting shade of
your choice and begin re-ordering them,
without affecting the original image
which you want to touch up

Once the extra colours have been

rearranged, you can start doing
things with both sets of colour, like
changing the image and preparing it
for the addition of a background

be found in most animators' homes. It's

almost a standard upgrade for your ST!

^•" changing picture resolutions, isolating par
ticular colours and redistributing colour-palettes.
This makes it part of FORMAT'S standard kit. Art
Directorwas a very early animator package but
won few hearts because of its confined amount

of brush space. We use it very occasionally.
Finally, the Public Domain versions of Neo
chrome Master and Ani ST (available in the ST

FORMAT graphics collection - see page 150)
are useful for short sequences and run on the
smaller 520STs. However, for large sequences,
a Megabyte or two is the order of the day regardless of the package used.

5

The eight colours
face have been tur

SAVE TIME - SAVE

thing resembling flesh tone
leavina the other eiaht cole

COLOURS
Simon Bradshaw from Sevenoaks is having
trouble with digitised pictures, taken from the
SAM real-time mono digitiser. He doesn't like
way palettes are saved with the digitised
sequences and wants to know if there's a way to
make them more manageable. To do this, it
helps to know what SAM does to each frame.
SAM connects to your ST (via the cartridge
port) and to a normal household video recorder.
SAM has its own software which enables you to
watch the video on the ST's display, in real-time
(that is, at the same frame-rate as it's trans
mitted, with no waiting for the ST to decipher
the picture). This means you can capture live
footage (around 26 frames on a 1040 ST) and
then save it to disk as a sequence of Degas Pll
files

or

Neochrome

NEC1

files.

The

actual

footage can come from your favourite video,
playing in the tape machine, or direct "off-air"
from the video's tuner, which means you can
capture the News or The Cosby Show, live.
Sounds fantastic, but sadly the ST's lack of
grey-scales can hold it back. An STFM has only
eight possible grey-scales, ranging from black
(0 red, 0 green and 0 blue) to white (7 red, 7
green and 7 blue), using equal amounts of each
136
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Cambridge

A MISPRINT

Business
Software

ONLY BY PURCHASING OVER 3 MILLION DISKS
A YEAR CAN WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING
SENSATIONAL PRICES...

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

Every diskette supplied by

3.5 DSDD 135 TPI DISKS
50 DSDD

100 DSDD

500 DSDD

200 DSDD

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

£22.00

£33.00

£60.00

£130.00

3.5 High Density
60p each

5.25 DSDD

5.25 HD

Only 83p each

Only 40p each

Small Business Accounts Cash

£69.95

Mark Williams C v3

£89.00

Small Business Accounts Extra

£99.00

Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

Mark Williams C Source Debug
Prospero C

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended
Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£39.95
£59.95
£79.95
£89.00

£42.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£29.95

DATABASES

DISK STORAGE BOXES

Base Two

£49.95

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)
Super Base Professional (V3.02)
Digita DGBase

£29.95
£69.95

Prodata

3.5" 40 capacity
3.5" 80 capacity

£2.95
£3.45

3.5 100 capacity

only if bought with disks

V

£175.00

£39.95
£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

(C5.95

Timeworks DTP

—

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack
Pagestream

ALL prices include VAT & delivery
OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE

£19.95
£124.95

Fleet Street Publisher v3

£159.00

Calamus

£250.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

100% SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK

VISA

DIAL A DISC
203 Southborough Lane, Bromley, Kent, BR2 8AR.

DynaCADD

£747.50

PC Board Designer

£135.00

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Megapaint II

£79.95

GFA Draft Plus v1.5

081-467 0131
Allofferssubjectto availability. E/OE.

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

AMIGA ATARI & PC SOFTWARE

The Tipster
This HORSE RACING software was used to select the 100/1 NORTONS

COIN outsider in this years GOLD CUP. Data for this program requires
the RACING POST. An INTERNATIONAL version is available for AMIGA

£34.95

The Punter

Hisoft Lattice C v5

£79.95

Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisoft Devpac V2.22

£39.95
£45.00

Hisoft Power Basic

£39.95

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£42.00

FTL Modula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

WERCS plus GDOS
GFA Basic Interpreter v3
GFA Basic Compiler v3
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£39.95
£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minix

£99.00

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4

£67.95
£89.00

K-Spread 4T
Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LDW Power Spreadsheet
Digicalc

£129.00
£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Thats Write

£85.00

Write On

CAD 3D v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control
...
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95

GST First Word Plus V3.15

Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£17.00
£39.95
£59.95

Easy Draw Tech Art Pack
Easy Draw Scan Art Pack
Easy Tools

£29.95
£29.95
£29.95

Canvas

£13.00

MasterCAD 3D

£29.95

MUSIC

£115.00

Hisoft HighSpeed Pascal

£18.95

£45.00

£57.95

Protext v5

£109.00

Protext V4.2
WordPerfect V4.1
Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

£69.95
£179.95
£39.95
£65.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Neodesk v3 (UK)

£34.95

G + Plus

£29.95

Multidesk
Deluxe Paint

£29.95
£49.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw

£29.95
£29.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

£19.95
£24.90

Knrle ST
Harlekin

£24.90
£39.95

C-LAB Creator v3

£275.00

C-LAB NotatorvS
Cubeat

£459.00
PHONE

Turbo ST V1.8
Mailshot Plus

£29.95
£34.95

Cubase

£459.00

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

FM Melody Maker

Let your computer WIN THE POOLS for you with our latest software. We
have used the same sums that the TIPSTER proves can beat the odds to give
you a better chance with on any pools coupon. The AUSTRALIAN version is
included on the disk which also contains the LATEST ENGLISH leagues.

£79.95
£109.00

Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

CAD 3D V1.0

& ATARI computers using the DAILY MIRROR for data on UK races.

I

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS

Dial a Disc is certified and
tested 100% error free.

£57.95

Vo surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles in stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

N E W RE
Write On

£34.95

£45.00

That's Write

£85.00

Hisoft High Speed Pascal

£79.95

Addimans
This GREYHOUND RACING program is available on the AMIGA and
ATARI ST. Using data from either the DAILY MIRROR or RACING POST,
you can rate races over HURDLES and the FLAT. Very easy to use, this
program will rate 5 races in under 1/2 an hour.

1

£34.95

PHONE

SPECIAL OFFERS
Neodesk v3 UK

£29.95

Proshare ST

£44.00

Timeworks DTP + DTP Clip Art Pack

£85.00

*** SPECIAL OFFER ***

24-HOUR ORDER LINE (0763) 263127

Purchase any two products for £60.00

All prices include VAT & delivery. Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

TAM Marketing
7 GD UNITS, Marsh Barton

Trading Estate, Exeter, Devon
SALES: 0392 427186

ENQUIRIES: 0392 215485
AFTER HOURS: 0395 577884

PLEASE QUOTE
ST FORMAT

Melboum Science Park, Cambridge Road, Melboum,Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ

ffljpElJII IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subjectto availability) SBtWSM
PC ^8
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. &TVEI
UmXmJml
HOW TO ORDER:
TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932
ST FORMAT 137
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Railway Simulations

IMCJCI VC Best for service

Star

for the ST

LC10 Mono

£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)

LC10 ribbon £4.60 inc.
Black ribbon £6.32 inc.
Colour ribbon £12.65 inc

~

LC200 Colour

can enjoy these absorbing games.

£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)
(with Cable & Paper)

Panasonic KXP1081

Experience the challenge of railwayoperation in the comfort of your own
home. If you have an Atari ST capable of medium resolution display you
To avoid any possible disappointment, please note that these are not
"arcade" games, but realistic simulations. There are no flashy graphics;

Starl_C2410
(24 pin) with cable & paper
£199.00 (£173.04 + VAT)

the emphasis is on providing you with sufficient information to make the

with cable & paper
£142.00 (£123.48 + VAT)
Panasonic KXP1180
with cable & paper
£152.00 (£132.17 +VAT)

Star LC24-200
(24 pin) with cable & paper
£245.00 (£213.04 + VAT)

Panasonic KXP1123
(24 Pin) with cable & paper
£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)

Star LC24 200 Col
with cable and paper
£285.00 (£247.83 + VAT)

based on 150 miles of Union Pacific/Southern Pacific joint line south of
St. Louis. Similar in style to Burlington Northern, but with much more
complications - junctions, sidings, trains changing direction, track closed
for maintenance and so on. No passenger trains on this route, but
Southern Pacific's Sprint services take priority, and you can earn bonus
Still available - Burlington Northern - Our first simulation based on North

520 STFM Power Pack
(20 games)

Citizen 120D+
with cable and paper
£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)

(Washington) and Sandpoint (Idaho) in the American North-West, using
your discretion to side-track manifests to let Amtrak and prioritytrains pass
unhindered. Includes occasional major disruption due to prototypical freight

£289.00 inc VAT

right decisions.

NEW! - Missouri Pacific - Another North American simulation,

points for expediting them.

American practice! Manage the bottleneck line between Spokane

train derailments.

520 STFM Turbo Pack
(8 games)
£273.00 inc VAT

HP Deskjet 500
with cable and paper
£439.00 (£381.74 +VAT)

Inc. VAT

520 STFM Super Pack
520 STFM Discovery pack

£282.00
£259.00

520 STE 512K RAM
520 STE +1M Ram
520 STE +2M Ram
520 STE +4M Ram
1040 STE

£345.00
£365.00
£415.00
£499.00
£429.00

Inc VAT

Atari SC1224

or overseas). Please send payment with order.

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

Accessories

Cumana CSA354

with ST cable

ST Monitor plug to free end

£9.50
£6.90
£2.95

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Trackerball for ST
Atari mouse

1M Drive Internal

Inc VAT
£4.60

£29.95
£55.00
£32.00
£62.00

Superbase Personal
£45.00
Personal Finance Manager ...£24.95
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Flexidump LC10 Colour
£28.00
Fun School 3 (all versions) ....£19.90
Organiser by Triangle
£9.95
Chase HQ

£14.50

Phone for ST Software catalogue.

Many titles inc. Educational.

HI-QUALITY RIBBONS

SK95
Mouse Pocket/House. .£2.25

£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT)

3.5 or 5.25 Labels

£6.95
.£7.95

3.5 or 5.25 Lib Cases... ...0.95

1st Word Plus&
Timeworks

3.5 or 5.25 Cleaning Kitsfil .95
PC AT Dust Covers
.£5.95
£5.95
PC XT Dust Covers
80 col Printer Cover,,., £3.95
132 col Printer Cover
£3.95

£99.00 inc VAT

DISKETTES

!

SONY branded

£7.50
£31.62

100 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

£59.80
£529.00

.£2.85
.£3.75
3,5x 100 Capacity
.£4.85
5.25x50 Capacity
.£3.35
5.25x 100 Capacity.... .£4.25
ALL THE ABOVE BOXES
CONTAIN TWO KEYS
AND DIVIDERS

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

COMPUTER PAPER

Inc VAT

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi

£3.25
£2.05
£3.25

Brother Ml009/1109
Brother HR15/HR20

£2.25
£2.10

Citizen Swift 24
Citzen 120D

£2.85
£2.85

Epson LX800
Epson LX80

£2.35
£1.80

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1124
StarLCIO

£2.85
£3.50
£1.98

IF THE RIBBON YOU REQUIRE
IS NOT LISTED. PLEASE CALL:
0444 450103

BOXES

10 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

10
50
100
250
1k

Amstrad PCW8512
Amstrad PCW 9512
Amstrad DMP4000

LOCKABLE DISK

(100% certified error free)
Inc VAT

Software etc.

COMPUTER
ACCESSORIES

Full range of joysticks £4.99 to £13.95

1st Word Plus
Neo Desk 3
PC. Ditto

I

£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

£49.00
£23.00

Flight Simulator II

WHO ELSE CAN OFFER YOU THESE PRICES?

External 1M Drive

£4.60
£5.75

ST Printer lead
Mouse Pocket

SIAM Ltd. (Dept. ST03), 1 St. David's Close, Leverstock Green,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP3 8LU

Atari SM124

Inc VAT

ST Dust Covers
£4.60
Mouse Mat
£4.95
ST to ST Serial lead
£10.95
ST Mono Monitor lead
£7.80
ST RGB Monitor lead
£9.95
STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead ...£10.95

Other games available - SAE for complete list. All our PC range are now

ayailableforthe ST

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

£109.00 (£94.78 +VAT)

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

£5.95
£19.90
£37.49
£83.38
£322.00

11 X9.5 60gsm Plain/MR £5.98
11 x 14.5 60gsm MR/Perfs....£8.45
11 x 15 5/16 60gsm MR/Per.£8.95
Exact A4L/Paper80gsm...£10.23

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

£2.85

31/2 x 17/16 1 across....

£2.85

31/2x15/16 1 across...
4x 115/16 1 across
)l/2xl7/162across....
31/2x 17/162ocross....
23/4x 17/162across..„
4x 17/16 2 across
5x 15/16 2 across

£2.20

1 _

Tel: 0705 325354
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£2.65

5.25 DSDD 48 TPI
10X5.25
£2 90
30X5.25
£8.40
50X5.25
£13.50
100X5.25
£23.00
500X5.25
£112 00
5.25 DSHD 16MB
10X5.25 HD
£4.50
30X5.25 HD
£12.60
50X5.25HD
£20.50
100X5.25 HD
£41.50
500 X 5.25 HD
£195.00
THE ABOVE DISKS CONTAIN
LABELS ENVELOPES AND WPS.
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE.

BRANDED DISKS

3.5 DSHD 2MB

£2.45

£5.20
£7.60
£3.55

PLEASE RING FOR
MORE DETAILS

ORIGINAL LASER
SUPPLIES

Epson GQ3500/5000 ....£18.50
Panasonic KXP4450

£32.00

Panasonic KXP4420

£32.00

ALL THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%

£3.50 Next day

£10,00

NEEREZ 0444 450103/450521.
FAX: 0444 450521

5.25 DSDD 48TPI

SONY

3M

90p

90p

£1.75..£1.75

65p

65p

5.25 DSHD 1.6MB..£1.07..£1.07
MINIMUM ORDER 100 DISKS

Canon/HP Series I Toner ...£75
Canon/HP Series II Toner...£75
Canon/HP Series IIP Toner.£77

IF YOU REQUIRE ANY INFORMATION ON
OTHER PRODUCTS PLEASE CALL NOEL OR

Portchester, Hants.

P016 9UW

£3.20

ABOVE PRICES ARE PER 1000
LABELS. MINIMUM ORDER 1 BOX

DELIVERY CHARGES AS FOLLOWS:-

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

£2.40

10X3.5
£4.80
25X3.5
£11.50
50X3.5
£19,50
100X3.5
£35.00
500X3.5
£150.00
3.5 DSHD
10X3.5HD
£8.90
25X3.5 HD
£21.00
50X3.5HD
£39.00
100X3.5HD
£63.50
500X3.5HD
£297.50
ALL ABOVE DISKS COME
WITH LABELS

3.5 DSDD 135TPI

A4 Copier Paper 80gsm

3-5 Days

40-42 West Street,

£4.30
£6.95
£2.85

1000 SHEETS

210X50MX0.5210 x lOOMxl"
210x30Mx 1"

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons,
Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

COMPUTER LABELS
23/4x 17/16 1 across...

BULK DISKS
3.5 DSDD

ABOVE PRICES ARE PER

50x 3.5" Disk Box with lock...£5.95
100x 3.5" Disk Box with lock...£7.50

Phone for our 40 page catalogue

JEjSrUE

Missouri

Price £14.95 for each game listed above, incl. VAT, postage & packing (UK

with ST cable

0.5 Simm ram upgrade
£35.00
1-2M Simm ram upgrade
£69.00
0.5-2M Simm ram upgrade....£99.00
0.5-4M Simm ram upgrade..£195.00

ST Basic Tutorial Book

Special offer! Burlington Northern and
Pacific for only £23. For details see above.

with cable and paper
£275.00 (£239.13 +VAT)

Philips CM8833 Mk2

ST SIMMS

Fleet Manager Network Solent/Sarum - Your sixteen class 33, 47/4 and
50 locomotives cover most of the loco-hauled passenger services between
Waterloo, Salisbury and Exeter. Declining reliability of the Class 50 fleet may
cause unexpected problems!

Swift 24 Mono

LOW ST PRICES

Also NEW:

DC 300 XL
DC600A
DC600XTD

£14.50
£15.50
£14.50

DC600XTD/XL

£22.25

DISCOUNT WILL BE GIVEN ON VOLUME OR
CONTRACT ORDERS

ABBCO (SUSSEX) LTD,
Unit 2, Park Farm, Hundred Acre Lane,
Wiversfield Green, Nr. Haywards Heath.
West Sussex RH16 7RU. Tel 0273 890022
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range and spread effects to produce tints and

DID YOU KNOW?

flesh-tones without affecting the whole palette.
And you still have eight unused colours to alter

• You can get a special kit fitted to your ST to

for producing a different coloured background.

Goodbye incompatibility - and goodbye 50
quid, but Ladbroke computing reckon it's

CARVE UP YOUR DISKS

make it switch between two versions of TOS.

worth it. Phone them on « 0722 203116.

Feeling frustrated? The Atari manual told you
nothing really useful about your disks? Okay, so
you know how to use 'em, like Carol McKenzie

• You can improve your Desktop about three
trillion percent by using Neodesk 3. It entirely
replaces your bog-standard puce green affair
and makes working on your ST a dream. It's

ruin your disks - but in the right hands,

from London, but not how to fix 'em? She's just

from American software house Gribnif, but

it's a lifesaver! See "Carve up your disks"

gone and deleted her only copy of an important

you can get it (for £39.95) from Electric Distri

letter and she knows it's still there, somewhere.

bution is 0480 496666.

OS 97 60 I
HI FO FF I

;a-oe«i'*o9^
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• Knife ST has the potential to utterly

colour for each grey scale. To create the illusion
of 16 shades of grey, SAM uses in-between
shades which are not wholly grey (eg. 5 red, 5
green and 4 blue). The STE does not suffer this
problem - it can display 16 grey-scales, all the
way up to a "15 red, 15 green, 15 blue" version
of white - but on the STFM, you can often get

muggy, unsatisfying digitized pictures which
often need retouching. And this is where Simon
is coming unstuck. How do you get all the use
ful colours down one end of the palette, so that
they can be ranged and spread? And how do
you get rid of the awful in-between colours? How

"SAM can capture your

favourite video or the Cosby
show, live - but can you fix the
colours and retouch the pics?"

If only she could get it back in one piece, she
says, without having to rewrite the whole lot.
FORMAT knows a way, and doubtless many
of you know plenty of ways. The first thing you
should do in this situation is write-protect the

disk. Don't use it! Don't try and save anything
else to it - or you'll ruin your chances of retriev
ing anything. Just leave it alone, until you can
safely read "between the files" and find your lost
data. If you can't wait - er, get help or give up!
The next thing to do is get hold of a disk
editor (not ours! He's very busy) and, if you
know how, get hacking. If you don't know how,
but you'd like to - use Knife ST, one of the most
comprehensive editors FORMAT'S seen. It has a
detailed manual, which covers the concept of

disk filing in a thorough and understandable
manner. Using this in conjuction with the soft
ware itself, it's possible to extract parts of files,
whole files, or batches of files. You can even
develop new formatting methods to increase

your disk storage capabilities. It really does
can you have different coloured backgrounds
when you don't have any spare colours?
Using a package like Cyber Paint 2 helps
immensely. First, before saving out the
sequence or frame from SAM, use the quantiser
function, set to eight levels, which forces the
displayed picture to use only true grey-scales.
Then import the image into Cyber Paint, and go
to the palette section. Using the sliders, find
each of the colours which are actually used in
the image by altering one of the colour levels by
a large amount. If the image changes colour on
screen it is being used, so return that slider to
its starting point and move to the next palette

colour. After you've done them all, you should
have eight "used" colours and eight "unused"
colours, scattered randomly around the palette.
Set all the "unused" colours to something stark
and contrasting, like bright green.
Now duplicate that frame in the main Cyber

Paint buffer, move to it and change the palette
as follows. Note down the RGB levels for all

eight "used" colours and alter the first eight
palette slots to these levels. Set the remaining
eight to the contrast green, then clear the
screen. Don't worry, the palette remains intact,
and you are about to restore the image.
Go back to the previous image and press

<Tab> to clip the whole screen into Cyber
Paint's brush buffer. Now swap back to the
duplicated (but blank) screen. Select Fit Colours
from the Clip menu and the clipped image is
reassembled invisibly, using the new palette
order. You can now paste the clip to the screen

have a lot to offer.

Incidentally, anyone remember the story
about FORMAT'S Tech Ed erasing his Cover Disk
pages (see STF issue 19)? It happened - but it
wasn't me, honest. I still had to get the bloody
things back, though! No prizes for guessing
which helped most - (a) Steve "Publisher"
Carey, the old Ed, (b) Trenton "Er...F***!
Where's it gone?" Webb, or (c) Knife ST.
Believe me, sooner or later, you'll need it.

STICKY BALLS?
Does your mouse squeak as it wends its way
across the table? Does it stick, steadfastly

refusing to budge an inch until you rea//y tug it?
The chances are that you have one of the early

• If you use a piece of Shareware software
regularly, you are legally indebted to the pro
grammer, but if you decide you don't like it
and give it to a friend, you're not. PD ain't the
same any more, is it?
• It takes only one psychiatrist to change a
disk, but the disk must want to change.

• You can connect your ST to two monitors at
once, using a lead supplied by Microsnips
(b 051 630 3013). You can have high, medium
and low resolution at the flick of a switch.

• You can get started in animation using PD
clip art. These pre-drawn bitmap images can
be used as backgrounds and sprites without
you needing to draw a thing. For where to get
them, check out FORMAT'S comprehensive
directory of PD libraries - see page 129.

experimental versions of the mouse ball, known

simply as FO_1491_OL. They were dropped
soon after tests showed they had problems, but
several hundred made it out "onto the streets."

The neat thing about the FO_1491_0L ball was
that it was made of a different rubber composi
tion which was supposed to grip all types of
table top. The composition was unstable, how
ever, and altered depending on the temperature.
So if your mouse is squeaking, its ball is too
cold! Just turn it upside down and twist the ballholder ring to remove it. Then the best way to
warm it up is to carry it around in your pocket
while you're at work and blow warm air onto it
whenever possible. When you get home, just
pop it back in its holder and things should be

okay. Alternatively, you could just stop using
your ST until the weather's better, maybe some
time in May.stf

LET'S HAVE THOSE DESKTOP TIPS!
It's not so simple, is it? It's not just a matter of plugging in your ST and booting I
up, not by a long chalk. So if you've got a tip, a short cut, an undocumented

feature, a bug, a password - in short, anything at all you've found helps you |
get more from your ST - we want to hear about it! That way you can share

your information with well over 55,000 fellow ST enthusiasts and possibly win |
up to £50. Or, if you have any kind of technical problem or query, we want to hear about that, too •
'cos if we don't know the answer, chances are that someone out of those thousands probably does!
Name
Address.

Daytime phone _

My tip is: Games

Desktop n

Music

Graphics •

Cover Disk

Other !

Brief description of tip

using P, and your image reappears, exactly the
same as it did before. The difference is in the

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to: DESKTOP,

palette only. All eight "used" colours are at one
end of the palette, while the "unused" green

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.
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ST Applications.

UIS III.
Powerful replacement for the Atari

Over two years ago New Computer
Express described our newsletter: "To

2>atA.t2>£ £

«jj>jn<ftne>2) •nm©a!Z

Item Selector. Universal Item Selector

III incorporates a host of utility func
tions: format disks, copy, move and

call it a newsletter shows a terrific

amount of modesty on their part... It
really is packed with information,

ICD Hard Drives!!!

Syquest Drives

ICI) HA.S1 '.tOMB 40ms SH39

Hast unlimited storage- 23ms
access with a 44Mb cartridge.

rename files and folders, create

with more concentration on the

folders, find files, set file paths, etc.
"You'll wonder how you ever lived

serious side of the ST." ST Applica
tions is a complete re-design of The
ST Club Newsletter that has grown to

without it", ST Format, December

ICDFA.S1 50MB 28ms
IC D F A. S'l «0MB 24ms

379
450

1990. Price: f 19.95.

1C1> FA.S'I 85MB 24ms

475

Complete (RD host)
Fvtra cartridge

3,500 subscribers since we starred it

four years ago Each monthly issue
runs lo at least fiO A4-pages. If you

iCD kit, no drive

The Catalogue.
Our collection of PD and Shareware
disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

would like to subscribe or receive an

evaluation copy please complete the

guarantee same day dispatch on all

form below,

orders. Our Free Catalogue (46-pages A4) details these disks and
all of our products and services:

Fontkit Plus 3.
Th« essential font utility for rhe ST.
Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum

Books, Budgie Disks and Laser Print
ing. We also publish: Astronomy Lab
(£19,95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford
Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95)
and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these
are in our current catalogue. Write or
telephone for your copy today.

fonts, screen fonts and downloadable

printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of
drawing tools, plus block manipula
tion tools, and it will import Calamus,
Degas and Macintosh fonts.Price:
£19.95.

Please send me:

From:

199

Bare Syquest SQ-555
385
Drives Include cartridge!

85
72

All hard drives we sell come with turopean power supply, but
switchable to LIS current. Contact us about special configurations
for Instance fixed and Syquest combinations.
We also sell bare Seagate drives.

Spectre GCR v. 3
DynaCad

£449

Flash

15

O+plus

25

Hotwire +

25

Neodesk 3

£29

PageStream
Quick ST 2.21
Superbase Pro

Cubase

90
125

85

Turbo ST

23

LDW Power

80

UIS III

14

Multidesk

20

WordPerfect

£295

Creator

13

Laser C

£170
210

KCS

165

KCS level 2

219

MasterTracksPro
Nlolalor

215
345

125

We ship DHL- many orders will

• 12-issuestff STApplications (£15).
• Sample copy of ST Applications (£2).

Prices exclude VAT-

take less than a week to arrive.

Our maximum shipping charges£15 <£200; £10 < £500, 0>= £500. We
never charge more than actual.

*J A free copy of the ST Club catalogue.
Cheque/PO made payable to
Trie ST Club1' for £

A Three Pack

175

ICD Advantage Plus
ICD Advantage Micro

£549
76

Infact, we don't collect VAT.
the shipper does. Call a
customs office to find total.

WE EXPORT TO ALMOST ANYWHERE!

enclosed

Your guarantee: tf at any time you want to
cancel your subscription you may do so simp
ly by writing to us. Tile balance of your sub
scription will be refunded in full.

Dial USA-0101
VTSA

Voice (301) 229-2407
TAX (703) 336-7431
STF1S.

SHOWROOM

DATAPLEX

MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB

open:

Mon - Fri

COMPUTERS LTD.
129 Bath Road,

dataplex

Slough,

Swindon,

Berkshire,

„

SL1 3UW

HARDWARE
Atari 520 STFM Discovery Pack inc. Discover
the Atari ST, Control Ace, Emulator Ace, First

Basic, Neochrome, STOS, ST Tour, Space
Harrier Outrun Carrier, Command and

Bombjack

£240

Atari 520 STE Turbo Pack :

New Pack please call for details

£310

Atari 1040 STE Extra Pack which

includes: ST Words, ST Calc, ST Basic, ST

Graphics, Hyperpaint, STOS, 1st Basic,
£399

Philips CM8833 Mark II high resolution colour
monitor + leads

£199

£89
£85

DISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Internal
1 Meg 3.5" External
1 Meg 5.25" External

Star LC24-220 Colour (24 pin)

£259

Citizen 120D+

£120

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 24

£189
£249

Colour upgrade for Citizen Swift 24
Panasonic KXP1124 (24 pin)
Panasonic KXP1624 (136 col)
Epson LX400
Epson LQ400
Epson LQ550
Epson SQ850 InkJet

£39
£199
£329
£126
£199
£260
£495

LASER PRINTERS
Hewlett Packard ZP
HP III
HEWLETT PACKARD
Think Jet
DeskJet
Desk Jet 500

£3.00

£6.00

Copy Holder Anglepoise

Branded Sony 3.5" disks, box of 10
ST to Philips Lead

£9.00
£8.00
£2.00
£5.00
£25.00

£5.00

PRINTERS
Star LC10 Mono

£129

Star LC200 Colour

£180

Star LC24-200 (24 pin)

£219

140 ST FORMAT

£849

No need to risk buying titles and being disappointed - review from the Matrix library first.
Hundreds of titles for Atari ST, Amiga, Amstrad & IBM/PC (3 1/2" discs) systems to review
without obligation.
- no contracts - no agreements to buy.
SAVE EE££'s

Our once a month "Special Purchase Sales" offer massive discounts on recommended prices
for all brand new software. We invite you to compare our-prices.

£1000 FREE PRIZE DRAW
From January to June we are giving away £1000 worth of prizes selected to suit all tastes.
January winner Anthony Thorne of Swansea chose TWO HUNDRED ££££'s worth of retail
vouchers. Draw entry is completely free to everyone replying to this advertisement. To find out
more about the fabulous prizes on offer this month, how to win them and the benefits Matrix has
to offer

*

Telephone the Matrix Prizeline, 0836 403807* now
(a pen & paper may be useful)

or simply send for Matrix membership information enclosing a large S.A.E. and slating your machine to:-

Matrix Leisure Services, Dept STF4, Unit 10, Mill Studio Business Centre,
Crane Mead, Ware, Herts, SG12 9PY Tel: 0920 444224.
* Prizeline calls cost 33p/min, cheap, 44p/min other times (obtain permission ot the phone owner).

MATRIX - WORKING FOR MEMBERS

£750
£1295
£249
£379
£399

£699

I PRINTERS/MONITORS/ACCESSORIES

Unbranded 3" disks, box of 10

Keyboard Dust Cover

£8.00
Prices

NO RISKS

Tel: 0793 488448 excluding VAT

Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand
Star LC10 Sheet Feeder
Star LC2010 Sheet Feeder
Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder

Mouse Pocket
ST Printer Lead
Atari Mouse

Consumables
£1.50
Hardware

Paint Jet (Colour)
£49.00
£60.00
£79.00

ACCESSORIES
Mouse Mat

Saturday
9.30 - 4.30

MAILORDER

Epson GQ5000

MONITORS
SM 1224 (Atari)
SM 124 (Atari)

, .

Wiltslure

Tel: 0753 35557

Print Pack

19 High Street

9.30 - 5.30

£13
£58
£58
£68

£17

PRINTER RIBBONS
LC10 Mono
LC10 Colour
LC10 2410
Citizen 120D/Swift 24

£4.40
£6.50
£6.50
£4.40

Epson LX400
Epson MX80/SX80/RX80
NEC P22100
Panasonic 1081/1124/1180

£4.40
£4.40
£4.40
£4.40

Panasonic 1124 (original)
Panasonic 1081 (original)

£7.50
£7.50

ATARIS ARE USELESS!
So you have got an Atari either yourself or your children? Your Atari gives you
hours of fun but do you care for the Atari as much as it cares for you? When

we get dirty we can have a shower and everything is fine again, but when the
Atari gets dirty disaster could strike! If you let dust or even liquids spill on to
your keyboard, as accidents do happen, you could damage it and it may cost
you a lot to repair! If this happens your Atari could become USELESS! NOW
THERE IS AN ANSWER - We sell plastic covers which are made especially for
the Atari family of computers, moulded so they fit over every key and allow you
to type whilst the cover is on, giving your Atari all the protection it needs. Can
you afford to be without one? £9.99 inc P&P.

DISKS 35p AH prices include P&P except disks. Please add £2.95.
I Diners Club
International*

mj^m

HOW TO ORDER
Goods despatched within 24hrs.

1) By phone. Order free on 0800 252
623 (24 hrs) or 051 - 924 0200 (with
credit card).

2) By fax. With Access/Visa/Diners Card/
American Express + expiry dates on:
051-931-3857.

3) FREE by post: Send cheque or postal order or credit card No + valid to dates to:

Unbeatable Prices Ltd, FREEPOST, Liverpool L23 OXH

ALL ATARI STE/STFM PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARKV AFULL 12! MONTH; WA«R.ANTY ALL STE
MACHINES ARE CHECKED PRIOR TO DESPATCH. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK.S^KS AND <^RRENT PRICED ALL OF

OUR STF COMPUTERS HAVE THE "PLUG-IN' RAM SOCKETS AND DO NOT REQUIRE ASOLDERED IN RAM UPGRADE ALL OF OUR STE
COMPUTFRS AI50HAVE THE NEW DMA CHIP SET FITTED ALLOWING TROUBLE FREE OPERATION WITH ATARI HARD DISK DRIVES. ALL

STE MACHINES COME WITH THE NEW CONTROL PANEL SOFTWARE.

S12k
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520STE STANDARD PACK, consistsof thecomputer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied

£319.00

E339.00 £379.00

£459.00

£339.00 £359.00 £399.00

£479.00

£359.00

£379.00

£419.00

£499.00

£339.00

£359.00 £399.00

£479.00

with NO software.

520STE TURBO, consists of Standard Pack and STOS.Basic, Hyper
Paint I, Music Maker II8 games (Indiana Jones, Impossible MissionUH.K.M. Super

Cycle,Outrun,Dragons Breath. Anarchy & Blood Money) and a joystick
520STE BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Word 2 word processor. K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

520STE TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix,Chess
Player 2150. Driving Force, Live * Let Die,Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick Dangerous,
Rock n Roll Squeek, Trivial Pursuit I and a joystick

520STFM STANDARD, consists of the computerwith mouse, tv
lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied with NO
software.

STE RAM KITS

£235.00

OIY 1 KIT - 520STE to 1MB

520STFM DISCOVERY, consists of the Standard Pack and

( 2 x 256K cards )

STOS. First Basic. NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command Space Harrier.

£ 245.00

Outrun, Bomb Jack) and a joystick

( 2 x 1MB cards )

520STFM TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix, Chess

£269.00

( 4 x 1MB cards )

£179.00

ALL RAM KITS ARE SUPPLIED WITH
INSTRUCTIONS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR
STE CONFIGURATION BEFORE ORDERINI

520STFM BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Word 2 word processor, K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

C99.00

DIY 4 KIT - 520/1040 to 4MB

Player 2150. Driving Force, Live + Let Die, Onslaught. Pipemania, Rick Dangerous,
Rock n Roll, Squeek, Trivial Pursuit I and a joystick

£34.99

DIY 2 KIT - 520/1040 to 2MB

£289.00

IMPORTANT: ALL Of OUR ATARI STE s ARE UPGRADABLE AND DO NOT REQUIRE SOLDERING TO EXPAND THE MEMORY
MIDI SOFTWARE
All of our blank disks are guaranteed and supplied with labels.
All of our 3.5' unbranded and branded disks are of the highest
quality. All disk prices include vat and delivery.

QUANTITY

10

20

30

50

100

UNBRANDKD

3.5" U^UU

Ring today for the best prices for all
types of ST MIDI software - are
prices are so cheap, we are not
allowed to print them !

5.99

10.99

15.99

25.99

44.99

9.50

18.50

26.50

42.50

80.50

MsL l£XJ&Um=>
Lockable boxes:

3.5' 40 capacity - £4.95
3.5" 80 capacity-£8.95
5.25" 50 capacity - £5.95
5.25" 100 capa.-£9.95

mMMMmwmsmmR

High quality tailored dust
covers available for:
Atari ST: £6.99 each

LC10 printer : £4.99 each
SM124 monitor : £7.99 each

ATARI LYNX
Atari Lynx Hand Held Games Machine
(with free California Games cartridge)
£11 / .50
Blue Lightning
Chips
Challenge
Electrocop
Gates of
Zendocon

Xenophobe
Robo Squash
Road Blasters

Rampage

£19.95

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

Philips 8833: £7.99 each

£99.99

Philips 8833 MkO Colour Monitor

£245.00

Roctec 1MB External Drive

£69.00

Golden Image Hand Scanner
Forget-Me-Clock I Card

E195.00
E24.95

Turbo Pack software

E24.95

Tenstar Pack software

£29.95

Discovery Pack software

SONY BRANDED

3.5- 2DD

ST ACCESSORIES
SM124 Mono Monitor

LOW LOW PRICES!
Ms Pacman

Shanghai
Zarlor Mercenary
Gauntlet 3

Rygar
Slime World
Klax

Paperboy

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£22.00
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

£19.95

Contriver Replacement mouse

£2100

ST Moritor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead

£14.95
£12.99

STFM standard scart lead

£7.95

Joystick/Mouse extension lead

£4.75

IrVP&iF
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PRINTERS

Al of our printers are UK spec. Al of our printers
come with a free cable and have a tul 1 year
warranty.

Star UC10 Mono (9-pin)
£155.00
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin) £230.00

wmmt
Remember.we only
sell genuine UK
stock machines.

Panasonic

Star IC24-10 Mono

(24-pin)

£210.00

Star LC24-15 Mono 15"

(24-pin)

£399.00

Star LC24-200 Mono
Star LC24-200 Colour
Panasonic KXP1124

£265.00
£295.00

(24-pin)

£249.00

Panasonic KXP1624

15" carriage (24-pin)

£399.00

Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin)

£299.00

H / Packard DeskJet 500
Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet

£499.00
£399.00

PHILIPS 8833 MKII

BEST PRICES MAIL ORDER

The 8833 Mkll is the perfect colour monitor
for all ST and Amiga owners. With its high

(DEPT STF), UNIT A, GRAFTON PLACE,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BNtl toX

quality picture and stereo sound it really
makes the STE or Amiga perform to it's full.
All 8833 Mkll come with 1 cable free of

charge (options are Atari STFM, Atari STE
or Amiga A500)

£245.00

Price includes VAT,
delivery and 12
months on- site
warranty

•w

109031 700714 £g
TELESALES Warn till 12 midnight

Tefesafes; Man to Sat Returns, technical & Queries : Mon to Fri (Warn tiff 6pm)
All prices include VAT and UK delivery unless otherwise slated All prices / specifications / special offers are subject to change
without notice. Goods usually despatched same day as cleared payment is received. Personal cheque clearance takes 7 days.
Please make cheques/P.O's out to BEST PRICES. Mail order only. No callers Thank You.
ADD £650 INC: VAT FOR NEXT WORKING DAY UK DELIVERY, ADD £3250 INC FOR SATURDAY UK DELIVERY
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BACK ISSUES

ART TUTOR
Bought an expensive Paint package? Fed up with using all the
gimmicky 'Tools'? Want to be able to produce good Artwork?

Then LEARN TO DRAW with ART TUTOR.
SEE REVIEW IN APRIL ISSUE ST FORMAT!

Young or old, beginner or amateur, there is something in ART
TUTOR for everyone! Covers such subjects as:
Anatomy, Animals, Design, Cartoons, Colour, Fantasy,
Landscape, Perspective, Plants, Vehicles, Face, etc.

On-screen demonstrations with stage-by-stage explanations.
3 disc Tutorial, plus 3 picture libraries, plus comprehensive
manual. Over 1 Meg of Tuition! Only £19.95 inc P&P

'I can unreservedly recommend every one of
these - and what a bargain price!'
(Anonymous, from Bath)

ISSUE 9

ISSUE 10

Disk: Conqueror,
Pipemania and

Disk: Wipe Out
playabledemo; plus

Canvas - threefully

ISSUE 11
Disk: Resolution 101

ISSUE 12

Disk: Megamusic
special, MIDI
sequencer, Starblade
space-trading demo

full version of GFA

playable demo;
mouse tools; plus

playabledemos! Plus

Raytrace!

great comms

Turbo ST!

Inside: 30 ST classic

software!

Inside: Mad about

Inside: guideto ST
scanners; cheap ST
networking; secrets
of game creation

games; education
round-up; complete
survey of ST art
packages

Inside: piracy
special; how to "do"
cornms; how your ST
can spy on satellites

Music; Harlekin;

ISSUE 14

ISSUE 15

ISSUE 16

Disk:Together for the
first time:fully

Disk: DPaint, Manix
and Daysof Thunder,

Disk: Atomic
Robokid and TCB

beginner'sguideto
brilliant graphics
Plus! Free tape!

CASTLESOFT, 62 Glebe Road, Bayston Hill,
Shrewsbury, Salop. SY3 OPN. Tel: 0743 723539
Please send me Art Tutor at £19.95
Name

Address
ISSUE 13
Disk: Baftlemaster

Postcode

playabledemo; GFA
Draft useable demo;
reset proof RAM disk

useable demos of
Yolanda and Rick

- not one but three

Tracker-two fully
useable demos

Inside: 15 pages of
gamebusters and
technicaltips; Magic
Fly preview; Proxima,

Dangerous
Inside: Why do
games cost so much?
Megapaint2- an

fully useable demos!
Inside: Full, definitive
reviewof DPaint2,
plus tutorial on
gettingthe most from

the DTP newcomer

instant ST art classic?

the Cover Disk demo

Inside:Ten pages of
ideas on getting
more from your STmaking moneyor
just having fun!

ISSUE 17

ISSUE 18

ISSUE 19

ISSUE 20

- 220 pages.'

- 220 pages.'
Two Disks: Complete
£30 game and fully

Disk: Champion of
the Raj; full version of

Disk: 31 programs,
including Turrican 2,

GFA Basic 2 a

Mastersound 2 and

useable demos of

completedatabase

3.5 DISKS inc LABELS
These disks are 100% error free and fully guaranteed with a 2 for 1
replacement. Send SAE and we will send you a free disk to try.
Limited quantity only. We're sure you will order from us in future.
P&P:50 disks & overisfree. Under 50 disks only £1.50
All prices include VAT. SendCheques or Postal Orders to

KYC Disks

1

51 Barmouth Road, Wandsworth, London, SW18 2DT.

Telephone 081-870 0469

Open 7 days a week from 10am-7pm

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
2 Meg-£175

COURIER
SERVICE

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY

AVAILABLE

512K-E40

PLEASE
PHONE

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)
512K-E40

2 Meg-£175

• REPAIRS - Phone for details

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment with order.
All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or workmanship.
All cheques payable to BREVCO thank you.

Disk: Fully useable
demo of Captive,the
FORMAT Gold winner!
Plus five more

Puunic, Golden Axe

complete utilities

and more besides!

Inside: 50 games on

Inside: 50 top games
of 1990; reporton

review; hard drive
and printer round-ups

the future for Atari

13 AUTO programs.
Inside: Complete
guideto plug-ins; DIY
yourST; the STF gold hardware projects;
awards 1990; classic Sim Earth preview;
14 pages of top tips
games and software
and more besides!
Inside: Get to know

SORRY! ISSUES 1-8 SOLD OUT

Cover Disk and full postage included.
*UK price only. Overseas prices:
Europe add £1.55, Rest of World add £3.55 each.

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE20 7LJ

,)_sL 081-659 2851

To order your back issues use the
subscriptions order form opposite.

WHETHER YOU'RE IH BUSINESS OR A GAME-PLAYER, SUBSCRIBE
TO ST FORMAT AND RECEIVE ONE Of THESE TOP TITLES FREE
Guarantee

Kidpublisher

yourself a copy
every month of
Britain's leading
magazine for the

\Ue ST FORMAT

Cover Disk every
month - bursting
with exciting
programs, utilities
and playable

KIDPUBLISHER PRO Asuperb package com
bining word processor and art program - enables
the youngest user to harness the ST's DTP power

ST - delivered to

your door! Every
issue is absolutely
jam-packed

make sure you get

professional I

GODS The brond-new eight-way-scrolling
platform and puzzle game from the Bitmap
Brothers - featuring intelligent aliens, reactive
difficulty levels and awesome graphics

with all the

demos.

GFA

information you
need to get the

Draft 2
Program for the ATARI ST

most out of

your ST.

GFA DRAFT 2 GFA's acclaimed Computer Aided STOS Enables you to create games using asimple
Design package, featured in demo form on Cover BASIC-We language to design everything from the
Disk 13, is the best available for your ST
sprites to the music. It's agame-player's dream!

12 ISSUES

MAGAZINE

COVER DISKS

THE FREE

YOUR FREE SOFTWARE - ALL FOR ONLY £39.95!

OR 6 ISSUES FOR JUST £19.95 (but alas, no free software)
You can cancel your subscripti

ime and we will refund

iled issu
_

YES! PLEASE ENTER/RENEW MY SUBSCRIPTION TO ST FORMAT
] UK

12 ISSUES

£39.95

D EUROPE £64.55

D REST OF WORLD

£89.55

(77CKAS APPROPRIATE)

6 ISSUES

D UK ONLY £19.95

To ensure you recieve your magazine and disk quickly and undamaged, all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

MY CHOICE OF FREE SOFTWARE IS (applies onlyto u issues- tick oneonly)
PLEASE ALSO SEND ME THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES

TOTAL PAYMENT

9

•
10

GODS
11

12

D
13

KIDPUBLISHER
14

15

16

D
17

18

GFA DRAFT
19

20

STOS

(PLEASE CIRCLE)

£

Name
MY METHOD OF PAYMENT IS (TICK YOUR CHOICE)

•

VISA

•

ACCESS

EXPIRY DATE

Address

CARD NO

•

CHEQUE (MAKE PAYABLE TO FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD)

Enclose this coupon (together with your cheque ifapplicable) in an
envelope and send to thisaddress (nostamprequired!):
5r f0r7M4T SUBSCRIPTIONS, FRECPOST, SONIERTON, TA11 7BR

Post Code
ST/SP/0491

EDUCATION software

Public education
For thosejust starting theirfirstyears in secondary school, nothing is
more important than making learningfun. In the thirdpart ofour
exploration ofPD edsoft, David Jones sorts out the goodfrom the bad
T h e r e is a broad range of PD edsoft
available for 9 to 16 year olds, with
most of the programs catering for chil
dren of widely differing abilities. We take a look
at 45 programs that could assist in the educa
tion of secondary school children.

MBTCHBELL

STREET
UATCHBELL

^^VV-A HOUSE )
a

U a t c h b e l l S*
lookout
toi

sage.

the

MATHS

> _ runs
e.
There

Number Go Round, Number Maze, Shipwreck

wa 1 1

basic numeracy programs which are still rele
vant to children entering secondary education.
See last month's PD Edsoft section for a review
of these.
There are also four GCSE revision aids -

Understanding Algebra, Understanding Geome
try and so on. These are well written, contain
numerous explanations and provide a reason
able coverage of the various Maths syllabuses
although they are rather short on exercises.

SCIENCE
There are two Chemistry offerings. One called
Chemistrydeals with valency - only a small sec
tion in most syllabuses. Despite some pleasing
graphics the program, a mix of tutorial and
questions, only lasts 30 minutes. The second
program, Elements, is a very useful resource
program and provides a complete on-screen

'is 'of •« M<?nmiS'

the

lies

door

open.

periodic table. Obtain a profile of facts by click
ing on any of the elements shown on the screen.
Body Shop is a straightforward human
anatomy program. You must match the names
of bones and organs with a selection of dis
membered bits and then correctly position them
in the body. Not bad, but it has tiny graphics difficult when you need to tell your gluteus maximus from the end of your humerus.
There are also many PD Astronomy pro
grams available, Tour of the Solar System being
the most accessible. There are plenty of welldrawn pictures too, with notes on the planets,

ical form or over-lay it on one of the superb
maps. Tutor also has exceptionallygood tests.

their moons and so on.

LANGUAGES
Franglais introduces basic French words and
numerals in a delightful and refreshing way. Many
may not approve of the mix of French and English
but it is a fun way to learn - "ici une program,

much to look at, but translates in both directions

-from English into German and vice versa.

GEOGRAPHY
Geography Quiz is initially encouraging, with
100 questions to test children's knowledge of
capitals and flags. This sounds okay but little
thought has gone into the screen presentation.
It's impossible to identify the flags when you
can't even recognise the colours!
World Capitals is a tiny program which sim
ply tests children's knowledge of capitals. Unlike
most tiny PD programs though this one actually
works, and works well!
Geography Tutor -

ST FORMAT

*
EAST

St

•

tester suitable for students of German. It isn't

144

the

• Well, yes, it is very educational, but the
Body Shop that I know is nothing like this!

pressez une key, s'il vous plait, et regardez what
vous can learn. Une, deux, trois, go!"
Chunnel is a good multi-level vocabulary
tester with a one or two player option. Ques
tions are given in either French or English and
you must select answers from a choice of four.
Espagnol is a good Spanish tutor/tester
and comes with 37 linked verb and vocabulary
lessons. The screen display is simple and a little
boring, but Espagnol is a substantial program.
ST Dictionary is a wide-ranging vocabulary

• Tour of the Solar System: boldly going
where no edsoft has gone before!

To

north

tT»e length
is a plaqui

and

HOUSE

and STOS Maths Test are the best of the PD

ST

Europe is a vast
database of information on every country in
Europe. You can present this info either in numer-

The Search for historical clues is an

excellent sequel to The History File

HISTORY
History File is one of the most substantial pieces
of educational software available anywhere. You
take on the role of detective - searching various
sources for information and building up a picture
of past events. Collect information from surviv
ing and modern sources on disk one and go
back in time and interview suspects as well as
check contemporary records on disk two. Finally
check the validity of historical research methods
using the database on disk three. Eventually,
you can build up a complete picture of a nine
teenth century Scottish murder.
The Search is based in Kent and you must
check out various sources for information. This

program contains a database which you can call
up at any time.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
There are dozens of quiz and general
knowledge programs available in the Public
Domain. These are dubiously called educational
programs by some PD libraries. Six of the least
awful are listed here.

Three are based on pub snooker or slot
machine games. A Question of Snooker and Give
Us A Break are frustrating rubbish. Make A Break
is much better. This contains a large database of
interesting general knowledge questions.
The remaining three "straight" quiz pro
grams let you edit existing questions as well as
produce completely new files. This is useful
because many of the programs test you on
highly specialist material - in Trivia and Quizz
|UR( IPE
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• Geography Tutor is a massive and com
plex program, full of facts and figures
issue 21-APRIL-91
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Educational
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Tel 3626
e

779695

f t

Your Atari ST is

Programmes

i
which YOU CONTROL

the only teacher

Written by experienced
yd

teachers.

Tel: 0626 779695
Day or evening

79% in ST Format Jan 91

Do you want to see your children use the computer for
something other than shoot-em-ups?

Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.

which button does what?

Subjects include ...

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic

Send SAE for information or disc/50p for demos, state (SS/DS)
To:- C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon. TQ 14 9NH

Reviewed in

GRALIN INTERNATIONAL

ST Format (August '90)

Geography Tutor

87%

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your

Only £29.99 inc P&P
Electronic atlas with maps
and databases for every
country in the world.

computer. Our programs even allow you to add your
own lesson material.

Features include facts on

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE

major religions, languages, _

population, life expectancy, rB|

of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

land area, crop land area, ^^—
national dept, military spending and more...
Other ST products available:
MugShot!
Atari ST Protection Techniques (Book & Disk)

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)

£29.99
£29.95

DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

Atari 8 bit emulator & cable (connect 8bit drive to ST) ....£19.95

mil

gffjgfl

11 Shillito Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2BN
Cheques / PostalOrdersOnly
Dealer enquires welcome

RAMARA
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ATARI ST BOOKLIST

30Graphics Programming Abacus 18.45
6800 Assembly Lang. Prog Mcgrow 19.95
Applications Guide inC
Compufe 19.45
Basic Sourcebook &Tulorial
Disk Drives Insideand Out
FromSTBasic to C

Atari 9.50
Abacus 18.45
Abacus 17.95

Game Makers Manual
Sigma 12.45
GFA Basic v3Development + disk ..Glen 17.95

Introducing ST Machine Code ....ZZsoft 21.00

Compute 16.95

ST Format

FutPub 9.95

ST Machine Language
Abacus 16.10
The CProgramming Language K&R 23.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 1..Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 2..Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 3..Compute 22.45
Tricks &Tips on the ST
Abacus 16.40
Your FirST BASIC
Bookmark 14.45
Your Second Manual to the ST
14.95

DAATAscan Pro. AT25 3 Dither • Modes

100-400 DPI 64 Grey Scales
189.95
Cameron Handy Scanner 3scan -modes

ADD £3.50 FOR 3 DAY DELIVERY (FROM DESPATCH) ADD £9 NEXT DAY

£118
£259

1040 STE
Cumana Drive

£420
£68

100 Labels
Dust Cover

Printer Stand

Cheetah 125+

£7.50

VidiST video frame grabber-Rombo ...84.95
Vidi Chrome Colour Upgrade
18.50

Joystick ext Lead

£5

Mouse Mat

£2.50

ATonce PC286AT-Emulator

Printer Lead

£5

Mouse House
Mouse Bracket

£7.50
£2.80

Monitor Stand

Turbo Pack

£18

£350

£5

Zipstick
Jetfighter

£11
£12

4 Play Games
Adaptor

£5

£9

Cheetah Star Pro

£10

Port Ext Lead

£5

£7.50

Autoroute

53.95

Baokkeeoerv3-2
C-Lab \o:a;o<-V3
Canvas
Cashbook Combo

Sage 82.95
..

457.35
.. .12.49
. Dots 49.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Dev/Design
Cyber Pa^nt
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Data Manager Prof
Degas Elite

28.95
Disks 15.95
36.95
55.95
38.95
34.45
28.95
19.95

Deluxe Paint ill

Devpac v2

39.95

Hisot!'" 43.95

Digicalc
Easy D'aw 2

Easy Tex-.DTP

Digita 29.16
36.75

ZZSofl 19.95

First WCO + New v3

ATARI ST PROGRAMS
Tempu;2

H so't 29.95

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks Tutor
Turbo ST. ...
Twist Switcher
Werks
WordfaWord Pe'fect

""67.50
...24.95
.. . H=sot 28.45
•• :.rt 20.21
H.so't 21.45
Hisoft New 63.95
175.95

Word Writer Timeworks

39.95

— SPECIAL OFFER"*
Timeworks DTP & First Word V3

Only £98.99

ATARI ST MACHINES
520STE Turbo Pack

368.95

520 STFM Discovery Pack

274.99

1040 STE Extra Pack

439.99

Atari Lynx Handheld

125.99

Portfolio Pocket PC

179.95

Atari SC1224 Colour

268.95

'"55.45

29.99
14.95
18.95

Atari SM 124 Mono

119.95

GFACompiler v3.5

GFA Basic V3.5 Int..

'"37.95

22.95

Philips CM8833 II Colour

249.95

GFA Draft Pius V3.13 ..

78.95

Monitor cable ST to scart

9.95

GFA Gerr Utility

23.95

GFA G Shell

16.95

GST C Comoile.'

15.95

GFA Mission Control
23.95
Harlek"
Hisot* *" 36.45

Citizen 120D Plus

Citizen 124D

229.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

36.95

Hisoft Forth

29.95

Citizen Swift 9 Pin
Citizen Swift 24 Pin

219.95
316.95

154.95

Digita 18.95

Colour Upgrade Swift 9/24

K-Data

Kuma 38.45

StarLCIO Mono

K-Resource 2

Kuma 32.45

Ribbon for LC10 (min 2)

2.99

K-Roget Thesaurus
K-Spread 1
K-Spread 2
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4

Ribbon 120D/Swift 9 (min 2)

2.95

Kuma
Kuma
Kuma
Kuma

Cumana 3.5 1 Meg CSA354
Zydec 3.5 1 Meg Ext. PS.U

79.95
69.95

Home Accounts

Knife ST

Lattice Cv5

35.95
18.49
41.95
61.95
84.95

Hiso't 22.45

38.95
165.95

Hisoft 109.95

MasterDiar. Spreadsheet

66.56

Master Sound

29.75

10.25
'"28.55 Sony branded 2DD box (10)
200-400 DPI 16grey tones
144.95 NeoDesk3
Persona' Finance Man. PUs ...31.95 Sony/Memorex unbranded (10) ..6.45
Golden Image Hand Scanner 3grey High Soeed°ascal
Hlsofl 71.96 Datapulse MF2-DDMulticolour (10) 14.95

modes 100-400dpi Touch Up s/w ....189.99

ATARIS & ACCESSORIES

Sage 124.95
. Sage 219.45

Flight Simulator 2
M&TI6.25 Fun School 2 all ages
Abacus 15.45 Fun School 3 a'l ages

Midi &SoundBook

Presenting the Ataii ST
ST Artist

ATARI ST PROGRAMS
Accountant v3
Accountant P'us

HOUSE
SOFTWARE

Lynx
Discovery Pack

JS

Twin joystick/mouse lead
13pin open ended lead
Naksha mouse + House& Mat

Universal PrinterStand- Plastic

Dust Cover ST520/1040

Prodata
Protext v4.2
Protext v5 Quarte:

Arnc *" 58,99
'"69.45
108.95

35.95 Sim City
ReplayS
63.95 Mig 29 Fulcrum
71.95 Gazza 2
5.95 Sequencer 1
Spectrum 512
22.95 Shadow Warriors
8.50 Superbase
Personal
18.95 Powermonger
33.95 Superbase Personal 2
68.95 Shadow of the Beast
168.95 Robocop 2
9.95 Superbase Professions
Digita 58.95 Mutant Tu-lles
5.25 System 3 Extra
Syntex OCR
Signa ".19.95 Drakken

179.95

All prices Include VAT. Carriage FREE UK & BFPO
Please send Cheque/PO Made payable to:

Call or Send cheques/Postal Orders to
BCS LTD, 349 Ditching Road,
Brighton E.Sussex BN1 6JJ

RHS, Ramara House, 22 Grange Road
Staincliffe, Nr. Batley, West Yorkshire. WF17 7AT

Tel 0273 506269 or 0831 279084

IJ Hours ofbusiness 10am-7pm Monday-Saturday |Lj

Zj

Telephone Sales0924 473556

ITS

23.95
23.95
18.45

14.95

23.95
18.45

18.45
18.45

Ultima V
Future Wars
Iron Lord

22.45
22.45
18.45
18.45

F19 Steailh Fighter

22.95

Back to the Future 2

18.45

Rick Dangerous 2 .

18.45

Kick Off 2

15.25

Cricket Captair-

18.45

Speedball2

18.45

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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EDUCATION software

PD EDSOFT FOR 9 TO 16 YEAR OLDS
MATHS AND NUMERACY
Number Go Round

****

7-13 BSoft- KI4; Floppyshop - GAM78C; Goodman- GD805

Understanding Algebra
Understanding Geometry

***.
*****
***
****
****

Pdom-A101;STCIub-EDD10
7-13 BSoft - KI4; Goodman - GD805; Pdom - A101
7-12 Goodmans - EDU8; STOS PD - SPD27
7-11 ST Club - EDD5; Goodmans - EDU6
14+ Page 6 - ST298; Floppyshop - EDU2; SW Software - 835
13+ Page 6 - ST298; Floppyshop - EDU2

Understanding Proportions

*****

Number Mare

Shipwreck
STOS Maths Test

SW Software - 835

• Say what you like, but Treasure Hunt

Understanding Trignornetry

*****

WORD GAMES
There are several poorly presented versions of
Hangman. One version, Disk EDUC32 from the
PDQ PD Library, stands out though and is fun to
use. You can even edit the words if you have a
word processor that generates ASCII files. Word
Puzzle Generator is the best of the word games,
enabling you to create word grids from your own
lists. You can use these to play word search
games either on the screen or from a printout.

SCIENCE SUBJECTS

The Body Shop
Chemistry

****
***

Il+Page6-ST295
12+ Floppyshop - EDU9

Elements

****

13+ SW Software - 433

Tour of the Solar System

*****

11+Alpha PD

LANGUAGES

Chunnel

****

10+ Goodmans - EDU9; Page 6 - ST299

Espagnol
Franglais
ST Dictionary (German)

****

13+STCIub-EDU13

****

8+ Floppyshop - EDU9

****

ll+PDom-G35

World

**
*****
*

10+ PDQ- EDUC31
12+ Page 6 - ST242
10+Floppyshop-EDU7M

World Capitals

****

9+ SW Software - 641

*****
*****

13+ ST Club P Dom; Page 6 LAPD
13+ Page 6 - ST296

GEOGRAPHY

Geography Quiz

Geography Tutor: Europe*

HISTORY

History File(3 Disks)

LOGIC GAMES
The only programs worth considering are
Decoder, a reasonable version of the board
game (Mastermind, and Pyramido, an interesting
and challenging variation of dominoes.

MISCELLANEOUS
Finally, there are those programs which do not
readily fit into any category. We reviewed Fun
Face, the excellent identikit program, and
Treasure Search, a co-ordinates program, last
month but they are equally good for young
teenagers to play with. Quickdraw is a poor
version of Pictionary, and Hassle Court an odd
text-only adventure. Treasure Hunt is an average
program based on the popular Channel 4 TV
series. It not only includes facts about the his
tory and geography of Jersey but also has some
rather devious puzzles.

ST Logo is a fully working version of a
graphics programming language soon to be
taught to all children under the National Curricu
lum. Typing Tutor on the other hand is one of
the best keyboard trainers available and has
plenty of tests and exciting games - you won't

Search (The)
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

A Question of Snooker

**

12+Floppyshop-GAM112C

Give Us A Break
Make a Break

**

12+STOSPD-SPD12

****

12+Page6-ST184

Quiz Construction Kit
Quizz

****

9+ Goodmans - EDU10

***

9+ ST Club- ST153; FloppyShop - GAM44C; SW Software - 433
PDQ- EDUC32 ; Trivia SS 9+ PDQ- EDUC31

*
***

9+STCIub-EDD5
8+ ST Club - EDD8

****
*****

8+ PDQ- EDUC32
9+ Page 6 - ST198

WORD GAMES

Hangman
Hangman
Hangman
Word Puzzle Generator
"LOGIC" GAMES

Alphafit

*

8+STCIub-EDD10

Decoder
Fuzzball

***

8+ PDQ - EDUC31

**

7+BSoft-K15

Pyramido

****

10+ PDQ- EDUC38; Strikes S 10+ PDQ- EDUC31
ST Tac Toe S 7+ ST Club - EDD7, EDD8; Page 5 - ST197;
Floppyshop - GAM78C

*****
**

8-14 B Soft-K16
11+SW Software

MISCELLANEOUS
Fun Face Demo

Hassle Court

Quickdraw
ST Logo
Treasure Hunt (Jersey)

**

7-14 Page 6 -ST197

****

9+ Alpha PD

****

10+Page6-ST297

Treasure Search

****

7-12 Pdom - G76; STOS PD - DPD15

Typing Tutor (STOS)

*****

11+ Page 6 - ST247; STOS PD- SPD17

*
**

tire of this one. stf

• Next month, we're rounding off our
PD edsoft survey with a miscellaneous
mixture of highly specialised programs,

14+ Page 6 - ST298; Floppyshop - EDU2
SW Software - 835

for example, you must answer exceptionally
obscure questions. The Quiz Construction Kit is
the best of the bunch with sampled speech and
background music.

13+ Page 6 - ST298; Floppyshop - EDU2
SW Software - 835

was never the same after Anneka left!

111

Avoid if possible
Of little educational value.

Maybe, maybe not.
Educationally sound.
Excellent!

various educational utilities such as

electronic mark books, registers, study
organisers and various emulators. Finally,
we bring you up to date on all the most
recent PD edsoft. Don't miss it!

WHERE TO GET YOUR PD EDSOFT
You can obtain all the software mentioned above from the following PD libraries. If you want any
more information about PD software, see our comprehensive PD library directory on page 129.

Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Wheatley, Halifax, West Yorkshire HX3 5JZ « 0422 366785
BSoft, 33 Corsham Road, Calcot, Reading RG3 5ZH
Floppyshop ST, 50 Stewart Crescent, Northfield, Aberdeen « 0224 691824
Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, MeirHays Estate, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs STS 1SW
Page 6 Publishing, P0 Box 54, Stafford ST16 1DRw 0785 213928
Pdom PD Atari, PO Box 801, Bishop's Stortford, Herts CM23 3TZ * 0279 757692
PDQ, PO Box 38, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5HB
Riverdene PDL, 63 Wintringham Way, Purley on Thames, Berks RG8 8BH
South West Software Library, PO Box 562, Wimbourne, Dorset BH21 2YD
ST Club, 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG1 1LX
• Typing Tutor includes numerous tests
and exercises to help you learn to type
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STOS PD Library, 78 Merton Road, Highfield, Wigan WN3 6AT tr 0942 217044
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ill

3.5 inch Disks + boxes

r—i

10
25
50
100
200

disks
disks
disks
disks
disks

+
+
+
+
+

10 capacity storage box 50 capacity lockable box 50 capacity lockable box 100 capacity lockable box two 100 capacity lockable boxes

?b^^
£15 ^ r
£23 "^^
£40 -^^^

£70

^^

All disks DSDD with labels and

\

I

\
-<~""

£9 to these prices.

^~>

Banx disk box

^-7 without disks - One £12/ Two +£11/

/-7

lifetime guarantee

For a stackable/

lockable "Banx" high quality 80
capacity disk box instead, add

Five +£10/Ten +£9 each \a*

Bulk packed DSDD disks
^

3.5 nch DSDD
100% Guaranteed
10 + 40

Includes

50 + 37

100 + 34
250 + 32

labels and

postage

.son 4. s n

a
a
a
a
a

disk
disk
disk
disk
disk

1000 + 28padisk!

Other Supplies
-

Disk Cleaning Kits (3.5 & 5.25") - £2.00

D

wc

me- \n

J

_ ,. , 1nnn „ c„ .. . . . ,

on _ .

~* nn

Roll of 1000 3.5" disk labels-£9.00

lockable- 50 capacity - £6.50

Mouse or Joystick 2metre ext. lead -£4.00

D,skBoxes(3.5or5.25 - 10 capacity -£1.20 520/1040 ST &Amiga 500 dust cover-£3.00
^

lockable - 100 capacity - £7.50

(single lead)

Prices are inclusive of VAT + Postage (U.K. only)
Credit Card orders over £100

are 4% extra

^

^

*

Cheques/Postal orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send Access/VISA card number expiry date and signature

Seven Disk. (STF). Digswell Water Lodge. Digswell Lane.
Welwyn Garden City. Herts. AL7 1SN.
24 hr order line - Tel: 0438 840456

fjW#|

J

KAO

YOU'VE HEARD THE

TAPE - SEEN THE

COURSEWINNER
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM

MF2DD

VIDEO - NOW TRY

THE DISK

Double sided

THE WORLDS

V4

FINEST DISKS FROM
T.D.K. & K.A.O.

with Artificial Intelligence

1 Mb capacity

PHENOMENAL QUALITY 1 MEG COLOURED BULK DISKS FROM KAO
BULK DISKSCHOICEOF 8 COLOURS:Blue,Grey, Red, Yellow, Green, Black,Orange, Fog White

• THE LEGENDARY PUNTERS FORECASTING AID, now has

artificial intelligence. The latest version, V4, has the power to
learn from the results of its own predictions, constantly
adjusting the prediction formula to improve performance.
• FORM POINTERS used include past form, speed ratings, prize
money, course statistics, jockey form, trainer form , stall effect,
the going, weight carried, and the horses ability to act under
current conditions.

(Purchases of 100+ disks willinclude a 3.5" disk drive cleaning kit free!)
Allabove disks are 100% error free &warranted free fromdefects & as such carry a 1 for 1 guarantee
ATARI ST & AMIGA SPECIALISTS

STAR PRINTERS - LC10£150,LC200 COLOUR £210, LC24-200 mono £255 LC24-200 COLOUR £290
Send/call phone/fax for free price list. All printers include VAT+ FREE printer lead

• FLAT and NATIONAL HUNT versions are included.

Coursewinner V4 £28.50

booklet and support literature, all you need to
start forecasts immediately.

I

K.C.VIDEO, 6 & 8 DONCASTER ROAD, SOUTH ELMSALL,
NR. PONTEFRACT, WEST YORKS, WF9 2YZ
TEL: (0977) 649100 FAX: (0977) 643312

POOLSWINNER II

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS LTD; Telephone 24hrs

THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM

ANALOGl 152 Latchmere Road
ANALOGIC Kingston-upon-Thames

• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinner is a sophisticated Pools

prediction aid. Completewith 22000 match database over10 years.

j 081-546-9575
| 081 -541 -4671

1.
2.

cantly better than chance.

3.

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered.

520 STFM Discovery Pack
520 STE Turbo Pack'
1040 STE Extra Pack

(512K RAM) 259.00
(512K RAM) 349.00
(1Mb RAM) 429.00

4. Philips 15" FST/TV/Monitor
5. Philips Monitor 8833 MK II

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES are automatically generated.
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English

249.00
229.00

3;" External Disc Drive
With internal built in PSU

and Scottish Leaguematches are generated automaticallyby
Poolswinner's sister program FIXGEN 90/91...

59.95

ST UPGRADES

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed instruction

Poolswinner with Fixgen. £28.50

1.
2.

start forecasts immediately.

3.
4.

Allprograms Available for..

520ST/STFMtolMB..„
520 ST/STFM to 2.5MB .
520 STE to 1MB (DIY Kit)..

1. ATARI ST/STE

Selec Software

....29.95
....99.95

^Z.

REPAIRS - WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
SendchequeI PO

....69.95
..169.95

P$

520 STE to 2MB (DIY Kit)..

520 STE to 4MB (DIY Kit)

IBM (5.25V.J-;.... AMIGA .... ATARI ST .... AMSTRADPCW
for return of pom service to ..

JIL

SALES

• SUCCESSFUL Selecguaranteethat Poolswinnerperformssignifi

booklet and support literature, allyou need to

i 7 days a week

^ i LOGIC Surrey KT2 5TU

• PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORES, AWAYS and HOMES
Predictions are based on many factors .. recent form, the massive
database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and draw averages.
•

100
£48.00
£68.00

3.5" + 5.25" POSSO BOXES ONLY E14.00

• DETAILED ASSESSMENT of every runner's chances is given, not
just a tip. The calculated odds are compared with the starting
price, and the potential profit is assessed.
• VITAL STATISTICS for all British courses (Draw advantage, Top
Trainers and Jockeys etc) are included in the database.
• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed instruction

50
£24.00
£35.00

1 MEG 3.5" MF2DD BULK 50p
2 MEG 3.5" MF2HD BULK 75p

1

•3.

UU4*liitUM4

59.95

STFM/STE POWER SUPPLIES (SERVICE EXCHANGE)

62 Altrincham Rd, Gatley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4DP Tel 061-428-7425

3.95

45.00

Phone or FAX 24 hrs

(send for full list of our software)

RUTLAND COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
OFFICE HOURS

30 Buckminster Close,

Melton Mowbray,
Leics, LE13 1ET.

9.00am to 7pm Monday to Friday

All prices include VAT
Post and Packing ..£3.50
3 Day Courier .......£6.00
Overnight... .....£7.50

10.00am to 12 noon Saturdays

PHONE & FAX NO 0664 500878

Any orders over £ 100 are sent
* LASER PRODUCTS *

by courier for just £3*50 !

AVAILABLE

Published Pri<es Only

All Disks are Guaranteed 100% Error Free

25p each
39p each
49p each

3.5" BOXES

£

40 Capacity
80 Capacity
100 Capacity
120 Capacity

4.49 50 Capacity
4.95 110 Capacity
5.95 120 Capacity
6.95 Cables

5.25" BOXES

£
4.49
4.95
5.95

I4S ST FORMAT

GP
LQ1000/1050.2478DN

1+3+
3.80....3.40

9512

2746FN.. ..2.85... .2.70

LQ2500

2795DN

4.30....3.85

8512

2741FN. ..3.15... .2.99

LQ2550

2877DN

4.35....3.90

LQ3500
DMP2000/3000

2741 FN. ..3.80... .3.55 NEC
2482FN. ..2.80.. .2.55

P2200H

2844FN

4.10....3.85

BROTHER

2412FN. ...3.15.. .2.95

2254FN
2469DN
2455FN

4.25 ....4.00
5.10....4.60
4.35....3.90

Ml009

P1,P2,P6
P5.P5XLP9
OKI 182,192, 320/1

Ml 509

2479FN. ...5.20.. .4.70

CANON

1156

2223FN. ...3.10.. .2.80 OLIVETTI

DM1/200

2843FN

3.70....3.50

CITIZEN

120

2488FN. ...2.90.. .2.75

DM105

2863FN

5.25....4.90

EX800

2774FN. ...3.25.. .3.05 PANASONIC

KXP110

2228FN

3.35 ....3.00

KXP1124

2904FN

4.50....4.30

MX100

2320FN. ...3.15.. .2.95

KXP1081

2228FN

3.35....3.00

RS232 Male •Male, Female •Female, Male •Female7.95

LX80/LX86

2454FN. ...2.10.. .2.00 STAR LCI 0

2861 FN

3.80....3.55

Joystick/Mouse Extension Cable

LQ800

2477FN. ...3.00.. .2.80

5.95
8.95

4.95
3.95

WE CAM SUPPLY CABLES MADE TO ORDER PLEASE RING FOR A QUOTE
Listing Paper ll"x9.5"60gsm 2000 sheets 16.1

Computer Stationary

3+ MAKE
1+
GP
2741 FN.. ..3.15... .2.99

...2.45.. .2.30

IBM PC Cables 1.8m Long

Centronics To Centronics Cablel ,8m
9.95 2Meter Joystick Extension Cable

Banx Boxesto lold 80 3.5 disks
Posso Boxes to riold 150 3.5 disks ...14.95
Posso Boxesto hold 70 5.25 disks... 14.95

8256

MAKE
AMSTRAD

Packed withsleeves, labels +W/P Tabs

STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE, ANTISTATIC WITH DIVIDERS AND KEYS

within 24 hours

subject to stock availability
RIBBONS

TOP QUALITY UNBRANDED DISKS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
3.5 DSDD Disks int labels
39p each 5.25 DSDD Disks
3.5 DSDD Coloured Disks int labels...45p each 5.25 DSDD Coloured Disks
3.5 DSHD Disks inc labels
99p each 5.25 DSHD Disks

All orders are despatched

ll"x9.5"80gsm 2000 sheets
A4
70gsm 2000 sheets

19.1
18.1

EPSON

.,.. FX800/LX800.2273FN.

MX80/FX80....2273FN. ...2.45..

.2.30

LC10 COLOUR

LC24-10

5.50 ....5.00

2868FN

4.30....4.00

THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF RIBBONS
IF YOUR PRINTER IS NOT LISTED - PLEASE RING FOR A PRICE

LETTERS

Write to: Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAl 2BW
It's a fair cop
I am writing to complain about your Hard Drive
competition in the March issue. After buying the
magazine on Thursday 14 February, I was dis
gusted to find that the competition closing date
was twice stated as Friday 15 February.
This made it impossible for me to enter the
competition despite the fact that I bought the
magazine on the day it arrived in the shops.

What is the point of a competition if it is impos
sible to enter it?

D Hastings
Salisbury, Wilts

STRAIGHT TO THE
POINT
• Could you please do a review of Mastersound 2 - I am interested in buying it. Could
you also recommend a second IBM drive for
under £100.

date printed in last issue's Hard Drive competi
tion was an error. To give you all a chance to
get your entries in, we're extendingthe deadline
to Friday 19 April.

Advertise your
assets
Piracy is clearly benefitting some software
users in the short-term, but at the expense of
the programmers in the long-term. The call to
stamp out piracy, however, is unlikely to resolve
the problem to the satisfaction of all concerned.

A simple solution could be found, using
advertising - one or two minutes of advertising
on the loading screen need distract the player
no more than the average commercial. All soft
ware would have to take into account advertis-

ment space. Commercial TV makes a profit
without any charge for their entertainment ser
vices - similarly, software prices could be sub
stantially reduced, making pirating hardly
worthwhile. How many pirate videos of Corona
tion Street are in illegal circulation, for example?
Assuming this solution is acceptable to all par

ties, we should end up with contented program
mers and contented software users.

Rochester, Kent

- In next month's spondaclous issue we'll be
doing a full review of three new music sam
plers and one of these just happens to be
Regarding your query about a second
drive, any drive will do because there's no

need to ensure IBM compatibility. If you're
looking for a 5.25-inch drive, consult this

month's special Buyer's Guide supplement to
find out what's available.

• Please could you tell me what kinds of
robots are available for the STE, where I can
get them from and how much they cost.
Clive Gray
Sharrow, Sheffield

- Silica fs- 071 309 1111) sell Robokit at just
over £100 which may be just what you're after.
Robokit is a special cartridge that enables
you to interface your ST with the outside
world. By combining Robokit with a Lego set
and following the tutorials contained within
the Robokit manual, you can build yourself all

stf Steve, your argument seems confused. The
reason no-one pirates copies of Coronation
Street is because you watch it once or twice

and then forget about it. Piracy is rife among
some game-players because you can spend a
night round your mate's house playing Sim City
and still want to get hold of a copy for yourself.
This suggests that advertising would be more

• In a previous issue you did an article on
classic arcade games. Could you please tell
me where to obtain such arcade classics as

Asteroids and Centipede?
Ian Lamb

Wootton Bassett, Wilts

- The people you need to talk to are Digita
C=- 0395 270273), who write conversions of

many of the most popular arcade hits.

Get your ting

may be described as "jargon." The said items
may be located at one's leisure on the eleventh

page. Under the leader "Colour digitising soft
ware for ST," there are two words which stray
from the bounds of one's Oxford Dictionary.
These specific words may be described as
unusual in the extreme since they appear to
have little or nothing to do with the functioning
of one's digitising utensil- indeed their apparent
usage seems to be a little unclear to my
colleague, the "RevThomas James Hartlet," and
me, since the only apparent meanings arise
from shooting terns and one's "G & T."

Hence the word "youfire," which one's col
league and one's self believe to have originated
from the noble sport of fowl shooting, where

A crook by
any other name

whereas most games would be lucky to be
seen by 10,000 gamesters at most. Of course,
adding an advert into a game would be a night
mare in itself. A good advert would need
sampled sound and animation and all of this
uses valuable disk space.

game from Imageworks just over three months
ago for £19.95,1 tried to load it up, but it didn't
load. I then read the instructions again and it

said "single-sided drive owners send in your disk
to be upgraded." I did this but haven't heard
anything from them since.

Even if software publishers were to take up

I think waiting three months for a reply is

the idea of using advertising in theirgames, can

too long, and I feel ripped off. I have written to

you imagine what we'd be seeing in intro

them more than three times but have still heard

issue 2I-APRIL-91

with everyone's money? Perhaps you do if
you'remissing a few brain cells...

digitised so badly that she looks like someone
set her face on fire and put it out with a rake,
advertising a kinky chatline?

I will not give my name because I have been

25

dig a secret tunnel into their vault and walk off

sequences and between levels? An Andrex
puppy dashing across the screen with half a loo
roll tied round his waist? Or worse, a woman

forced to become a software pirate. I bought a

of

servicetill gobbles up your card, do you then

in a twast

million

audience

page. If you trot along to the bank and their

As regards your leader "Any more jargon?" (STF
19), I have indeed spotted some of that which

successful in a game than on television, but the
an

software. It is people like you who perpetuate

software piracy and who are hurting not only
software houses, but also other game-players.
Deprive a software house of money to invest in
future game development and publishers are
forced to churn out more poor quality software
which we eventually end up buying.
You try to justify your argument by saying
Imageworks never responded to your problem.
If that's the case then give them a ring (=• 071
928 1454) and explain your position, but don't
use it as an excuse to go on a thieving ram

manner of weird and wonderful creations. Of

latter

reaches

stf There is absolutely no excuse for pirating

course whether they'll ever get around to
doing the shopping for you is another matter.

Steve Thomas

Caerphily, Mid Glamorgan

Anonymous
Darlington, County Durham

N J Martin

Microdeal's new Mastersound 2.

stf Okay, okay, we'll come quietly, guv'nor. The

nothing. I have always been against software
piracy. I know how to copy games but until now
I have only made backups for myself. Now I will
copy every Imageworks game and give copies
to my friends and their friends because this
company has ripped me off.

one's "ammo" has expired and hence one is
unable to shoot one's remaining airborne fowl.
This is the point at which one calls out to one's
partner, "youfire!"
"Itfis" appears to be derived from the club
house after one's golf or other recreational
activity, where one's acquaintances and one's
self have over-indulged in alcohol and one is in
an uncertain state - it is at this point that the
barman may ask one to describe one's "G & T,"
at which point one may describe it by using the
term "itfis" (it fizzes). At such a stage, one will
almost certainly be pronounced intoxicated.
However, I am totally unable to find a computer
• Turn to page 153 for more letters...
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ANIMASTER

THE LATEST AND GREATEST ST OFFERS

ST FORMAT

ST Mail
ETIIMJlilT
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FORMAT

Admit it, animation has

got you hooked - at
least, we hope it has
by now. To fuel your
addiction we're

offering you the full version
of Animaster, written exclusively for

ENCHANTED LANDS^

DELUXEPAINT ST

our Animation feature.

You can create your own
characters in Animaster, load in

backdrops and then make your
characters run, leap or die
over the top of them. Save your
sequences to disk and then merge
them together to build up a short
cartoon. Follow this month's GFA

Basic guide on page 37 and you
can even use them in your own
programs.

The demo on this issue's Cover

Disk, stunning though it is, offers
just a taster of what you can do.
Besides being able to save your
sequences, the full version of
Animaster enables you to create
and edit your sprites within
Animaster itself, using an extensive
range of drawing tools. You can
then go on to construct a full-blown
animation sequence using a special
recording mode.
Virtually the only limit is your
imagination. Before long they'll be
begging you to join Disney!

l

Description:
Animaster

Price:
£14.95

Jr

GFA
BASIC
Versi
in

DEVPAC ST 2

GFA BASIC 3

MASTERSOUND

TURRICAN 2

Order No:
ST367

Remember, Animaster is available
exclusively through ST FORMAT

HOW TO
ORDER...
• Just make a note of the

product name and order
number and fill in the order

form opposite
• Or ring our Hotline number
on 0458 74011

• See page 142 for our

BACK
ISSUES

Want to complete
your collection of
ST FORMAT plus

ISSUE

PRICE

ISSUE 1-8

SOLD OUTSORRY

ISSUE 9

£3.45

STF09

Cover Disk?

ISSUE 10

£3.45

STF10

Postage and
packing included!

ISSUE 11

£3.45

STF11

ISSUE 12

£3.45

STF12

ORDER No

ISSUE 13

£3.45

STF13

ST/AMIGA FORMAT

ISSUE 14

£3.45

STF14

Sorry! Unfortunately we no longer
have any copies at all of any issues of
the late, great ST/AMIGA FORMAT, the
magazine out of which were born the

ISSUE 15

£3.45

STF15

ISSUE 16

£3.45

ISSUE 17

£3.45

STF16
STF17
STF18

ISSUE 18

£4.45

• Thesprites illustrated are from Prince of Persia and

remarkable subscription

brilliant diamond-like ST FORMAT and

ISSUE 19

£3.45

STF19

are not included in the Animasterprogram

offer of FREE SOFTWARE!

that old lump of coal Amiga Format.

ISSUE 20

£3.45

STF20

AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES!

DELUXEPAINT ST Electronic Arts
DeluxePaintsets new standards for creativity software - and for your
ST art. The art package no self-respecting artist should be without!
Description: DeluxePaintST
Price: £44.95 Order No:ST356

®

order

ENCHANTED LANDS Thalion

The FORM/lTGold winning platform game withamazinglyfluid scrolling
and animation. Easy to get into, but nigh on impossible to put down.
Description: Enchanted Lands
Price: £17.99 Order NoST365

P.F.M. PLUS Microdeal
Based on the original Personal Finance Manager, this new enhanced
version is designed to give you even better control over your money.
Description: PFMPlus
Price: £29.95
Order No: ST359

MiG-29 FULCRUM Domark
Take the pilots seat in Domark'sfirst ever flight simulation Learn to fly
the world'sfinest fighter plane and then join the dangerous missions.
Description: MiG-29 Fulcrum
Price: £26.99 Order No:ST362

.F.M
PERSONAL

FINANCE

MANAGER

DEVPAC ST 2 HSoft
For sheer programmingspeed there's only one real choice: program
directlyin 68000 Assembler language using HiSoft's Devpac.
Order No:ST315
Description: DevpacST2
Price: £39.95

$Avt£lo
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGBf PLUS

GFA BASIC 3 gfa
Whether you're an ST newcomer or a seasoned programmer, GFA
Basic3 has everything you need to writeyourownquality programs.
Description: GFA Basic 3
Price:£34.95
Order No:ST363

MiG-29 FULCRUM W

PROTEXT 4.3 Arnor
Thisextraordinarily versatile word processorhas full spell-checking
facilities, mail-merging and ultra-fast text manipulation. Unbeatable.
Description: Protext 4.3

Price: £64.95

Order No:ST361

MOONSHINE RACERS Millennium
Help Ike and Billy-Joe to shake off Fat Sam the Sheriffinthis
exhilarating racing game from Millennium. Demo on Cover Disk21.
Description: Moonshine Racers

Price: £17.99

Order No: ST366

MASTERSOUND Microdeal
A low cost, highquality sound sampler which enables youto record
sound from yourcassette or CDplayerand then edit itas youwish.
Description: Mastersound

Price: £29.95

Order No:ST360

TURRICAN 2 Rainbow Arts
An action spectacular withoutequal, containing 12 levels which run to
150 screens of unadulterated carnage. Demo on Cover Disk20.
Description:Turrican2
Price: £17.99 Order No:ST364

GRAPHICS COLLECTION stformat
Amazing two-disk PDgraphics compilation including Neochrome,
AniSTand a hostof othergraphics utilities. Includes eight-page manual.
Description: GraphicsCollection

W

Price: £9.99

Order No:ST350

ST FORMAT BINDER

Keep yourcollection of the world's top ST magazine togetherinthis
highquality binderwith ST" FORM/lTprinted on the spine.

GRAPHICS COLLECTION

ST FORMAT BINDER

ST FORMAT MAIL ORDER
Name

Description

Price

Order No

One Binder

£4.95

ST112

Two Binders

£9.00

ST1122

No stamp required if posted in the UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

Description

Price

Order No

•

For

overseas

Address

orders call
Trevor Witt

for prices
on +44 458

Postcode

74011

Telephone

Method of payment: (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque
Cheque •• PO
PO

TOTAL ORDER

Credit Card No

Expiry date

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt,
Please make all cheques payable in pounds
sterling to Future Publishing Limited.

STFORMAT, The Old Barn, Freepost,
Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7PY

All items include postage and are
sent 1st class insured post. All
hardware includes next day courier.
Tel:

c

(0268) 782949.

"STOCKS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY"

D

ATARI ST HARDWARE

Atari

520STFM "Discovery Pack"

.259.95
.339.95

Atari 520STE "Turbo Pack"
Atari 1040STE "Extra Pack"

Atari

Megafile 30 Meg Hard Disk

Atari

Megafile 44 Meg Hard Disk
Megafile 60 Meg Hard Disk

Atari

.424.95
,409.00
.769.00

ST 1MB Ram. + SM124
ST 2MB Ram. + SM124
ST 4MB Ram. + SM124
ST's with no Monitor

Atari
Atari
Atari

SM124 when purchased with ST

Atari SM124 12" Hi Res Mono Monitor
Atari SC1224 14" Med Res Col Monitor

c

31, PILTON PLACE (STF 18)
KING AND QUEEN STREET,

.999.00
...89.95

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

.269.95

J
.114.95
...94.95
6.95

Lynx Games Machine "No software"
Lynx Sun Visor

Lynx Software "Full range" from

...21.95

1

ATARI PORTFOLIO

Atari Portfolio

.179.95
.179.95

Atari Portfolio 64k Upgrade Kit.

3

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

.37.95
.13.95

Deluxe Paint (Electronic Arts)

Disney Educational Software from
(BOB

' ~mm m/Mmm

....CALL

Lynx Games Machine + California Games .

c

by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than playing games. The benefits
are many and varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

..CALL

ATARI LYNX

c

HOME BASED BUSINESS
This may be the most important move you willever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". Anyone in the
country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively short period of time just

.564.00
.764.00
.944.00

SLM605 Laser Printer +12 months osw

EARN!

Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know how. Your
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant. Make the
initial effort NOW by starting your own

.579.00

Mega
Mega
Mega
Mega

Atari

Atari
Atari

AST

MAKE YOUR

Please make- cheques and postal orders payable to:
GPS

VISA

1>C> Box 571

^^^"

Rayleigh, Essex, SS69NE

•M-I-I.MJ

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: (0268) 782949

0898 313 586

llnfodlol PO Box 36 LSI 4TN Cal Chorges 33P Pet min Cheap I

ZIXXXIIIIXIIXIXIXIIXXIXZZZZIZZIIIIIXXIXZZZZZZZZZXXZXZIZIZIZXIIIIIIIXXXXIIIIXZZZZZZXIIXX:

SWITCHBOARD
75 Kirkmuir Drive, Stewarton, Ayrshire, KA3 3HP.

TEL: (0560) 85296

FAX: Voice Request

HEWLETT PACKARD
PRINTERS
LASER QUALITY
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Deskjet
Deskjet Plus
Deskjet 500

ci cn-rnrimimc

ELECTRONICS

TRY ELSEWHERE,

BUT IF YOU WANT

Good prices, good service and a good product range covering all
leading Midi/Music packages, education, art and graphics packages
plus business packages please contact us.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
DON'T THINK CHEAPEST IS ALWAYS BEST
DON'T BUY GREY IMPORTS
DON'T PAY UNTIL YOU'RE SURE
DO REMEMBER THAT AFTER-SALES SERVICE IS WORTH
IT'S WEIGHT IN GOLD
REPAIRS: NO PROBLEM
WE HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT

SGM Electronics, 54 Wigan Lane, Wigan, Lanes WN1 1XS
TEL: (0942) 321435
FAX: (0942) 821273

COMPUTERWISE
4

BRIGHTON

PHONE: (0273) 674626

£349

Printers come supplied with software
printer driver
Prices exclude VAT

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

~

IF YOU WANT
NAKED LADIES
CUT THROAT PRICES
COWBOYS

ATARI ST SPECIALISTS
We have lOO's of software titles many are now

discounted, books and peripherals in stock at all
times. Up to £1,000 instant credit with Lombard
Tricity. Finance subject to acceptance.
Full written details upon request

Open 10 am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday^^^W
44 George Street, Kemptown, Brighton
Opposite the American Express building.
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LETTERS

related connection and hope that you would be
so kind as to supply one.
Brigadier General RNRP Snider,
Commander TA

stf Ah. Yes. Well. The computer-related con
nection is this: some unidentifiable gremlin in

our software inexplicably substituted the "fi"
character for the apostrophe we typed in - but
only after the page had left our hands. Nobody
around here seems to understand how, but we
bet it wouldn't have happened if we used only

STs instead of having to rely on M*cs.

WHO ARE YOU KIDDING, ATARI?
stf Some more comments about our special

report on Atari 1990 (issue 19)
Everything you said about Atari's attitude in
STF 19 is sadly borne out by Bob Gleadow's
glib and evasive reply. Only one of your points
is directly addressed and the letter could be
roughly
para-

._
£

Why do we live under the oppression of singlesided drives? I own a 520ST with a double-sided

drive and it infuriates me that whenever I buy a
game, I must spend two thirds of my time
changing and swopping between disks. Why do
games come on two single-sided disks when all
the data could easily fit on one double-sided
disk? The percentage of ST owners who now
own a single-sided drive is so small that even if

l<$

*-^S

i J § us anyway."
st**

" somebody

would just have the
decency to admit that some problems were
unintentional - screwing up the DMA chip or
shipping incompatible programs with the STE
for example - it would go a long way towards
easing relations with a frustrated public.
Of course, they won't promise not to do it
again, because that would mean admitting it
had happened in the first place. What Atari fail
to realise is that such an admission would be

such as Bob Gleadow's assertion that Atari

has never claimed compatibility with third

stf The difficult aspect of this dilemma would
be proving to the software houses that there

party supplied hard drives.

are so few single sided drive owners out there.

original chip, for heaven's sake. It has nothing
to do with the third parties except that they're
kept in the dark about it because of Atari's
paranoia. Atari are as dependant as anyone
else In the industry on third party suppliers
(for printers, monitors, floppy disks, software,
and so on), but unlike everyone else they seem
reluctant to acknowledge that fact.

And how would you feel if you had to send off

for disks afteryou'd bought the game?

Lost your Keys?
On 31 January 1991, I ordered a compilation
pack entitled Soccer Mania from Key Software
after seeing their advertisement in STF 19. I
sent off the cheque for the correct amount and
reassured my son that it wouldn't be long before
the game would arrive. Three weeks later and
we're still waiting for the software.
My cheque was cashed by Key Software on
7 February and even after I telephoned twice
(leaving my number on both occasions) I still
didn't hear a thing from them.
If Key Software can advertise in a reputable
magazine, I assume that they can offer an
equally reputable service as well. Because I
have not yet received a letter of apology or any
indication as to the whereabouts of the software

or my money, I am considering taking legal
action and exercising my rights as a consumer.
David Hume

Edinburgh
stf We have received several letters about

Key Software - but unfortunately they appearto
be one of several companies who are just not
satisfying customers. If you have any queries
about Key Software, write to: Division Officer,
Trading Standards Department, Gwynedd
County Council, Shire Hall, Llangefni, Anglesey,
Gwynedd LL77 7TW, or n 0248 750262,
extension 250 or 257. For general advice on
your rights, take a look at the special mail
order feature in the Buyer's Guide supplement,
free with this issue of ST FORMAT, stf
• Send your non-technical letters to FEED
BACK, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath
BA1 2BW. For all your techie problems, send
your letters to DESKTOP at the same address
issue 21-APRIL-91

Acme

Ace

which

is

better

Naturally, he buys the Acme Ace and
enjoys miles of happy motoring. A new Vaux
ford Escavaiier is announced with enhanced

Taunton, Somerset

company as well as the customers.

the

features, so he sells his old one and buys the
new one. Joe's new Escavaiier works fine, but
once he gets going, he can't stop because the
brakes don't work when you hook a caravan
up to it. He has an accident, his caravan over
turns and he loses everything in it. Vauxford
announce there are no problems.
Does the motor press carry on and say
nothing, just because some people don't have
caravans? No, it goes out of its way to high
light the problem. This forces Vauxford to call
in all their vehicles and fix the problem. Vaux
ford even now admit there is a problem, and
say a modification can be carried out. But

James Ford

free. This would be more convenient for the

or

designed, cheaper and lighter, and enables
him to go that little bit faster.

not sorry and it's

beneficial, and would actually improve their
image. Nobody has confidence in any organi
sation (or government, come to that) that
insists everything is fine all the time. Life isn't
like that, and if you try to pretend it is, you end
up making absurd excuses to cover yourself,

they did buy the software, they could surely
obtain single-sided disks from the company for

one,

phrased as, "we're

I -^J_0. \ m nothing to do with

xy/f

Single-sided pain

"**<,
\

problems. He decides to buy a caravan and
narrows it down to two Escavaiier specific
models - Vauxford's own heavy and expensive

when Joe sends his Escavaiier back to Vaux

ford, he finds his caravan won't even start, let

alone stop! On contacting Vauxford, he's told
that only Vauxford caravans are eligible for
modification - it certainly isn't applicable to
other manufacturers' models.

This is exactly what happened to me with
my STE. Can you imagine what would happen
if Ford took this attitude with their customers

This incident was because of a fault in the

James Pickett

Newport, Isle of Wight

After what must be fifteen years of reading let
ters in computer magazines, this is the first
time I've ever felt the need to respond to one. I
refer to Mr Marigliano's letter in last issue's
Feedback. What a load of crap!

He certainly doesn't fall into the category
of the rational reader he talks about. The whole

point of "belly-aching" about the STE is to
warn first-time buyers of what to expect. Far

more importantly, it's meant to prevent current
"serious" ST owners making the easy mistake
of upgrading to an STE before Atari can get it

and their cars? I rang the manufacturers of my
Supra hard drive in the United States, and they
told me that they would love to make my
drives work, but they don't know how. Supra
tell me that Atari won't tell them the rules. I

don't think Atari really know the rules! If they
do, I think it's about time they made the infor
mation available before Atari's supporting
companies throw in the towel.
in the future It could be a case of "hook up
any peripheral you like, as long as it's made by

Atari." I am told that some STEs work okay.
Does that make mine faulty and eligible for
replacement? Atari say no.
Finally, let me say for myself and everyone
I know, that ST FORMAT is by far the best ST
magazine in the market -

in part, this is

because you kick ass when it's deserved. Any
one wanting a magazine which doesn't spell
out the truth should go and buy one of the

other inferior ST magazines. More power to
your word processors!
Barrie J Capel
Crew, Cheshire

right and sort out the situation.
New owners at the moment would

be

advised to get an STFM if they intend to use it

for anything other than playing games. Okay, I
admit the Save Desktop bug is a minor niggle,
but how many months have passed by without
the fault being fixed in the new machines that
are now being manufactured? I know it can be
expensive, but companies in other unrelated
fields recall faulty goods and fix problems.
Why can't Atari?
No-one could blame Atari for having a go
at game programmers who "don't stick to the
rules," but it's a different kettle of fish if Atari

change the rules and fhen say the rules have
not been strictly adhered to. Come on, Atari,
doesn't the floppy drive controller chip work
differently now?
Concerning the DMA problem,
Mr
Marigliano is lucky with his hard drive. Others
are not so fortunate. Imagine that Joe Bloggs
buys a Vauxford Escavaiier car and has no

stf Atari are seriously annoying ST owners
with this ridiculous hard drive bug, although
they still insist that it affects only a tiny frac
tion of STEs on sale. The bug has been fixed,
but to cover themselves, Atari only guarantee
that the STE will work with their own hard

drives, which unfortunately means you don't
have much of a leg to stand on if you can't get
your hard drive to work - although most man
ufacturers should refund your money if your
drive is new.

With Atari poised to drop the price of the
STE (see the news story on page 7), perhaps
they realise they need to pull their finger out
and do something right for a change. I wonder
whether sales of the soon to be launched

Mega STE will be hampered by the DMA chip
saga. After all, the new machine is aimed at
the "serious" user, but what businessman in

his right mind would invest in a computer
which corrupts hard drive data?
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TWilight Zone
• I don't know, the things
some people do to get
their face into a magazine.
After spending years
throwing popcorn at Philip
Schofield every Saturday
morning, newshound Andy
Hutchinson swaps his
rompsuit for the chance to
audition for Going Live!
They would have given him
the job too but his nose
kept battering the camera
every time he turned round

What a

bloomin' cheek.

This month's "What a bloomin' cheek"

award goes to someone who sent in
a two-line letter, written in finger
crayon size lettering, saying: "I heard
about your magazine ST FORMAT
from a friend. I would be grateful if
you could send me a sample copy."
Yes, well, no doubt you would.
We don't know if you've noticed, but
newsagents do a nice line in maga
zines, and you can find ST FORMAT
in one of these establishments.

I

mean, come on, do you write off to
Andrex for a sample toilet roll each
time they bring out a new, "soft,
strong and very long" colour? Or to
Ferrari for a complimentary Testarossa whenever they announce a
new model?

If you want a quality magazine
like FORMAT, you've simply got to
buy it - unless you're a shoplifter of
course, in which case you could do
five years for it instead, stf

Time to win, or have won
Yes, we know you spotted our little pre-April-fool jokette last issue. Our Power
hard drive competition gave the closing date as Friday 15 February, though the
issue only went on sale on the 14th. To give all of you time to get your answers
to us, we're extending the deadline for the competition to Friday 19 April.
And speaking of competitions, let's have a big hand for the winner of our
Humongous Ocean Comp, Mark Paul Maguire of Market Drayton in Shropshire,
who'll be getting every ST game Ocean release for the next five years, in addi
tion to the crammed box already in the mail, full of all Ocean's current games.

Our next storming issue hits the
shelves on Thursday 11 April,
featuring a special look at how to
make DTP work for you. There's
comprehensive advice from the
pros, explaining how you can
create sophisticated reports, maga
zines, letters, using the vast range
of DTP programs available for the
ST. And since you need to write
your letters and documents first,
there's also a huge round-up of ST
word processors, new and old.
But that's not all! Other high
lights include:
•

On

next

month's

Cover

Disk

we're giving away a song written by
professional composer Neil Palmer.

Can't get hold of us?
Recently we've been receiving calls
from readers who are having diffi
culty getting hold of ST FORMAT. It

Inside the issue he'll be talking
about how he put the track together

NEXT MONTH

and offering advice on what to do
with your musical masterpieces.!
• We've followed the progress of

Millennium's futuristic sports game
Stormball

•

Lost data to a

and reviews - don't miss it!

ADVERTISERS INDEX

bigger newsagents such as WH

Hi Tec Sequencing

147

Service

seems that in Wigan, for instance,
there wasn't a copy of our last issue

Abbco

138

Home Based

ABC Music

109

Business

to be found within a week after its

form below and hand it to your

Analogic

148

release.

newsagent, saying, "Mr/Ms News
agent, I'd like you to have this."

Atari

Hyperactive
Development

B. Bytes

92

Remember, every single newsagent

BCSLtd

145

Intraset

Bell Music

109

KC Video

148

Best Prices

141

Kosmos Software

123

KYC Disks
Ladbroke
LAPD

Cambridge Business.137

MailCenta

Care Electronics

101

Manor Court Supplies .84

Castlesoft

142

guide to making certain you never
suffer those "I can't get hold of the
latest issue" blues again.

If your local newsagent doesn't
have a copy of FORMAT on the
shelf, try asking someone wearing a
brown coat and standing behind the
counter, "excuse me, but do you
have any more copies of ST FOR
MAT?" Sometimes, even if they've
sold out on the shelves, they'll have

in the country - from WH Smith to
the corner shop - will be delighted
to reserve you a copy each month.
If you're really daring, why not ask
to have it delivered to your home?
Finally, if you still have no luck,
call Kate Hodges on ^ 0225 442244
and tell her which of Future's maga

more copies in the storeroom. If

zines you're after and where you've
tried to get hold of it. She'll sort the

that doesn't work, check one of the

problem out for you in no time!

Complete this form and hand it to your newsagent
Please reserve me
copy/copies of STFORMAT every month,
beginning withthe May issue, out Thursday 11 April.
Name.

Address.

Phone.

To the newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by Future Publishing and
distributed by MMC Ltd « 0483 211222
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virulent virus?

Next month we have a full tutorial

1 st Choice Leeds

FORMAT

three

on how to repair your disks and
recover all that missing data.
Plus, there's the usual huge
assortment of tips, news, features

7 Disk

the

last

Found your FAT table crunched by
a furtive ST? Discovered the grem
lins have raided your disk box?

If you don't want to subscribe and see page 142 for some good
reasons why you should - fill in the

here's

the

playable demo of the game on our
Cover Disk - plus a full review.

Smith or John Menzies.

So

over

issues, and next month there's a

Blenheim Group
Byteback
Caledonia

Computerwise
Brighton
Coombe Valley
Dataplex

97

20,21

13
35

Protar Electronics

Ramara House
152

123

Instamec

112, 152

Redlaw Resources....112

Media Direct

Rutland Computers...148

SIAM

138

142
134
128

Silica Shop
Soft Exchange
Soft-Logik

133
46
27

132

Softmachine
SoftvillePD

117
36

76
14

39, 105

Software City

123

Souvenir Jarre

109

Special Reserve
Sphinx Software

9
123

ST Club

140

Datel Electronics...78, 79

Microprose

74, 75

Microsmart

58

Supply Solutions

Microtext

46

Switchboard

Digicom

51

Domark

6

Dowling
Ealing Computer

40, 41

Centre
EMPDL

92
130

ESD

130

Miditech

63

Mirrorsoft

11, 67

92
152

Syncrosoft

50

TAM Marketing
Tanglewood
TC Developments

137
46
112

Trust PD

128

MJC Supplies
MPH Computers

44
126

MT Software

124

Music Matrix

101

UK Soft Exchange

112

24

Unbeatable Prices

140

Evesham Micros....94, 95

Naksha

EVPD

Ocean

112

101

Mindscape

57

Solent Software

Demo Club
Dial A Disk

126
137

128

145

120

Microdeal

19

Riverdene PDL

148
152

140

Merlin Express

42

Selec Software
SGM Electronics

48

Matrix Leisure

52

145

Renegade

MD Office Supplies
152
145
140

Premier Mail Order
109

IFC, IBC, 3

Farmic Enterprises....128

Official Secrets

Floppyshop

126

Paradise Computers .128

9

118, 119

Turbosoft

102, 103

Universal Overnight
Distribution

Virgin

60

69, 91.0BC

Freaks PDL

128

PDPdom

We Serve

138

Gabriels Ltd

101

126

126

142
130

West London PD

Goodman PDL

PengeTV + Video
PLC Computers

Wizard PD

130

GPS

152

Post Haste

123

Worldwide Software ....72

Graylin International..145

Power

30,31, 115

HCS

Praxis

112

92

WTS Electronics

92

Zicount Computers....!40
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AMSTRAD
SPECTRUM
COMMODORE
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED • 6 CENTR,

MANCHESTER • M2 5NS • TEL: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650

combat simulation set in a richly detailed world of

A blend of fantasy role-playing, adventure and

mountains and rivers, villages and cities, castles

and ruins of Medieval England.

Knights and lords, wizards and clerics of the court

Interact with peasants, warriors, maidens, nobles

of Camelot are yours to befriend and command.

and bandits improving their abilities and skills as

you go.

* More than 2.5 megabytes of dazzling graphics

features:

* Powerfully orchestrated sound-track

* 16 screen scrolling map of Arthurian Britain

* Zoom from map level down to individual towns

* Hundreds of hours of play-time

and cities

* PC version supports Roland MT-32, Covox, Adlib

and CMS sound boards

Amiga (1 megabyte only)

IBM PC (VGA, MCGA, Tandy, EGA)

£29.99

£29.99

£34.99

Available on:

Atari ST (1 megabyte only)

IMMACULATE

